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Abstract

Inconsistency management is fundamental to effective system specification. This
thesis plesents a categorical approach to the detection, classification and reso-
lution of those inconsistencies which commonly arise in modular systems. This
categorical approach relies upon the generation of the Categorical ConsiÈtency
Framework, within which inconsistencies can be represented separately from
implementation details. Using this framework, we construct a taxonomy of in-
consistencies, presenting metrics for determining their severity and discussing a
number of resolution methods. We also show how this framework can be used

to combine multiple specifications into a single consistent system and predict
the behaviour of this system. In the process, we adapt existing work relating
to the database view update problem to system specification. This enables us
to analyse the probable underlying system behaviour, given the behaviour of
individual components. We also introduce the notion of d,egrees of consistenc¡
a concept which allows us to examine how well a system recovers from system
failure.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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1.1 Introduction
Inconsistencies in a system specification are one of the primary causes of costly
deiays and specification levisions. An iliconsistency is a cor.rflict in the sys-
tem specification - in the most genelal serìse, a situation "where a relatlon-
ship which is supposed to holcl between two pieces of information does not
hold" [21]. Inconsistencies are arguably more common in lalge modular sys-

tems than smallel monolithic ones. Thls is partly due to the fact that lalge,
moclular systems offer more functionaÌity ancl are tl.relefole tnore complex. Thls
greatel complexity results in more opportrinities fol inconsistencies to arise when
specifying the s¡,s¡srn. Thele are several reasons for this lelationship betweeu
complexity and inconsistencies, most of which involve miscomnunication during
the specification plocess.

Firstly, a customer might not communicate his goals for the systelu clearly
to a clesigner'. Natulally, a complex system has more goals - that is, mole
functionality - than a relatively slmple one, and therefore the lisk of a customer
failing to communicate every goal ls greater. In this case, a designer might build
the system exactly to the specification he was given, yet still produce a system
which does not satisfy the customer. Cleall¡ eliciting the goals is a fundamental
step of the specification plocess.

Secondly, even if the designer does understand the goals aclequately, complex
modulal systems often involve multiple customers with multiple goals. Each

customer is only concerned about the particular lnodule which will benefrt him.
For example, given a vending machine, a user of this rnachine is only concelnecl

that it should deliver the correct product upon request (the clelivery module).
In contrast, the supplier which stocks the machine will only be concernecl about
receiving a caÌl when the machine is empty (the notification moclule). The owner

of the machine, however, is interested in botlt, of these modules. If the customels
have not communicated with each other about their goals, it is possible that the
goals conflict. For example, the customer may require that the vending machine

contain at least one sample of every product. By coutt'ast, the suppliel n-ray only
lequest a notification rvhen at least half the rnachine neecls re-stocking, to save

on delivery costs. In this case a designer cannot gualantee to satisfy both these

requests due to the inherent conflict, ot'inconsistency.

Finally, when a specification unclergoes any refinetnent there is the lisk of
introducing inconsistencies. By definition, refinements alter some of the prop-

e¡ties of the systen. Without a means of inclicating which ¡rroperties should be

immutable, this process can introcluce unexpected conflicts by changing pro¡>

erties which should not have been altered. The mole comlllex a systern, the

more clifficult it is to pt.ovide a comp|ehensive list of the effects of changing any
particular property. As the original properties of the s¡,sten mutate, clesignels

can easily produce conflicting ver-sions of the one system. Equall¡', a designer
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might include certain constraiuts which preclude any further refinement of the

system, leading to errors later in the design cycle.

Just as with any programming error, inconsistencies can be resolved more

easily if they are detected early. However, detecting inconsistencies is a non-

trivial task. The presence of multiple designers, while resulting in a faster

specification process, increases the likelihood that inconsistencies go undetected.

Again, this is due to miscommunication. For example, if a single designer were to
specify the vending machine, he would probably identify the conflict between the

goals of the user and the goals of the supplier. However, if one designer specifies

the delivery module whiie another specifies the notification module, then the

conflict will only be detected if the two designers communicate adequately with
each other about what they are doing. There are several reasons why this might
not occur.

Firstly, the goals that the designers are given might be very informal. In this
case, even if they compare the requests they received from their customers' the

conflict would not necessarily be apparent. secondly, two designers might use

different techniques to specify and develop their modules. To check whether

the constraints which one moclule places on a piece of information match the

constraints placed on this same information by a second module, a designer must

first translate the constraints into a language common to both modules. This
process is time-consuming, and can cause information to be lost. Furthermore,

in a modular system, designers may be concentrating on different stages of
clevelopment. A designer refining the functionality of a completed product is
likely to make assumptions about the components which may not be satisfied

by an incomplete system.

one way to ensure that an inconsistency is detected is to use some forrn

of formal specification technique. We can then detect when an inconsistency

occuÌs) by identifying those logical rules which are broken. FoÌ example, the

presence of an inconsistency in a system using first order logic can be detected

by the ability to conclude A AND NOT-A from this system. A formal specification

technique not only helps designers identify inconsistencies in their specifications,

but allows the comparison of modules specified at different times, by different

techniques, and by different designers. This means that those inconsistencies

which only occur when modules are placed together cân be detected before the

modules are implemented.

However, a formal specification technique alone is not enough. This is be-

cause! even if multiple designers use a similar specification technique, the as-

sumptions they make about the system may still be different. For example, the

clesigner specifying the delivery module of a vending machine may assume there

is to be no non-determinism in the system. This is because a user, on pressing

the buttons for a product, does not want the machine to non-deterministically
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dispense any ploduct currently in stock. A designer specifylng the notifica-
tion module (for re-stocking the machine), on the other hand, may assume the
presence of non-determinism in the system; this means that the re-stocking no-
tification can be sent to any dliver belonging to the suppliel company. These
choices may then have ramifications in terms of what can be assumecl when the
two modules are combined.

One way to avoid the problem of designers using different assumptions is to
define a mathematical 'meta-specification' framework. This framewolk should
provide a mathematical foundation which enables a designer to analyse all spec-
ifications wlitten in a particular- language, or class of languages. That is, this
framework shoulcl be able to be used to analyse specifications regardless of the
assumptions of the designer. Fol example, we shoulcl be able to express both
deterministic and non-deterministic specifications within the same framework.
As another example, if one system requires input from a user while another is
completely self-contained, the one mathematical foundation should still suffice
for both systems. One reason this is so important is due to the nature of mod-
uiar systems. In these, a fully-specified system may be usecl as a module in a

widel environment. If the mathematical framework can only analyse one style
of specification, then it is difficult to preclict the effects of inclr-rcling a module
specified in a different style.

The process of including a fully-specified systerr as a module ln a wider envi-
ronment gives rise to another requirement of any rnathematical analysis fi'ame-
work. This is the requirement that, using such a framework, a designer can
formally deduce information about the system behaviours frorn observing the
behaviours of a sìngle module. This means that an inconsistency which is caused

by an erlor in a single module can be iclentifiecl, and the behaviour of that mocl-
uÌe altered to resolve thls. Fur-thermore, a clesigner will then be able to ldentify
those subsystems which are essential to the correct functioning of the wider
system. This can lead to a change in the clirection of specification; for example,
an inconsistency which affects these essential subsystems will now be seen to
be more serious than an inconsistency which does not. However, in orcler to
express this precisely, the framework needs to plovicle a means of expressing
relationships between a component and a wider system.

L.2 Scope of this Thesis

Within this thesis, we will present a mathematical framework to aid analysis of
modular systems. The framewolk will satisfy the foÌÌowing crlteria

o The frarnework should not be clependant upon inlplenlentation details.
For example, the choice of variable narnes should not affect the underlylng
framework.

11
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fi'amework should enable us to detect different types of inconsisten-

¡ These inconsistencies shouid be able to be grouped accordlng to their
shared characteristics as observecl in this framework' This will aid the

search for resolution techniques.

o The one framewolk should be capable of analysing systems which use

different specification styles from each other. These styles might differ in
t,he areas of user input, non-determiuism, ancl the precise definition of a
system state.

r Finally, this framework should permit us to draw couclusions about the
unclerlying system, assuming we can observe only selected components.

These criteria have arisen out of the discussion summarised above as being the
most useful for a fi'amework used to specify state-based modular systems.

The framework we present in this thesis uses category theory to achieve these

analysis goals. Specifically, we show how to represent a system specification
by a number of categolies and categorical constructions. The categories vary
according to the systen in question, showing that this technique is not con-

fined to those systems clisplaying a narrow lange of properties. The categorical
constructions we define will enable us to examine inconsistencies which occur in
component-based systems. By modelling these inconsistencies in the language of
category theory, we can iclentify the changes which need to be made to a system

specification, withorit requiring any specialised knowledge of the specification
techniques and assumptions.

In addition, we show how the concept of a mi'nimal behauiour can be used

in system specification. A minimal behaviour- is the fastest, or "least disrup-
tive" system behaviour which pelmits us to make certain observations on a
subsystem. There are a number of different metrics for the speed or disruptive
ability of a behaviour, leading to different characterisations of this minimal be-

haviour property. Notwithstancling these dlfferent characterisations, a minimal
behaviour- cau also be usecl to icìentify how badly a system is affectecl by incon-

sistencies. This is done by first identifying those subsystems wilose correctness

is essential to the main functionality of the system. We then iclentify the min-
irnal behaviours which must take place in the underlying system in orclel that
the subsystem contains no inconsistencies.

1.3 Thesis Structure
In Chapter 2 we review the literature relevant to this thesis. This includes ex-

isting work in the areas of system specification, mathernatical abstractions and

lequirements engineeling. We also examine the language Rosetta l1l, which we
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will be using to illustrate all examples within this thesis. Chapter 3 shows how
the category of theories can be used as a semantic basis for Rosetta and sinilar
languages. This supplies the groundwork for concepts which we will latel use
in different settings, such as the procedure for combining components. Chap-
ter 4 describes a way to create categories representing a system specification,
by making use of EA sketches. We show how these sketches alÌow ns to expless
states of the systern as functors between categories. Basecl upon the lesulting
constructions, we then present a taxonomy of inconsistencies. This includes
a description of how each class of inconsistency appears within the categori-
cal framewor-k, and a discussion of how different types of inconsistency can be
resolvecl.

In Chapter 5 we clemonstrate how this categorical framewolk can be used to
r-epresent a variety of different systems. We also show how to use the frame-
work for anaìysis beyond that required to identify lnconsistencies, For example,
we can use these categories to iclentify the effects of letloviug or leplacing a

particular component. The notion of minimal behaviours is also intloclucecl in
this chapter'. Here, a minimaì behavlour in a system replesents the fastest way
to achieve certain observations on a subsystern. Finally, we conÌpare our cate-
gorical fi'amework to others which are commonly used to represent systens ancl

solve problems,

Chaptel 6 then cliscusses how to achieve degrees, or lninimum levels, of consis-
tency. This demonstrates the degree of failure tolerance of a system, illustlated
with the aicl of a case study. The degrees of failule tolerance determines how
well a system recovers from an external system failure in whicÌt data is lost. The
different degrees of failure tolerance are also ttsecl to defiue how badly a particu-
lar subsystem of the case study is affected by different types of failule. We also
show how guaranteeing a minimum level of consistency can aid the lefinement
process. In particuÌar, we show how we can use the framework developecl within
this thesis to ensure that essential consistency propelties persist throughout the
refinement of a system. Finally, in this case study, we discuss the occurrance of
the frame ploblem, or how to specify what properties should noú change during
a particular behaviour. Again, the suggested solutions for the frame problem
lely on the notion of deglees of corrsistency.

L.4 Contribution of this work
This thesis demonstlates how a framework using categoly theory can be con-

structured to provicle insight into system specification. We generate a single

fi'amervork within which different types of analysis, including inconsistency man-

agement, can be pelformecl. N4loreover, systems can be lepresented in this frame-
work even when they contain inconsistencies. As a resuìt, we can fornally com-

pare systems which contain different types of inconsistelcy. Another practical
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implication of this abliity to represent inconsistent systems is the added free-

dorn to perrnit potentially inconsistent refinements. By removing the emphasis

on ideal and conslstent systems, this framework can be used to consider the

practical as well as theoretical sides of system specifìcation.

wiihin this thesls we also show how existing frameworks and techniques can

be applied to system speciflcation. For example, chapter 4 takes the existing

notion of EA sketches arÌd database view updates and applies these to specifi-

cation languages. Thls is a new way of looking at view functors defining state,

which leads to a new definition of the category of states of a system. In existing

theory, natural transformatiols serve as the transitions fiom one datâbâse state

to another. Flowever', when we appty this theory to specification languages, \Me

requile a more flexible definition for transitions. This is because the distinguish-

ing characteristics of a state transition vary clepending upon those properties of
the system.

This thesis also demonstrates how notions of propagatable view updates can

be applied to specification laDguages. This enables existing work on databases to
be applied to genelal specification systems. We examine what happens when cer-

tain categorical requirements, such as those for the existence of a pre-cocartesian

lifting, are relaxed. This enables us to create new conditions for minimal be-

haviour which suit system specifications, as opposed to databases. Finally, we

show how the results obtainecl from analysing systems using this categorical
framework are analogous to the results obtained usirìg other, establishecÌ tech-

nlques,

The framework introduced by this thesis is able to concisely express the level

of consistency required in a system. This means 1ve can formalise the notion
of failure transpalency, and classify systems based on their robustness. This
allows a clesigt.rer to iclentify irnportant behaviouls and subsystems, formally
treating inconsistencies within these as relatively serious. This receptiveness

to designer input ensures that, unlike many static analysis frameworks, the

framework presented in this thesis can be customised to suit a changing system.
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2.L System Specification Techniques

systems can be specified by using a variety of different methods, and the choice

of specification method depencls upon the size, purpose and intended longevity
of the system. system specification techniques may be classified as either in-

formal, formal or semi-formal 193]. Informal techniques include English (or

other)-language speciflcations, and are generally discouraged for complex or

large systems. By contrast, formal techniques are mathematically precise ways

of encapsulating the system requirements and clesired behaviours. we explore

these further in Section 2.3.

Possibly the most common system speciflcation techniques are the semi-formal

techniques, which inclucle all variants on structured analysis [85]. Structured
analysis was introcluced in the 1960s, and is founded upon an examination of
the flow of data within systems. The advantage of structured analysis is that a

hierarchy of requilements and components can easily be obtained from data-flow
diagrams or equivalent representations. However, the focus of this technique is

on the structure of each component in a system, rather than upon the behaviour
of components. That is, structured analysis lacks the facility to easily describe

the dynamic behaviour of real-time systems. In Chapter 3, we show how an anal-
ysis framework using the category of theories and based upon examining data

interaction also demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of structured analy-

sis. Some variants, such as Harel statecharts [42], finite-state automata [13] and

Petri nets 179] have been introduced to remedy these deficiencies. In Chapter 4
we show how category theory can also be used fol this purpose, demonstrating
specifically how it supplies the theories of Chapter 3 with the capability to com-

prehensively describe state transitions. It is this category theoretical treatment
which will form the basis of the framework we ploposed in Chapter 1'

In general, semlformal techniques are constructured from a formal basis, but
their notation and semantics are not necessarily formal. Such techniques enable

a designer to express concepts precisel¡ while still retaining a structure which

can be understood by the customer. one of the most important examples of a
semi-formal technique is the use of software speci,fi,cation languages. These are

languages clesignecl to represent the constraints and requirements of a system.

Specification languages call vary from the hardware descriptive languages used

for circuit design like VHDL, to the abstract data-flow diagrams of Harel state-

charts. They are commonly used in conjunction with mathematical formalisms

such as temporal togic [78] or theorem provers. one of the aims of this thesis

is to demonstrate such a combination by using a specìfication language in con-
junction with the mathematicai formalism of category theory. The following
section consiclers some of the relevant properties of specification languages, to
which we will refer later.
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2.2 Specification languages

The majority of exarrrples throughout this thesis will be in Rosetta [1], a spec-
ification language under deveÌopment at Kansas University. However, Rosetta
is just one member of a family of languages which we will be examining. Most
of the members of this farnily meet the criteria for the family of languages spec-
ified by CoFI 175], the Common Framework Initiative. This is a framewolk
which was conceived in 1995 and intended to form a basis for the development
of algebraic specification. The languages within this family inclucle Clear 134],
OBJ3 [37], LOTOS l10l anci ABtrL 118]. In general, these share comrnolì plop-
erties of modulalit¡ ancl have similar commnnication semantics. They can also
be described with an algebraic speclfication technique, such as the technique we
present in Chapter 3 for Rosetta.

2.2,1 Common Properties of Specification Languages

The membels of the family of languages specified by CoFI share certain ltro1>
erties, due to their common classification as restt'ictions ol extensiors of CL,
the basic language of CoFI. One common characteristìc is that they offer ap-
propriate functionality for algebraically specifying requirenents and state-based
program design. In this section, we plesent some of the other charactelistics of
these languages that we will make use of later in the thesis.

These languages are alÌ modular specification languages, meaning that they
partition a system into several modules ol components. This can be done 0e-

hau'iourally or structurally. In a behaviouraÌ slrecificatlon each rnodule within
the specification describes a different functior of the system. By contrast, in
a structural specification each module describes a clifferent physical component
within the system. In Section 4.7 we show how these diffelences can have an

effect on the types of inconsistency which arise within a given system. In addi-
tion, the majority of these specification languages are capable of implementing
the concept of state and state change. In state-based speciflcatiotts, the values

within the system are constrained relative to state. This leacls to the fnnclamen-

tal consistency management requirement that the behaviours of cotnponents
must synchronise 120] . That is, the components lnust undergo state transitions
in such a way that evely system constraint is simultaneously satisfied.

Simultaneously satisfying all constraints can be seeu as a schecluling ploblem,
whereby the state transitions of components are schedulecl to avoid causing

conflicts. We will retuln to this question of schecluling state tlansitions wheu
considering what makes a behaviour consistent, in Chapter 4' When scheduling
system state changes, we also consicler the question of stuttering. Stuttering has

been defined as "a semantic transition in an execution [whicli] has no observable

effect" 1911. l\{uch system at'ralysis, especially with the faniily of Ìauguages

specified by coFI, considers the number of stutters at any point ilrelevant.
This 1s known as a stuttering-insensitive approach, and will be usecl thloughout
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this work. Additionally, the systems we examine in this work will generally not

be those which demonstrate final behaviours. That is, we will examine systems

in which it is possible to observe a behaviour consisting of an infinite number

of distinct states.

In order for two modules to interact, there must be some means of com-

munication between them. The languages under discussion achieve this either
through the use of shaled data or via message passing. Typically any shared

data consists of definitions of datatypes and functions, and provides a vocabu-

lary with which modules can communicate. It is this communication which can

cause inconsistencies, most notably when shared data is not interpreted in the
same way by all components. To address this, the concept of a data uniuerse

was introduced. Goguen [38] defines a data universe as a fixed data algebra
representing the information shared througholt the system. We return to this
concept in both Chapter 3 and 4, in which we show how a data universe can be

defined and presented within our categorical framework.

The data universe is also used to enforce the notion of data protection, or
encapsulation. This is achievecl by meta-constraints which plevent mocluies

from constraining elements of the data universe. More strictly, the idea of data
protection and encapsulation introduced in 138] states that a cornponent cannot
declare functions or constraints which operate solely upon the clata universe.

Instead, these functions or constraints must be declared as part of the data
universe from the start. This ensures that all components have a consistent
idea of what the universe should look like, both in terms of its functions and its
constraints. In Chapter 3 we discuss some possible customization to the concept

of a data universe, making use of Rosetta as a case stucly.

Finally, the languages for which we design the categorical framework of this
thesis all offer a means of combining modules to produce a new module' OBJ3 [37]'
for example, uses parameterization of interfaces to instantiate new components'
In Rosetta, as explained in Appendix A, it is possible to create new components

by pre-determined methods known as interactions. Consistency issues arise here

also, as the behaviour of the new component is dependent upon the behaviour
of the original components. In ordel to analyse these complexities, we often
turn to particular inconsistency management techniques used in conjunction
with mathematical formalisms. Section 2.5 introduces the common inconsis-

tency management techniques, some of which we apply using our categorical
framework in Section 4.7. Because this creation of a new module from existing

specifications is a fundamental tool in system design, we will ensure that our

categorical framework provides a means of explicitly representing this. This is
covered in more detail in Chapter 3.

This work was motivated by a need to provide a formal semantics for Rosetta.

While this is no longer the stated objective of the research, it serves as a source
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for many of the examples. Similarly, some of the semantic discussions, while
genelally applicable, use Rosetta-specific telms aud concepts. Because of this,
we describe here Rosetta and one of the languages (Clear l3 ]) which had the
most influence upon its clevelopment. Appendix A contains rnore information
on the syntax and semantics of Rosetta.

2.2.2 Clear

Clear 1341, a language designed by Goguen and Burstall in the 1970s, rnakes

use of a mathematical foundation tsing theori,e.s. Under the semantlcs of Cleat',
models of these tÌreories are defined to be algebras. We discnss theories ancl

algebras in more detail in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.1, and use these concepts in
Chapter 3 when cliscussing how to formally combine components. That is, we

will r'etain some ploperties of the semantic basis of Cleat', and extend these to
form a semantic basis for more complex languages such as Rosetta. Informally,
theories are a mealls of abstracting away from the syntactic details of a specifica-
tion. They also allow renaming, which permits the iclentification of similarities
between specifications which are syntactically different.

The semantics of Clear use categorical constructions to clescribe the compo-
sition of two or more components. These constructions, detailecl in 132] , inclucle

colimit cliagrams, comma categories and two-climensional categolies. These are
usecl to model a number of different opelations such as the clerivation of new

theories fi'om existing ones, abstracting or hiding theories and inductively com-
pleting theories. In Chapter 3, we show how applyirrg sirnilal techniques to
the category of theolies enables us to describe the combination of comporents
witliin a system. The parameterized modules of Clear have formed the basis

for other powerful algebraic specification languages, such as OBJ3 [37]. Less

directly, the modulal nature of Ada [30], IVIL [17] and LOTOS are attributable
to the examples of Clear.

2.2.3 Rosetta

Rosetta 11] is a specification and requirements modelling language cur-r'entl)' utl-
der development at Kansas University. The purpose of Rosetta is to suppolt
concurrent systems level design, a similar aim to that of VFIDL [2] ancl other
hardware descriptive languages. Horvever, Rosetta was developed due to a per-

ceived lack in the semantics of these langr.tages. Specifically, relatively ferv such

languages are plovlcled with a fot'mal semantics compalable to the semantics

of Clear. Rosetta seeks to adcL'ess this deficiency by proyiding the same levei

of {etail when modelling systetrs as ttrese hardwale ciescri¡ltive languages, but
with a for-mal semantic basis and an increasecl attention to specifying the Ie-
quirements of a system. The modular uature of the systeurs specified in Rosetta

mean that the semantics presented in this work will be based upon the concepts

introduced by Clear. Throughout this thesis Rosetta serves as a case stttd¡
allowing us to demonstrate how a cornbination of a for-malism such as category
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theory and a specification language enables us to describe the composition and

consistency of a sYstem.

Rosetta allows a systeln to be specifred from multiple perspectives by adopting
a syntax which clefines domains of activity. These pre-determined domains

provicle a vocabulary for nndertaking specific tasks. For example, one domain is

used for mechanical engineering specifications, one for trace-based analysis, and

so on. The advantage of using the categorical framework we present in this thesis

to unite these dornains is that it enables components to easily communicate

with each other, even when their pfoposed functions are vastly different. one

of Rosetta's main aims is to describe the way a system can be composed from

these individual components. This naturally leads to questions of consistency

and synchronisation of shared information, a topic which we shall retrrrn to in
later- chapters.

since Rosetta is a language uncler development, the syntax and semantics are

in flux. Appenclix A contains a description of some of the fundamenta,l prop-

erties of Rosetta, as well as a subset of the functions and syntax. However, we

make no claim that the work we present here necessarily provides a compre-

hensive semantics for the entire language as it stands. Multiple semantic bases

have alreacly been proposed for Rosetta, including the coalgebraic discussions

presentecl in [64], the theory-based semantics of [73] and the categorical analysis

or la]. It is to be hoped that this work will further the search for a comprehen-

sive formal semantics, and will serve a,s an iilustration of how category theory
can be used to formalise a general specification language'

2.3 Formalisms and Mathematical Abstractions

while specification languages are ideal for specifying the behaviour of a par-

ticular system, they do have some drawbacks. Firstly, it is often difficult to
determine the relationship between two specifications written in different lan-

guages. while it is possible to circumvent this problem using translators (such

as XEludo 167], which translates LoTos to Prolog), these tools must necessarily

be language-specific. Furthermore, most inconsistency management techniques

require knowledge of the ianguage in question. This means that when analysing

â system to detect and resolve any inconsistencies, a more formal basis is needed

to perform this analysis in a thorough manner.

Mathematical speclfication techniques , or lorm,al rnethods, can be used to ab-

stract cornpletely away from these syntactic and language-specific issues. The

broad term ,,formal methods" refers to the use of mathematical techniques to
design and analyse systems 186]. Furthermore, the notation used for these tech-

niques must have a complete forrral semantics [44], which enables us to discuss

the correctness of a specification. The advantage of having a compìete for-

mal semantics fol notation means that inconsistencies occur in identifiable and
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provable ways. For example, in a system of first-order logic an inconsistency
presents as an axiom A AND N0T-4, However, "folmal methods" is a broad clas-
sification, and we will mainly restrict our attention to the most common and
rnathematically rich specification technlques ol aicls. These include equational
logic, algebraic theories, category theory and coalgebras.

More specifically, the majority of the Ìanguages to which this thesis applies
ale amenable to algebraic specification techniques. Algebraic specifications of
abstract datatypes were proposed by Ehrig in the 1970s, and were restricted
to many-sorted algebras and equationaÌ axioms 146] . Nowadays this apploach
has branched out to include partial functions and complex loglcal systems [14] .

Because of the importance of algebraic specificatlon to Rosetta and similar lan-
guages, we present a brief introduction to the funclamental concepts of a malìy-
sorted algebra. In Chapter 3 we will use these definitiors to formalise the
sernantics of Rosetta, ancl show how they can be used to precisely clescribe the
relatiolships between components within a system.

2.3.I Algebras

A many-sortecl algebra,4 is associated with a slgnatr-rle I : (S,A). Hele, S
is a set known as the set of sorts, and will eventualìy be used to represent the
datatypes in a system. A is a set of operator names, where the domain ancl

range of each operator are elements of ,9* and ,5 respectivel¡'. ¿\ will eventually
be used to represent the functions in the system. As is standard, ,9* here
represents the Kieene-closure of S. An algebra A associated with a signature
E is often termed a E-algebra, ol moclel of X, and is clefined by a denotational
function 7a. This function associates each sort in,S with a set (these sets

are known as the carriers), and each operator name in A with a function of
corresponding rank and arity. For each signature X, the X-algebras fortn a,

category. Morphisms withln this category are X-homomolphisms, as presentecl

1n 131l . These morpÌrisms preselve the structure of algebras by pleselving the
actions of each operator within A.

We can also require that the functions of ,4 obey a famiÌy T of equations
or axioms. Together with the signature, these axioms foltn the presentation
p : (D,T) A E-algebra in which the functions obey the axiotns of T is said

to satisfg the presentation. and the category of these X-algebras is known as

the uariety over P. Each algebra in the variety corresponds to a clifferent way
of interpreting P. For example, the initial algebra 136l over P possesses the
no-confusion and no-junk properties. The no-confusion ploperty states that
two functions in A should only be equal in the algebra if thele is an axiom
in the presentation P which enforces this. The no-junk property states that
there should be no element of at¡' carrier set rvhich cannot be obtainecl by an

application of an operator in A.
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Initial algebras have traditionally been of interest because they exclude from
consideration a number of trivial models of a presentation. Another means of
eliminating these triviai or degenerate models is by the use of inequations [68],
or. necessary inequality operators 192]. These operators denote the data ele-

ments which should not be equal in any model (algebra). Yet another common
technique for elirninating certain trivial models is by the use of constraints des-

ignating that a part of the specification should be implemented as an initial
algebra. That is, this part of the specification should possess the no-junk and

no-confusÌon properties. These constraints have been used in algebraic spec-

ification languages such as clear [34] and ABEL [18] to denote constnrctive
specifications of datatypes. We will use this idea of a constructive specification
in Chapter 4, where we show how this 'initiality' can be obtained by categorical
constructions. This ability is important in terms of inconsistency management,

since an inconsistency may arise when two components do not consider the same

data elements to be equal.

An algebra can therefore be seen to represent a simple system specification in
terms of sets and functions. While the above definition allows for specification
of very simple systems only, later clevelopments in algebras permit more sophis-

ticated reasoning and datatypes. In addition, tools such as theorem provers for

algebraic specifications have been constructed to aid analysis. These include the

optimising compiler [41] for OBJ3 and the proof support tool InterACT [63].

2.3.2 Meta-formalisms
While algebras provide a useful semantic basis for some types of specification,
analysis which is restricted to the use of algebras as introduced in Section 2.3.1

is often limited in scope. For example, it is not obvious how two algebras which
satisfy different presentations might be lelated. Similarly, in ordel to generate a

new algebra from existing ones - a problem which might arise when combining
components within a single system - we must use the added vocabulary and

constructions obtained from category theory. Finally, not every specification
can be easily represented using algebras. For example, a number of different
semantic bases exist for Rosetta alone, including an algebraic basis, a coâlgebraic
basis and a number of less formal appt-oaches. Each of these is suited to a

different type of specification.

This proliferation of clifferent formal methods used for the semantic basis of
Rosetta illustrates a more general problem with system analysis. Namely' a

specification in one logical system cannot necessarily be rigorously compared to
a specification in another system, just as a specification in one specification lan-
guage may not be easily or automatically translated into another. Additionally,
a tool designed for one formalism is not guaranteed to work in the context of
anothel'. This means that tools will not offer the same functionality when the

language (either formaÌ or informaÌ) of a specification changes, as often occurs

during system lefinement.
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Since one of the aims of this thesis is to provide a means of identifying incon-
sistencies when a number of potentially very diffelent components ale combineci,
we will require a means of unifying the different folmal methods which might
have been used to specify each cornponent. This can be achieved by the use of a,

meta-forrnalisr¿, a concept introcluced in the 1980s to unify different formaÌisms.
The best-known example of a meta-formalism is an i,nst'itutzon, intloduced by
Goguen [31].

2.3.3 Institutions
Institutions provide a framework for cliscussing system specifications and the
models which satisfy them. Different formalisms may have differing notions of
models and of satisfaction, which makes it difficult to relate a modei in one

formalism to a model in another. We can negate this ploblem by associat-
ing each formalism with an institution. Institution molphisms can be used

to relate one such institution to another, and therefore relate modeÌs of one

formalism to models of another. These mor:phisms were used to show [31] that
uncler certain condltions a theorem prover for one logical system can be used for
another logical system. Institutions are the best-known ancl most general meta-
formalism, but there exist several variants, such as a Ìogical framework [43] ,

or ll-institutions [26]. Institutions originally arose out of the semantics of
Clear 134], although they have been used in a variety ofcoutexts, flom databases
to artificial intelligence.

Definition 2.t. An institution [31] consists of:

o A category S'ign, wi,th objects known as signatures and morph'isms known
as s'ignature morph'isms

o A functor A,fod : Sign -- Cafp, associ,at'ing each si'gnature l) with a

category whose objects are known as D-models, and whose morphisms are

known as D-model morph'isms

o A functor Ar : Sign+ Set, associat'ing each signatureD w'th a set whose

elements are known as E-sentences, or E-axi,oms.

o A satisfaction relation 12 relating Ð-models and Ð-sentences, such that

for all signaturesD,Et in Sign, and for all signature morphisms <l¡:Ð ---+

DI

m,tI Ax(fi(e) i,ff
tulod(þ)(m') | e

for each object mt i,n XtIod(D') and eachD-sentence e e An(Ð)

One of the fundamental properties of institutions is the inclusion of a satisfac-

tion relationship f which is consistent under change of notation' In Chapter' 3,

we use the satisfaction relationship to iclentify whether cliffelences between com-

ponents are selnantic, or melely s)'ntactic.
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Algebras can be interpr.eted in the context of institutions by examining the

algebraic i,nst'itution [31] . we introduce this institution in particular since it
will be used in chapter 3 to illustrate the semantics of Rosetta. while Rosetta

semantics can be expressed using algebras alone, the added generality of the

algebraic institution means that we can formalise the concept that truth is
invariant under change of notation in all Rosetta specifications. In addition,
using institutions to provide a semantics for Rosetta allows us to relate the

multiple existing semantic approaches for this language to each other.

within the algebraic institution, sign consists of all algebraic signatures l,
of the type introduced in section 2.3.1. Mod takes each signature E of this type
to the category of X-algebras, also introduced in Section 2.3.1. The functor
Ar takes each signature Ð of this type to the set of all axioms which relate

elements of this signature to each other. In the vocabulary of section 2.3.1,

the set Ar(Ð) consists of those elements which are in T for some plesentation
p : (X,T). The satisfaction relationship þ of this institution denotes those

algebras which satisfy a particular presentation. Specifically, an algebra nz is

related (via the satisfaction relationship) to an axiom e if and only if the algebra

n¿ satisfies the plesentation (D, e).

Theories

Institutions allow components which were originally specified using different
formal methods to be combined within a single system. In order to represent

a single component within the general framework provided by institutions, we

:use theori,es. A theory consists of a set of sentences (or axioms) and a signature.
Theory morphisms describe the relationship between one theory and another,

allowing for the change of signature. A system then consists of the combination

of several theories, each representing a module. We demonstrate the creation

and analysis of these systems in Chapter 3.

without a meta-formalism such as that offered by institutions, theories are

specific to a certain logical system. For example, a model of a theory may be

a coalgebra, an (initial or final) algebra, and so on. While this is acceptable

when working within a single logical system, it makes it difficult for designers

to compare components specified using different assumptions or systems. The

use of institutions enables us to consider theories separately from their models,

and therefore compare specifications originally written using different iogical

frameworks. To aid this discussion in later chapters, we present the following

definition of a theoly from [31].

Definition 2.2. IÍ I is some institut'ion and D a s'ignature 'in the category of
s'igno,turesassoc'iatedwithl,thenaE-theoryisapa'ir (t,E-) whereE* i,san
equ ati,on allE clo s ed collection of E - s ent en ce s.

In tlris context, equational closure refers to the semantic closure of a set, most

commonly used to define a set which is closed uncler equational logic. A theory
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represents the semantic closure of a set of axioms, and ther-efor-e describes any
entity up to ari,om abstraction [34] only. We can define the category of theories
Th associated with the institution I as follows.

Definition 2,3. The categorl¡ of theories Th defined ouer the insti,tutionl is
compri,sed of

o Objects which are pairs (D, E*) where E is an object in S'ign and E* Ç
Ax(D).

o Morphi,sms ó, \Ð,.E*) * (Ð',8'") which are those signature morphi,sms

þ : E - Dt such that for euery sentence e € E* , þ(e) is in E'* .

Morphisms within the category of theories are referred to as tÌreory rnor-
phisms. For later use) we also define a functor Sign: Th + Sign with the
following action:

c Si,sn((E,8.)) : >l

c Si,gn sends þ as a theory mor:phisrn to / as a signature molphlsm

This functor allows us to perform syntactic checking on a component specifi-
cation. It has been shown in [34] that the categoly of theories contains all finite
colimits. This will be used in Chapter 3, when cliscussing how to generate the
theory representing a new component from the theolies of existing components.
In subsequent discussions we will confine our attention to theories defined over
the algebraic institution. When consiclering this category of theolies, the n:rost

important theory morphisms will be those morphisms o for which Si,gn(a) is

monic. That is, where the signature of the target theory is completely contained
within the signature of the source theory, up to renaming which pleselves the
distinction between separate elements of the soulce theory's signature. We term
lhese si,gnature-inject'iue theory morphisms, and use them to model refinements
or extensions of specifications.

Throughout this thesis, category theory will be usecl to generalise resttlts
obtained within a specific logical framework and, more abstractly, to relate
component specifications ancl system states. The foÌlowing section introcluces

some of the categorical constructions which we will be using.

2.4 Category Theory and System Specification

Category theor-y has been used in rnany areas of computing since its devel-

opment in the 1940s 124]. While it has its origins ìn gloup theory, Lawvere
proposecl that it could also be usecl for the study of logic [65]. This led to the

use of category theory in many computing applications, from the theory-basecl

semantics of clear [34] to the application of colimits in curriecl functions [8].
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Because categoly theory is not tied to any particular computing language or

specification technique, it has also been used to analyse abstract notions such

as congruence and bisimulation 129]. In circumstances such as this, category

theory is typically used in conjunction with other specification techniques, such

as algebraic specification.

Category theory today is still being used in modular syste¡r specifications to
clescribe how the modules interact and operate. For example, the EPOXI [25]
project uses algebtaic specifications and categorical diagrams to describe the

structure of modules. certain constructions and techniques of category the-

ory have proved particularly applicable to computing, notably in the areas of
specification and inconsistency management. One such technique is the use of
bicategories to model the behaviour of processes. By using simple categorical
constructs such as pr-rllbacks, a designer is able to identify behaviours of multiple
processes which can coexist in a consistent system. In Section 5.5.2 we show

how it is possible to translate between the formal framework we develop in this
thesis, and existing fiamewolks using bicategolies. To demonstrate why this is

useful, the following section illustlates some of the ways in which bicategories

have been used, and some of the benefits they offer for system analysis and

inconsistency management.

2.4.L Bicategories and Processes

Bicategories have a number of uses in applications involving computation. They
have been used to model circuit design [60], extencled to weak n-categories in
theoretical physics l5], and used to model interacting processes [62]. This last
has resulted in noticeable practical benefits to computer science. One of these is

the development of a technique for compositional modelchecking which reduces

some of the impact of the statespace explosion problem. This was demonstrated
in [Sa] with reference to the Dining Philosophers problem. Additionally, the
linear-time algorithm for minimizing automata (identified by use of bicategories)
presented in [61] applies to an infinite number of similar problems. Because so

much existing analysis relies on bicategories, relating our formal framework to
bicategories as we clo in Chapter 5 - lends the wor-k presented here validity
in a wider context.

The bicategory of spans of graphs, (Span(Graph)), has been shown in 162]

to describe an algebla of transition systems. Labelled transition systems can

be usecl to replesent a system in which components must operate concurrently,
which includes synchronising on their input and output where applicable. We

desclibe the bicategory Span(Graph) below â,nd show how it can be used

to identify those behaviours of different components within a system which
must synchronise for reasons of consistency. We will retuln to this category
theoretic approach to inconsistency management in Chapter 5, whel'e we discuss

the similarities between Span(Graph) ancl the framework presented in this
thesis.
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(a)

(c)

Figule 2.1: (a): A morphism in Span(Graph) from A to B; (b) The com-
position of two morphisms in Span(Graph); (c) The n-rorphism 9 in Graph
represents a two-cell in Span(Graph)

The category of spans of graphs

Span(Graph) is a bicategory in which the objects (O-cells) are clirected graphs

and the l-cells (morphisms) ate spans of graphs. A span I/ from graph A to
graph B is a pair of arrows ô6,ô1 from a common vertex graphV to graphs
A anð. B, as in Figure 2.1 (a). (Horizontal) composition in Span(Graph) is

defined by using the pullback of two graph morphisms with a shared target, as

illustrated by the morphisms d¿,ôs in Figure 2.1 (b). Specifically, the compo-
sition of morphisms V : A ---+ B and D : B ---+ C is the span 7; D : A + C
where the nodes and edges in V;D are labelled according to the following set

construction:

{(u,d,)lu is a vertex (edge) of V, dts a vertex (edge) of D, õy(u): õz(d)\

Since the pullback is unique up to isomorphism only, we choose one of these to
be the 'canonical' pullback. The 2-ceils in Span(Graph) are defined as being
those morphisms which make the triangles commute as in Figure 2.I (c).

2.4.2 Representing Data and Systems Categorically

Prior to using any categolical constructions (such as the bicategolies discussed

above) to analyse a system, we must find a way to repÌesent the system elements

and their relationships categorically. The category of theories is one possible

representation, as pushouts can be used to describe the combination of com-

ponents within a system. This can be seen in the construction of a semantics

for Clear, and in the work we present in Chapter 3. However, the category of
theories cloes not allow us to represent each indiviclual component by a sepa-

rate category. Instead, it describes the relationships between components by
means of morphisms within a single category. To represent each component by
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â separate category we vrill use database analysis techniques involving entitg-
attribute sketches 153]. These sketches allow us to associate a database with
a category wherein objects represent entities of the component and morphisms
represent relatlonships between these entities. As we show in Chapter 4, this
technique can be adaptecl in order to associate a category with each component
in a system.

Representing each individual component by a separate category has several

benefits. Firstly, the constraints on this component can be modelled using cat-
egory theory. This means that we can analyse inconsistencies using categorical
constructions, since all constraints upon a component can be expressed within
the category representing this component. Secondly, we can describe the per-

spective each module has upon the system by means of a uiew functor, or a

restriction of the category which represents the entire system. This means that
we can easily identify any shaled information and potential inconsistencies. Fi-
nally, we can identify relationships between two components by examining the
relationship that exists between their associated categories. This lets us con-

struct new components from existing ones and relate their behaviours to the
original system.

Category theory has a history ofbeing used in database analysis, most notably
with the graphical modelling technique of EA sketches [53], to which we have

alluded above. Because of the success of this technique in terms of database

analysis, we will adapt it within this thesis and apply it to system specification.
This aclaptation will be introduced in Chapter 4, where we identify an EA
sketch which represents the data and constraints within a system or component.
Furthermore, in Section 5.3, we will apply some categorical analysis which has

been previously usecl only for databases [54, 55, 56, 57] to a system specification.
These Ìater chapters assume a certain familiarity with the basic concepts of EA
sketches. To provide a reader with sufficient background, we present here a blief
overview of EA sketches and some associated analysis.

2.4.3 EA Sketches: Representing Constraints on Data

Entity-relationship modelling 115] is one of the mole common graphical mod-
elling technlques used to construct and analyse databases. In order to provide
the resultant reptesentations with more flexibility, category theory was used to
express system constraints and database queries [53]. This work was extended

in [54] , where clatabase updates \¡r''ere represented as spans within a 2-category.

EA (entity-attribute) sketches are a result of this extension. These are a way
of lepresenting entities and their relationships, where instances of these entities
make up the information in a database. For example, the instances of the entity
Na¡e in a database might consist of the names of all the people whose records
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are stored. EA sketches can therefore be usecl to represent the relationships
between the different fieÌcls or lecords in a database.

Definition 2.4. An EA Sketch (G,D, L,C) is a fi,nite limit and f,nite coproduct
tuple consi,sti,ng of:

c A d'irected graph G which i,s acycli,c and f,n'ite

c A fami,ly D of some of the pairs of paths in G with a cornrnon source and
target

o A set L of some of the cones [55] withi,n G, including the cone wi'th empty
base

o A set C of some of the cocones [55] withi'n G

In the directed graph G, nodes represent entities and edges represent the rela-

tionships between these entities. The family D contains some extra information
about the relationships within the database; each pair in D represents two lela-
tionships which are constrained to be equal. For example, oue special case is a
pail of database queries which produce the same result, Finally, an EA sketch

identifies those cones and cocones which ale realised, given the constraints of
2, as limit cones and colimit cocones.

As shown in [54], each EA sketch presents a category C. This is clefined

as the free finitely complete categoly v/ith finite coproclucts on G, subject to
the images of D,L and ú being respectively equal morphisrns, linit cones and

colimit cocones in C. C is often ter-med Lhe query language, and is initial in all
categories generated from the trA sketch with these restlictions. A rnoclel of
a database specified using this EA sketches is a functor D : C - Set which
preserves finite limits and colimits.

Subsequent papers 155, 56, 57] have built upon this construction, most notably
by cliscussing the characteristics of a database represented by an EA sketch.

These wolks use the category C to formally identify what makes a view of this
clatabase updatable, and what algorithms can be used to perform a genel'al up-

date. In later chapters we develop a system specification analog to an upclatable

database view, and examine what such a view can tell us about the system as

a whole. However, to do this thoroughly we will need to know what constitutes

an updatable database view, ancl what can be deduced about a database from
this knowledge. We will then be able to relate the conclusions obtained from

system speciflcations to the conclusions obtainecl from clatabase analysis. The

following section discusses some of the issues related to clatabase views, matly of
which we will return to when applying the same concept to system specification.
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2.4.4 System Specification and Database View Updatabil-
itv

one common questlon which arises when analysing a clatabase is determining
whether a particular view 119] is updatable. An updatable view is one for which

any upclate possible in the view is possibÌe in tÌre underlying database, and the
necessary upclates to this underÌying clatabase can be identified. Iclentifying
updatabìe views cal be very complex, since any given view tnay not include all
entities and may not include all lelationships pertaining to those entities which
are includecl, These relationships are what govern the changes which can be

made to a database. Because of this, in order to pelforrn a simple update to
what we can see in the view it may be necessary to perform a series of more

cornplex r.rpdates on the unclerl¡'ing clatabase in order to retain consistency.

The question of updatable views has a system specification analog in terms
of the interaction of a subsystem with the larger systern constituting its envi-
ronlnent. The view of the database correspouds to the subsystem, while the
intelaction of tì.re subs;rstem with its envilonment is governed by the system

constraints, which correspond to the reÌationships between database entities.
This correlation suggests, as we show in Chapter 4, thal categorical analysis

techniques for database view updates can be used to identify system behaviours
given knowledge of subsystem behaviours. By deducing potentially conflicting
characteristics of the system simply from subsystem observations' we can more

easily identify inconsistencies within the system. Here we present some of the
aspects of the view update problem and discuss existing works which use cate-

gorical techr.riques to address these issues. We will then use this when examining
the system specification analog of the view update problem'

A Categorical Approach to Database View Updatability

In general, an update to a particular view may not be able to be made in the
context of the entir-e system for one of two reasons:

o f)ue to clatabase constraints relating the visible information to the hidden,
there may be no consistent system update which restlicts to this requested

update in the view.

o Thele may be severa,l underlying updates which restrict to this requested

update, and no indication as to which of these is desiled.

The view update problem is then the problem of ascertaining whether a partic-
ular upclate to a view can be achieved in a consisteut system, and if so how the
upcla,te shoulcl take place.

Historically, the view update problem has been considered in terms of underly-
ing updates to the database. That is, approaches to this problem have basically
consisted of identifying those views for which certain updates are propagatable.
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However, this does not lead to a particularly unifiecl approach. For any given
view update, there may be many different lists of how this can propagate, and
these lists may change as new techniques are found.

The use of EA sketches 156], presents a univelsal property for view upclates.
This, in essence) determines both when a view update is propagatabÌe (based

upon the current state ofthe clatabase) and hout the update is to be propagated.
A view update is said lo be propagatable [56] if thele is a unique minimal
change to the database. We consider this minimal change, which causes the
least clisruption to the underlying database, to be the canon'ical update. By using
a universal criterion for view updatabllity, the relationship between upclatable
views ancl fibrations [49] was identified.

As we have mentioned, we will demonstrate in Section 5.3 how this unified
framewolk of EA sketches and database view updates permits us to dlaw con-

clusions about the behaviour of a system from limited information. This will
then be extended iri Chapter 6 to identify inconsistencies within a systetn, agaiu

assuming rve are given only lirnited infolmation.

2.5 Inconsistency Management

AII of these specification and analysis techniques identify irrconsistencies in clif-

felent ways. Some of them provide safegualds against particular types of incon-
sistency, but not in any complehensive way. For example, many specificatlon
languages contain a syntactic safeguard to plevent certain inconsisteucies (such

as assigning a value of the wlong type to a variable). However', there inevltably
remain inconsistencies which cannot be detectecl syntacticalll'. This gives rise

to the field of inconsistency management.

Inconsistencies in a system are broadly defined by Easterbrook as the lesult
of a situation in which parts of a specification do not obey sorne relationship
tliat should hold between them [21]. hr this thesis, we mainly confine ouL

attention to logical inconsistencies. These can atise from incomplete folmnlation
of requirements, lack of care when refining a system, mistakes clue to multiple
design perspectives ancl languages, and even erlors in the executiol of the final
correctly-specified system. In a survey paper, Robinson 180] suggests three
technical difficulties which are the soulce of tlost inconsistencies: voluninous
requirements, changing requirements and complexity of lequirements. These

subsume the more detailed causes above.

In the broadest terms, inconsistencies arise from under-specification or over-

specification [21]. Under-specification lneans that there is not enough inforrna-

tion provided. Two designers may then choose clifferent permissible intelpreta-
tions, which can lead to inconsistencies when these are cornbined in one system.
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Over-specification, on the other hand, can be seen in cases where a' variable

is over-constrained. This occurs most obviously where multiple specifications

overlap 189], and each imposes constraints on the area of overlap. Detecting

these type of inconsistencies involves recognising precisely where the overlaps

occur. one way to do this is to use the properties of the representation lan-

guage itself. For- example, in set-basecl languages such as z 194], set inclusion is

a signal that overlap is occurring. other methods 166, 83] for identifying over-

lap involve tagging inforrnation represented in different components with names

fr.om a shared naming hierarchy. A comparison of the tags wiìÌ then iclentify

sharecl information.

one common technique for reducing the complexity of requirements is par-

ti,tion'ing [39]. This is the process of dividing the specification up into its con-

stituent parts, in order that requirements might be managed more easily. one
of the best-known usages of partitioning is the Viewpoints method, proposed

by Finkelstein [2s] and elaborated by Easterbrook 121]. Here, each partition
is defined with the aim of detecting inconsistency, and consistency rules must

apply to the amalgamation of any two partitions. These consistency ¡rles deflne

whether or not two corrponents may coexist in a system, and must be specified

by the designer of the components in question. we return to the question of
partitioning in chapter 4, in which we adapt it to the categorical framework of
this thesis.

when an inconsistency is detected, there are a numbel' of different actions

which may be taken. The presence of an inconsistency does not itseif necessar-

ily indicate that it must be immediateìy resolved; at a high level of abstraction,
perrnitting inconsistencies enhances the design freedom [27]. Because of this,

there are a number of appropriate actions which may be taken when an incon-

sistency is detected. Firstly, the inconsistency may simply be ignored' This
occurs when an inconsistency is isolated, or otherwise has little effect on the

system. Alternatively, any actior towards resolution may be postponed. In this
case the inconsistency is rnarkecl, as described in [6], so that its effect on the

rest of the system can be traced. In general, this postponement should only
occur when thele is a reasonable expectation that the inconsistency will tesolve

itself. If this is not the case, then the inconsistency may be circumvented or

ameliorated. These techniques require modification of those constraints which

are in conflict. There are a nurnber of different methods for this, including
re-structuring the constraints, relaxing constraints, or comprornising (such as

choosing another value out of an acceptable range for the variable causing con-

flict) [s0]. Finally, if an inconsistency is iikety to have a significant detrimental
effect on the system as a whole, the best course of action is to immediateìy

resolve it. Again, there are a number of methods for this, ranging from relaxing

constraints to invoking extelnal automated tools 181], or requesting input from
the designer-.
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In order to judge the colrect response to different inconsistencies, it is neces-
sary to classify them according to theil properties ancl effect upon the system.
This involves creating a taxonomy of those inconsistencies which arise in par'-
ticular classes of systems. One example of this is the classificaLion clevelolted
in [88] for compilation errors. In Section 4.7 we present a taxonomy of those
errors which occur commonly in system specification, ln terms of the categolical
framework we develop. Of course, some of the lesponses to an inconsistency ale
more involved than othels. For example, when imlnecliately lesolving an incon-
sistency, it is necessary to identify those constraints which should be removed
or lelaxed. This requires some prioritization, discussed in [82] and 159] , so that
the constraints removed ale those which are a factol in the most inconsistencies,
or alternativeiy those which it is cheapest to lernove.

A similar technique is usecl for circumventing or ameliorating the effect of an
inconsistency. However, we have mentioned that an isolated inconsistency may
be tolerated or ignored. One pr:oblem with this is that an inconsistetrcy in a
system means, by a strict application of logic, that we can conclude anythirg
from the axioms. To rectify this, quasi-classical logic [47] was cleveloped. This
is an adaptation of classical logic which permits leasot-ring in the presence of
inconsistencies. In this way, it negates the effect of the inconsistency ou the
rest of the specification. It is anticipated that future work using the framework
developed in this thesis will be able to include a consiclelation of this logic
adaptation.

2.6 The FYame Problem
Another softwale engineer:ing concept stemrning from issues of consistency is

the frame ploblem 169]. The frame pr-obiem refet's to the question of how to
establish the plecise ploperties which may be altered during any ploceclure or
operation. More specifically, the frame problem is the probÌem of how to specify
thaf only the propelties explicitly mentioned may be alteled. The axioms which
would enforce this are known as frame axioms. In generai, iclentifying and listing
the frame axioms for any given opet'ation or event is non-trivial. Furthermore,
such lists of axioms do not wolk when analysiug object-oriented languages. This
is because the existence of frame axioms wonld prevent any refinement of an
inhelited function or method, as discussecl in 111].

One way in which the frame problem can be addlessed is by using axiours
which provide information about what is absolutelg required to achieve a celtain
goa1. This tecÌrnique, introduced in 140], allows a designer to say when miuimal
goals, or minimal behaviours, must be obselved in older for a palticulal event
to occur. We expand upon this technique fiom a categorical perspective in
Chapters 5 ancl 6. Furthermore, we introdltce properties of a systern which
allow frame axioms to be introduced into a systern speciflcation, ancl hold even

in the presence of inconsistencies.
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Chapter 3

A Structural Formalism for
Rosetta
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Within this chapter we will show how the category of theories, intloiluced
in Definition 2.3, can be used to provide a formal semantic basis fol a general
ciass of specification languages. This class includes many languages which are
specified by CoFI [75], and hence are amenable to a semantìcs based rqron alge-
bras. The motlvation throughout this chapter will be the eventual attainment
of a semantic basis for the specification Ìanguage Rosetta, an introduction to
which is provided in Appendix A. Because of tliis motivation, the syntax of any
examples hele will be that of Rosetta, ancl the semantic cliscussion will also be
biased towards this language. However, the semantics of Rosetta is intended
to be rnerely a motivating example for the demonstration of the utility of a
folmaÌ framework based on the category of theories. Such a fi-amework shoulcl
allow us to model the lelationships between corr¡ronents in a nanner that is
not clependent upon the language used to specify the system. Aclditionally, 1t

shoulcl preciseÌy describe the constlaints which make up a system specification,
ancl which must be satisfied if the system is to be consistent.

In Section 3.2 we identify two infornal but centraÌ tenets of Rosetta and
lelated languages. The first of these determines when two specifications ale
consideled equivalent, while the second cìetermines wheu one specification is

said to be an extension of another. These tenets describe the most fundamental
relationships between system components, ancl must be supportecl by any pro-
posecl semantic basis. Sectlorr 3.3 proposes such a sernantics, basecl upon the
category of theories defined over the algebraic institution. Further to this, Sec-

tion 3.3.4 describes how these semantics can be used to folmalise the different
ways components can be combinecl. Within this section, we also show how the
pre-defined Rosetta facet lnteractions described in Appendix A are suppolted,
and use category theory to describe how designers can cleate their owu facet
intelactions. This can then be generalised to other specification languages.

3.1 Advantages of Mathematical Formalisms

One of the facilities provlded by most specificatiorr languages is the ability for
designers to corrbine components into a single system. In Appendix A we in-
troduce sorne pre-definecl methods of combining Rosetta cotnponents, known as

facet i,nteracti,ons. Each interaction clescribes a cliffer:ent way in which two com-
ponents in a Rosetta system can be leiated. Tlie unclerlying concepts of these
intelactions are not unique to Rosetta; each describes a rneans of combining
components which is common in systems specified itt any language.

Whether in Rosetta or anothel language, designels lequire the freeclom to
cLeate new components fr:om existing ones, using relationships which are not
pre-defined. The presence of a fornal basis for this type of anaiysis is esseutial,
in orcler to ensure that the resultant component possesses those propelties that
wele intended by the designer. A fomal foundatlon also allows us to anal¡'ss

components and systems using a vocabulary which is not specific to a single
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specification language or style. Additionally, by using a mathematical formal-

ism to abstract away from syntax details, we may be able to identify common
properties between apparently unlelated specifications. This is because abstrac-

tions allow us to identify some unclellying properties of systems which may not

have been appa¡ent in the original specification language. In this way we ensure

that the analysis has validity in a wider theoretical context.

3.2 Central Tenets of Specification Languages

Any folmal framework which provides a semantic basis for Rosetta must satisfy

two central tenets of the language. These are also fundamental properties of
the other system specification languages described by CoFI.

1. Two specifications which differ only by using different variable names

or expressing equivalent axioms differently should be recognised as equal

specifications. That is, these two specifications will be satisfied by pre-

cisely the same two models. For example, the following two Rosetta facets

both clescribe a partial Stack clatatype, despite their superflcial differences:

facet Stack::1ogic
push(Stacktype, Datatype) : Stacktype;
pop(Stacktype) : StacktYPe;
MyStack: Stacktype;
MyObj : Datatype;
begin

1 :pop(push(My0bj, MyStack)) = MyStack;
end StackType

facet ReverseQueue: :1ogic
add(RevQtype, Datatype) : RevQtyPe;
ren(RevQtype) : RevQtype;
MyE1ement: Datatype;
element: Datatype;
begin

1 : rem (add (MyElement , MyRQ) ) =MyRQ ;

end ReverseQueue

2. If lhe specification f2 extends the specification f1 by adding constraints
or data elements, then any system satisfying f2 should also satisfy f1
within the formal framework. That is, as long as an implementation or
model satisfies the constraints of a specification then regardless of what

other behaui,ours the model d'isplags, it satisfies the specification. We re-

quire that this property be explicitly provided in any formal semantics of
these languages. This corresponds in Rosetta to facet extension, which is
discussed in Appendix A and illustrated in the following exampie where
f2 extends f1.
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facet f1:: statebased
hour: int;
begin
T0:O<=hour<12;

end f1

facet f2:: statebased
hour: int;
ninute: int;
begin
L0: hour=2 0R hour = 6;
L1: minute=3O;

end f2

The formal semantics must therefore take into account exactly when two facets
should be consideled as equivalent (point 1), and how the satisfaction relation-
ship is affected by adding ol removing constraints (point 2).

3.2.L Formalisms satisfying these tenets

The first tenet of Section 3.2 can be satisfied by using 'institutions, introducecl
in Section 2.3.3. As well as provicling increased generality, institutions allow us

to formalise the notion that truth should be invarlant under change of notation.
That is, using institutions we can formally consicler two s)¡ntactically diffelent
specifications to be equal, or to describe the same system. Thìs is what is

required by the first tenet of Section 3.2. In the language of institutions, we say

that two sets of sentences {S}¿ and {S/}¿ are satisfiecl by the sarne nodels if
there is an invertible signature morphism a from the vocabulary of {.9}¿ to the
vocabulary of {,S'},i, ancl if the elements of eithel set {^9}¿ and {S'}t are implied,
under this morphism and using the logic of the institution, by the elements of
the other.

The seconcl tenet of Section 3.2 can be satisfied by the use of theolies to moclel

specifications. That is, if thele is a theory morphism 1 : Tha - ThB, then the
set of models which satisfy B is contained within the set of models which satisfiy
,4. This means that a component (model) which satisfies one specification r¡''ill

satisfy all specifications of whìch this is a refinenrent. Theories are clefinecl over

institutions, which themselves satisfy the first tenet. That is, this prollosal of
using theories and institutions satisfies both our lequìrements for a sentaritic
basis.

To provide the semantics of Rosetta, we propose associating each specification
with a theory defined over the algeblaic institution, and using theory morphisms
to explicitly rnodel the concept of facet extension. with this in mind, in the
following section we describe how to associate a Rosetta facet with a theory, ancl

express the relationships between Rosetta facets by using theor¡' morphlsms.



This can then be extended to other languages, allowing system analysis to take

place within a framework which supports the syntax-independent representation

of components and their relationships.

3.3 Rosetta, Institutions and Theories

Section 3.2 lists two central requirements for any formal semantic basis for the

specification languages we examine, and for Rosetta in particular. In this sec-

tion, we show how the category of theories defined over the algebraic institution
satisfres these requirements. Firstly, we show how to obtain a signature and

closed presentation (closed set of axioms) from each Rosetta facet. These will be

used to generate the categories and morphisms which will make up the Rosetta

i,nsti,tuti,on. Furthermore, these signatures and closed presentations obtained

from facets will also be used to define the category of theories over the Rosetta

institution. we will then demonstrate how these theories help us formaìise

Rosetta interactions, as well as more general ways of combining components.

3.3.1 Facet Signatures and Presentations

Definition 3.1. The signature associated with a Rosetta facet f 1 '[,s a tuple

E¡r : (,S¡r, L¡) where

o S¡r cons'ists of the narnes of the datatypes ui'sible to f 1

c L.¡1 cons'ists of a set of operators denoting the uariables, functi'ons and

constants uisible to f1.
S¡r includes the datatypes which are visible to f 1 via facet extension, as well

as those datatypes declared within f 1. Likewise, A¡r consists of all functions,
variables and constants visible to f1. Specifically, each Rosetta variable ø of
typeT within fl is clenoted by a function t e L¡r where u: f l-state ---+ T.
Rosetta functions are also represented in A¡r as functions of the appropriate
rank and arity. Any signature associated by Definition 3.1 with a Rosetta facet

will then be an algebraic signature.

3.3.2 Rosetta Institutions
Buitcling on this generation of an algebraic signature, we define the following

institution for the purpose of analysing Rosetta facets.

Definition 3.2. The Rosetta'inst'itutionR conta'ins the following elements:

c The category RSig, which i's the category of all Rosetta signatures, gen-

erated as d,escri,bed'in sect'ion 3.3'1. Morphi'sms wi'th'in this categorg are

al g ebrai c si g n ature m o rp h'i sm s'

o The functor Alg : RSig ---+ Cafp associates each s'ignature Ð with the

category of E-algebras. Thi's is a stand'ard functor used when discussi'ng

algebras.
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c The functor RSen: RSig -+ Set assoc'iates each s'ignatureD wi,th the set
of E-sentences which maA be legallg expressed 'in Rosetta. These are the
Rosetta ax'ioms discussed i,n Append,ir A.

o The sati,sfacti,on relati,on for thi,s insituti,on is the equati,onal logi,c satisfac-
tion relation l, relat'ing D-models andl)-sentences.

As this institution, 7?, is so closeiy reÌated to the equational logic institution,
we refer the readers to [31] for further discussion. We will use the categoly of
theories defined over this institution to provide the formal sernantics of Rosetta.
However, for this to be useful we must first identify a way to associate a Rosetta,
facet with such a theory, and establish what these theoly molphisms will llean
in the context of Rosetta facets.

3.3.3 Rosetta Theories

Just as Definition 3.1 associated a Rosetta facet with an algebraic signature, we

can associate a facet with a presentation, or family of constlaints.

Definition 3.3. The presentation E]y assoc'iated wi,th f 1 cons'ists of the equa-

ti,onal logi.c closure of all Rosetta arioms ui.sible wi,thi.n f 1.

The presentation associated with f 1 lncludes the axioms which ale within
f 1 itself, as well as those axioms it inherits from clomaius or other facets. It
is impor:tant to note that the presentation {r does nol include axioms from
any facet f2 constraining the values of variables shaled between fI and f2. For
example, glven the code of Example 1 in Appenclix A, the plesentation for f 1

would not include the axiom -L0 from f 2. Presentations must be equationally
closed, as indicated by the Kleene-ciosure *-notation. That is, if it is possible
for an equation ú1 : fz to be derivecl by equational logic fi'om the axioms visible
to f1, then this equation h: tz should be includecl within 4r. At Rosetta
develops ln complexit¡ we anticipate that equational logic will no longel suffice,
and instead will be replaced with a higher-older logic, the change beirrg reflected
in the Rosetta logj-c domain.

Definitions 3.1 and 3.3 describe how each Rosetta facet f1 can be clenoted
by a presentation (D¡r,E)1), where X¡r is the signature of this facel, ancl Ff¡1

is closed undel equational logic. Given the institution R of Definition 3.2, we

obtain the following result.

Lemma 3.4. Each Rosetta facet f 1 can be denoted by a theorg (E¡r,trjy) ouer
the institution R.

By using a semaltic basis which associates a facet wlth a theorl', we clefine

facets to be unique up to axiom abstraction. By contrast, the names ofvariables,
functions ancl constants can uniquely determine a facet, nsing these semantics.

This is because the signature X ofeach theory is definecl uniquely' rather than up
to signatule abstraction (although theory morphisms can be usecl to irnplenrent
signature abstraction, if this is requirecl).
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The reason for allowing a signature to uniquely deterrnine a facet is that
signature abstractiotl genelalises away from the issues invoìved in renaming

valiables. While these issues may be of little importance in pure theory, in
practice they can introduce very complex problems. By avoiding the use of

signature abstraction, we ensure that the theoretical framework will recognise

this addltional practical complexity. We can summarise the effects of these

choices as follows.

Remark 3.5. Under the proposed semantic basis, i,f two facets genero'te i'denti,cal

signatures and the arioms of e'ither facet can be deduced by equat'ional reasoning

from the ar,ioms of the other, then these two facets will be associated wi'th the

sa,me theory. If two facets generate different s'ignatures then, i,rrespectiue of thei,r

arioms, they wi,ll be assoc'iated wi'th' different theori,es.

We can use the categoly of theories defined over the institution 7è to formalise

any relationships which hold between two facets. In particular, we can describe

the relationship between a facet and its extensions, and the reìationship between

equivalent facets. These relationships comprise the foundations of the two tenets

of Section 3.2.

3.3.4 Formally Relating Rosetta Facets

By associating each Rosetta facet with a theory, we have laid the groundwork

fol a semantics based upon the category of theories. The two central tenets

of Section 3.2 describe some informal conditions for equivaience of facets, and
sorne implications of facet extetÌsion. Within this section we will show how these

tenets can be satisfied using theories as a semantic basis. Rosetta facets and

interactions will be usecl to demonstrate this satisfaction, although the issues we

cliscuss rnust be consiclered when developing a semantic basis for any language.

Firstly, we focus on a subcategory of the category of theories defined over 1?'

This, ItTh, will be sufficient for examining Rosetta facets.

Definition 3.6. The categorll RTh is compri'sed of

c objects which are those theorie.s (X¡r,tr|rl i'denU'rted wi'th a Rosetta facet,
as i,ntroduced in Lernma 3.1¡

o morphisms whi.cl¿ are those si'gnature-'injectiue (monic) morphi'sms within
the categorg of theori.es defined ouer R.

Signature-injective morphisms were discussed in Section 2.3.3' This defi-

nition irnplies that if a '. Tho --+ Tha is a morphism within RIIh, then the
signatur-e of Tltu must contain the signature of Tho, up to any renaming which
preserves the distinction between different elements in the signaíttte of Tho.

\Me now show how the properties of facet equivalence and facet extension (as

describecl in the tenets of Section 3.2) are interpretecl within RIlh.
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Equivalence of Facets (Tenet 1)

The definition of equivalence in Rosetta, introcluced in Section 3.2, is str:icter
than the general usage. Informally, two facets are eqr-rivalent if they have the
same number and type of variables, and after applying some renaming function
the closure of the set of axioms of each facet implies the closure of the set of
axioms of the other. More specifically, two facets must contain exactly the same
number and type of data elements (such as constants, functions ancl valiables)
in order to be deemecl equivalent Rosetta facets. Furthermore, the constraints
of each facet must imply the constraints of the othel under equational logic.
The following definition encapsulates this informal requirement.

Definition 3.7. Two facets f1, f2 denoted by theories \E,E*), \D',8'*) are

equivalent if and only if there is a theory morph'ism a : X t Dt where

c a is inuertible when considered as a si,gnature morph'ism

o a(E)* : Br*

From this, we derive the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8. Two Rosetta facets are equ'iualent if and only if they generate

isomorphic theories in RTh.

Extension of Facets (Tenet 2)

Rosetta extensions consist of addition of data elements and constraints. In other
words, if facet f1 extends lacet f2, then f1 will contain all the constlaints of
f2, and also all the data elements of f2. This lneans Rosetta facet extensions
ale represented by those theory morphisms which are signature-injective. When
taken in the context of the category Hfh, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 3.9. Rosetta facet ertensi,on is modelled by theorll morph'isms in RTh.

The second tenet of Section 3.2 describes how the satiSfaction relationship
should interact with the concept of facet extension. Briefly, a system satisfying
a facet f 1 should satisfy L2, if f I extencls f 2. If morphisms in Flllh are to moclel

Rosetta facet extensions, then we must prove that they satisfy this requilement.
This can be done by referling back to the underlying Rosetta institution, 71.

In order to interpret the satisfaction relationship within the category of the-
ories, we first note that for a given theory (X, ¿'*), the lärnily -&'* is a family of
sentences {e}¿. The satisfaction relation þ relates an algebra nz to the set of
sentences {e}¿ if and only if rn satisfies evety e¿ e E*. It is clear that the theory
rnorphisms in Hfh denote adcting axioms or signature elernents to a theory

\E,E*,) to obtain (E',8*'l.The folÌowing lernma formally relates the action
of such a morphism to the set of moclels of each theory.
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Lemma 3.LO. Let a be a morphism in RTh, such that a : (t, E-) ' (Et , E*t).
Let A be the set of models (algebras) of (D,8"). This can be defi,ned as the

followi,ng set A:

A: {" such that n 'is an object of Alg(X) and r I e, for all sentences e € E*}

Let B bethe set of models ol (Ð',8*'). This canbe defi,ned as the following set

B:

B : {, such that r is an object of Alg(D') and r I et , Jor all sentences

e e E*t\

That'i,s, for any a € A and. b € B, aF (t,E-) and b | (Ð',8*').
Then Ãlg(a)(b) e A, for any model b e B, by defini,ti,on of the satisfaction
relati,onsh'ip l.

That is, the set of models which satisfy the facet represented by (X',,8*') is

a subset of the set of models satisfying the facet represented by (E,E-). This
means that the morphisms a in FlIIh satisfy the informal requirements of the

seconcì tenet in Section 3.2. An example of a specification which is satisfied

by multiple models is a specification which does not uniquely constra,in some

valiables. Any model which assigns these variables values which do not violate
any of the constraints is said to satisfy the specification. Thus, although each

moclel assigns only one value to each of these variables, all possible legal values

are represented in the set of models which satisfy the specification.

we have now constructed a semantic basis which meets the two fundamental
r.equirements introduced in section 3.2. This semantic basis is the category

RlTh, which is a subcategory of the category of theories defined over the Rosetta
institution ?. trquivalent facets are represented by isomorphic theories within
RIh, while facet extension is modelled by theory morphisms in Rllh' This is
formally supported by the construction of R, as we see in Lemma 3.10. In the

following section, we show how Il:Ih can also be used to lend formality to a
discussion of the relationships between components.

3.4 Relationships Between Components

The ability to express the relationships existing between components is funda-

mental to system analysis. we have already seen in section 3.3.4 how one such

relationship - facet extension can be modelled by morphisms in IlIIh. In
this section we demonstrate, again using Rosetta facets, how components may

be related in other ways. In this process we will provide a formal representation

of the types of Rosetta facet interaction discussed in Appendix A. In addition,
we will show how clesigners can create their own components by combining

existing specifi cations.
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Any type of interaction betlveen compolents becomes rnore complex when
information sharing is necessary, because of the requirement that components
interpr:et shared information consistently. As discussecl in Section 2.2.I, this
can be achieved by using a corrnlon, system-wide leplesentation for shared
data. Such a representation is known as a data universe. One consequence of
using a data universe is that when combining two components f 1 ancl f 2, there
should be only one copy of the data universe in the cornbined specification.
This, in turn, affects the constructions we use in the categoly of theories to
model this combined specification. We will now formalÌy describe the Rosetta
facet interactions of Appendix A, using the categoly of theories as a semantic
basis. In Section 3.5 we also provide a more genelal treatmeut of component
interactions.

3.4.L Facet Implication
Facet implication is one of the simplest pre-definecl Rosetta interactions. A
Rosetta facet f 1 is said to imytly anolher Tacet f.2 if any axiom which f 1 inclucles
is aÌso included by f 2. This means that any implerrentation satisfying f 2 will
also satisfy f 1. This can be expressed very simply iu telms of RlTh.

Definition 3.1L, Let f 1 and f2 be denoted respectiuelg by theori'es (Xr,Ei)
and, \D2,8*21 . Then f1 implies f2 if and onlg i,f there enists a morphism a'.
(tr,tri) * (X2,tr\) within RTh.

3.4.2 Facet sum

Facet sum is one of the most common ways of combining Rosetta facets to-
gether'. In its most basic form, facet sum describes the creation of a systetn
wherein multipte components exist but do not communicate with each other be-

yond sharing common declaratlons from the clata universe. Facet sum involves
genelatirg a new facet, f1+...+fn, which represeuts the sum ofthe original
facets f 1 fn in the interaction. f 1+...+fn is sometimes leferred to as

T,he representat'ional component of the fa,cet sum interaction, a concept to which
we return in Section 5.5.1.

Givenfacetsf 1,. . .,fnwewilldefinethelepresentationalcompotletlt f 1+' . '+fn
of their facet sum by means of a coÌitnit cliagram D in the category of theories.
This colimit diagram will contain the theorles lepresenting facets f 1, . . ' , fn, as

well as a specific subset of their extettsion hierarchies. This specific subset will
be the clata universe shared by these components, This colresponcls, in Rosetta,
to the union of the clomains extended by all of these facets.

Definition 3.L2. The colimi,t di'agram D representing the sum of components

ft,..., ln is tlte diagram in the category of theories consist'in'g of th'ese summands

and thei,r dala un'iuerse.

From this definition, we can obtain the object in the category of theolies
which corresponcls to the sum of components f 1, . . .,fn:
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fl+f2+...+fn

a2 o(n

f1 fn

ð1 õ2 ôn

Figure 3.1: Facet sum represents an interaction in which the components share

nothing but the data universe

Definition 3.].3. The facet sum "fr I ... I Ín is the facet denoted by the colim'it
object of D i,n the category of theori'es. We use the category of theories (of whi'ch

RTh i,s a subcategory) to erpress this sum, as RTh i,tself may not necessarilg

l¿aue surns.

This colimit diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Since the colimit object is clefined up to isomorphisrn we see that the facet sum

is deteruiined uniquely only up to signature abstraction and axiom abstraction.
Since all isomorphic theories over a given institution are associated with the

sarne set of models, it does not matter, from a specification perspective' that
we don't uniquely iclentify the facet representing f 1+...+fn.

3.4.3 Examples of Facet Sum

Within this section, we pt'ovide an example of facet sum, showing exactly how

the theory (D, E*) of the representational component is generated. The sum-

mands here ale two Rosetta facets f 1 and 12 which share a common data

universe. This data universe will be implemented as a Rosetta domain, bool,
extencled by both facets. For simplicity, we will choose one colimit object out
of the many possible isornorphic objects.

Weletthetheory (Ðuoot,Eloot),representdomainbool,whiletheories(Xr,Ei)
and (D2, tri) represent facets f 1 and f 2 respectively. We can define theory mor-
phisms which describe the extension of domain bool by facets f 1 and f 2. These

will be the theory morphisrrs

61 : (E6oo¿,Etoo¿) - (D1,Ei) and
62: \E¡'oo¡,Eioot) - (Ez,trz)

To iclentify the theory corresponding to facet sum f 1+f 2 we use Definition 3.12,

where the colimit cliagram D consists of theories \Eaoot,Eloot), (Ð1,tri) and

(Xz,Eå), and theory morphisms ðr and ô2. This is shown in Figure 3.2'
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[6õõT-ì

bool

fl+f2

a2

ôr ô2

Figure 3.2: Colimits of theories which share eiements

\E¡+¡z,Eït*¡r) is the colimit object in this diagram' We note that the the-
ory morphisms cy1 and a2 do not describe any overlap with each other except
for the data universe. That is, they do not map any data elements f l.r and

f2.g which do not originate in the shared data universe to the same data ele-

ment in fL+f2. We discuss the phenomenon of interference in different types of
component interactions in Section 3.5.

The facets below illustrate this situation. f 1 and f2 both extend the domain
bool and therefore contain all its declarations and constraints.

facet bool
bool: type;
false, true: bool;
+: bool ,t bool -> bool;
begi.n
T0: true+false = false;

end bool

12fl

facet f1: : bool
char: type;
const (a': char;
ischar: char -> bool;
begin
A1: ischar('a') = true;

end f1

facet 12:: bool
int: type
const 0: int;
isint: int -> bool
begin
81: isint(0) = true;

end f2

The theory morphisms dr and ôz include bool in f 1 and f2 respectively. We

now generate the Rosetta facet corresponding to the theory \E¡+fz,Eïr*¡r),
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r-rsing Definitions 3.1 and 3.3. This will be the facet containing the following

declarations and constraints (up to axiom abstraction).

Lacet ft+f.2
int :type; char:type;
const ta': char; const 0: int;
ischar: char -> bool; isi-nt: int -> bool-

bool: type;
false, true: bool;
+: bool * bool- -) bool;
begin
T0: true+false = fal-se;
A1: ischar('a') = true;
81: islnt(0) = true;

end f1+f2

As we can see, facet fI+f2 contains only one copy of the declarations in
domain bool-. Becanse f1+f2 extends the facets f1, f2 and bool, we may
instead write the above declaration as

1."g¡ f1+f2:: bool, f.7, f2
end f1+f2

While tlils form of writing does illustrate the point made in Appendix A, that
Rosetta facet extension is transitive, it is less helpful in illustrating the meaning
of facet sum.

3.5 Relating Components Using Interference

In this section, we cliscuss how to use the category of theories to model general

component interaction. We will no longer restrict ourselves to a Rosetta-specific
context, but instead apply these findings to all languages which are amenable

to using theories as a semantic basis. In general, when we create a new com-

ponent from existing conmunicating components, we must consider how this
communlcation affects elements of the new component. Thls is known as ir¿-

terference, and will be folmally represented using diagrams in the category of
theories. The construction ofthese diagrams depends upon how the components

interact. For exarnple, the clesigner may want a single variable of the represen-

tational component to be bound by constraints from several of the interacting
components. This ls equivalent to requiring that the theory morphisms a1 â,ncl

a2 of Figure 3.2 act on variables ø in f 1 and g in f2 such that o1(ø) : or(a).
In this case, the variable o1(r) in the representational component f1+f2 would

be bound by all constraints that f1 applied to r and all constraints which f2
apptied to gr. Notwithstanding the number of clifferent interactions which can

occur between multiple components, we still wish to use colimits in the category

of theories to describe each interaction. The following section describes a fortnal

technique for constlucting diagrams which allow this.
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Allowing interference when combining components means that we can cre-
ate systems with a wider variety of propelties. For example, a clesigner might
specify a system as a combination of components, each of which contains some
common basic element such as a switch. Moreover, each of these component
might constraln its switch differently. The system resulting fi'om a combination
of these components might contain one highly-constlained switch, or alterna-
tively rnight contain many differently constrained switches. That is, we can
create a component which has the maximum number of variables ail minimaÌl¡,
constlained, or the minimum number of variables all maximally constrailed

or some other combination upon this spectrum. In the following section,
rve cliscuss how each of these clifferent systerns can be formally clescribecl as a

combination of the original components.

3.5.1 A Formal Tleatment of Interference of Variables

When formally representing component combirations, we wili use colimit dla-
grams in the category of theories to clefine the resultant systern in each case.

This implies that any interference should be representecl in these cliagrams.
We will do this by creating a 'virtual' theory containing those data elements
frorn each summand which interfere. The summands in question will extencl
this virtual theoly, the extension being shown in the lelevant colimit cliagram.
The colimit object of this cliagram will then, b), commutativity considerations,
demonstrate the desired intelference.

In general, when sumtning components f 1,...,fn where we want to estab-
lish intelference of variables z and y frorn sltmtnancls f i ancl fj respectively,
we model this by defining a smaller,'virtual'theory for each pair (fi, fj) of
interacting components. This theory declares one variable ry fo'- each pair

@,A) - from f i and fj respectively - affected by interference, but includes
no constraints upon the valiable ø9.

Construct 3.t4. Assume the uariables:x7,..lm from fi' and Ut,...yrn from
f j are i.ntended to undergo'interference pa'irwise (rt,An) when comb'ini'ng fi
and f j 'in a single sgstem wherei,n the data un'iuerse'is represented' bg a theory
(Xp, To). We then defi,ne a virtual theory Thrrr,...,"o,,, as

Th,a,,...,,r,,,: ((D" U(tyt, ...,ra^)),T r¡)

where a single uariable ny¡ is declared inTh',or, ,rE,,, for each pai'r of i'nterferi'ng
uari,ables from f i, and f j respecti,ueLy.

The virtual theory contains the clata universe (Xr,T¿) (for example, in
Section 3.4.3, this theory would leplesent the Rosetta domain bool), and a
declarationofasinglevariable rAkfü eachpair ("n,Ax) affecteclbyinterference'
The obvious theory morphisms ð1 : Th,or, ,na,n + Th¡t and õ2 '. Th,y,,.. ,ru,u +
Th¡¡ respecïively map .xAk to rk in f i, and to g¡ in f j. The theory Tlt'ra,,..."a,.
is then included, with theory molphisms ór anci ô2, into a diagrarn D in the
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category of theories. A new virtual theory is defined for each pair of components

clemonstrating interference.

construct 3.15. The diagram D representing the interaction of components

f 1, . . . , fn compri,ses the theories Th¡r,...Th¡n representing these components,

the data uniuerse theorg (Ðp,"f p) and any uirtual theories Thrs,,..,rs,, repr€-

s enti,n g int erf eren ce.

The component resulting from this interaction is then the colimit object

of D. This is known in Rosetta as relatiue facet sum, or more generally the

representat'ional component of fI, ..', fn.

Definition 3.L6. The representational component of components 17,...,ffl,
where f i and f j interfere on data elements (xt,Ut),...(rn,An) as i'n Construct 3.11,

is the colimit object of the diagram D constracted accordi,ng to construct 3.15.

It i,s written as the theory Thp"o, where

Thaep: Thl x ... x Th¡t xrar, ..*a^ xTh¡¡ x "' x Th¡n'

To identify this representational component in the category of theories, the

designer must provide information about the desired degree of overlap.

An Example of Interference of Variables

The following Rosetta cocle provides an example of this scenario. Here, both
components f1 and f2 include a declaration of a switch, although they constrain
it differently.

Switch Example

facet f1: : state-based
private switch: int;
begin
T0: sr.ritch' ;' 5i

end f1

facet f2:: state-based
private switch: int;
begin
L0: swi.tch' < 10;

end f2
'we can then specify a facet interaction in which these are combined to

produce a facet containing a single, highly-constrained switch. When modelling

this in the category of theories, we define a 'virtual' theory Thr-¿¡"¡, which
includes the data universe and a single swi'tch variable' Thsw¡t.n places no

constraints on this variable. That is, the facet corresponding to Th".¿¡"¡ has

the form
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Figure 3.3: The representational component Th¡¡"r, known in Rosetta as the
relative facet sum

facet sr¡itch: : state-based;
private switch: int;
begin

end switch

The representational component Tha.o is the colimit of Thsyi¡¿¡,Th¡t and
Th¡2, as shown in Figure 3.3. The Rosetta code for such a facet Rep is as

follows:

facet Rep: : state-based
private switch: int;
begi.n
A0:5<switch'<10;

end f3

3.6.2 The advantages of formal interactions
The advantage of using such a formal technique based upon the category of
theories is that we are now able to identify the similarities and relationships
between two interactions which might otherwise appear unrelated. This applies
in any language which can make use of the category of theories as a semantic
basis. This technique also provides a precise and categorical description of a
customized interaction in any ofthese languages, provicled the designer supplies

information about the areas ofoverlap. This is in contrast to an ad åoc approach
whereby a designer must try and express the relationship between components
informally.
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one of the less obvious disadvaltages to a,n informal expr*ession of relation-
ships is coufusion over whether certain infolmation originated in the data uni-

verse, or in one of the compone¡ts. That is, given a representational component
fI x"u f2, without examining the corresponding diagrarn in the category of
theories, we cannot tell which information in f.! x* f2 is part of the shared

data universe of f 1 ancl f 2. Being able to identify this information is important
because, as noted in Appendix A, components may not altef the data universe

by adding constraints to it. If fI x,o f2 is later to be used as a component

within a, lalger system, we must ensure the system does not attempt to con-

strain any information originating in the data universe of f 1 x", f2. This ca,n

rnost easily be clone by examining the diagram in the category of theories which

Iepresents this lelative facet sum.

3.5.3 A Customized Data lJniverse for Speciflcation Lan-
guages

Throughout this thesis, we will be rnaking a number of assumptions about
the systems being specified and analysed. For example, all the systems we

examine in cletail wiÌl be state-based. Another assumption, which affects the

coliposition of the clata universe, relates to the details of specifying a clatatype.

when wl'iting specifications, it is common to specify datatypes constructively.
These inclucle the generator inductive definitions of ABtrL 118] and Rosetta, as

well as Rosetta's enumeratecl types. Such datatypes include enumerated types:

Months = [Jan, Feb, Mar, ...];

and any clatatype specified by means of a generator function:

datatype natural;
zeroi -> natural;
succ: natural -) natural;

For these to be implemented correctly, we require that elements of these

ilatatypes will not be confused in any specification. For example, a designer

specifying a system works on the principle that each application of the succ

function will procluce a new element of the naturals. As we have discussecl in
Section 2.3.1, this can be achieved by including meta-constraints which lequire
certain parts of the speclfica,tion to be modeiled as an initlal algebra. In this
work, these parts of the specification will only be those which clefine datatypes,
and usualÌy only those datatypes which are part of the data universe.

A c|ucial point here is that the ent'ire clata universe need not be modelled

as an initial algebra. The simplest example of such a situation occurs when

declaling constants within the clata ttniverse. Namely, it is possible to cleclare a

constant within a Rosetta domain (ie. within the da,ta universe) and cleliberately
avoid lncluding sufficient axioms within this domain to uniquely constrain it.
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A meta-constralnt requiring that the entire data universe be rnodelled as an
initial algebra would remove any possibility of this low-level non-determinism
applying to constants within the data universe. In the following cha¡rter, u,e

demonstrate how to enforce these meta-constraints categorically, leading to a
more homogeneous formal framework.

3.5.4 Theories and Institutions
Within this chapter, we have clemonstrated the utility of a semantic basis predi-
cated upon the category of theories, for the class of languages specified b¡, CoFI.
Although we have used Rosetta to provide examples, the definitions and results
of this chapter hold for any specification language of this class. The seman-
tics we have proposed uses institutions to capture the iclea that truth should
be invariant under change of notation. That is, two specifications which diffel
only in variabìe names, or using equivalent but syntactically cliffelent axiorns,
are satisfied by the same set of components. By associating each specification
with a theory, we can use theoly molphisms to explicitly model the structulal
relationships between cornponents. However, this does not provide any infor-
mation about dynamic interaction between the components, such as behaviours
that can synchronise. That is, while the theory mor¡thisns denote which vari-
ables are shared in a system, they do not tell us what this implies about the
behaviours of the components which share these variables.

In the foilowing chapter, we provicle a category theoretic Lreatment of systenr
state. This permits us to explicitly examine behaviours of individual colnpo-
nents. The relationships between components will becorne more complex, and
we will express them in telms of behaviour rather than structure. As a result,
we rvill be able to deduce more about the possibie incor.rsistencies within a sys-

tem. This proposed category theoretic analysis does not sttpersede the use of
theories and institutions presentecl in this chapter. Rather, the fi'amework pro-
posed in the next chapter is intended to be used alongside the category RTh,
as a complementaly technique for formal analysis. Within Chapter 5 we sirall
show how the two frameworks can be used together, to provicle both clynamic
and structural analysis.
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Chapter 4

The Categorical
Consistency Framework
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In the previous chapter we have shown how the categoly of theories can
be usecl as a semantic basis for Rosetta and similar languages. Thls semantic
basis provicles a formal and cohesive technique for describing the relationships
between the components of a system. However, the analysis ploviclecl so far us-
ing the frameworks of institutions and theories has been structulal rathel than
dynamic. That is, we have analysed Lhe structure of systems formed from mu1-
tlple components, but we have not examined how the behaviour of one of these
components affects the behaviours of the others. The analysis of behaviour is
arguably more important than the analysis of structure when ib comes to incon-
sistency management. For exarlple, one corrmon behavioural analysis problerr
is to identify whether or not a palticula,r' component can behave consistentl), in
a proposed environment. We also wish to know exactly what types of inconsis-
tency can occur, and how these types are characterised.

The framework we use for this dynarnic anall'sls shoulcl not only be detailed
enough to examine inconsistencies, but also flexible enough to be usecl for- nany
different specifications. For example, different specifications use different no-
tions of state, and any formal framework should be able to clescribe all of these.

Similarly, when identifying super'fluous components in a systern, we perfolrr a

different type of analysis to that performed when we attempt to deduce sys-

tem characteristics from a subsystem. The formal framework we use shoulcl
be abÌe to explicitly express these different analysis operations. Ideall¡ each

new behavioul or property that we wish to analyse shoul<l not uecessitate the
generation of a new theoletical framewolk. This woulcl be time-cousttming,
and each iteration would inevitably lack the facility to identify connections and
simllarities between the different behaviours and analysis techniques.

Sirrilarl¡', the framework we use shoulcl be able to iclentify inconsistencies and
their causes, as well as suggest some metrics fot' cletelmìning their effects. To
begin with, it should explicitly desclibe the conditions requilecl fol each indi-
viduai state of a system to be corsistent, This means that, given a state, the
fi'amework can be used to iclentify whether or not this state, conslderecl in isola-
tion, vioÌates any of the system constrairts. Howeter, inconsistencies can occtÌl'
in more than a single state. For exarnple, a behaviottr might be inconsistent
even though each individual state fulfills consistency requirernents. The frarre-
wolk we choose should also be abie to iclentify these types of inconsistenc), ancl

suggest tesol ution mechanislns.

In this chapter we propose the Categor'ical Consi,stency Frameuork (CCF) for
the dynamic analysis of systems. This is a fratnewolk based on the notions of
category theory and EA sketches. It permits us to analyse system behaviours,
while providing the detail and flexibiÌity discussed above. Section 4.1 provides
an overview of CCF, along with a guicle as to the section nutnbels wltere more

detail on each process can be founcl. We then cliscuss the valiatlons between

different systems' clefinitions of state in Section 4.2. This sectiou also plovicles
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the definitions ancl assumptions about state that we will use throughout this
chapter. Section 4.3 and 4.4 then describe precisely how the fundamental cat-

egories of CCF are constructed, given these definitions. Section 4.5 introduces

the ways in which an individual state might be inconsistent. These are pre-

sentecl in terms of CCF, showing how this framework can be used to identify
such inconsistencies. Section 4.6 then clemonstrates how to use CCF to produce

a category of consistent states, in which morphisms represent the behaviours
of the system. Finally, Section 4.7 provides a taxonomy of the different types

of inconsistencies (both behavioural and state-specific) and how they can be

detected using CCF.

While the discussion so far has been tailored for Rosetta, the concepts are

applicable to any modular specification language. This will be the case through-
out this work, with Rosetta used only to provide practical applications of the
general concepts we introduce.

4.L Overview of CCF

The Categorical Consistency Framework (CCF) consists structurally of a num-
ber of categories and functors, each representing a different aspect of the system

in question. The categories are all generated by extending the notion of an EA
sketch. As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, these sketches have historically been used

to repr-esent the relationships between entities or data. We begin the construc-

tion of CCF by first defining a type of sketch we will term a CCF sÌcetch. A.

CCF sketch is similar to an EA sketch, and is defined as follows:

Definition 4.L. A CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) is a fi,nite lim'it, countable sum

skeLch [9] consi.sl,ing of:

o A d'irected graph G

o A fami,ly D of some of the pairs of paths in G wi'th 0, cornrrlon source and

target

o A set L of fi,ni,te cones [55] within G, includ,'ing the cone with empty base

o A set C of fi,nite cocones [55] within G

This CCF sketch plesents the system category C, under conditions described

in section 2.4.3. The category c encapsulates all the information provided in a
system specification. Specificaily, datatypes are implemented as objecüs of C,
while variables are implemented as rnorphisms. The system's constraints are

leflected in C as equalities of the appropriate morphisms. In Section 4.3 we

show how to construct a CCF sketch representing a system. We also discuss the
difference between EA sketches and CCF sketches in more detail, showing why
the extension to EA sketches is required.
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In Section 4.4 we considel what is necessary to represent a single state of a
system categorically. We show how to construct a second CCF sketch which
represents such a state. For example, in each state every variable wlthin a

system must have a single value, a ploperty reflected in the constluction of this
second CCF sketch. This CCF sketch is then used to genelate the abstract state
category Cv. A state of the system is then a functol A from this abstract state
category Cy to Set. This functor associates each variable represented in Cy
with a single value of the correct datatype in Set. That is, this functor is a
mapping from variables to values, in keeping with the traditional definltion of
state.

As we discuss in Section 4.5, without any restrictions on the action of this
functor ,B there is no way to ensure that it will r'epr:esent a consistent state. If
this is to be the case, then fir'stly the constraints of the system embodied in
the system category C must be satisfied. We achieve this by r-equiring T,hat R
factor through C, so that the equalities in C (which represent constraints) are
applied to,1. Secondly, in a consistent state every valiable has only one valtte,
no matter how rnany components can access it. To enforce this, we clefine an
i,nteraction cons'istency category Cy, which ensttres that trvo components agree

on a single value for any shared variables in ar.ry given state. Requiring that
lR factor through Cy ensures that the constraints of Cy ale satisfied in the
state represented by .r?. Thus, if ,R is to represent a consistent state, it must
factor thlough both C and Cy. In Section 4.6 we clefine the category of states
R of a system. Objects in this category ale consistent state functors ,R, while
morphisms lepresent behaviours of the system. This categor), of states, ancl the
categories C, Cy and Cy describecl above, form the stlucture of CCF.

Finally, iri Section 4.7 we show how CCF can help us identify aud resolve

differert types of conflict. In the pt'ocess we cleate a taxonotny of incolrsisten-
cies. This includes inconsistencies which occur ouly in a single state, as well
as lnconsistencies which become obvious only when behaviours are examinecl.
In addition, this taxonomy includes a cliscussion of different tlleans of lesolving
each type of inconsistency. We discuss the role of usel input, most particulally
the identification of'essential'behaviours or states, which must not be affected
by inconsistency if tiris can be avoided. We wil return to this topic thloughout
the thesis.

4.2 Defining States and Behaviour

The question of exactly what distinguishes different states of a system has been

discussed extensively in the literatwe 12, 45). The simpÌest definition, which we

aclopt in the remainder of this chapter, is that a state is distinguished only by

the (visible) values of variables. In Chapter 5 we present some valiations upon
this basic definition. These include systems which use abstraction mechanisms
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and therefore deflle equality of states as equivalence, as well as systems which

present different Ineans of distinguishing behaviours.

Another- fundamental property of a system is the way in which the variables

are constrained. For example, it is very common for the values in the 'next' state

to be constrained relative to the values in the current state only. In this case,

obser.ving the values in the current state is sufficient to predict the next state,

mociulo any non-determinism in the system' However, though less common, it
is possible to write specifications where the values of variables in a state are

constrained relative to values in another, arbitrary, state. In Chapter 5 we

pr-esent a Rosetta-specific system specification of this latter type.

In this chapter, however, we will restrict our attention to the simplest defini-

tion of state. we show how this can be modelled using ccF, and discuss how

this flamework permits us to characterise and distinguish behaviours.

4.2.I A Basic State Definition
The systems we analyse itÌ this chaptel will a]l be Basic state systems, satisfying

the following informal definition.

Definition 4.2. A Basic State sustem specifi,cation i,s one whi,ch satisfi,es the

followi,ng assumpt'ions:

o A component's state ,is di,sti,ngu'ished bg the current ualues of its uariables.

o The ualues 'in the nent state are constrained relatiue to the ualues in the

current state only.

o The ualue of uariables in the initial state may be constrained relat'iue to

constants or funct'ions applied to constants.

o Behauiours are disti,nguished by the states obserued.

Sinrilarly, a Basi,c state is a state of such a system, and a Bas'ic behauiour

is a behaviour observable in this system. Under these assumptions, variables

cannot be constrained relative to values in an arbitrary state (such as an axiom

x@s1O = y@s2O), nor do we permit such axioms â,s x" = x+1, which relate the

value of a variable aftel two state transitions to a current value. The constraints

within a Basic state system will therefore appear in the form tl : t2, where ú1

and t2 are terms consisting of either

1. functions or constants

2. variables in the initial state

3. variables

4. function applications to any of the above, where multiple applications of
the 'next' function are disallowed
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All specification languages in the class we examine can be used to specify Basic
State systems. However, we note that as shown in examples in Appendix A,
Rosetta can express axioms which would define a system which does not conform
to Definition 4.2. We wili discuss these systems further in Chapter 5.

Definition 4.2 is intended only as an informal definition. In the following
sections we will show how to formalise each point of this definition.

4.3 System Specification Using a CCF Sketch

The Categorical Consistency Framework associates a system specification with
a number of categories. Perhaps the most fundamental of these is the system,
category C, which represents every declaration and axiom of the specification.
In o¡der to generate this category, we must first represent the system in a more
suitable form than that provided by a specification language. The representa-
tion we choose is that of an CCF sketch, introduced in Definition 4.1. CCF
sketches are themselves based on EA sketches. One reason for this choice is
that the EA sketch formalism lends itself easily to modelling views of an entity,
database or system a capability not offered by all formalisms. A view of the
system corresponds to the perspective of a particular component or subsystem.
This means that EA sketches and by extension, CCF sketches - provide
a structure which can be used to identify subsystems and their behaviours, a
topic to which we return in section 5.3.

4.3.L The CCF Sketch Representing a System

We demonstrate here how to construct a CCF sketch Sgs : (G,D,L,C) which
represents a system specification. We assume the specification in question com-
prisesanumberof components f 1, ..., fn. Wewiilshowhoweachelement of
this tuple is constlucted, and how these elements together represent a systern.

Definition 4.3. The CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) reTtresenting a system syteci,fi,ca-

tion comprised of components f 7 , . . . , f n is a tuple consisting of :

t A directed, graph G whose nodes represent the datatypes of the spec'ifi,cati,on

and, whose edges represent the uariables, functions and constants of the
specification

o A family D of some of the pairs of paths in G wi,th cotntnon source and'

target, re'presenting the arioms of the specif"cat'ion

o A family L of some of the cones 'in G

o A family C of some of the cocones in G

We discuss these elernents in more detaii below, making reference to the
following code.
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facet f1 :: state-based
public x: int;
private y: int;
begin

T0:x@s0 = 0, y@sO = 0;
T1:Y' = Y+1;

end f1

Example 1

facet f2 :: state-based
begin
L0: x' = x+1i

end f2

The Graph G Representing A Specification

Clarification 4.4. In Definition 1.3, the graph G contains nodes whi'ch repre-

sent:

o The d"atatypes declared in the sgstem, such as ínt, fi'-state (for each

component fi), char etc.

o Any product type of the aboue datatypes, eg. int x cho'racter.

o A special terminal node labelled l, which will serue as a nuLL d'atatype

G conta,ins edges which represent the functions, uariables and constants whi,ch

make up each component, but does not include the current uariable (of type

state) whi.ch is part of aII Rosetta specifi,cations.

The graph G constructecl in this way represents an entire system statically,
with valiables being treated as functions of the state clatatype. An edge from

one node Nr to another 1y'2 represents a function with domain lft and range N2.

Constants may be represented as functions with domain 1, while any variable of
component fi is represented as a function from the node representing the state
of fi (the fi-state node) to the node replesenting the appropriate datatype.

We exclude from G the variable f icurrent of type f i-state for each Rosetta
component f i.. In Section 4.3.5 we will demonstrate how this variable is used,

but for now we sirnply note its omission from G. In determining the nodes and

edges in G, we recall the earlier discussion of the data universe in Section 3.4.

Here, we determined there can be only one copy in the system of the data
universe. This is achieved in CCF by defining only one node in G to represent

a datatype in the clata universe, regardless of how many components share this
datatype.

Figure 4.1 shows part of the graph G representing the code of Example 1.

Strictly speaking, this shows part of the category based on the graph, but these

appear identical in dlagrams. Figure 4.1 illustrates how shared variables are

implemented under this framework. Specifically, given a variable ø visible to
two different components f1 and f2 but not part of the data universe, as in
Example 1, z is represented in the graph G as a distinct variable ft.r in ft
and f 2.r in f 2. Thus, each shared variable viewed by multiple components is
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represented in G by multiple edges. This echoes the structural sernantic basis
provided in Chapter 3, wherein each component was represented by a separate
theor¡ meaning a shared variable was declalecl in multipÌe theories.

In addition to the graph G, we also need a means of representing the con-
straints placed upon variables. This is achievecl by the use of the family of pairs
D.

Equalities and the Family 2
Clarification 4.5. In Defin'ition /¡.3, the family D consists of some of those
pairs oJ paths 'in G with corn'Ínon source and target. These pa'irs represent those
pai,rs of funct'ions, uariables and constants whi,clt are constrained to be equal by

the auioms of the specificati,on.

The construction ofthese pairs of eclges to replesent functions and constlaints
is relatively straightforwald. The pairs are generated directly fron'r the axioms
for each component. HoweveL, functions and constraints may be quite complex,
such as IF or l,iHTLE expressions. It has been demonstlated ln 151] , based on a
formalism by Hoare 150], that it is possible to express these imperative language
functions within a categorical fi'amework. While it is beyond the scope of this
work to incorporate a full discussion of the categorical equivalents of irrperative
language constructs, we refer the leader to [51] for fulther details.

Every pair of paths in D is obtained clirectly from the axioms fol each com-
ponent. D also includes the axioms constraining the data universe (the axioms
within Rosetta domalns, for exampìe). For exanple, if the data universe in-
clucles a definition of the natulal numbers defined via the succ and 0 functions,
one axiom within 2 might be

succ(O) I 0

Constructing D in this way ensures that each component obsert,es the same

constraints upon the data universe, and hence that all components interpret
the ciata universe in the same way. Because any pair in D must be associated

with an axiom fonnd in a component, there are no constlalnts represented in
D which pertain to state synchronisation of multiple components. That is,

there are no axioms represented in 2 which explicitly constrain what state one

component f 1 must be in, relative to the state of another component f2. The
omission of these axioms from this CCF sketch allows us to conslder inconsistent
systems and states within this framework.

Limits .C

Construct 4.6. The Jami,Ly L consists oJ those cones'in G i'n wht'ch the datatype

represented by the øpex object i's the product of the datatypes and functzons
represented by the base objects.
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It is possible for the cones in L to vat-y fi'om one specification to the next.

This is because I lepresents limit cones, and limit cones can also be used for

other purposes, such as ensuring that a function is monic. However, in this
thesis, our use of limit cones will be - as reflected in this construct purely
to identify those datat¡.pes lvhich are definecl as the product of others.

Colimits C

Construct 4.7. The family C consi'sts of cocones representing those datatypes

which are defi,ned constructiuely. Specifically, C consists of

o The cocones forrned by datatypes and the'ir generl,tors' for those datatgpes

whi,ch are defi,ned construct'iueLy using generators.

o The cocones formed by the morph'isms i'nd'icating each dist'inct element of
0,n enumeraled type.

ú is used to identify those datatypes in which the individual elements must

r.emaìn clistinct. In Section 3.5.3, we referred to a cornmon style of specification
in which some datatypes are defined constructiveiy using generators. These

clatatyltes are typically clefinecl within the data universe, and any implementa-
tion shoulcl clemonstrate the no-confusion and no-junk propelties with respect

to these. The no-confusion property will ensure that each successive applica-

tion of the generator function procluces a new element of the datatype, while
the no-junk property ensures that every element of the datatype is expressible

using the generator functions. In Section 4.3.5 we show how C can be used

to ensure that these properties exist in any implementation. Because defining
tlrese datatypes is the only way in which we use c, every cocone in this family
will be a coproduct of ones.

We note explicitly that the cocone representing the state datatype ancl its
generators init ancl next for any component is included in Ú. This will be of
importance when we consider axioms lelating to state, both in this chapter and

chapter 5. Not all specifi.cation languages use these generatofs to define a state
clatatype, but the underlying concept of a 'next' state is common amongst all
languages we examine.

4.3.2 CCF and EA sketches

As mentionecl earlier, C is used to ldentify those clatatypes in which individual
elements m¡st remain distinct. These include datatypes such as the naturals,

clefined constructively rrsing generators in the majority of CoFI languages. Many
of these datatypes are Ìequired to be, like the naturals, countably infinite sets.

That is, there are a countably infinite number of distinct elements (produced

by successive applications of a generator function) in each of these datatypes.
The cocone replesenting this datatype and its generators will then also be a
countably infinite copr:oduct.
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The necessity of representing these datatypes categorically explains the dif-
ference between the constructions of a CCF and EA sketch, and the need foi-

the former. A finite coprocluct - such as those perrnitted in the trA sketch con-
cept - could not represent these clatatypes. However', it is worth noting that
specification languages do not, in practice, implement countably infinite sets
for datatypes due to computational limits. Thus, it woulcl be possible to rep-
resent an implementation of a specification language using EA sketches rather-
than CCF sketches. Nevertheless, we choose to use the rnore pernissive CCF
sketches of Definition 4.1 fol theoretical precision.

When specifying a Rosetta system, we do not necessalily constrain this systern
and its components to demonstlate final behaviours only. Consequently, the
state datatype for each component must consist of a countably inlinite number
of distinct elements. This is summarised in the following lemark.

Remark 4.8, For anA component f i the f i-state datatgpe and i'ts generators

f i-ini,t and f i,ner,t (i,ntroduced for Rosetta in Appendi,r A) are represented by

a cocone i,n C consi,sti,ng of a countably i,nf,nite coprodu'ct of ones.

If we ale exarnining a component in which all the behaviours consist of at
most n state transitions, the state clatatype can insteacl be repleseltecl b¡'a
coprocluct of '¿ ones.

We can draw a parallel between the theolies of Section 3.3 and the CCF
sketches (G,D, L,C) representing a particular system or component. The nodes
and edges in G correspond to the siguature E, while the constraints replesentecl
in D are equivalent the sentences -E*. The cones and cocones in L and C

then provide extra information about datatypes within the clata univer-se, which
theories fail to include.

4.3.3 Associating a Category with a CCF Sketch

Given any EA sketch (G,D,L,C), existing wolk [52] provides a rnears of gen-

erating an associated category. We can apply this to system specifications and

CCF sketches as follows.

Definition 4,9. For any CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) representing a system, the

system category C 'is obta'ined from the free category upon G, but contai'n's all

fini,te li,mi,ts and countable coproducts ancl i's subject to the followi'ng restricti'on's:

o Images of pai,rs of paths 'in D are commutati'ue di'agrams in C

o Images of cones i,n L are limit cones'ir¿ C

o Images of cocones i,n C are coli'mit cocones in C

This category C is often termed the classifying category [9] , and is technicalÌy
a moclel of the sketch. ln liture clefinitions, we will refel to a category C
generated ln this way as the catego L-y presented" by the CCF sketch. C theÌefore
represents all the information that is containecl in the systern specification.
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fl f2next

f2-init

Figure 4.1: Palt of the category C generated by the Sraph G for Example 1

4.3.4 An Example Sketch

Figure 4.1 shows the graph G for Example 1 of Section 4'3.1, although for space

considerations we have omitted some elements of the data universe. 2 consists

of the pairs determined by the axioms present in each component:

(U1.a " f lnert), (+t " ¡t.9¡; (facet f1 axiom T1)
((f 2.r o f 2nert), (+t " ¡Z.r)) (facet 12 axiom L0)
etc

as well as the axioms defining the data universe.

As we noted in Clariflcation 4.5, D contains no axioms which reflect the fact

that the variable ø is shared between components f2 and f 1. The issue of
consistency (that these are not separate variables and so must have the one

common value in each given state) is discussed in Section 4'5.2' This, however'

nrotivates the names f l.n, f 2.r of the edges in G representing these variables.

In this example, .4 consists of the cones defining product datatypes, such as

i.nt x char. The cocones in C represent the abstract datatypes f1-state and

f2-state, as well as the datatype int. As mentioned earlier, due to space

considerations we have not shown the entire graph in Figure 4.1. In reality,
this graph would also include other generator functions for the integers, as well

as all product datatyltes. The system category C can also be represented by
Figure 4.1.

4.3.5 The Models of a Specification

A model of a specification is any mapping of elements of the specification to
sets and functions. A consistent model is one for which the mapping obeys

all the constraints of the specification. N4odels can take many different forms,

depending upon the framework used. For example, in Chapter 3 we use algebras

as models of Rosetta facets. Other types of models include coalgebras and finite
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state automata. However, when identifying the moclels of a specification here,
we will use Set, the category of sets.

Definition 4.LO. Giuen a speci,fication øssociateduith a system category C, a

model o/ this specificat'ion is a functor D : C - Set preserui.ng fi,nite I'imi,ts and
countable coproducts.

This functor D : C ---+ Set will be termed a system model, ancl provides
an implementation in Set of the system associated with C. An underdefined
system may have several valid system models D. For example, if the value of
a integer variable z is undefined in the initial state, then tÌrere are a couutably
infinite number of valid models D, each of which maps i¿ (in the initial state)
to a different integer. A single model D according to Definition 4.10 describes
a trace, or a vaÌue for each variable in each state, for every component within
the system.

Because a system model D preselves countable coproclucts, it will map a co-
product ofn ones in C to a set consisting ofn distinct elements. lVlore genelally,
D will map a countable coproduct of ones in C to a countable set. As a conse-
quence, a system model D maps any datat¡.pe leplesentecl by a colimit cocone
in C to a set consisting solely of eletnents defined by the generator functions of
this datatype. The following remark highlights one important consequence of
this, which will later be used to implement axioms based upon state.

Remark 4.LL, D maps each object f i,-state represent'ing the state of a com-
ponent fi in C to a countable set, ordered according to the acti,on of D on the

fi,-i,ni,t and fineæt functions defi,ning the state datatype of fi.
As mentioned befole, if two paths are includecl in 2, then the morphisms

corresponding to these paths are equal in the system category C. The fitnctor'
D : C ---+ Set then preserves this equality, rnapping this one rnorphìsrn to a single
set-valued function in Set. Thus, the equalities ofthe specification are pleserved
within the image of C in Set. In algeblaic terns, we may think of the functor
D as the denotational function, while the category C represents the signatr-tre.

Given a list of axioms which form the presentation, the family of system moclels

D is then analogous to the valiety of algebras over this presentation. However,

the advantage of this categoricaÌ approach over tÌre algebraic method is that
there is no need to list the axioms separately to folm this presentation. Instead,
they are already containecl within the equalities present in C.

4.4 State Specification Using A CCF Sketch

In this chapter, we have so far shown how to use a system category C to lepre-
sent a system specification, while a functor D : C ---+ Set acts as a model of this
specification. Here, C and D together desclibe the different values that vari-
ables have throughout a simulation trace. However, in ordeL to analyse system

behaviour, ccF must support the identification of individuai states of the entire
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system. This should be done in a manner which enables us to identify states of
inclividual components, thereby obtaining each component's perspective on the
system. We will rse uiews - from database theory - to achieve this, defining
a category Cy to represent the data visible in a single state. A state will then
be a functor ftom Cv to Set, mapping data elements to values.

4.4.I The CCF Sketch Representing A State

Given a system category C representing a system, we can denote a state of this
system by defining a subsketch identifying a subcategory of C' This subsketch is

similar to a database view, and identifies elements of C which represent system

data visible in a single state. If we restrict the discussion to the practical
implementation of specification languages =_ and so use EA sketches rather
than CCF sketches, as discussed in Section 4.3.2 - then we may define such a

subsketch precisely as a view. However, this aclditional theoreticaì complexity
is not required for our purpose.

Definition 4.12. An CCF slcetch (Gv,Dv, Lv,Cv) represent'ing a si'ngle state

of a system i,s a tuple consisting of:

o A di,rected, graph Gy whose nodes represent datatypes of the system and
whose edges represent functions, constan'ts, and, single ualues of uariables

o A famitg Dv of some of the pairs of paths in Gy with cornn'Lon source and

target, representing the ani,oms within the data uniuerse of the specifi'cation

o A familg Lv of some of the cones in Gv

o A family Cy of some of the cocones in Gv

We discuss the construction of this sketch in more detail below.

The Graph Gy Representing an Individual State

Clarification 4.13. The graph Gv oÍ Def,nition 1.12 is comprised of

o Nodes wh,ich are identical to the nodes of G.

o Edges wh'ich represent all functions, constants and, uariables of each com-

ponent (ercept the ini't and neæt functions), where uariables are imple-
mented as functi.ons with a nulL domatn.

Gy cloes not include eclges representing the init and next functions which

are part of the state clatatype for each component. It does, however, include

the variable current of type state for each component.
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Gy is similar to the graph G described in Clarification 4.4, with a few notable
exceptions. Firstly, variables in Gy are represented as functions with a null
domain, rather than functions dependent on state. This is in accordance with
the notion that in each state a variable has a single value. That is, a functor'
from the category presented by (Gv,Dv, Lv,Cv) to Set will effectively associate
each variable with a siugle value. Secondly, Gy does not inclucle the functiorrs
init and next which generate the state datatype for any component. Ilt
Section 4.6.1 we observe that their presence ln Gy rvould permit us to distinguish
states which should be identical in a Basic State system, hence they must be
omitted. Finally, the variable current for each component is includecl in Gy,
although this was lacking fi'om G. This, as we will discl-tss in Section 4.5.1, will
be used to irrplement axioms basecl upon state. Figure 4.2 clepicts part of the
glaph Gy fol the code of Example 1.

Data Universe Equalities and the Family 2y

Clarification 4.L4. The family Dv consi'sts of pairs of paths in Gy, represent-
ing those pairs of functi,ons or constants uhich are withi'n the data un'iuerse and

constrai,ned to be equal by data uniuerse ani'oms.

The equalities within Dy arc also replesented in the fanily 2 desclibed in
Clarification 4.5. However, 2 also represents those system axioms rvhich clo not
define the data universe (in Rosetta, those axioms which are within facets but
noú within clomains), whichDy does not. This clifference is because we intencl
to use CCF to consider inconsistent states, and the inclusion of consisteucy
axioms within 2y would preclude this.

Limits Lv and colimits Cy

Construct 4.L6. The famil'ies Lv and Cy represent cones and cocones of Gy
which possess limi,t and colimit properties respecti'uely. Lv i's identi'cal to L of
Construct 1.6 and Cy 'is identical to C of Construct f.7, ercept that Cv lacks

the cocones representing the state datatypes for th'e components.

Cv thercfore contains cocones representing each constructively specifiecl datatype
(that is, those which are specified constructively using generator functions as clis-

cussed in Section 3.5.3), with the exception of the state cocones. The datatype
fi-state (for any component fi) is the only constructively specified datatype
which cloes not originate in the data universe. The cocones representing this
datatype for each component cannot be includecl in Cy, as the graph Cv clocs

not contain the init morphism which is part of each such cocone.

4.4.2 Associating a Category with a State

As in Section 4.3.3 we generate the the category plesented by the tuple (Gv,Dv, L'v,C'v)
from the free category upon G, but subject to the usual restr-ictions npon the

images of elements of the tuple.
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Figure 4.2: Paú of the abstract state category for the code in Example 1

Definition 4.76, The abstract state category is the category Cv presented, bA

the CCF sketch (Gy,Dy,Ly,Cy) of Defini'tion 1.12.

The abstract state category represents elements of the system within a single

state.

Figure 4.2 shows the category Cy for the code of Example 1' Again, fol space

considerations we do not include every datatype and function which would be

defined in the data universe. The change in the naming of morphisms in Cv from
their equivalent morphisms in C makes it easier to distinguish which category
we refer to when discussing a morphism replesenting a variable' The abstract
state category Cy is then used to define the state of a system as below.

4.4.3 Models Representing State

Definition 4.77. A model of the abstract state category is a functor R : Cv -
Set uhich preserues fi,ni,te limi'ts and countable coproducts. This will be referred

to as a state o/ the system.

A state is a functor R : Cy ---+ Set. ,R serves to map the elements of Cv
to their values in the state which rR represents' There are, of course, some

conditions which R must satisfy in order for it to be a consistent state. For

example, it must map variables to values which satisfy the system constraints
embodied in C. In the following section, we define precisely what it means for
a state to be consistent, and identify those inconsistencies which might arise in
a single state.

4.5 Consistency of An Individual State

In this section we will consider the ways in which an individual state might be

inconsistent. This does not inclucle a full discussion of inconsishenl' behau'iour,
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which is deferred to Sections 4.6 and 4.7. There are two classes of inconsistency
which can affect an individual state. The first of these we term component-w'ise
incons'istency. Inconsistencies of this form arise due to conflicts between the
constraints of a single component. That is, this type of inconsistency arises
when a component lacks internal consistency. For example, the initial state of
the following component will aìways demonstrate component-wise inconsistency.

facet inconsistent: : state-based
x: int;
begin
T0: x@s0=5;
T1: x@s0=6;

end inconsistent

This type of inconsistency arises from conflicting requilements documents, or-

errors made by a single designer specifying the component in question. These
inconsistencies can be found by examining each component in isoÌation, and
can generally be rectified without needing to alter the specification of any other
components within the system.

The second form of inconsistency affecting an individual state is termed
interaction-wise inconsistency. These inconsistencies arise when a previously-
consistent component is placed within a system containing constraints which
would affect this component. For example, the following components fL and f2
share a variable r ancl cannot co-exist in a system if the states are to demon-
strate interaction-wise consistency.

facet f1: : statebased
public x: int
begin
TO:x = 5;

end f1

facet f2: : statebased
begin
LO:x = 6;

end f1

These inconsistencies are clue to the sharing of information between components.

They arise from conflicts between the constraints the two components place on
the shared information.

Definition 4.18. A system state is component-wise consistent if in this state

euerA cornponent, when considered in'isolation, sati'sfi'es 'its constraints.

Definition 4.15. A system state i,s interaction-wise consistent if information
shared between multiple components has the same ualue when obserued from ang

component.

Component-wise and interaction-wise inconsistencies can exist independently
in any given system.
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4.5.1, Component-wise Consistency

In Sectiou 4.4, we introduced a functol R : Cv * Set representing the state

of a system. In ordet' fol this to represent a cornponent-wise consistent state, ,R

must malt var.iables to values which satisfy the constl'aints within each compo-

nent. The structure of the categories of CCF is such that these constraints are

reltresented in the system categoly C in the form of equalities of morphisms.

Thus, for a state Ã to satisfy these axioms, it is sufficient that .R factor through
c in such a way that the constraints are applied to the felevant variables.

we descr.ibe this formally by creating the following functor. This helps define

the action of any state functor R: Cy - Set'

Definition 4.2O. The state iclentification functor is a functor R:Cv ---+ C. It
is valìd iJ the following condi,ti,ons are sat'isfied

1. R maps anE object representing a datatype, or o'nY morphi'sm in Cv repre-

senting a functi.on appl'icati'on, functi,on or constant, to the object or Inor-
phism of C represent'ing th'i's same datatype, constant, funct'ion or functi'on
applicati,on.

2. For each component f i and for ang uari'able n of thi's cornponent, 'if

R(f icument) : f inertk o f i-ini't
then R(r ¡e) : f i.n o f i,nentk o f i-init

where r¡t and fi,.r are the morphisms representi'ng the uari'able r of the

component f i in categories Cv and C respecti'uely.

These state identification functors A relate the morphisms in the abstract

state category Cv Lo the molphisms in the system category C. Rmay also be

defined as a slcetch morphisrn. We will use these functors to describe how states

rR factor through C.

The first conclition for validity in Defìnition 4.20 states that a valid A takes ob-

.jects in Cy (representing datatypes) to the objects representing these datatypes
in C. This also applies to any morphisms in Cy representing functions and con-

stants (although not va,riables). More specifically, A acts in the same way as an

inclusion functor upon the data universe, the datatype fi-state for eacÌr com-

ponent f1, the terminal nocle, and the molphisms representing functions and

constants. These objects at'e static throughout the progression of a simulation.

The second condition for va,lidity in Definition 4.20 explains the nomenclature

chosen fol this functor ,l. trach,R maps any morphismixfiín Cy representing
a variable r of the component f i to a morphism in c which represents this
variable r a,fter a certain numbel of state transitions of f i' In this way, each ,R

iclentifies the uumbel of state transitions which each component has undergone.
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Figure 4.3: The operation of -R on parts of Cy

That is, if the action of -rR indicates that a component f i has undergone k state-
transitions, then -R maps the morphism x¡.i in Cv (representing the variable
ø in f i) to the morphism in C which represents the variable r in f i after k
state transitions. We will later show how rB can be used to construct a state R
which is observable after this number (k) state transitions of fi. This seconcl

condition in Definition 4.20 also ensures that the axioms in C constraining
certain variables will be applied in any state -R to the correct variables.

Figure 4.3 shows the action of a state iclentification functor' Æ upon the cat-
egories associated with Example 1 in Section 4.3.1. We note that uncler the
conditions for validity in Definition 4.20, a state identification functor will be

well-defined and functorial. This is because any equalities in the categories C
and Cy (differentiating these categories from the free categories upon graphs G
and Gv) are obtained from the families Dy and 2. In Section 4.4 we showed

Dy C D, meaning any commutativity which exists in Cy also cxists in C.

State identification functors also aliow us to express the factorization of a
state lR through the system category C, as the following theorem describes'

Theorem 4,2L. R: Cy - Set represents a component-ui'se cons'isten,t stn,te. i,f

and only i,f there erists a system model D and ualid state i'dentifi'cation functor
R:Cy --+ C such that R: D o R.
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Proof. We consider a constraint (tl : t2) in the specification, and prove that
this is satisfied in a state .R whlch rneets the above conclitions. From the dis-

cussioD following Definition 4.2, we know that terms ú1 and t2 will be either

1. functions or constants

2. variables in the initial state

3. variables

4. function applications to any of the above

Because we are examining a single state rB, we will assLime that neither i1 nor

ú2 contains an application of the next function. Throughout this proof, we use

Definition 4.9 and the points emphasised in Clarification 4.5 to assert that there

is an equality ml : m2 in C, where m1 and m2 ate the morphisms in C which

are the image of those paths in G replesenting t1 and t2. We let ul and u2

be the morphisms in Cy representing the terms ú1 and t2 (noting that points

(2) and (3) are the sarne when represented in Cy, since Cy does not refer to
multiple states). Since we are considering only those terms which do not contain

tlre next function, these morphisms u1 aÍd u2 are guaranteed to exist.
1) We first consider a constraint (tl : t2) in the specification, where ú1 and

ú2 are either functions or constants. Deflnition 4.20 tells us that R acts as the

identity functor on constants and functions. That is, we can deduce

R(uI): mr: m2: R(u2)

2) We now conslcler a constraint (tl - t2) 1n the specification, where one or

both of t1 or t2 are variables in the initial state of the appropriate component'
Without loss of generality, we suppose ú1 is a valiable z of some component f i
in the initial state of f i, while f2 is a variable g or f i in the initial state. Here,

the rnorphisms ul and u2 are respectively r¡t and AÍil while the morphisms m1

and. n¿2 are respectively f i'.r o f i-ini't and f i,.g o f i-ini't. By Definition 4.20, íf
R(f i,current) : fi-i.nit then A(ul) : f i'.x o f i'-ini't ancl rB(o2) -- fi.U o f i-i'ni't.
Tlrus, if R(f icurrent) : f z-init we have

R(uI) : mt: m2: R(u2)

3) We now consider a constraint (tI : t2) in the speclfication, where t1 and t2
are variables of some component f i. Here, mI and m2 ate the morphisms /i.r
a;nd f i.y, for example, while o1 and u2 are the morphisms r ¡ t aîd U/¿' Supposing

the component f i has undergone k state transitions, by Definition 4.20 we know

R(ut) : nt"l o f inertk o f i-init

and

R(uz) : m2 o f i,nertk o f i,-i'nit

Since we assumed ml: m2, tve can then_conclucle

R(ut): R(u2).
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4). Finally, a constraint (tl : t2) may contain one or more function applications
to terms of type 1) - 3) By Definition 4.20, we know that rR acts as the identity
on functions. Since function application is modelled by composition of the
morphisms in C representing the function and its arguments, if the required
conditions for the equaiities in parts 1) - 3) of this proof hold, we can conclucle

R(ut) : n¿r: m2: R(u2)

when either t7 or t2 represents a function application. This means that for any
system model D : C - Set and for any constraint (tl - t2) the equality

DoR(uI):DoR(u2)
holds. Thus, for any R: D o R, this functor l? will represent a component-wise
consistent state, meaning the system constraints will be satisfied in the state rB.

To prove the other direction, Iet R:Cy * Set be a component-wise consistent
state, according to Definition 4.18 and achievable after some k state transitions
of each component. Furthermole, let u1 a,nd u2 be morphisms within Cy for
which rR(o1) : R(rr).
This means that either

o there is a system constraint h : tz which applies in state Ë, where ú1

aldt2 are variables or functions represented in Cy by morphisrns ?1 and
u2 (since ,R is component-wise consistent, this system constraint must be
satisfied, i.e. ,'l(u1) : R(rr))

o f1 and ¿2 are underconstrainecl variables or functions, represented in Cy
by molphisms u1 a,îd u2.

In the first case, for any valid state identification functor -R representing a state
achievable after k state transitions, the equaÌity

R(u1): p"çur¡

will hold. This is because -R(t-'1) and rR(u2) replesent in C - the system
terms ú1 and fz after k state tlansitiotts, and by definition systerr constraints
such as h: tz are represented as commntative diagrams within C.

In the second case, there exists a system moclel D '. Cv- Set fol which

DoR(u1):DoR(u2)

for a valid state identification functor -R representing a state achievable after k
state transitions. This is because the set of system models consists of all the
functors D : C ---+ Set which preserve finite limits and countable coproducts. As
we can see from the tuple (G,D, L,C) introduced in Section 4.3.1, the images of
variables and functions in C (so particularly, the morphisms rR(r-'1) and ,B(uz))

will not be part of any cone or cocone in C. This Íìeans that it is possible for
a functor D : C ---+ Set to satisfy the equality above and still preserve finite
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limits and coproducts. Hence, because the set of system models consists of all
possible functors D : C --+ Set, there will be at least one such functor satisfying
this equality.

That is, in either case there exists a functor Rt : D oR such that

R'(rr) : R'(ur) for any morphisms u1,u2 ín Cy such that R(u1) : A(u2) (*x)

From Definit\on 4.77 we know that -R preserves finite limits and countable co-

producüs of Cy, as does any R' : D o R. Moreover with the exception of the

objects representing the fi-state datatypes, evely object in Cv is a coproduct

object. This means that both ,R ancl R/ map these objects to countable ordered

sets. The objects in Cy tepresenting f i-state datatypes are mapped by ,R to
any set (where R(f i,current) is an injection from the singleton set into this set),

and by Rt to an infinite coproduct of ones.

It is clear from this and (*+) that we can define an isomorphism between A and

-Rl by means of set functions acting on countable sets. That is, up to isomor-
phism, we have expressed R as the composition of a state identification functor
A ancl a system moclel D. 

n

4.5.2 Interaction-wise Consistency

A functor R : Cy - Set may represent a state which is component-wise con-

sistent and yet fails to be intelaction-wise consistent. This is because, while A
factors through the system category C, this category C does not contain any

equalities which would ensure that all shared information is interpreted identi-
cally by each component. For example, in the system category corresponding to
Example 1 (section 4.3.1), there are no equalities which enforce that the value

ol f I.r is equal to the value of f 2.n at any point. The advantage of this sepa-

ration between the different types of consistency is that it allows us to examine

inconsistent systems using CCF, a topic to which we return in Section 4.7'

\Me can model interaction-wise consistency using CCF by defining an inter-
action consistency category Ç v. This category will represent the data which is
visible in a single state of the system, just as the abstract state category Cv
does. However, the interaction consistency category will also contain equalities

which ensure that at any point during a trace, a shared variable will have the

same value when seen by any component. By ensuring a state fi factors through
Õy, we will therefore gualantee interaction-wise consistency of r?.

The CCF Sketch Representing the Interaction Consistency Category

As we have done for- all other categories comprising CCF, we generate Cv from

a CCF sketch (Gv,DvUDr,Lu,Cy). The elements of this tuple are discussecÌ

below.
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Definition 4,22. A CCF sketch reytresenting a single i,nteraction-wi,se consis-
tent state of a sgstem is a tuple (Gv,DvUDv, Lv,Cy) consisting of

o The d,irected graph Gv ol Clarifi,cati,on 1.13, used i,n Defi,nit'ion 1.12 to
generate the abstract state category of thi,s system

o A fami,ly Dv UDv of pairs of paths in Gy with comrnon source and target,
whereDy i,s the family of Clari,fi,cati,on l.1l andDy represents constraints
uh'ich enforce equali,ty of shared uari,ables

o The familA Lv ol cones of Gy detailed in Construct 1.15 and used'in
Defi,ni,tion 1.12 to generate the abstract state category

o The fami,ly Cy of cocones of Gy detailed in Construct 1.15 ancl used in
Defi,n'ition 1.12 to generate the abstract state category

The elenents Gy,Dy,Ly and Cv of the CCF sketch tuple defining the in-
teraction consistency category are plecisely those of the tuple (Gv,Dv, Lv,Cv)
associated with the abstract state categoi-y Cv. The family 2y represents those
constraints which ensure a shared variable has a single vaiue at any time.

Clarification 4,23, The familg Dv consi.sts of pairs of paths i,n Gv wi,th a

cornrnon source and target. These uill be those pairs (et,ez) where e1 ctncl e2

represent a shared uariable as obserued by two di,fferent components.

Fol example, for a variable ø shared between conponents f 1 and 12, Dy
includes the pair (r¡t, r¡z). Constructing 2y in this way mealls that thele can
be no intersection between the farnilies Dy and Ly or Cy. That is, the cottes and
cocones in the interaction consistency category presented by this CCF sketch
will be identical to the cones and cocones in the abstract state categoly.

Generating the fnteraction Consistency Category

The CCF sketch of Definition 4.22 presents a category Cy, the interaction
consistency category.

Definition 4,24. The interaction consistency categoly is the category Cyt pre-

sented by the CCF sketch (Gy,DvUDv,Lv,Cv) of Def,ni'ti'on 1.22.

The ìnteraction consistency category Cy is structur-ally iclentical to the ab-
stract state category Cy of Definition 4.16, save for the addition of the equalities
in Dy . This similarity can be formalised by clefining tíe quotient functor

I:Cy-Cv
That is, for morphisms Ø/1 and r ¡z in Cv which leplesent a shalecl variable r
as seen by components f1 and f2 respectively, the equality

I(r¡r): I(x¡z)

will apply in Õv. We will make use of similar quotient functors throughout this
thesis.
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The following theorem describes how the interaction-wise consistency cate-
gory is used in determining the consistency of a state.

Theorem 4.26. R'. Cv - Set is an interaction-wise consistent state if there
erists a functor Y : Cy ---+ Set such that R - Y o I, where I is the quot'ient

functor.

Proof. Let rÍL)nÍ2 : ¿ + dtyPe be morphisms in Cy representing the vari-
able ø of components f 1 and f2, where this variable is shared between these
components. Then by the definition of the quotient ftlnctor I we know

I(n¡t): I(n¡z)

and therefore

YoI(r¡r):l"I(r¡z)
If ,R : Y o 1, then this means ß represents an interaction-wise consistent state.

n

4.6.3 Complete Consistency of a State

To be consistent, a state must be both component-wise and interaction-wise
consistent. Moreover, it must comply with additional designer expectations,
which are primarily related to the constructive specification of certain datatypes.
The following lemma describes what criteria a functor R : Cy ---+ Set must
satisfy if it is to represent a consistent state.

Lemma 4.26 (Consistency Lemma). .R : Cv - .9eú is consistent in the senses

of Def.nitions J.18 and 1.19 and valid iff

1. R - D o R for some ualiil, state identi,fication functor R and system model
D

: Y o I for the quotient functor I : Cy - Cv, and some functor
'. Cy ---+ Set

3. R preserues f,nite l'im'its and countable coproducts

The first two conditions of this lemma state that, to be consistent, a state -R

must be both component-wise consistent (1) and interaction-wise consistent (2).

For ease of notation, we will henceforth refer to a component-wise consistent
state as one which factors through the system category C. The third condition
ensures that the limits and coproducts which contain information about the
system are preserved. For example, the datatypes specified constructively and
intended to possess the no-junk and no-confusion properties are represented in
Cy as coproducts of ones. R: Cy ---+ Set must then preserve these coproducts
if the nejunk and no-confusion properties are to hold.
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Figure 4.4: This diagram must commute for -R to represent a consistent state

The requirement that -R preserve these limits and coproducts also ensures
that if a component specification further constrains these datatypes (which all
originate in the data universe and hence should not be altered by components)
then states of any system containing this specification will be invalid. This is
because the cocone in C1z representing the datatype in question is not affected
by the presence of this constraint within a component specification, since Cy
only contains a representation of the constraints originating in the data uni-
verse. However, the cocone in C representing this datatype is affected by this
constraint in the component specification. That is, the colimit cocones of C and
Cy representing this datatype will no longer be identical. When lB is factored
through C, this constraint is applied to the image of the cocone in Cy, meaning
that lR cannot preserve limits and coproducts as required by Lemma 4.26.

These conditions on rB can be expressed diagrammatically. l? will be a vaÌid
and consistent state when the diagram in Figure 4.4 commutes, and A pre.
serves fi.nite limits and countable coproducts. To demonstrate the utility of this
framework and provide a template for identifying and resolving inconsistencies,
Section 4.7 establishes examples of several different types of inconsistency. We
also discuss therein some techniques for resolving these inconsistencies. How-
ever, to provide a motivation for this taxonomy of inconsistencies, we present
a small example below in which component-wise and interaction-wise inconsis-
tency appear.

4.5.4 An Inconsistency Example
The f'ollowing specification demonstrates how some different types of inconsis-
tency might arise in a system. This is a Rosetta specification of the light level
for safety lights in a building which must be constantly illuminated. The facet
s¡¡itchnethod accepts as input from the user an argument setting giving the
level of light required, which must be 1, 2 or 3. A function transf orn (defini-
tion not shown) uses this to decide how many lights should be illuminated, this
being output via the parameter tightnunber. However, this requires a certain
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amount of power, depenclent upon the value of the sett ing parameter. As seen

below, our user has mistakenly added two axioms (T0, T2) which conflict and

so shoulcl be identifiecl as an inconsistency.

facet swi.tch¡oethod(setting: j-nput lI , 2, 3f ,

public int por¡erllightnunber: 
outPut int): : state-based

begin
T0: powerl' = 2*setting;
T1: lightnumber' = transforn(setting) ;

T2: powerl' = 3*setting;
end sr"ritchmethod

This part of the building also contains an alarm circuit which draws power.

For safety reasons, the total power drawn from the alarm and lights must be

constant. We replesent this by the following component, in which powerl rep-

resents the power used by the lights (visible via the public mechanism from
sr¡j-tchmethod) and power2 represents the power used by the alarm.

facet powerreq: : state-based
const int po$rerconstant = 10;
begi-n
A0: powerl + power2 = powerconstant;

end powerreq

However, the designer of the alarm circuit has also constrained the power

requirements of the alarm to be dependent upon an input value from the user,
representing how much coverage this alarm should offer. This value, alarmon,
can be seen in the alarmreq facet below, and corresponds to the number of
sectols in which the alarm is active.

facet alarmreq(input alarmon: int) : : state-based
public int power2;
begin
L0: power2 = alarmon;

end alarnreq

We can examine a state rB of this system, to identify any inconsistencies

which might be present in the specification. If we assume that rR preserves

limits and coproducts as required by the conditions of Lemma 4.26 (ancl there-
fore that the integers are a countably infinite set, ordered by the + and -
functions and constant O), then the presence of axioms sr^¡itchmethod.T2 and

switchnethod. T1 indicates an inconsistency. Specifically, these axioms demon-

strate that there is no valid state rR which can be factored through the system

category C.
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In more detail, if we suppose that R factors through C, then the axioms 70
andT2 (which are represented as equalities within C) prevent -¿? fi'om preselving
limits and coprodncts as required by the condltions of Lemma 4.26. That is,

these axioms can only hold if, for any given integer i,,2'+i:3*i. As a lesult,
,? will be invalid. Section 4.7 explains the effect of this t¡,pe of inconsistency in
more detail.

We can aiso detect potential inconsistencies which arise when cotnponents
are placed together. For example, the constraints upon the power2 variable
and input alarmon may result in a conflict. This occurs if the user supplies
certain valnes for alar¡oon (eg. 20). This is because thele rvoltld then be no
possible value of the powerl valiable in facet sr"ritchmethod which would allow
the axiom powerreq.AO to be satisfied. \{ole genelally, we may say that thele
exist system models D whicli cannot exist as part of a comrnutiug diagram as

in Figure 4.4.

In Section 4.7 we ciiscuss the different types of inconsistency iu more depth.
This allows us to take a systematic approach to the lesolution of inconsistencies,

such as those which alise in the lightswitch systen. However, the majority
of inconsistencies are not constraiuecl to an lndividual state, but occur several
times in the course of a behavlour. To adequately determine the effect of these,

rve must firstly relate states to each other and secondly define precisely what
constitutes a system behauiour. The foliowing section clescribes how to do this,
using the category theoretic notions of CCF which have been intloduced so far'.

4.6 The Category of States

The behaviours observable in a consistent system are cletelminecl by the relation-
ships between consistent states. In order to identify and resolve inconsistencies

in behaviour, we require a formal framework where these reÌationshlps betweeu

states can be modelled expÌicitly. In this section, we use the categolies of CCF
to provide such a framework - namely, the category of states of a system.

Morphisms in this category of states will represent behavlours of the systern,

which will allow us to examine both consistent and inconsistent behaviours irt

the same framework. We will make use of this ability in Section 4.7, whele we

present a taxonomy of inconsistencies.

For a given Basic State system, objects in the category States will be consts-

tent states of this system, and morphisms will represent the Basic behaviours of
this system. Of course, not every system is a Basic State system, and in Cha¡
ter 5 we discuss how to folm the category of states of other types of system'

However, in the rest of this chapter we resbrict our atte[tion to Basic State

systems on1y.

Definition 4,27, The categorg Støtes is comprised of
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. objects wh'ich are functors R : Cy ---+ Set which are cons'istent and ual'id

'in the sense of Def,ni.tions 1.18 and 1.19, and Lemma 1.26

o morphi,sms which are tuples (R, [Ao], A') of objects in States which sati'sfg

the State Orderi,ng Property (gi'uen below as Property /1.28)

A morphism r then describes the states observed throughout a system be-

lraviour, although as we show later, not necessarily a cons'istent system be-

haviour.

4.6.1, Objects ÏVithin the Category of States

Objects of States ale thus consistent states of the system under analysis, and

equality of objects is equality of the values visible in each state' That is, two

objects R, R' : Cv ---+ Set will represent equal states if and only if R and Rt are

natulally isomorphic as functors. One consequence of this definition of equality
is that the differ:ing values of the variable f icurrent for any component f i
cannot distinguish two otherwise identical states. This is because Cy does not

represent the functions fi-init and finext which impose an ordering on the
datatype fi-state for any component fi. Lacking this ordering, it is always

possible to define an isomorphism o : A(f i-state) * fi'(f i-state) in Set for

any component fi, such that

o(R(f icurrent)) : Rt(f icuryent)

In simpler terms, a consequence of the equality of Definition 4.27 is that the

number of state transitions undelgone by any component f i is not sufficient to
distinguish otherwise identical states.

4.6.2 Morphisms Within The Category Of States

Equallty of rnorphisms in States is defined as equality of the tuples, up to
the conflation of iclentical consecutive objects in either tuple. This conflation
ensures that behaviours in States are stuttering-insensitive. Composition of
morphisms is then concatenation of the ordered lists lrt?]¿ which make up the
tuple of each morphism. Thus, if r: (R,lR]t,R') and12: (R',[R']¡,R2) are

morphisms in States, the composition of these will be the morphism

12 o r : (Ã, [A]0, Rt ,[Rtlj], R2)

The iclentity morphism for any state -rB in States is the tuple

id: (R,[], R)

consisting of an empty list.
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A morphism in States will represent a behaviour of the system in question.
According to the Basic State definition, behaviours are clistinguished by the
sequence of system states observed. This motivates the definition of a morphism
r: R---+ r3l in States as a tuple (Ã, lfi]¿,-R'), representing the states observed
during the behaviour represented by r. However, not every sequence of states
represents a behaviour which can be observed in a system. If a rnorphism
,: (R,lR]n,R') is to represent a consistent behaviour, theu there must be an
ordering imposed upon this sequence so that it obeys the system constraints
relating one state to the next. This is formalised by the following property.

Property 4.28 (The State Ordering Property). A tupler: (R,lR)t,R') sat-
isfi,es the State Ordering Property if the following cond'it'ions hold,:

o for aII consecut'iue elements R¡ and, R¡a1 i,n th'is tuple, there must eri,st
some system models D and Dt and ualid state i.dentifi.cati,on functors R¡
and, R¡¡1 such that

R¡:noR¡ and
Rjnr: Dt o R¡¡t

and such that the followi,ng equali,ti,es hold for anA com,ponent fi of the
system :

1. R¡¡1(f icurrent) : R¡ (f icurrent) or

2. R¡ ¡1(f lcurcent) : f i,next o R¡ (f icurrent)

The State Ordering Property requires that for each transition observed in
the course ofa behaviour r, each component fi ofthe system must either stutter
(1) or change state once (2). If fi changes state, (2) ensures that the constraints
of f i relating one state to the next will be satisfied. This property is used to
constrain the molphisms of Deflnition 4.27 so that they represent behaviouls to
which the system constraints can be appÌied.

Each of these behaviours, however', might not necessarily obey these system

constraints. That is, the behaviour represented by a morphism r need not be
consistent. If a morphlsm r : (R,lR]¡ R') in States is to represent a consistent
behaviour then the system models D used in the composition of each /Ì¿ in r
must be sufficiently similar that the constraints relating one state to another are

satisfied. An incorrect choice of system moclel can result in a failure to satisfy
these constraints, and a subsequent inconsistency in the behavioul. We discuss

this in rnole detail in the following section.

4.6.3 The Effect of System Models on the Category of
States

Lemma 4.26 (the consistency Lemma) summarises the conditions upon a func-

tor -R : Cv - Set in order for it to represent a consistent state. One of these
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conditions is that thele rnust exist some system model D and state identiflcation
functor Ã such that Ã : D o R. When considering a morphism r of States, the

choice of these systern nloclels for each R in r can affect whether this rnorphism
represents a consistent behaviour. Specifically, for each pair R¿,rR¿11 of con-

secutive objects in the tuple definecl by r, thele must exist some system model
D such tha,t both .R¿ and A¿a1 are the result of composition with D and some

state iclentification functors satisfying points (1) ancl (2) of Property 4.28. This
ensures that the constraints in C relating one state to the next are satisfied by
tlre states R¿ and R¿¡1.

This critelion can be fotmally modelled within the category States by identi-
fying subcategories States(D). tracli such subcategory consists of those objects

deflned over a partlcular s)'stem model D.

Definition 4.29. The categorA States(D) is comprised of

c those objects R of Støtes for which there etists a uali,d R : Cv - C such

that

R-DoR

for the system model D

o those morphisms r - {R,[A]¿,A'] of States for which euery object R¡ of

lR]¿ is defi,ned ouer some corwTlon D, where this compositi'on sati'sf'es the

State Orderi,ng PropertA.

These morphisms are sometimes referred to as consistent morphisms. Con-

sistent behaviours are plecisely those represented by a morphisrn which is within
States(D) for any system modeÌ D. Identifying these morphisms can be greatly
simplified owing to the following theorem, which makes use of some of the char-

acteristics of Basic State systems, Specifically, this theorem states that, to
identify whether a morphism r is within some subcategory States(D), it is

only necessary to ensure that each pair of consecutive objects in r is within
some common subcategory States(D/). That is, it is not necessary to check

that the Ds used for each pair are the same.

Theorem 4.3O. A morphismr: (R,IR]¡,R') in States is within some sub-

categorE States(D) i,J and only'if each pai'r R¿,R¿¡1 within the tuple i's the

result of cornposing a coïnfiùon (to this pair only) system model D uith state

ident'ification functors R¿, R¿+t such that Propertg /+.28 is satisfi'ed.

Prool. Suppose the pair (Ã¿, Ã¿11) is defined over system model D, while the
pair (rR¿11,Ã¿12) is defined over system model D/, such that for both of these

pairs Ploperty 4.28 is satisfied. That is, each pair represents a consistent be-

haviour. In a Basic State system, the values of a variable in one state can be

constr-ainecl relative to the values of a variable in the previous state only. This
means there can be no system constraints pleventlng the triple (R¿, R¿¡1, R¡¡2)
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from replesenting a consistent behaviour, given that (fl¿, A¿11) and (R¡¡t, Rr+z)
both represent consistent behaviours. However, if (R¿, Rn+t,rR¿12) r'epresents a
consistent behaviour, then by Definition 4.29 this triple defines a a molphism
within the subcategory States(D") fol some system model D//. By apply-
ing this reasoning to the entire morphism r) we see that r must be within a
subcategory States(D) for some system model D. tr

These states are then said to be pailwise conslstent. This result rneans
that we need only check each pair of states in a behaviour for membership of a
common States(D) subcategory to ensure the entire morphism is within such
a subcategory.

The generation of the category States has enabled us to formulate precise
criteria for the consistency of a state. Furthermore, by examining the n-ror'¡ririsms

of this category we are able to identify characteristics of each system behavionr,
as rvell as deteltnine categorically if a behaviour is consistent. This categor'¡'
thelefole provides a framewolk wherein we can analyse the two broad classes

of inconsistency introducecl in Section 4.5 within the rvider context of system
behaviours. In the following section, we examine the causes of a valiety of types
of inconsistency, and provide some suggested means of lesolution. Throughout
the discussion, we will make use of the category States to provide justlfication
for the classifications of inconsistencies, and the suggestecl resolutions.

4.7 A Taxonomy of Inconsistencies

The category States provides us with a formal framework for discussing states
ancl behaviours. By exarnining the chalacteristics of consistent and inconsis-
tent states and behaviours within this category, we can ct'eate a taxonomy of
inconsistencies. Each class of inconsistency will be characterised by commou
properties which are appalent when analysis is perfolmecl using States. We
can then use these common properties to determine the effect of each of these
inconsistencies upon the systern as a whole, or to suggest methocls of preventing
or resolving the conflict. However, it is impoltant to note that without detailed
knowledge of the particular system in question, rating the sevelity or effect of
an inconsistency can only be clone using a very general metric.

The first type of inconsistency we discuss in this section \s singular component-

wi,se'incons'istency, wltich is an exarnple of failure of the compotlent-wise consis-

tency discussed in Section 4.5.1. Singular corìponent-wise inconsistency occurs

in specifications containing cottstraints which apply llrecisely aftel a certaiu
nutnber k state transitions. A conflict between these constraints results in an

inconsistency which shouicl affect only one singie state - the state occurling
after k state transitions. However, as we show in Section 4.7.l,lhe other states

of the system will also demonstrate component-wise incottsistency, clespite the
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intuitive expectation that they should not be affected. To place this in per-
spective, Sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 introduce the concept of singular component-
wise consistency. This is a weaker form of component-wise consistency which
is demonstrated by these other states (assuming no additional inconsistencies

arise). Secti on 4.7 .4 clescribes how the behaviours of a system can also be af-

fected by the presence of singular component-wise inconsistency, and suggests

a means of resolving this.

Section 4.7.5 describes the type of inconsistencies which arise in a particu-
lar type of specification, knowtt as a behaui'oural specifrcation. We suggest a
means of preventing this type of inconsistency, by borrowing from the View-
points [21] methodology. This illustrates how CCF can be used in conjunction
with existing inconsistency management techniques. Section 4.7.6 provides a

more in-clepth discussion of the interaction-wise inconsistency of Section 4.5,

while Section 4.7.7 describes a common inconsistency which affects behaviours
rather than individual states. Together', the following sections form a taxonomy
of inconsistencies which affect both states and behaviours. The inconsistencies

discussed have been shown in work involving Rosetta to be the most commonly
occurring types.

4.7.L Constraints affecting a single state

It is possible to write specifications containing constraints which only apply to
a single state, that state occurring after some ,k state transitions. A conflict
between these constlaints naturally means that the kth state of the component
in question cannot be consistent. We have already seen these type of constraints
in Basic State systems, where the value of variables in the initial state (that is,

k : 0) is constrained relative to the data universe. For example, the following
code defines a Basic State systern, and will result in an inconsistent initial state
of the component f1.

facet f1: : statebased
x, y: int;
begin

T0:x@s0 = 0;
T1:x@s0 = 1;
Tô.--' - ô.LZ.L - Zt

T3:y@s0 = 0;
end f1

Intuitively, it appears as though this conflict should afrect only the initiai state,
as axiom 72 plovides a value for r in every subsequent state. However, axioms
70 and 71 together have the effect of enforcing the equality 0 : 1 within the
system category C. This equality will not be represented within the abstract
state category Cv, since these constraints originate in f1 and not the data
universe. This means that any state .B : Cy ---+ Set which factors through C
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will not preserve all countable coproducts of Cy, as required lcy Lemna 4.26.
That is, there is no state of this system which is both valicl and component-wise
consistent, despite the fact that the conflict between axiotns 70 and 71 appears
to affect the initial state on1y. In this section we will show how to rnore precisely
estimate the effect ofthis inconsistency by clefinlng a new type of consistency for
a state, singular component-wise consistencA. This will be a less strict version
of component-wise consistency holding in those states which satisfy only the
axioms which pertain to this partlcular state.

Definition 4.3L. Giuen a system consist'ing of components f 1, ... ln, a

state R: Cy ---+ Set of this system which occurs after each component has un-
dergone kt,...lcn state transi,ti,ons respectiuelg i's sing;Jar component-wise con-
sistent i/

o R preserues f,n'ite li,mits and countable coproducts

. If (fl : t2) i,s a constraint in f i, whi,ch constrains the ualues of uariables
oJ f i in the state occuring after k¿ transit'ions of f i, and i'f uI and u2 are

morphisms in Cy represent'ing these terms wh'ich are constrained, then
R(ut): R(u2)

For example, if -B represents any slate but the initial state for the system

specified by the code given above, then singulal component-wise cotlsistency
requires that

o E preserves finite lirnits and countable coproducts

o r'l(ø) : R(2)

Thus, although r? cannot be component-wise consistent (since the cocone in C
representing the integers is not the same as the cocone in Cy representing the
integers), it is still singulal component-wise consistent.

This type of inconsistency does not arise often in Basic State systems, as -with the exception of the initial state - these systems do not constrain indi-
viclual states based upon the number of state transitions undergone' HoweveL,

in the next chapter we will introduce Transition History systetns, which permit
constraints of the following forms

o x@sO = x@s1O (Retating states to each other using the number of tlansi-
tions undeltaken at any point)

¡ x@ss = O (Constraining the value of r aÎ\er a particular number of state

transitions)

These systems typically offer more oppor.tunity for singular component-wise
inconsistency to arise. In Section 4.7.4 we will show how identifying singular

conponent-wise consistency of other states can be usecl to ascertain the severity

of these conflicts, To do this 1'ormaÌly, however, we must be able to intefpret
singular component-wise consistency in terms of ccF. The following section

clescribes this.
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4.7.2 A Formal TYeatment of Singular Component-wise
Consistency

In orcler to ascertain whethel a state ,R observecl after lc transitions demon-

strates slngular component-wise consistency, we must construct a new categoly,
denoted Ck. Thls category will represent only those constraints which apply
after precisely k state transitions. In fact, we should more accurately write it
as CÀ', 'Ñ., where the system is composed of components f 1, fn, and

rR is observed aftel these have undergone kt,...,kn transitions respectively (as

in Definltion 4.31). However, this cornplicates the notation and shouìc1 insteacl

be understood to be the case throughout the folÌowing discussion. This new

ca,tegory Ck wili be known as the singular consistency category of r?, where ,3
is any state which is observed after these k transitions. By replacing the system

category C with Ck in all discussions of component-wise consistency of -R, we

obtain cliscussions of singulal component-wise consistency of ,R.

Constraints which will be represented as equalities in Ck are

¡ Constraints originating in the data universe.

o Constraints which relate values in the kth state to the data universe. For
example, the constraint rocket@slO = LAUNCHED should be included in
the category C10, ancl wili be used to determine singuiar component-wise
consistency for any state /ì which might be observed 10 transitions into a
countdown.

¡ Constraints which holcl constantiy, eg. x=y

Constraints which would not be within any singuÌar consistency categoly Ck
are those which constrain a value afler k state transitions relative to a value
in a different state. These include axioms of the form x@s10 = x@sO and x' =

x+ 1.

We note that Ck does lot inclucle any infolmation about how this 'klth
state was reached, ol wl.rether indeed it can be reachecl consistently. That is, we

are only interested in those constlaints which must hold precisely after kt,...kn
state tlansitions of each component, not those constraints which must have held

earlier'. To formally identify the constraints whlch should be represented in some

particular Ck, we first generate a category C(Free), which represents only those
constraints oliginating in the clata universe. That is, C(Free) replesents only
constraints which appear in euery Ck. One consequence of defining C(Free) in
this way is that every valid state ,R factors through C(Free), regaldless of the
consistency of rR or the number of state transitions that have been undergone
by each component. That is, C(Free) simply contains the same information as

the abstract state category Cy, although it is represented differently.
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For each possible singular consistency category Ck, rve then introduce a quo-

tient functor 1¡ relating C(Free) ancl Ck. If a valid state rR occttrring after
k transitions factors thlough Ck by rreans of this quotient fuuctor, lR is saicl

to demonstrate singular component-wise consistency. While C(Free) is not es-

sential to defining singular component-wise consistency, it allows us to easily
compare the criteria which different states must satisfy for singular component-
wise consistency. With this in mind, we present the following clefinition.

Definition 4.32. The category C(Free) is the category presented bg the CCF
sketch (G,Dv , L,C) consisting of

o A graph G wherein nodes represent datatypes of the system and edges

represent the uariables, funct'ions and constants

c A family Dv oÍ pai,rs of 'paths in G, representing the system arioms con-

sLrai,n'ing the dala uniuerse

o The familg L of some of the cones of G

o A family C of some of the cocones of G

The individual elements of this CCF sketch tuple have all been encounterecl

before, as the following clarifications illustrate:

Clarification 4.33. The graph G of Def'nition 1.32 i's the graph G discussed

in Clarificøtion 4.4, and used i'n Defin'iti'on f .9 to generate the systern category

C of this system. Likewise, the cones and cocones L and C are the fami'Ii'es of
these names di,scussed in Constructs 1.6 and 1.7 and ttsed in Defi'ni'tion 1.9 to
generate the system category C.

The family Dy,however, is not that usecl in Definition 4.9:

Clarification 4.34. The fami.ly Dv consists of those pairs of paths di'scussed

i,n Clarification 1.11, which represent constraints wi'thi'n the data uni'uerse onLy,

and, are used i,n Defi,niti,on /¡.16 to generate the abstro'ct state categorA Cv of
th'is system.

Structurally, C(Free) resembles the systern category C, although the only
constraints lepresented are those originating in the data universe. Since these

are precisely the constraints represented in the abstract state categotY Cv,
every functor R: Cy - Set can be factored through C(Free). To desclibe

this factorisation, we introduce the following functor.

Definition 4.35. The singular identification functor i,s a functor R¡" '. Cv '
C(Free). It i,s vahd i,f the followi'ng conditions are sati'sfi,ed

1. R¡, maps ang object representi'ng a datatype, or any morph'ism i'n Cv rep-

resenti,ng a Junct'ion appLication, functzon or constant, to th,e object or

morphism of C(Free) representi'ng this same datatype, functi'on apLica-

ti,on, functi,on or constant.
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2. Rrc(Ticument): f inertk o fi-i,nit
and Jor each component fi and for any az,rio'ble r of thi's cornponent,

R¡(r ¡e) : f i.r o f i,nentk o f i-i,nit

uhere r¡t and fi.r o,re the nt'orph'¿sïns represent'ing the uariable r of the

component f i i.n categories Cy and C(Free) respectiuelg.

A singular identification functor R¡ : Cy - C(Free) is similar to the state
identifi.cation functor R : Cy - C of Definition 4.20. "lhat is, -ll¡ defines the
number of state transitions k undergone by each component. Once again, -R¡

can instead be clefined as a sketch morphism.

To formally define singular component-wise consistency, we now present the
definition of the singular consistency category Ck for any lc, and formalise the
relationship between C(Free) and Ck.

Definition 4,36. For a system represented by the CCF sketch (G,D, L,C), the

singular consistency category Ú of any state R occurring after k trans'itions 'is

the category presented by the CCF sketch (G,D¡,L,C) where

o G i,s the di,rected graph of Clarif,cati,on 4./* used in Definit'ion 1.9 to gen-

erate the system categorg C

o D¡" is a set of pairs of paths i,n G represent'ing those arioms wh'ich ap-

plg prec'iselg after k transitions, and, those arioms constraining the data

o L and, C are the cones and cocones of Constracts /¡.6 and 1.7 used i'n
Definition /1.9 to generate the system category C

The family 2k represents those system constraints which reÌate two terms
which would both be visible in a state observed after lc transitions. We show
how to formally construct D¡ in the following clarification.

Clarification 4.37. The fami,ly Dk consi'sts of those pairs of paths i,n G which
define the data un'iuerse, and those pai'rs of paths (("r,..."n),(et1,...et*)) in G
for which the followi,ng condi,ti.on 'i's satisfied.

c If the images of paths (er...en) and, (et1,...e'*) in C(Free) are respec-

t'iuelg mpr". and, rn' pr.., then there erist morphisnls ITL,rn' 'in the abstract

state categorA Cv, and, a morphism a i,n C(Free) (which may uarg uith
these morphi,srns rn,mt) such that

Ru(m):trLFreeoa and
Rn(*') : 4nt Pr.. o ()

for the ualid singularidentif,cation functor R¡, 'indicating that k transit'ions
haue been undergone.
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The presence of the morphism o ensules that constraints which holcl in
evely state, such as the constraint x=y, are replesentecl inD¡r. Clarifr,cation 4.37
also formally identifies those mor¡rhisms in C(Free) which represent variabÌes
specifically in the k-th state (such as mFree : fl.r o flnertk o flinit, lor
a valiable r of f 1) simply by letting a be the identity. Using tlie singular'
consistency category of Definition 4.36 clerived from this CCF sketch, we can
deflne singular consistency of a state rl.

Definition 4.38. The k-th state R: Cy - Set is singular component-w'ise con-
sistent i.f there eùsts a ualid si,ngular identi,f,cati,on functor R¡ : Cy - C(Free),
and a functor Dn : Ck + Set preseru'ing fi,nite timits and cou,ntable coproducts
such that

R: Dx o Ik o Rpree

where I¡" i,s the quotient functor Ia: C(Free) - Ck

We note that in orcler to define singular colnponent-wise cousistettcy of a
state A, we must select a point fr at which it occurs. This is necessary in older
to ensure that r? satisfies all the constraints which hoÌd at this k-th transition.
It is possible for a state R to be singular component-wise consistent if it is

observecl as the k¿-th state but to Ìack this consistency if it is observed as the
k3-th state.

The interaction of these categories is shown in Figure 4.5, which wlll commute
if rB is singular component-wise consistent. We have incluclecl the interaction
consistency category Cy, to show that a singular component-wise consistent
state .R may still be interaction-wise consistent. The system category C is also

shown, so that this diagram may be compared to the commutativity conditions
of Figure 4.4. Finally, we include several quotient functols denoted 1, to show

the relationships between some of these categories. We can use this formal
frarnework to define the category of singular compouent-wise consistent states.
This enables us to explicitly model the behaviours of a systen'r displaying this
particular type of inconsistency.

4.7.3 A Category of Singular Component-wise Consistent
States

Objects in the category States, introducecl in Section 4.6, are functors which
satisfy all conditions of Lemma 4.26 (the Consistency Lemma). This means that
States cannot be used to analyse systems in which some states will demonstrate
singular component-wise inconsistency, sìnce - as we cliscussed in Section 4'7.1

- there exist no consistent states of such systems. Flowever, we can analyse

these systems by uslng the categor¡' Singular States, which is the categoly of
states which are both singular cotnponent-wise consistent and intelaction-wise
consistent.

Definition 4.39. The cate.gory Singulør Støtes is compri,sed of
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Figure 4.5: The interaction of categories we use to define singular component-
wise consistency

o objects whi'ch are those functors R : Cv ' Set wh'ich are si'ngular component-

wise consistent (Definiti,on 1.38) and interacti'on-wi'se cons'istent according

to the conditions of Theorem 1.25

c morphisms which are tuples r : (rR, [rR]r, R') ol Singular State objects

satisfyi,ng the State Ordering Property (Propertg 1.28).

Morphisms in the category Singular States will represent behaviours of
the system. However, just as in the category States, not every morphism will
lepresent a consistent behaviour, even allowing for singular component-wise
inconsistency in the system. In the folÌowing section we discuss what level of
consistency of behaviours can be expected in a system demonstrating singular
component-wise inconsistency.

Morphisms in the category Singular States

In the categor-y States, a morphism representing a consistent behaviour is a
tuple of objects which satisfies the system constraints relating one state to the
next. The category Singular States, however, allows for a less strict definition
of consistency of behaviours. To reflect this, we will define a singular consis-

tent mory.hi,srn r : (R,lR]n,R') of Singular States to be one for which any
system constlaints relating two states in this tuple to each other are satisfied.

That is, a singular consistent behaviour is one in which each state observed is
singular component-wise consistent and the system constraints relating two of
these observed states are also satisfied. However, system constraints relating an

observed state to one which is noú observed need not be satisfied in order for
the behaviour to be singular consistent.

To identify whether a morphism r of Singular States represents a singular
consistent behaviour, we generate lhe singular consistent behauiour category
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C,. This category acts as the system category C, but represents (as equalities)
only those system constralnts which must be satisfied if r is to be a singular
consistent morphism of Singular States. One of the consequences of thls ls

that every object rB in the tuple r must factor through C,. if r is to represent
a singular consistent behaviour. For any morphisÌn r, the singular consistency
category C, is clefined as follows.

Definition 4.4O. For a morphismr: (R,[R]r,R') of Singular States, C, i,s

the category presented by the CCF sketch tuple (G,Dr,L,C) where

o G i,s the d'irected graph of Clarification /¡.1, used to generate th,e system
category C.

o D, cons'ists of those pairs of paths of G with comrnon source and target of
the follouing form

- paths w'ithi,nD¡, as d'iscussed in Clarif,cati,on 1.37 and used in Defi,-

niti,on 1.36 to generate the s'ingular consistency category Ct for any
state R of this tuple occurri,ng after k state trans'itions (with the caueat

that k is s'imply a shorthand for the seueral di'fJerent numbers kt, ...kn
of state transitions undergone by each component).

- paths relati,ng a uari,able n to a uariable in a state no more than i
transitions from the current, where i, is the Length of the tuple r

- paths relati,ng a uariable r in one state to a uariable irt another, where
both these states are represented as objects i'n the tuple of r

o L and,C are those families of cones and cocones of Constructs 1.6 and 1.7,
used to generate the sgstem category C.

There ale therefore three types of pails of paths in D'. The fir'st type are

those axioms which must be satisfiecl if each Ã of this tuple is to be siugular
component-wise consistent. The second type lepresent axious of the form x'
= x+1 (r'elatlng future states to the current state), provided a sufficient num-
ber of state transitions is observed cluring r. The third type of pairs of paths
in 2, represent axioms which explicitly relate two individual states, proviclecl

both these states are observed during r. These are axioms of the form x@sO =

x@s10, provided both s0 and s10 are observecl as part of r. The following defi-
nition provides a formal criterion for r to represent a singulal component-wise
consistent behaviour.

Definition 4.41. A morphi,smr: (R,lR]n,R') of Singular Støtes wi'Il rep-

resent a singular consistent behaui'ourif there erists a functor D, : C, - Set
preserui,ng fi,ni,te limits and countable coproducts, where for any object R¿ i'n the

tuple r
R¿:DroIoR.F,..

where Rpr." : Cy - C(Free) 'is a ualid si'ngular identi'f,cation functor accord'ing

to Defi,n'ition 1.35, and I is the quoti'ent id'entitg functor I : C(Free) -' C,'.
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These are generally kuown as si'ngular consi'stent morphisms. If every mor-
phisrn r of Singular States is a singular consistent morphism, then singulal
component-wise consistency of a state implies component-wise consistency of
this state. That is, there is no singular component-wise inconsistency within
the system.

This category Singular States can be used to ascertain the extent of a
conflict withln the specification. We achieve this by examining states and be-

haviours to identify those which do not satisfy the necessary categorical condi-

tlons for sìngular consistency. The creation of Singular States makes this a

more formal analysis than it otherwise might have been.

4.7.4 Determining and Resolving Component-wise Incon-
sistency

In a system where singular component-wise inconsistency is present, the severity
of the conflict can be ascertained by the number of states which fail to demon-

strate singr-rlar component-wise consistency. Similarly, the numbel of behaviours
which are not singulal consistent morphisrns of Singular States can help us

cletermine how severe the inconsistency is. HoweveL, it should be emphasised

that both of these are very gerreral metrics only and do not, for example, take
into account the fi'equency of observation of any state, or the irnportance of any
pallicular aflecled behaviour.

In genera,l terms, it is not particularly useful melely to ascertain the effect of a
conflict. Rather', we mnst also ¡tresent some means of resolving or managing the
inconsistency which results from the conflict. The technique we present here

involves identifying and eliminating the constlaints which cause the conflict.
Specifically, we will use categorical techniques to generate a representation in
CCF of a system which does not contain the conflicts leading to this inconsis-

tency. Frorr this categorical representation, we can then identify the changes

which must be made to the specification itself. In general, we seek a new specifi-

cation which is as similar to the oliginal as possible, without containing the same

inconsistency. HoweveL, as we discuss later, this goal is not always achievable

or practical.

Resolving Component-wise Inconsistency

In this section we rvill present a technique for altering a system specification
which demonstra,tes singular component-wise inconsistency. The altered speci-

fication will lack the conflicting constlaints, and will therefore lepresent a con-

sistent system. We will use categorical techniques to obtain this speciflcation,
iclentifying it by constructing its system category. The new specification should

contain all constraints but those that conflict. That is, any singular consistent

beharrioul of the original system should also be a consistent behaviour of the
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new specification. This will be the motivation behind the way we construct the
system category representing the new specification.

Identifying the singular consistent behaviours of the oliginal categor¡, t'equites
us to examine Singular States. In Definition 4.4I we clescribed the singu-
lar consistent morphisms r¿ of Singular States, noting that their identifica-
tion requires the construction of the singular consistent behaviour categolies
Cr,. These singular consistent behaviour categories were introducecl in Defini-
tion 4.40 and represent the constraints which apply to each behavioul r¿. For
each singular consistent behavioul r¿, the category Cr, is generated from the
CCF sketch (G,D,,, L,C).

To generate the system category of the new specification, we neecl sinply
combine these sketches to produce the CCF sketch (G,D,,U...¿D,.,,,L,C).
The element D,,U ...lJ D,,, of this sketch represents all the constraints fiom the
original specification which must be satisfied if the morphisms r¿ are to clescribe
singular consistent behaviours (in the original specification). This CCF sketch
presents the system category of the new specification. We will clenote this new
system category Crr,...r-, to emphasise those behaviours which the new ancl o1d

specifica,tion have in common. Obviously, howeveL, rt,...rn will be consistent
in the new system, rather than merely singular consistent. For the code in
Section 4.7.l,for example, we can define a category Cr.r, 

",, 
in which the only

equalities that are present and do not originate in the data universe are those
given by T2 and ?3. This is then a completely consistent system, fol which the
states with the exception of the initial state - ale iclentical to the states of
the original specification.

In this most general technique, the composition of the category C,,,, 
'',, 

ls

dependent upon the singular consistent behaviours of the system. Constructing
this category inevitably rneans rernoving some axioms fron-r the system (that is,

Crr, ,. represents fewer system axioms than C). The least disluptive methocl

is to remove the fewest constraints possible, ancl thereby coustruct a new system

category Crt,. r,,, representing every singulal consistent behaviour. This meaus

that we can observe any singular consistent behaviour rr of the oliginal system

as a consistent behaviour in the new system. However, in some cases this will
not be possible, since the constraints which must be satisfled by one singular
consistent behaviour r¿ can conflict with the constraints which must be satisfied
by anothel singulal consistent behaviour rr. In this case, the new specifica,tion

will also suffer fi'om singular component-wise inconsistency. Even r¡'hen the

constlaints for clifferent singular consistet'rt behaviours cìo not conflict, it rnay

be too time-consuming to identify each one of these behaviours in orcler to create

the new specification.

Instead, a designer might choose to identify certain important or cri.tical sin-
gulal consistent behaviours. The criteria for a critical behaviour varies with the
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system in question, and can be affected by such diverse factors as the primary
function of the system, the proposed behaviour in the event of a safety concern,

or even any refinements which are likely to be implemented. For example, a

behavioul which the system may reasonably be expected to demonstrate often
may be deernecl more important than a behaviour which is observed only rarely.
trqually, some behaviours may be rare, but when they do occur it is vital that
they ale performed colrectly. In this IMay, we can see that the choice of critical
behaviouls is up to the designer to make, in consultation with the client. In this
case, the system category representing the aÌtered specification is Crr,...', where

rr, ...ri. are these critical behaviours. If this specification also demoustrates sin-
gular component-wise inconsistency then this is an indication that the orìginal
specification requires further refinement. That is, the beÌraviours which were

cleemed critical ar-e ca,using the inconsistency.

Designer Input and Singular Inconsistencies

The technique we suggestecl above for resolving singular component-wise in-
consistency consists of eliminating system axioms until the conflict is located.
Ideally we should eliminate as few axioms as possible, but in some cases it
may be more practical to identify clitical behaviours and eliminate the axioms
which pr:event these behaviours frorn being consistent. The task of identifying
these critical behaviours must be perfolmed by the designer. By presenting a

resolution technique which allows for this user input, we recognise that certain
behaviours and states are considered to be more important than others. We
return to this concept of a critical behaviour in Chapter 6, wherein we discuss
provisions to ensure that the ability to perform these behaviours is not affected

by external circumstances such as powel faiiure.

Another reason for allowing the designer to have input into the resolution
process is to identify those inconsistencies which wlll be shortlived. An incon-
sistency which can be reasonabÌy expected to be of short duration may be best

acldressed by simply ignoring it for the blief period in which it is present in the
system. One example of this is an inconsistency which arises when a particular
value of input is provided. This inconsistency may be lesolvecl at any point by
the provision of appropriate input. This type of inconsistency can then be said

to have a higher chance of resolving itself than an inconsistency which is caused

by variables which will not change their values. For example, the inconsistency
in the following trivial specification has the potential to affect evet'y state, but
only if incorrect' input is provicled.

facet f1(x: input int):: state-based
private y: int;
begin
T0: IF x=0 THEN y=0 AND y=l ELSE y=0;

end f1
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However', if input of any value other than 0 is provided, the potential inconsis-
tency has no effect. If a designer has inclependent knowledge of tÌre system -
such as the ability to conclude that an input value of 0 will never be provìc1ec1

then he may choose to allow this inconsistency to remain. This extended
reasoning about the likelihood and life of inconsistencies relies upon the provi-
sion of some details about the environment. That is, it relies upon input frorn
the designer.

Permanent Inconsistencies

It ls also wolth noting that some component-wise inconsistencies can affect every
state of the system. These are the inconsistencies which alise when a designer-

has accidentally included axioms which constrain the data universe. They hold
in every state and are exemplifiecl by the following constraint:

T0: x=5 AND x=6;

They have a particularly serious effect on the consistency of the system. There
is no state A of a system containing this axiom which can be both valicl ancl

singular component-wise consistent. This implies that any altelation to the
specification to remove this inconsistency is likely to involve a majol refinement
or re-examination of the requilements.

4.7.5 fnconsistencies In Behavioural Specifications

One existing framework for classifying and resolving lnconsistencies is the View-
points 121] methodology. The specifications which use this methocl of incon-
sistency management tend to be component-based beh,aui,ouraL specifications.
These are specifications in which each partitlon (moclule, component) clesclibes

a different behaviour of a single physical system. For example, in a behavioltral
specification of a telephone system, one module specifies the behavioul of the
telephone when leceiving a call while another specifies the behaviour of this
same telephone when making a call. This is in contrast to the majority of spec-

ificatìons written in Rosetta, where each module describes the behaviour of a
new physical component within the system.

The most common type of inconsistency in systems which are specified be-

haviourally occurs when two such specifications are combinecl, and is clefinecl as

follows.

Definition 4.42. Behavioural inconsistency i's the tEpe of inconsi'stencg uhich
occurs when combi,n'ing two behauioural speci,fi'cat'ions, where the behauiour de-

scribed by one is di.sallowed bg the other.

In this case, the two components cannot be combined to describe the be-

haviours of a single system. While this itrconsistency has been anal¡'ssd IMi¿i.I

the Viewpoints methodology, we must characterise it using CCF in orcler to
describe it within our taxonomy of inconsistencies. We do so by means of the
following example.
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The following code provides an example of a behavioural specification, being a
partial specification of the audible responses obtained from a telephone system.

Such a specification may then be used to describe a TDD system for the hearing-
impalred. These are systems which translate the different types of noise on
the phoneline to text, which is then displayed on a scleen. If the noise on
the phoneline is detected as a voice, a separate voice recognition program will
transiate the words to text.

The following partial component specification describes the behaviour of a
telephone when receiving a call.

facet receiveCall: : statebased
private Rcurrent-noise: lready-dia1-tone, ringing-tone, voj.ce,

engaged-tone, no-tone] ;

begin
T0: Rcurrent-noi.se@s0 = no-tone;
T1: IF (Rcurrent-noise=no-tone) THEN

Rcurrent-noise t = ringing-tone;

end recei.veCall

The following partial component specification describes the behaviour of a tele-
phone when making a call.

facet makeCall: : statebased
private Mcurrent-noise: [end-dial-tone, ringing-tone, voice,

engaged-tone, no-tone] ;

begin
L0: Mcurrent-noi.se@s0 = no-tone;
L1: IF (Mcurrent-noise=no-tone) THEN

Mcurrent-noise' = dial-tone;

end makeCall

Figure 4.6 depicts the complete statespaces of both these components, although
for space considerations the complete code is not included. To describe all the
possible behaviours and states of a single telephone, we must combine these

two specifications. In the following section we describe how to identify those

specifications which will give rise to behavioural inconsistency when combined.

Avoiding Behavioural Inconsistencies

The Viewpoints [76] technique provides certain conditions which, if satisfied, en-

sure that behavioural inconsistencies do not arise when combining behavioural
specifications. These conditions are known as methods, ancl can vary with the
system. However, there are some fundamental methods which apply in every
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Figure 4.6: State-space cliagrams for specification of an auclible phone system

case and describe basic properties that two specifications must satisfy in order
to be combined without behavioural inconsistencies. Here we paraphlase one
such method, which expresses a relationship between the behaviours described
by the specifications which are to be combined. In the language of this method,
a state or state transition is described óg a specification if it appears in the state
space diagram of a component satisfying this specification.

Property 4.43. The Consistencg RuIe:

.Suppose a transi,tion between two states sI and s2 is descri,bed by one component
specifi,cat'ion, and both sl,s2 are described by a second component specifi,cat'ion.

Then the second component must also describe a transi,tion between sl and s2

i,f the two specif,cations are to be combined to describe a consistent system.

This translates into the vocabulary of CCF as follows:
Let States¡r and States¡z be the categories of states of compouent fl and f2
respectively. Furthermore, suppose that both these categories contain objects
Ã and r1l representing two states of the system in question. The Consistency
Rule then states that the presence of a morphism r :-R - Rt in States/1(D)
for some system model D means there must be some morphism r : rR - A/ in
the category States¡z (D).

This condition must be satisfied if we are to combine two behavioural speci-

fications to obtain a system which does not demonstrate behavioural inconsis-

tency. The makeCall and receiveCalt specifications of the telephone system
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example satisfy this Consistency RuÌe, as can be decluced from their statespaces

depicted in Figure 4.6. This means that we can combine these two specifica-

tions to obtain a complete specification of the behaviours and states of a single

teiephone.

The Viewpoints methodology also supports further consistency analysis, in-
tended to be used when behavioural specifications describe separate instances of
the component in question. In this case, the combinatìon of these specifications
clescribes what happens when two such components interact. For example, we

can also describe two communicating telephones by combining makeCall and
receiveCall. First, however, we must ensure that the behaviours specified

by each component are compatible with those specified by the other. Briefly,
this type of consistency analysis r-equires constr-ucting a relationship between

the states and behaviours of the two specifications, so that these synchronise'
Once this relationship has been defined, further method,s (or consistency rules)
are used to ensure that the behaviours describecl by each specification are com-
paiible with the relationship. Just as we did for the Consistency Rule, above,

these methocls can be translated into the vocabulary of CCF, thereby enabling
us to create behavioural specifications which are guaranteed to be free of incon-
sistency. Because behavioural inconsistencies have been so thoroughly studied
using other frameworks, we do not propose new metrics in CCF for estimating
the severity of these. Instead, we simply present the above criteria for detecting
and avoiding these conflicts.

4.7.6 Interaction-wise Consistency

Unlike the presence of component-wise inconsistencies, an interaction-wise in-
consistency in a state Ã does not necessarily signal an error in the speciflcation.
This is because a state B which is interaction-wise inconsistent represents a

combination of inclividual component states which cannot coexist. That is, the
occurrence of an interaction-wise inconsistent state indicates that past system
behaviour has resulted in an inconsistency. However, this does not imply that
euery behaviour will do so. The existence of an interaction-wise inconsistent
state during a trace can indicate the serious problem of deadlock of a compo-
nent or system. Deadlock occurs when no component can perform an action
until another component does, if the system is to remain consistent. That is,

no matter which component undergoes a state transition, the resulting system

state will be interaction-wise inconsistent.

We can assign a rating to each behaviour r : {Ã, [.rR],¿, rR'] according to how
badly it is affected by interaction-wise inconsistency. The simplest metric for
these ratings is based upon the number of states observed throughout r which
are interaction-wlse inconsistent. However, as discussed in Section 4.7.4, a met-
ric based purely on the number of affected states or behaviours is often too
simpllstic. In the case of interaction-wise inconsistencies, we must also consider
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which parts of the system are affected by the inconsistency. Soure components
or subsystems may be deerred critical, while the behaviours of others are con-
sidered pelipheral to the operation of the system. An inconsistency affecting
a critical component is then more damaging to the system than an incorsis-
tency affecting a peripheral component. Again, identifying which components
are critical is a task undertaken by the designer, in consultation with the client.

This concept is expÌored further in Chapter 6, where we present a messaging
subsystem which performs critical opelations in a wiclel security system. We
also discuss the possibility of letting inconsistencies lemain, if they do not affect
any of the critical systems or clitical behaviouls.

4,7,7 Sequential Behavioural Inconsistency

The final type of inconsistency we examine is lelated to the behaviours obselved,
ratlrer than the indiviclual states of a system. Sequenti,al behauioural 'inconsis-

tency occ:rtrs when a sequence ofstates, all ofwhich are consistent and olderecl
correctly, still fails to represent a consistent behavionr.

Definition 4.44. A morphi.sm, : (R,lRlo,R') in States demonstrates se-

quential behavioural inconsistency when there is no system rnodel D suclt' tltat
ris a morphi.sm within States(D).

That is, in order to observe this behaviour we must allow multiple system
models D to be used. Such a morphism r then describes an inconsistent be-
haviour. When examining such a behaviour, we can conclude that sorne state fr¿

is inconsistent, but the particular state R¿ in question is not specified. Because

of this, when examining the states observed during r, we might always couclucle
that the incolsistency is plesent in a state which is liot the one cr.trrently under
examination.

Because the inconsistency can always be presumed to be present in a diffelent
state, it is possible that many simple consistency checks will not detect sequen-

tial behavioural inconsistency. As a result, behaviouls demonstrating this can

often be accepted as "close enough" to consistent, and the inconsistency toler-
ated. However, it is advised that an indication should be provided to the user

that sequential behavioural inconsistency has been founcl. The foÌlowing section

discusses how this indication might be providecl, ancl what actions the user can

take.

Resolving Sequential Behavioural Inconsistency

One way to hide the visible effects of sequential behavioural inconsistency is

by using an interface. This interface may be triggerecl whenever sequential
behavioural inconslstency is detected, thus alelting the user that these conflicts
are present within the system. The interface chosen must be one rvhich hides

the affected variables. Specifically, if a varlable is hidden uncler au interface,
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then this variable rnay no longer be used to distinguish states. This means that
there may be two system models D, Dt whích act differently upon the variables
hidden by the interface, and yet identically on the visible variables. If the
interface were not in effect then two states D o rR and D' o R' would be visibly
different. However, in the presence of the interface these appear as identical
states, and so we may 'swap' system models D, D/ without this being apparent.
However, this relies on hiding every variable which is affected by the swap, in
any state. We develop this idea further in Chapter 5, when discussing systems

which communicate via input/output variables.

Iclentifying which variables should be hidden under the interface requires input
from the user. This request for input can also be used to aiert the user to
the presence of sequential behavioural inconsisteucy. Specifically, the variables
hidden should be those which are affected by this inconsistency. This technique,
then, is only useful where the majority of variables are not affected. If most
of the information in a system is affected by this inconsistency, then using
an interface simply equates to hiding ail this information, thereby drastically
reducing the system's functionality. In addition, this technique should only be

used when the designel determines that the effect ofthe inconsistency is reduced
when the immediate visible effects are hidden. That is, this technique does not
resolve the inconsistency, but simpiy allows a user to ignore it. Prompting the
user for the abstraction mechanism or interface which will be used indicates to
him that sequential behavioural incousistency has been detected. In addition,
this prompting allows the user to specify which effects of the lnconsistency
ar-e to be hidden. In the event of serious repercussions to the consistency of
the system, the user rnay choose not to specify an abstraction mechanism and
instead attempt to lesolve the inconsistency.

4.8 Inconsistency Analysis in CCF

Within the previous section, we have produced a taxonomy of inconsistencies as

interpreted within the framework offered by CCF. As well as demonstrating how
the different types of inconsistency appear within CCF, we have discussed ways
to resolve or avoid each type. The classes of inconsistency we have discussed
have included inconsistencies which affect individual states (such as component-
wise or interaction-wise inconsistency), as well as those which affect behaviours
(such as sequential behavioulal inconsistency).

As well as discussing the immediate effect of each inconsistency, we have

consldered the effect that the conflict has on the system as a whole. For exam-
ple, component-wise consistency is a property of an individual state. However,

if conflicts within a specification prevent a state from dispÌaying this type of
consistency, then the system as a whole demonstrates singular component-wi'se

incons'is1;ency. This means that, to a Ìesser clegree, the other states and be-

haviours of the system are affected by this conflict. Examining the degree to
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which other states and behaviours are affected can therefore provide us with a
metric to determine the severity of the inconsistency. We have also plovicled
techniques by which the consistency ofother states may be guaranteed, generally
by removing the constraints which oi-iginally caused the conflict. By performing
this within the categories of CCF, we ale able to precisely jr"rdge the similarities
between the original specification and the one resulting from these alterations.

We have also suggested less disruptive techniques for- resolving an incortsis-
tency which has a limited effect on the system as a whole. For example, in a,

behavioural specification the best way to resolve inconsistencies is to avoid their
occurrance. To thls end, we define some conditions which must hold if two be-

havioural specifications at'e to be combined to produce a consistent system. By
contrast, in a system displaying sequential behavioulal inconsistency, we sim-
ply hicle the immediate vislble effects. In cases where the cholce of resolution
technique depends upon the projectecl severity of the effect of the inconsistency,
we lrave found it useful to defrne cri,tical subsystems and behaviours. These are

those components and tlansitions which shoulcl be affected ouly minimally, if at
all, by any inconsistency. We retuln to this topic in the subsequent chapters,
and demonstrate how these subsystems may be formally defined.

In summary, the category theoretical framework of CCF introduced in Sec-

tion 4.1 has enabled us to forrralise the lelationships between components within
a system. This formality means that we can identify inconsistencies by cleter-

mining their underlying causes, resulting in the taxonomy of Section 4.7. One
of the conclusions which can be drawn from this taxonony is that particular'
types of specification are vulnerable to different errors, and snsceptible to a wicle
variety of solution techniques. For example, if a system receives input, then an

erlor involving one of these input vai-iables might best be resoh,ed by simply
delaying any action until new input is proviclecl. By contrast, an error involv-
ing the data universe (such as singular component-wise inconsistency) must be

resolved by eliminating axioms until the conflict is resolvecl.

In the following chapter, we discuss how the different definitions of state and
behaviour arnongst systems can cause different types of inconsistency. This
requires specifying a variety of systems using CCF, in or-der to compale the
inconsistencies using the methods introcluced in Section 4,7. Ls cliffer:ent sys-

tems present new inconsistencies, the methocls of lesolution suggestecl here can

be customized to address the particular properties of each system. We also

discuss the reasons for systems using different uotions of state ancl behaviour',

illustlating these with some real-worlcl ploblenrs.
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Chapter 5

Problem Solving Using
CCF
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5.1 Different Specifications and Problems

In the prevlous chapter-we have shown how the categories of CCF can be used to
ldentify and classify inconsistencies. So far, we have restricted oul attention to
Basic State systems, as defined in Section 4.2.1. This has made the generation of
CCF Ìess complex. However, the Basic State definition onÌy defines one notion
of 'state', and onl¡' permits one style of analysis. Systems which clo not possess

the characteristics of a Basic State system can contaiu inconsistencies which
appeal in different forms to those of a Basic State systern. For example, singulal
component-wise inconsistency can occur when values in one state are related to
values in an arbitlary state. Because Basic State systems constrain values in one

state relative to vaiues in the preceding state only, this type of inconsistency
has few opportunities to arise in Basic State systems, Studying a valiety of
systems therefore provides infolnation about what t¡,pes of incolsisbency miglrt
be expected in each system.

Another leason fol studying a diverse collection of systerns is because a spec-

ification may be analysed from many different perspectives cluling the clesign

process. For example, a desìgner ensuring that a component satisfies safet¡'

regulations will be concelned with identifying those variables which take val-
ues outsicle a given safety range. On the other hand, a clesigner assessing the
effect of removing a super'fluous component will be cottcernecl with the degree

of interconnection between this component and the widel system. That is' the
first designer is interested in values of variables, rvhlle the secottcl clesigner is

interested in the communication between compouents. By allowing designers to
analyse systems from different perspectives, we will be able to use CCF to solve

a variety of real-world probÌems. We will also be able to adapt existing analysis

techniques (for exarnple, from category theory or database analysis) and apply
these to system specification problems.

In this chapter we will show how CCF can be used to describe systems other
than Basic State systems, and to analyse these systerns' We do this by first
showing how the categories of CCF can be adjusted to capture the essential

characteristics of each system. The two new classes of systens we will introduce
are Transition Hi,story systems and Input,9Úole systen'rs. In the folmer type of
system, the nurnber of state transitions uncielgone at any ¡loint is considerecl

significant, ancl behaviours are distinguished based upon the interconnection of
components. By contrast, Input State systems are simply Basic State systems

augmentecl with input variables. We consicler them here irr orcler to demottstrate
horv the Basic State systems of Chapter 4 can be customized. We will then

demonstrate some practical applications of each system type. Finally, for both
types of systems we show how existing analysis techniques can be adaptecl to
CCF ancl used with each system clefinitiori to solr'e common problen.rs.
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5.1.L Overview of Specification Types

In Section 5.2 we present a characterisation of state and behaviour, which we

term tlre Transition Historg Slate definition. Systems of this type view the
number of state transitions undergone by any component as being sufficient
to distinguish the state of the system. We also describe the way in which a

Tlansition History State system characterises behaviour; namel¡ by emphasis-

ing the connection between components which must change state together for
consistency reasons. Section 5.2.2 mot\vates this definition by discussing some

of the appiications where it is appropriate to use a Tbansition History State
system. Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 then show how CCF can be used to formally
model a Transition History State system. This involves generating the system

categoly and abstract state category to represent such a system and its states'

Section 5.2.5 develops the conditions necessary for states of Transition History
State systems to be consistent, while Section 5.2.6 shows how a category of these

consistent states is generated.

In Section 5.2.7 we present a more in-depth example of a system appropri-
ate for this type of specification, a Rubik's Cube specification. Many Rr,rbik's

Cube puzzles lequire the user to identify the shortest, or fastest, method of
solving the cube. \Me briefly discuss some of the practical considerations of us-

ing computers to achieve this solution, as well as discussing how the shortest
behaviour might be detected simply from observing a subsystem of the Cube.
This provides the motivation for Section 5.3, in which we discuss how knowledge

of the behaviour of a subsystem can plovide information about the behaviour of
the underlying systern. In Section 5.3.1 we folmalise the relationship between

subsystem behaviours and system behaviours by introducing the concept of a
minimal underlying behaviour. This is the shortest, or least disruptive, sys-

tem behaviour which allows us to observe a palticular subsystem behaviour.
This section adapts some techniques of database analysis for use within CCF,
thereby allowing us to deduce more about the behaviours of subsystems than
would otherwise have been possible.

We then turn to a different class of systems, those in which input variables
are used for communication. Section 5.4 discusses how this class of systems -
known as Input.9lole systems - is characterised. We then apply the same anal-
ysis to these systems as rve did for Transition History State systems, showing
how CCF can be used to represent Input State systems. One of the most com-
mon analysis questions, especially when considering communication between

components, relates to iclentifying behaviouls of these corrponents which can

co-exist. With this in mind, Section 5.5 introduces an existing analysis frame-

work, Span(Graph). This is an established framework which allows us to
identify co-existing behaviours of components in a consistent system, such as

that which may be specified using the Input State definition. We show how we

can use CCF and the category of theories to identify co-existing behaviours in
much the same way as Span(Graph) is used. We then show in Section 5.5.2
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how the results obtained using CCF are equivalent to those obtained by using
Span(Graph).

5.2 The Transition History State Definition
In this section we will present a CCF analysis of a new class of s)'stems, the
Transi,tion Hi,story ,Súøúe systems. These characterise states and behaviours as

described below.

5.2.I Characteristics of a Tþansition History State System

Definition 5.L. A Tlansition History State (TÍIS) system is one satisfEi,ng the

following assumptions.

1. The number of state trans'it'ions undergone by each component at any point
is suffici,ent to d'istinguish states of the sgstem.

2. Values of uari,ables in one state may be constrained relati,ue to ualues of
uari,ables 'in any other state, based upon the number oJ state trans'itions
undergone by each component.

3. Sgstem behauiours are di,sti,nguished bg those components whi'ch change

state together during each behaui,our in order to preserue cons'istency.

Similarly, aTransiti,onH'istory stateisastateof suchasystem, andaTra'ns'i-
tion History behauiour is a behaviour of such a system. Definition 5.2 is intendecl

to be an informal definition only, and in subsequent sections we will clarify what
is meant by each of these points.

In Basic State systems the values in the next state can be constrained reÌative
to values in the current state only. However, Ianguages such as Rosetta permit
axioms which relate values in one state to values in another, arbitlary, state.
Such axioms include those of the form x)' = x*1, which relates the curlent
value of a variable x to its value aftet' two state transitions, or x@sS = 0, which
restricts the values which can be observed after five state transitions. Unlike
Basic State systems, THS systems allow these types of constraints within a
specification. One consequence of these constraints is that in order to predict
the next state, it is no longer sufficient to know the current values of all variables
(even in the absence of non-determinism). This is demonstratecl by the following
THS specification, which gives rise to the partial state-space diagram shown in
Figure 5.1.

facet f1: : state-based
private x, y: int;
begin
T0: x@sg = y@sO = 0;
Tl . v) ! = v'
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x=1

y=l

s3

State s2: x=0

y=2

sl

Figure 5.1: Knowing the curreut values of variables is not sufficient to predict
the future values of a THS systerr

T2: Y' = Y+1;
end f1

State s2 in this figure refers to the (Basic) state wherein x = O, y = 2. When
this system is in state s2, in order to predict the values of variables in the next
state we must know the values of variables in the previous state (ie. s1 or
s1/). By contrast, in a Basic State system the states following s2 cannot be

determined by the states which preceded s2.

Another way in which THS systems differ from Baslc State systems is by
the importance given to the number of state transitions undergone by each

component. In a THS system, the number of state-changes encountered at any
point through a trace clistinguishes the curlent state of the system (although
stuttering ls still treatecl as being irreÌevant). It is possible to extend Basic State
specifications to describe THS systems, simply by adding a 'counter' variable
tracking state changes to each component. However, Rosetta was originally
intended to desclibe THS systems only. Because of the historical importance
of these THS s¡.sfsrns to Rosetta and therefole to this thesis, we will extend
the categories of CCF to provide a way to model THS systems without simply
interpreting them as an extension of Basic State systems.

THS systems also characterise behaviours differently to Basic State systems.
Tire Basic State definition clistinguishes behaviours by the states observed. This
methocl lends itself well to iclentifying and resolving inconsistencies, which are
associated with the values of variables at any point in time. However, there are
othel forms of analysis performed upon a system specification which require a

clifferent characterisation of behaviours. For example, if a designer wishes to
assess the inpact of lemoving a component, he will be less concerned with the
values of variables than with how this removal affects the wider system. For
this type of analysis, it is therefore more useful to distinguish behaviours of a
system based upon the inter-connection of components. That is, if a component
communicates with others (such as compelling them to change state via the
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use of global variables), then removlng this component wlll have an impact
on the other components. To examine the severity of this impact we neecl a
characterisation of systetn behaviour which identifies those components which
rrust act in lockstep at any given time. We will plovicle this characterisation
for THS systems.

6.2.2 Applications of THS Systems

The prececling discussion of the differences between Basic State systems ancl

THS systems provides an indication of where the latter type of specification
might be used. In general, a THS specification is applopriate for a system
exhibiting finite, or terminal, behaviours. These include mechanical systems

which undertake a finite nunber of transitions in order to achieve a given goal.

The specification of "George" 11], a controller for-a boat, is an exanpÌe of this.
Another- example of a system which might be modelled by a THS specification is

a Rubik's Cube puzzle. We will explore in more detail in Section 5.2.7, illustrat-
ing how eacir coordinate on a facet ofthe Cube can be definecl to be lepresentecl

by a separate cornponent of the system. The state of each cornponent is then
dependent upon the colour at this coordinate. A state tlansition in such a sys-

tem is a particular rotation of the Cube. Because rotations requile a number
of components to change state simultaneously, they are appropi"iately modelìed

by a Transition History behaviour, as we discuss in Section 5.2.7.

5.2.3 The CCF Sketch Representing a THS System

In Chapter 4, we introduced techniques for analysing Basic State systems using
CCF. These were basecl on the notion of CCF sketches, which we used to gen-

erate categories. These categories then formed the structure of CCF, as usecl

to analyse Basic State systems. We use the same technique to analyse THS
systerns, thereby pleserving the hotnogetteity of oul' categoricaÌ approach and

demonstrating the flexibility of CCF.

Definition 6.2. The system category for ø THS system 'is the cate'gory C
presented by the CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) where

o G i,s the directed graph of Clari,f,cation l.l, used i'n Defi'ni'tion 1.9 to gen-

erate the system category of Basic State systems

o D 'is the family of pairs of paths i'n G di'scussed in Clarificati'on f .5, and

also used i,n Definil'iurt' 1.9

o L is the familg of cones inG constructed according to Construct /1.6, artd

also used i,n Defini.tion 1.9

o C 'is the fami,Iy of cocones 'in G constructed according to Construct 1.7,
and also used'in Def"niti'on 1.9
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Although the CCF sketch representing a THS system is constructecl iden-

tically to the CCF sketch representing a Basic State system, we note that the
constraints (represented by D) of a THS system may be clifferent to those of a
Basic State system, as detailed in Definition 5.1.

As for a Basic State system, a system rrodel of a THS system is a functor D
C * Set which preserves finite limits and countable coproducts.

5.2.4 The CCF sketch Representing a Tlansition History
state

One of the characteristics of systems specifled using the THS definition is that
the number of transitions executed up to some point can distinguish the state of
the system. We incorporate this dependency into the definition of the abstract

state categorg for a THS system represented by the CCF sketch (G,D,L,C).
The abstract state categoly will identify those elements of the system which are

visible in a single slaLe.

Definition 5.3. The abstract state category Cv oÍ a THS sgstem i's the cate-

gory presented by the CCF sketch (Gv,Dv,L,C) where

c Gy 'is a di,rected graph wherein nodes represent datatEpes of the system

and edges represent functions, constants and single ualues of uari,ables 'in
thi.s THS system

o Dy i,s a family of pairs of paths i.n Gv wi'th cornïnon source and target,
represent'ing the ax'ioms uithin the data uniuerse of the specification

o L is a fami,ly of some of the cones in Gy

c C is a family of some of the cocones in Gy

We have encountered all these elements of the tuple in different contexts
before this:

Clarification 6.4. The graph Gv of Defi'ni'ti'on 5.3 is comy,trised of

c Nod.es whi,ch are'identi,cal to the nodes of the graph G, used i'n Def'ni'-
t'ion 5.2 to generate the system category of this THS system.

o Edges uhich represent aIl functions (includi'ng the neæt, init and current
functions), consta,nts and uariables of each component ' where uariables are

implemented as functi.ons uith a nulL domain.

The graph Gy for- a THS system differs from the graph Gy lor a Basic

State system (cletailed in Clarification 4.13) only by including the morphisms
fi-1nit and finext for any component fi. These functions can be used to
define the f i-state datatype, as discussed in Appendix A. Their inclusion
in the graph Gy for a THS state allows us to impose an ordering upon the
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fi-state datatype in THS systems (for any component fi). This ordering
wìll enable us to distinguish between two states which cliffer only in assigling
diffelent values to the ficurrent valiable for any f1. That is, we will be able
to distinguish two states which differ only in the numbel of state transitions
unclergone by each component. We discuss this further later.

Clarification 5.5. The fami,ly Dy consists of some of those pa'irs of paths
i,n Gv with cornmon source and target. These paths represent those pairs of
functi,ons or constants which are wi,thi,n the data uniuerse and constrained to be

equal bg dala uniuerse arioms.

The family 2y is identical to the fanily Dy of paths cletailecl in Clarifica-
tíon 4.14 and used in Definition 4.16 to generate the abstract state category of
a Basic State system.

Construct 5.6. The families L andC are iden'ti'cal to the fami.li'es of cones art'd

cocones used in Defi,niti,on 5.2 to generate the system category C.

These families represent product clatatypes ancl constructively specifiecl clatatypes
respectively. \Ve emphasise the following consequence of this clefinition of Ú'

Remark 5.7. For o,nA cotnponent fi' wi.thin a THS system, the fù-i,nit and

f ineæt morphisms descri,bing the f i-state datatgpe are represented bg cocone

i,njecti,ons and uniuersal morphisms i,n the abstract state category. That 'is, we

use these functions to construct'iuely specify the fù-state datatype, and accord-

inglg i,nclude a cocone denoting this datatyyte 'in C when generati,ng Cy.

Tlie CCF sketch we describe here differs from the CCF sketch of Defini-
tion 4.12 (which presents the abstract state category fol a Basic State systern)

only by including a representation of the fj.-init and finext functions for each

component fi, and by representing the state datatyPe as a coproduct of ones

uslng these functions.

Figure 5.2 shows the abstract state category Cy of Definition 5.3 fol the code

of Section 4.3.4, interpreted as a THS system. As this is the same cocle which
was usecl to illustrate CCF for a Basic State system, we may usefully compale
the differences apparent between Figure 4.2 and Figure 5.2. As we did for Basic

State systems, we defiue a state of a THS system to be a fttnctor R : Cv -
Set.

5.2.5 Consistency of Tbansition History States

Given the system category C and abstract state category Cv of a THS system,

1ve can formulate the categorical critelia for a state R : Cv - Set of a THS

system to be conslstent. These are the same essential criteria as tirose lequirecL

for a Basic State to be consistent, and so we refèr the reacler to Section 4.5 fol
a complete discussion.
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Figure 5.2: The abstract state category Cv of a THS system. The system
category is the same whether this is interpreted as a Basic State system or a
THS system, and is shown in Figure 4.1

Component-wise consistency of a TYansition History state

Just as for a Basic state, a Transition History state must factor through the
system category C if it is to be component-wise consistent. This requires the
use of a state identification functor as introduced in Definition 4.20. This will
be a functor R: Cy ---+ C from the abstract state category Cy of Definition 5.3

to the system category C of Definition5.2. A valid state identification functor
of a Tbansition History state is one which satisfies Definition 4.20, when it is

applied to these categories of Definition 5.3 and 5.2. The different compositions
of the abstract state category Cy for Basic State and THS systems mean that
such a functor will have some additional characteristics in a THS system. This is
because the morphisms fi-init and finext are not represented in the abstract
state category of a Basic State system, although they are in the abstract state
category of a THS system.

Remark 6.8. For a THS system, a ualid state i'dentifi,cati'on functor R : Cy

- C according to Defini,tion 1.20 takes the morph'isms in Cv representing the

f i-ini,t and f i,nent functions to the morphi,sms in C representing these func-
ti,on.s.

The necessary conditions for component-wise consistency of a THS state are

the same as for a Basic state. These are given in the conditions of Theorem 4.21.

Interaction-wise consistency of a Thansition History state

To be interaction-wise consistent, a Tlansition History state must factor through
an interaction consistency category. Such a category will, as discussed in Sec-

T,iot.r 4.5.2, represent constraints which require a shared variable to have the
same value when viewed from any component. Definition 4.24 describes how
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to construct the CCF sketch plesenting the ittteraction consistency category,
given the CCF sketch presenting the abstract state category. This technique
is used for both THS and Basic State systems, notwithstanding the difference
btween the CCF sketches presenting the abstract state category fol a Basic State
systern and THS system. Briefly, it consists of augmenting the CCF sketch ple-
senting the abstract state category with tlie constraints 2y lepresenting shared
va,ria,bles.

Definition 5.9. The intelaction consistency category Cy for a THS system is
presented, by the CCF sketch (Gy,DvUDv,L,C), where

o Gy i,s the graph used'in Defi,niti,on 5.3 to generate the abstract state cate-

gory of the THS system

o Dy is the family of pairs of paths used in Defi.nit'ion 5.3 to generate the
abstract state categorg of the THS system

o Ðy is the fami,ly of pairs oJ paths in Gv detailed in Clarifi'cati'on 1.23, and

represent'ing constraints whi,ch ensure shared informat'ion has the same

ualue when uiewed from ang component

o L and, C are the families of cones and cocones of Gy used in Defini'tion 5.3

to generate the abstract state category of the THS sEstem

The necessary conditions for intelaction-wise consistency of a THS state ar-e

the same as for a Basic state. These are given in the conditions of Theorem 4,25.

A valid and consistent tansition History state

A valid and consistent Transition History state rl : Cy - Set is one which
satisfies the conclitions of Lemma 4.26, the Consistency Lemma. This lemma
requires that A preserve finite limits and countable coproducts, as well as sat-

isfying the conditions for intelaction-wise consistency ancl component-wise cotl-

sistency. Given the construction of the abstract state categoly Cy for a TFIS

system (formalisecl il Definition 5.3), we emphasise the folÌowing consequellce

of this lemma.

Remark 5.10. ,4 aali'd Transi'tion History state R: Cy + Set must preserue

the countable coproduct of ones '¿n Cv representi'ng the f i-state datatype for
o,ny cotnponent Ji,. Thi,s cocone is therefore mapped to a countable coproduct of
ones in Set.

That is, the state datatype for each component is modelled as a countable

ordered set. Because the abstract state category Cy contains a representation

of the functions init and next which are used in the specilìcation to clefine an

ordering upon states, we can decluce from Remark 5.8 the folÌowing cotrcltrsion:

Lemma 5.11 (Uniqueness Lemma)' For ang ual'id and component-uti'se con-

sistent 'Irans'ition History state R .. Cy - Set there is ø unique uali,d state

'id,enti,fication functor R: Cy - C for whi'ch R: D o R, for anE system model

D,
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Proof. From the critelia of Lemma 4.26,we know that the image under rR of
the coproduct of ones representing the fi-state datatype (for any component
f i.) ln Cy will be a countable set, orclered by the image under -rR of the f i-next
morphism. This means that there is sotne unique k for which

R(f icurrent): R(f inertk o fi'-i'ni't) (*)

The Consistency Lemma süates that for any consisteut state -R, there is some

valid state identification functor rB for which R: D oÃ for some system model
D : C - Set. Every system model D preselves countable coploclucts, and the
fí-state datatype fol any component fi is represented in C as a countable
coproclr-rct of ones. Using tìre fact that D therefore preset'ves the countable
product of ones representing the fi-state datatype, along with Remark 5.10,
(x) and the 'iclentity' action of A on functions replesented ln both C and Cv
(such as f i-init and f inext) detailed in Definition 4.20, we can cleduce

R(f icurrent) : RU ¿"",tk o f i-i'ni't)

for this same unique lc. Together with the other points of Definition 4.20, this
cornpletely fixes the action of the state identification functol rR in question, and

thelefore uniquely identifies it. n

5.2.6 The Category of Tlansition History States

In Section 4.6 we introduced States, the category of states of a Basic State
system. In this section we will define the category TH States, which will be
the category of states of a THS system. For any THS system, the TH States
category is comprisecl of objects which are consistent Transition History states
of this system, and morphisms representing its Tlansition History behaviours.

Definition 5.t2. The category TH States is compri.sed of

o objects whi.ch are functors R : Cy - Set satisfyi'ng the conditi'ons of
Lentma 1.26

o morphisms which are tuples (R,[MI¿,R') satisfyi,ng Construct 5.13 and

Property 5.11 (defi,ned below as the THS State Ordering Property).

In this definition, ln,I]¿ is a list of the state tlansltions which are undergone

during r, describing those components which are compeÌled to change state
together during each transition. We discuss this in more detail below.

Objects in the category of TYansition History States

Two objects ,R ancl A' will represent identicai system states if and only if A and

Ill are naturally isomorphic functors. Lemma 5.11 states that for each object rR

in TH States, there is a unique valid state identification functor .R such that
R: D o Ã for some system model D. The action of this state identiflcation
fnnctor upon the morphism f icurrent of Cy for any component f 1 is sufficient
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to distinguish two states. This is because, for a THS system, the functions init
ancl next impose an orclering on the state datatype, ancl are represented in
Cy. That is, there can be no natural isomolphism between two functors rR and
-Rl for which

R(f i'cument): Rji'nerti o f i-i'nit) while
R' (f i'current) : R' (f inertk o f i'-i'nit)

,f j + k. This means that two otherwise identical states rB and ,3' which are
observed at different points during a behaviour rvilÌ be lepresented by non-
isomorphic objects in TH States.

Morphisms in the category of TH States

Nlorphisms in TH States represent behaviours of the THS system in question.
Unlike behaviours of a Basic State system, Tlansition Ilistory behaviours are
distinguished by the components which are compelled to change state together'
to preserve consistency. Morphisms in TH States must therefore distinguish
between a system behaviour in which components change state in lockstep be-

cause they are compelled for reasons of consistency, and a system behaviour
in which components change state simultareously, but ale not compelled to clo

this.

We lrave definecl a morphistn in TH States to be a tuple r : (R,l\[li,Rt)
where [jl1]¿ is a iist identifying the components which change state together
during each state transition described by r. Each element Mi of Lhe list [.42l]¿

thelefole describes a single state transition occurring cluling r, ancl lists the
components rvhich change state during it.

Clarification 5.13. A morphi,smr: (R,lNIli,R') of TH States'is a tupLe

uhere'in each element Il,I¿ of the li,stllvll¿ is a familg of pairs (f i,k) of the form
( conp onent -nøne, trans'i, t i, on numb er) .

Each pair identifies a component ("S, ti) which has unclelgone a celtaiu
number (eg. k - 1) transitions. Furthelmore, the components identified by the
family of pairs in each M¿ chauge state simultaneously (for leasons of cousis-

tency) at this point in the behaviour- described by r, That is, this elernent /\rd

desclibes what occurs in the systern when the component fi undergoes its kth
transition, given the behaviour desclibed by r up to this point.

As mentionecl earlier, morphisrns in TH States must distinguish between be-

haviours in which components ale compelled to act in lockstep, and behaviours
in which the components act in lockstep but are not cotnpellecl to clo so. To

achieve this, we require that each family A,I¿ in [jl4]¿ must be mini,mal. NIini-
mality of -llz/¿ means that this family must not contain a pair (f i, q) where f i is

not cornpelled to undergo its next state change simultaneously with the other

components listecl in A[¿. In this case, we must create anothel element ,4'l¿a1
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in the list, to represent this unrelated state transition (ti,S). The relationship
between any two components f i and f j listed in M¿ may be the result of úron-

sitiue connections. That is, f i need not share information with f j' Instead,
the state transition of f i might compel another component, fm, to change state

- which then compels f j to change state. In this case, all three components

changing state (f i, fn and fj) rnust be listecl in M.

By describing the number of state transitions undergone by any component
(if a component is not listed in lMl¿ we assume it has not changed state), we can

obtain lrom lMle a list of state identification functols R¿. As has been previously
discussed, these state identification functors also describe the number of state
transitions undelgone by each component, ancl are therefore equivalent to the
list [/lz1]¿.

As is the case in States, not every tuple will represent a consistent behaviour.
If a tuple r - (R,lA/Ili,Rt) is to represent a consistent behaviour, there must
be some ordering imposed upon the state tlansitions represented by r. Specif-
ically, we require that the ordering of the elements within [-4,1]¿ is such that r
replesents a sequence of state changes which obey the ordering supplied by the
next function. This is formalisecl by the following pr-operty.

Property 5.14 (The Tlansition History State Ordering Property). A tuple

, : {R,[lVIli, Rt] satisfi,es lh.e Tfansition History State Ordering Ploperty i/
the follouing cond'iti,ons hold:

1. For ang two elements Mo and M. oÍ lM)¿ where Mo contains the pai'r

(¡æ, j) and IV[" conta'ins the pair (f r,k), i,f there is no element IUI6 of lMl¿
where a 1 b 1 c whi,ch menti,ons the component fa, ¡¡rn þ : j I l.

2. If an element A,I" of [lVIl¿ contains a pai,r (¡ø, j) and 'is the last element
in th'is li,st to mention the component fæ, then if Rt i,s the uni'que state
identifi,catr,on functor assoc'iated wi,th Rt the follow'ing equality holds

Rt(f rcurrent) -- f rnertr o f n-init

for thi,s same j.

3. If an element NI" of lMl.i contains a pai,r (fæ, j) and is the f,rst element

i,n th'is list to mention the component fæ, then if R is the unique state

i,dentificat'ion functor assoc'iated wi'th R the followi'ng equali'tg holds

R' (f rcurrent) : f rnentr o f n-ini't

for this sarne j.

l. If there 'is no element of lMl¿ menti,oning the component fæ then the fol-
lowi.ng equalitg holds
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R' (f rcurr ent) : R(f rcurr en t)

Condition 1 of Propert),5.14 ensures that the number of state transitions
of a component increments by one each time this component r,rndergoes a state
change described by r. Conditions 2 and 3 ensure that there can be no 'gaps'
between the initial state and the first state transition described by r (likewise
the final state and last state transition of r). Finally, Condition 4 ensures

that every component which unclergoes a state change duling the behaviour:
described by r is mentioned in some element of llUIl¿. These last 3 conclitions
rely on the Uniqueness Lemma to identify the unique state identification functor
l? associatecl with each TH state Ë. The morphisms ,: (R,lA,Ili,R') of TH
States are sometimes known as ualid tuples.

Equality and composition of morphisms

A morphism ,: (R,llUIli,R') of TH States might contain i,ndependenú fami
Iies IVI¡ and A,Ia of lMl¿. Families IVI¡ and IUI¡" of lA[l¿ are independent if there
is no component f i mentioned within both famllies. Given the description of a
Transition History behaviour in Definition 5.1, it is clear that the relative orcler'-

ing of indepenclent families should be irrelevant when it comes to distinguishing
behaviours. As a consequence, equality of molphisms is defined u¡r to the t'ear-
rangernent of independent families, plovided the THS Ordering Property is still
satisfied.

Definition 5.15. Two mor-ph'isms, : (R,lMlo,R') and, r' : (R,llvIlj,R') of
TH States will be equal if for any element IVI" e lUIlt,, there eui'sts an identi'co'l
element lt,t" e l&tI)t, and ui.ce uersa.

Composition of rnorphisnis may then be defined as simple concatenation of
the leÌevant lists.

Definition 5.L6. Concatenat'ion of two ualid morphisms r : (R,lfuIl¿, R') and
r' : (R' ,llUIl j, Rtt) is def,ned to be the morphi,sm

r' o r : (R, lll,Ili, lNIl jl, R" ).

Of course, glven the clefinition of equality, this concatenation may also be

represented as interleaving of the independent eletnents of each list l'41]¿, [n'1]¡.
However, for the sake of conveuience we w111 generally use the notation above.

We emphasise again that a morphism in TH States is not ir.rtencled to clescribe

what is visible throughout a behaviour, but lather to describe state transitions
in which components are compeìled to act simultaneously.

The Effect of System Models on the category TH States

When introducing the category States, we notecl that the choice of system

rnodels D affects whethel ol not a morphisrn r of States replesents a consistent
behaviour. This is discussed mole fully in Section 4.6.3, and is also an issue

which rrust be considered in TH States.
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In Section 4.6.3, we concluded that a morphism r: (R,lR]o,R') of States
represents a cousistent behaviour if every state in this tuple can be obtained
by composition with a common system model D. This conclusion holds within
TH States also, although the different nature of morphisms in the category
lequires that this property is phlased differently. To facilitate this, we define a
subcategory TH States(D) of TH States for each system model D.

Definition 5.L7. The category TH States(D) i's comprised of

o objects R : Cy - Set of TH States which are formed by composit'ion
with D

o morphismtr: (R,lluIli,Rt) of TH States(D) wheretheli'stltutl¿ defines

a sequence of state i.denti,fi,cati,on functors lR]¿ such that for euery such R¿,

the functor D o R¡ is an object i'n TH States(D).

A rnorphism r of TH States which represents a consistent behaviour is one

which is within some subcategory TH States(D).

5.2.7 An Example THS System: The Rubik's Cube

One type of system wÌrich can be appropliately specified using the Transition
Flistoly State definition is a Rubik's Cube. A Rubik's Cube is a solid (tradition-
ally a cube, but l58l clescribes some varlants) which is divided into a number
of rotatable rows ancl columns. Ptzzles involving the Rubik's Cube ask for the
rows and columns to be rotatecl so that a particular pattern is obtained upon
each face of the solicl. The best-known of these puzzles is the one where the
Cube must be 'solved', that is, put into a configuration in which each face is a
different colour.

We will specify a Rubik's Cube as a systern comprising a number of compo-

nents. Each of these components represeuts a single coordinate upon the Cube.
The system we use fol identifying the components invoives numbering the faces

as in Figur:e 5.3. This identification scheme is presented in 158] , along with some

alternative ordering systems. The state of any component is determined by the
colour cllsplayed on the Cube at the associated coordinates, while a state transi-
tion of each conponent corresponds to a change in the colout' of the associatecl

coordinate. State transitions are plompted by a usel performing a rotatlon on

the Cube.

A Rubik's Cube Example

The following partial Rosetta specification defines some of the types and func-
tions which would be used to specify a (cubic) Rubik's Cube.

domai.n CubeDefinltions: : statebased
Rotation: []-eft column rotate 90; middle colunn rotate 90; . . .;

top roT^7 rotate 90;...; botton row rotate 90]
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Figure 5.3: The reference system for squares on a Rubik's Cube

/ / Rotation is a type giving the possible rotations of the Cube

a user ca¡ nake (for space considerations r^le do not list
all these rotations in this parti.al specification)

function getnextcolour: Rotation, colour -) colour
/ / Tt.ís function describes the effect upon a coordinate of

a given rotation. The function definition r¿ill be dependent
upon the particular Cube

end CubeDefinitions

The CubeDefinitions domain describes the datatypes and functions requirecl

for a cube. The following code is a partiaÌ specification of an individual com-

ponent within this system. The user initially enters in the coordinates of this
component upon the Cube (and should never change these afterwards, unless a

new puzzle is begun), and the initial colour of this component. At each state
transition the user can enter in a rotation, denoted by the move input parameter.

Based upon the position of this component upon the Cube (indicated by the

coordinates enterecl initially) and the rotation, this component calculates lhe

new colour which woulcl be shown. This requires that the several components

which make up a Cube communicate with each other, aìthough we have not

shown this here.

facet coord((x,y): input (int, int), init-col-our: input colour,
nove: input Rotation)
: : state-based, CubeDefj-nitions
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//The user enters the coordinates of this component and its
initial cofour. The input 'nove' corresponds to any rotation
a user perforns on the Cube, prompting a state change.

public colouring: [red, blue, yê1Iow, green, r^rhite, orange];
private coordinate: (int, int);
/ / The coordinates of this conponent

begin
T0: col-ouring@sO = init-colour;
T1: coordj.nate@sO = (x,y) ;

T2: coordinate' = coordinate;
T3: colouring'=getnextcolour(move, colouring) ;

/ /The gettextcolour function defines the new colour which
is obtained by perfonoing a given rotation

end coord

Any rotation performed by the usel will result in several components changing
state together, since a rotation affects all the coordinates in a given row or
column.

Advantages of the THS definition for Rubik's Cubes

Thele are some characteristics of a Rubik's Cube which make it appropriate to
specif¡' these systems using the Tlansition History State definition. Firstly, the
literal values of the colours at any point are generally unimportant, since the so-

Iution techniques are the same no matter what possible combinations of colours
the Cubes can come in. Instead, we are concerned only with the particular
rotations usecl, which are distinguished by the components which change state
together. There may be multiple rotations which affect a particular component.
In a cubic Rubik's cube, for example, one component can be affected by either
rotating the relevant row or coìumn. In more complex shapes, there may also be
additional rotations which affect certain components. The Transition History
State definition is designed to capture these inter-connections.

When specifying a Rubik's Cube with the intent of using a computer to solve
przzles, efficiency is often a consideration. As we see from the specification
above, each component is required to calculate the new colour after processing

a rotation as input. While in practice this is not a particularly expensive cal-
culation, there are several reasons we might want to identify how many times a

given component must perform this calculation. Firstly, in more complex Cube
solids (such as spheres, or solids with unusual axes of rotations), some compo-
nents may be affectecl by fewer possible rotations than others. Identifying how
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many times a given component's colour is altered during each behaviour pro-
vides us with information about which axes of lotation are used most fi'equently.
Secondly, this type of puzzle has applications for the area of distrlbuted com-
puting. If a separate processor is used for the calculations of each corlponent,
then the components which ale affected most frequently require mole processol'
time to perform their calculations. In ordel to distribute the load evenly, we

must track how often a particular component has to perfolm this calcr-rlatlon,
on average. The Transition History State definition implicitly provides such a
facility by ensuring that the state of a cotnponent is dependent upon its coloul
and the number of state transitions it has unclelgone.

Rubik's Cubes can also be specified using a Basic State systetn, as introduced
in Chapter 4. This is expected, as we have alreacly noted that a Transition His-
tory system can be interpreted as a Baslc State system that has been augmentecl
with an additional 'counter'' variabÌe tracking state transitions. However, usiug a

Transition History system allows us to emphasise the natule of state tlansitions
of a Cube namely, that these are determined by a numbel of components
changing state together. FinaÌly, another aspect of Rubik's Cubes which makes
them worthy of further stucly either as a Basic State systerr or more ap-
plopliately - Transition History systetn is the complexity of a typical Rubik's
Cube puzzle. We will now present one of these przzles, then show in Section 5.3

how it can be considered as an example of a view update problem, but in terms
of systern specification. We note that there are alreacly a mtmbel of algorlthms,
techniques, and solvers which are used for Rubik's Cube puzzles. The clairr
here is not that CCF supercedes any existing wolk, but rathel that this fiame-
wolk can be usecl to consider a numbet' of contrasting factors when analysing
inconsistencies within such a system.

Rubik's Cube Puzzles

The typical Rubik's Cube puzzle asks for the shortest sequence of rotations
which produces a particular design upon the faces of the Cube. This descriptiorr
encompasses the typical timed competition to solve a Cube. That is, the sholtest
sequellce of rotations which results in a solved Cube can also l¡e reasonably
expectecl to be the fastest solution. Mole generally, a Rubik's Cube puzzle is

usually similar to the following example.

Q1: "You are given a cube r¡ith a¡r initi.al colouring as depicted
in Figure 5.4. You perform 12 rotations, and are only Pernitted to
observe their effects on the coordinates 1,3,6,25,33 and 43. You observe
that these coordinates undergo a mrmber of colour chaages together
and separately:
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The inirialcolounngorthecube iffil,1',:iliy'iiii,'füorr.hecomponentr'

Figure 5.4: An example of a complex Rubik's Cube puzzle

Chaage Nr:mber Coordinates chaaged

First change
Second chaage
Third chaage

Seventh chaage
These coordinates end up displaying the colours in shown in Figure 5.4
ttlhat were the rotations?
Bonus questions: Caa. you achieve these changes aad final colouring
in fewer than 12 movements? Irlhat is the shortest solution you cân
find?' '

In this question, the user is provided with information about the starting
state of the Cube, and limited information (via the table) about the rotations
which are made. FYom this, the user is asked to deduce what the rotations
were, and whether there is â shorter sequence of behaviours which affects the
components mentioned in the same way. To answer this question, the user must
extrapolate from the behaviour t of a subsystem (the components shown in the
table) to deduce the shortest, or minimal, behaviour of the underlying system
which restricts to t on the subsystem.

Depending on the puzzle, there may be several solutions. Because of this,
it is important when setting these questions to be sure that if a solution is
claimed to be unique then it is possible to prove that this is the case. However,
if there do exist multiple solutions, they often share common sub-sequences.
(In fact, memorization of the sub-sequences which are used to achieve certain
simple patterns on the Cube faces is considered vital when trying to solve a
Cube quickly). Given these common sub-sequences, the natural question is to
ask whether there is a unique 'shortest' solution to ap.uzzle which is contained
as a subsequence within every other solution to this pttzzle. If so, this shortest
solution consists of the necessary and sufficient rotations to solve the puzzle.
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Identifying the puzzles for which there exists such a necessary and sufficient
solution to a smaller ptvzle involving a subsystem is of paramount importance
in timed competitions. For example, when solving a Cube, competitors often
break the solution up into various subgoals, consisting of swapping the colours of
two corners or solving an entire row. If there exist unique minimum solutions to
these subgoals, then together these solutions may represent the fastest solution
to the overall problem. In the following section, we use CCF to relate the
behaviour ofa subsystem to the behaviour ofthe underlying system. Flom this
discussion, we will be able to discuss the mathematics of minimal behaviours
such as those which occur in the solutions to Rubik's Cube puzzles.

5.3 The Behaviour of Subsystems

One important question arising from the analysis of a modular system spec-
ification is whether it is possible to deduce anything about the system from
observing the behaviour of a subsystem. This question can be rephrased as a
system specification analog to the database view update problem. The view up
date problem, discussed in Chapter 2, centres around the question of whether a
given view of the database permits propagatable updates. A propagatable up-
date is a view update for which we can deduce the underlying database update.

The Rubik's Cube puzzle of Section 5.2.7 can tre interpreted as a view update
problem. That is, this puzzle asks the user to deduce the underlying system
behaviour, given information about how certain components (a uiew of the
system) are a,ffected. Another example of a specification analog to a database
update problem occurs when defining an interface between a user and a system.

Such an interface identifies a visible subsystem which enables a user to view or
deduce certain information about the wider system. For example' a designer

may hide implementation details under this interface so that an otrsetver can

deduce - from observed behaviour via the interface - what is happening in the
system, but not how it is happening. We return to this example in Chapter 6,

where we use an interface to describe information that can be restored afrber a

system failure.

The similarity between database updates and questions of subsystem inter-
actions suggests that solution techniques for the one problem might be used in
the other. In order to demonstrate this, we will use CCF to present a formal
means of relating subsystems and the underlying system.

5.3.1 CCF And Subsystem Representation

In this section we will show how CCF can be used to formally relate a state
of a subsystem P to a state of the wider system' By extension, we can then
express the relationship between a behaviour of P and a behaviour of the un-

derlving system. We will use a view functor K to identi$r those elements <tf tþe
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system which comprise the subsystem P. More specifically, 1l will identify a

subcategory Cl¡ of the abstract state category Cv of the system. Objects in
Cy will correspond to those datatypes visible to P, while morphisms in Cy will
correspond to the functions, variables and constants of P.

In Section 4.4.2we showed how an CCF sketch (Gv,Dv,Lv,Cv) can be used

to represent a state of a system (noting that this holds for both Basic State
systems and THS systems, although the sketches are constructed ditrerently).
Given a subsystem P of this system, we can also represent P by an CCF sketch,

and by extension generate the system category of P. In the following definition,
vr'e assume the abstract state category of the underÌying system is presented by
the CCF sketch (Gv,Dv,Lv,Cv), as introduced in Definition 5.3 for a THS
system.

Definition 5.78. The abstract state category of a subsgstem P is the category
presented, by the CCF sketch (GÇ,D1, Ll,Cn) uhere

o The graph G{/ consists of those nodes and ed,ges of Gy (of Definition 5.3)
which represent system elements uisible within P.

o The family of pairs of paths DPu are those pa'irs of paths inDy (of Defi'ni'
tion 5.3) obtained, þom the constra'ints within that part of the d'ata uniuerse
uisible to P.

o The families Lf, and CÇ are those cones and, cocones of Ly aryl Cv þf
Defi,nitdrn 5.3) which are comprised solely of elements wi'thi,n Gf,

Typically, the entire data universe will be visible to P, and hence we have

Dl : Dv, L{, : C, and' C{ : Cv. If this is the case, then Cfl is a subcategorv
(although not necessarily a full subcategory) of Cy, the abstract state category
of the underlying system. 'We can formalise this by defining the inclusion functor
1l as follows.

Definition 5.79. The 'inclusion functor K , Cl - Cv identifi'es those data
elements of the sgstern wh'ich are with'in the subcategory P.

We can also consider P itself as a self-contained system. That is, we can

construct the category of states of P, when it is considered in isolation from the
surrounding system. This means that any system axioms which are not within
P and yet constrain elements of P (for example, constraining public va¡iables
ofP relative to the data universe, or to other variables outside P) do not apply.
The techniques of Chapter 4 can be applied to generate the system category
for the system P, as well as the interaction consistency category. Using these

techniques, we can then obtain the category of states of the system P' If the
system in question is a THS system, we denote the category of states of P by
TH Statesp. The analysis we present in this section, however, applies to all
types of systems.
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Figure 5.5: The CCF framework corresponding to a system and subsystem P

We can then use the view functor K : CÇ - Cv to relate the states and
behaviour of the underlying system to the states and behaviour of P. This is
done bv compos*ion 

ï:iJ:ï::ïliïï:: " rhar is

Composition of an object R: Cy ---r Set of TH States with 1{ results in an
object Rp : CÇ + Set of TH Statesp. A morphism r : (R,lMl¿,R') of
TH States can be composed with K to produce a morphism of TH Statesp.
Informally, composition with .úl represents a restriction of a system state or
behaviour to a state or behaviour of P. Figure 5.5 illustrates this situation
using the categories of CCF.

5.3.2 Deducing Underlying Behaviours
'We can novr' use CCF to analyse the relationship between the behaviours of
P and the behaviours of the underlying system. This is similar to the task of
relating a database view update to an update of the underlying database. To
demonstrate this, let ? and ?/ be states of the subsystem P - that is, objects
in TH Statesp. Let t : T - Tt be a morphism in TH Statesp, representing
a consistent behaviour of the component P. When we examine this behaviour
in the context of the wider system, there are two issues which arise.

Firstly, there may be no underlying system behaviour which restricts to this
behaviour t. This means that ú cannot be observed when P is placed within
the environment of the wider system. To avoid this problem, we must restrict
our attention to those behaviours of P which are in the image of 1l*. Secondly,
there may be seueral underlying behaviours of the system which restrict to this
behaviour ú. In this case, simply observing ú is not sufrcient for us to deduce the
behaviour of the underlying system. However, if all these underlying behaviour*
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share some comrìon characteristics, then obselving ú allows us to deduce that
these characteristics must have been demonstrated by the underlying behaviour
which occurred. One useful example of this is the situation where all system
behaviours restricting to ú share some common minimal behaviour r. In this
case, observing ú is sufficient to let us deduce that at least lhe behaviour r must
have occurred in the system.

In general, we are most interested in the case where the observation of the
behaviour r within the wider system is both necessary and sufficient for us to
observe ú on the subsystem P. Ascertaining the existence of such a minimal
behaviour r is useful in systems such as those modelling a Rubik's Cube, where
a user seeks the fastest solution that permits certain observations. In such
cases, the fastest solution also corresponds to that solution which is composed
of fewest, or least disruptive, statechanges. Another example of where the ex-
istence of minimal behaviours is useful occurs when analysing specifications for
mechanical systems. In these systems, which include for example engines and
thermal systems, each statecha,nge represents an energy transfer of some form.
Since each state change corresponcls to an expenditure of energy or fuel, lve are
interested in identifying the shortest sequence of state transitions which provide
us with the desired behaviour ú.

5.3.3 Minimal Behaviour And Pre-cocartesian Liftings
If there is a certain system behaviour r which is both necessary ancl sufficielt
for us to observe ú on the subsystem P, then r ca,n be said to be analogous to
a pre-cocartesian lifting of ú. We define such a minimal underlying behaviour r
as follows.

Definition 5.2O. Giuen a behauiour t : T + Tt of a subsystem P and a Junc-
tor K* : TH States - TH Statesp obtained from the uiew functor K of
Defi,nit'ion 5.19, the canonical underlying morphism, or canonical underlying
behaviour r : R + R' of the underlying system possesses the following proper-
ties

o K*(r)-t
o for all r' '. R - R" such thøt K*(rt) : t, there erists a unique rt' such

that rtt o r : rt and K* (rtt) : i¿.

These conclitions are depicted in Figure 5.6. It should be noted that a
canonical underlying behaviour is not guaranteed to exist for every behaviour
t.

The importance of such minimal updates has been demonstrated in databases,
and briefly discussed in terms of system specification in Section 5.3.2. By using
Definition 5.20 to represent minimal underlying behaviours in CCF, we are able
to formally charactelise those systems in which these behaviours are present.
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Figure 5.6: An example of a canonical underlying behaviour r for the behaviour
t

This increased formality - as opposed T'o ad åoc methods of declucing what
may be happening in a partially hidclen system means that designers can
guarantee a certain amount of predictability within their specifications when

using CCF. We return to this topic in Chapter 6, in which we discuss how a
system which is "predictable" to a user can be said to display a certain degree

of consistency.

However, Definition 5.20 does not take any issues of consistency into consid-

eration. That is, one or more of the morphismsr,r' and r// mentioned in the
definition rright be inconsistent. In general, we are most interested in the exis-

tence of such a morphism r in consi,stent systems only. In the following section,
we identify some more constraints upon a canonical underlying morphism r, if
it is to exist within a consistent system. We also demonstrate how the existence

of a pre-cocartesian lifting property allows us to make deductions about the
consistency of other behaviours within a system.

5.3.4 Validity of Minimal Behaviours

As we have already established, each morphism r of TH States represents a
behaviour but not necessarily a consistent behaviour. Definition 5.17 describes

these molphisms which do represent a consistent behaviour, being those within
any subcategory TH States(D). These morphisms are then said to be deflned

over D, ancl sometimes referred to as cons'istent morphi,sms. When analysing

a system with the intention of identlfying minimal behaviours, we are llrimar-
ily interested in those pre-cocartesian liftings r which represent consistent be-

haviours. Restricting the canonical underlying morphisms of Definition 5.20 to
those which might occur in consistent systems provides us with the folì.owing

definition of application canon'ical morphisms.
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Figure 5.7: I\4inimal behaviours, from Theorem 5.22

Definition 5.21. A morphi,sm r : R - Rt of TH States is an application
canonical rnorphism of t : T - Tt if

o ris a cons'istent morphism (as detailed i'n Defi'n'ition 5.17), and K. (r) : ¿

o for ang consistent morphism rt : R - R" such that K* (rt) : t, there 'is a

consistent morphism r" : Rt - R", where

1. K* (rtt) : i'd and rtt o r : rl
2. there er'ists at least one sgstem model D such that rt' and r are both

wi,thi,n TH States(D).

This definition enforces the minimal behaviour of Definition 5.20 within a

consistent system. Definition 5.21 requires that for each consistent r/ where

K*(r'): ú, there exist a consistent r" such that the sequence of state transi-
tions describ edby rtt or is identical to the sequence of state transitions described

by r' (1). Furthermore, if we observe r within the system, then observe r", this
composite behaviour should be consistent itself (2). While this second condi-
tion follows tlivially in a Basic State system from the fact that 7t :7ttor,
THS systems are Írore complex. This is because, in TH States, morphisms
are distinguished by the components which change state together, not by the
values visible in the observed states. Thus, a single THS morphism r' rrray Tte

definecl over several differ-ent system models D, and it is possible that none of
them permit the observation of the state A/. If this is the case, then condition
(2) of Definition 5.21 cannot be satisfied, and hence r will not be an application
canonical morphism. We reiterate, however, that this ciistinction between an

application canonical morphism and a canonical underlying behaviour is rele-

vanü only when considering THS systems. In Basic State systems the difference

between consistent and inconsistent morphisms is not complex enough to af-

fect minimal behaviour conditions. The following discussions and proofs are

therefore essential only when discussing THS systems.
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Consistency and Pre-cocartesian Liftings

Using application canonical morphisms (Definitìon 5.21) instead of the simpler
pre-cocartesian property of canonical undellying molphistns (Definition 5.20)
involves relaxing some constraints upon a pre-cocartesian lifting while strength-
ening others. Infolmally, in ordel for r to be an application canonical morphism
it must first represent a consistent behaviour. Thus, not every canonical un-
derlying morphism of ú will necessarlly be an application canonical rnorphism
of ú. This is because Definition 5.20 does not require that canonical underlying
morphisms represent consistent behaviours.

On the other hancl, when considering an application canonical morphism r,
we only require that certain mor-phisms rt TacT,or'through r. The morphisns
r/ fol which this is required by Definition 5.21 are the r/ which restrict to ú

and are consistent. By contrast, Definition 5.20 r'equires tb.at euery morphism
r/ restlicting to ú (consistent or not) must factol through the canonical under-
Iying morphism r. Thus, not every application canonicaÌ morphism of ú wlll
necessarily be a canonical underlying morphism.

Finally, for an application canonical morphism r, we lequile tl'rat r and r" (for
the morplrism r'l satisfying rt : rttor, for a consistent morphism r lestrictlng to
ú) are both valid over some common system model D. For a canouical unclellying
behaviour, this requirement of valìdity does not apply. Thus, this is a strictel
condition on application canonical molphisms than on pre-cocartesian liftings.

5.3.5 Deductions from Application Canonical Morphisms

In this section, we discuss some implications of using a canonical underlying
morphism in analysis (Definition 5.20) instead of an application canonical mor-
phism (Definition 5.21), and vice versa. As a lesult of this process, we will
eventually show that a canonical underlying morphism, lf consistent, is always
an application canonical morphism. This means that we can use the much sim-
pler canonical undei-lying morphism property without concel'n over whether the
system in question is consìstent.

We begin by proving that if r is a canonical underlying morphism of ú, and
if r/ is a consistent behaviour such that K. (r') : f , then r/ is defined only over

those system models D which r is also defined over.

Theorem 5.22. Let r -- (R,l¡Wlo, A) be the canonical und'erlyi'ng m'orphisrn of
t'.7 +Tt andletrt : (R,lA,Ilj,R") be amorphism in some TH States(D)
such that K.(r') : t. Then r i,s defined ouer D.

Proo,f. From Definition 6.20, rt must factor through r since r is a cauonical
underlying morphism. Since composition in TH States is concateuation of the
,"levant tuples, it follows that fnzl]¡ contains the list l1\'1]¿. That ls,
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lvrl¡ : lill¿ u[¡ú]j
for some additional list l1/]¡ of transitions, and therefore

r, : (R,llvrli,lNlì, R,,)

We can now define the behaviou, o : (R,ltwln, nù, where ,Rz is the state which
lesults from observinglMlt over the system model D. o is then defined over D,
and this situation is depicted in Figure 5.7. We now claim T'hat Rz: ,?', and
prove this by first showing that K* (R2) : Tt .

Since r/ : (R, lNI)i, lNl ¡, R"), and K * (R") : T', if K* (Rz) were not to equal 7/,
then the transitions of [lú]3 must imply some statechanges of components within
the subsystem P. However, because r is the underlying canonical morphism of ú,

there exists a morphism r// such that rt : rortt . Given the families of transitions
comprising r and r' , and the definition of composition in a THS system, we can

conclude that

r" : (R' ,lNl¡, R")

However, the deflnition of a canonical underlying morphism also requires that
K*(rIt) : ¡¿. Since the numbel of transitions unclertaken at any point dis-

tinguishes state, then the existence of even a single transition within r// which
affects the subsystem P would mean that K*(r") I id. 'lherefore [Iú]¡ cannot
contain any transitions affecting P. Thus, we can deduce that

K.(R2) :7r.
As a result of this, the morphism o: (R,l¡Wlo, nù (defined over D and shown

in Figure 5.7) must restrict to t - that is, K.(o) - ú. Since r: (R,lUlo,A')
is the underlying canonical morphism of t, a must factor through r. Clearly,
the only way this can be achieved, given the clefinition of composition in TH
States, is with the identity molphism. That is,

a:idor
Thus, a is r, the pre-cocartesian lifting of ú, and therefore r : a is defined over
D.f]

Moreover, since r/ : (R,ll\[]t,lNl¡,R"), and is defined over D it follows that
(Rr,lNl¡,rR") is also defined over D. Furthermore, since o: r' we know that
Rz: R', and therefore that rtt is aÌso defined over D.

This gives rise to the following lemma.

Lemma 5,n. U tl¿ere eri,sts a canonical und,erlying morphism r of some be'

hauiour t, then any cons'istent behaui.our rt restr'icting to t will onlg be ualid ouer

those sEstem models D for which

o r i,s defi,ned and

. sorne r" is defined, where rt : rtt o r and K* (rtt) : ¿¿
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This Lemma states that r and rtt are defined over a common systern moclel
D, which is precisely the criteria required for a consistent r to be an application
canonical morphism.

Theorem 5.24. If r is a cons'istent canoni.cal underlyi,ng morphism, then it i.s

also an applicati,on canon'ical morph'ism.

Proof. Thts follows from Theorem 5,22 and Lemma 5.23 tl
In fact, since the proof of Theorem 5.22 did not lely on consistency of r,

then even if r is not itself consistent, it will still act as an application canonical
morphism. As a result, 1ve can simply use canonical underlying morphisms (of
Definition 5.20) in systems where analysis of minimal behaviours will be under-
taken. Because Definition 5.20 is phlased in terms of pre-cocartesian liftings
(with no properties specific to system specification), this rleans that any exist-
ing wolk involving pre-cocartesian or cartesian liftings may be adapted within
CCF fol analysis of minitial behavionrs. That is, we have shown that the sys-

tem specification analog to the database view update problem 1s not further
compÌicated by the addition of such considerations as consistency issues.

5.3.6 Cofibrations and Application Canonical Morphisms

When analysing a system with the intention of identifying minimal behaviottrs, it
is a natural extension to consider the existence of a canonical upclate, ol minitnal
underlying behaviour, for multiple behaviours t : T + T' of a subsystem P. This
leads to an examination of situations in which the functor K* ts a cofibration,

Definition 6.25. The functor K* is a cofi,bration when for any behauiour t :

T - T' in the subsystem P, for any system state R such that K. (R) : T , there
erists a cocartesi,an li,fting r : R - Rt oÍ t.

In general, if r is a pre-cocartesian lifting of ú then it does not follow that
r is necessarily a cocartesian lifting. Nevertheless, the utility of cocartesian
liftings is often greater than that of pre-cocartesian liftings, simply because

they allow ns to deduce much more about the system. Tl.ris can be seen in a

specification context also. For example, if there exists an applicatlon catlonical
morphism r for evely behaviour t : T + Tt of P, we can deduce that, to a large

extent, P controls or preclicts the behaviour of the subsystetl. Composition of
underlying canonicai morphisms then aÌlows us to obtain the least disluptive
system behaviour, given any consistent series of obselvations in the subsysterl.
That is, lve can deduce the least amount of work that must be performetl by

the system in order for certain observations on the subsystem to be made. This
is especially useful in those systems whele a state-change leplesents a physical
transfer of energy, such as a mechanical system.

Furthermoi-e) we can apply existing category theoretical constluctions involv-
ing cocartesian liftings and fibrations to the categories of states of systems,

without risking the introcluction of inconsistent behaviours. This is because
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any cocartesian lifting r is also a pre-cocartesian lifting, and we have shown

in Section 5.3.5 that any pre-cocartesian lifting of a morphism ú will also act

an application canonical morphism of ú. In other words, any conclusions about
cocartesian liftings will apply equally well to application canonical morphisms,
and do not rely on the existence of possibly inconsistent behaviours within a
system.

5.3.7 Minimum Behaviours and System Applications

The identification of situations in which a minimal behaviour exists has many
applications in terms of system specification. One of these is proving the exis-

tence of a unique fastest solution to a Rubik's Cube puzzle (Q1, Section 5.2.7),
and identifying this solution. In Q1, the user was provided with information
about the behaviour of a subsystem of the Rubik's Cube. Specifically, the
question details how the subsystem consisting of components 1,3, 6,25,33,43
behaves, in terms of the ordering of each state transition of these components.
This behaviour we term ú. We note that the Rubik's Cube is specified using a

THS system specification, so the only information provided is the relative order-
ing of component state transitions. That is, we are told when these components

change colour, but not what colour they change to.

Q1 then asks fol the shortest system behaviour which provides this behaviour
ú on the subsystem. More accurately, it first asks for the system behaviour which
allows the observa,tion of ú and consists of 12 rotations. The bonus question then
asks if there is a sholter system behaviour allowing the observation of ú. If thele
is a ple-cocartesian lifting r of the behaviour ú, where r consists of more than
12 movements, then this problem will have no solution. On the other hand,
the pre-cocartesian lifting of ú is the un'ique shortest behaviour restricting to ú.

Tha,t is, if a solution can be shown to be the pre-cocartesian lifting of ú, it is

guaranteed that there will be no shorter solution. In this way, the claim of a
unique solution can be proved.

These liftings are already used, albeit informally, in Rubik's Cube tourna-
ments. Competitols in these tournaments traditionally memorize the move-

ments which achieve certain subgoals. For exampie, the shortest sequence of
movements which swaps the colours of two coordinates is usually memorized, as

is the sequence of movements which results in a row of coordinates displaying
the same colour. These memorized behaviours are the pre-cocartesian liftings
of the required observations upon the subsystem which consists of two corners,

or a ro'w of the Cube. By combining these memorized movements, a player can
generate the shortest solution to a more complex observed behaviour ú. In this
case, the player is making use of a fibration.

When discussing rninimal behaviours in this section, we have restricted our
attention to the Transition History State definition. This was primarily because
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the rnotivating example, a Rubik's Cube puzzle, is specified using this definitlon,
However, the same analysis of subsystern behaviouls can be performed for any
system, as there is no reliance upon any of the assumptions of the Transition
History State definition. In the follorving section, we present another clefinition
of state, the Input State definition. Systern specifications of both this and the
Basic State type can also benefit from the exploration of minimal behaviours.

5.4 The Input State Definition
In both Basic State systems and Transition Hlstory systems the components
cornmunicate with each other via shared data. In Rosetta, thls communication
mechanism is implemented via the putrlic keyword, which cleclales variables
visible to other facets. N,Iultiple facets can then apply constrairrts to clata shared
in this way, thereby interacting with each other'. In this section, we examine
systems lvhich use a different method of communication. Specifically, we will
examine how communication can be achieved using message passing, by neans
of input/output parameters.

A component may receive input from a tlser, or fron another compoueut
within the system. For example, the alarm clock of Appenclix A leceives inìrut
from the user when the time is being set. However, in tÌre same exampie the
two facets clockBeh and alarmBeh receive input frorn each other.

Definition 5.26. Two components f 1 and f2 are associa\ecl components if the,E

communicate by means of input/output parameters.

The behaviouls of associated components must synchronise if the system is

to be consistent. In this chapter, we present a formal framework within which we

can ensure that this synchronisation takes place. The analysis of systems rvliich
comnunicate in this way merits a cletailed cliscussion because inpnt palan-reters

are generally treated cliffer:ently from ordinary variables. The framework we

present makes it possible to formally lecognise these differ-ences, sonle of which
we discuss briefly below.

Firstly, in the majority of systems a component is not compelled to act upon
input. This means that a change in the vaÌue of an input parameter should not
cause the component in question to undergo a state tlansition. This dernon-

strates a difference between the message passing ancl clata sharing communica-
tion mechanisms, because changing the value oI a shared variable may conlpel
othel components to change state. This was illustlated by the clefinition of
a mor'¡rhism in TH States, wherein we use the data sharing colnmunicatiotl
mechanism. Seconclly, a componeut rnay not constrain its own input. That
is, while a component may specify a range of acceptable values for an iuput
parameter, it may not further constrain this parameter relative to state. Fi-
nally, when describing behaviours in systems which use ir¡lr-lt ¡larameters, it is

standarcl practice to label state transitions with the vaìue of input, whereas the
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state transitions we have encountered thus far have been unlabelled. The fol-
lowing section clescribes how we can generate categories within CCF to clescribe

a system which uses input parameters.

5.4.1 Characteristics of an Input State system

In practice, systems generally use both message passing and shared variables
to communicate. We will thelefore consider input/output parameters as an

extension to the existing characteristics of a system. That is, both Transltion
History and Basic State systems may be extended to use input parameters,
and the existing chalacteristics of these systems augmented with the necessary
properties to support these paran-reters. For the sake of convenience, we will
confine our attention in this section to the alterations which must be made to the
chalacteristics of a Basic State system in order to allow input parameters. The
following informal definition descrlbes the ploperties of a Basic State system

which has been augmentecl to make use of input parameters. In subsequent

sections we will formalise each point of this definition.

Definition 5.27. An Input State system is one possessing the following char-

acteristics:

1. A component's state is distingui,shed by the current ualues of its uariables,

encept i,nput parameters as deta'iled i'n (5) below

2. The ualues 'in the next state are constrained relatiue to the ualues in the
current state only and i,nput ualues.

3. The ualue of uariables in the i,nitial state may be constrained relatiue to
constants or functions appli,ed to constants.

I. Transi.ti,ons from one state to another are labelled with the input ualue (if
any) wh'ich prompted th'is transition. Behauiours are distingu'ished both bg

these labels and by the states which are obserued.

5. The ualue of i,nput bei,ng offered does not deterrnine the current state of
the component.

6. A system cannot constra'in its own input beyond the constraints whi'ch

apply in euery state.

A state ofsuch a system will be referred to as an Input State, aud abehaviour'
of this system as an Input State behaviour. The first four characteristics are

those of the original Basic State system. The fifth characteristic implies that
sirnply offering input is not sufficlent to compel a component to process this
input. However, when input is accepted, the fourth characteristic ensures that
the subsequent state transition is labellecl with this input. If a state transition
cloes not correspond to any input (for example, the only component which has

changecl state is one which does not possess any input parameters), we will label
this transition with d. Stutters will be labelled with e , although the analysis we

perform wiÌl be stuttering-insensitive.
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6.4.2 An Example Input State System

We will use the following Rosetta code throughout this section as an example
of an Input State system.

facet f1(x: input int):: state-based
private y, q: int;
begin
T0: q@s0=0;
T1: Y = x+1;
12: q' = Q+1;

end f1

facet f2(x: output int)
int x;
begin
L1: x@sO = 0;
L1: x' = x-2i

end f2

state-based

In this code the variable ø of component f2 provides the input for component
f 1. This is usually reflectecl in some language-dependent syntax - in Rosetta,
we indicate this by using identical input/output parameter names.

5.4.3 The CCF Sketch Representing An Input State Sys-
tem

To represent an Input State system in CCF, we first generate the system cate-
gory C, representing the entire dynamic system.

Definition 6.28, The system category for an Input State system is the category
C presented by the CCF Sketch (G,D,L,C) where

c G is the d'irected graph of Clarifi,cat'ion l./¡, used in Defini'ti'on 1.9 to gen-

erate the system category of the underlying Basi,c State system

o D i,s the family of pai,rs of paths in G discussed in Clafficat'ion 1.5, and

also used in Defi,nition 1.9

o L 'is the fami,Iy of cones 'in G constructed accord'ing to Construct 1.6, and

also used i,n Def"ni,tion /¡,9

c C is the familg of cocones i,n G constructed accordi'ng to Construct 1.7,
a,nd also used,'in Defi,ni.ti'on 1.9

This CCF sketch is constructed identically to the CCF sketches of Tt'ansition
History and Basic State systems, aÌthough the constraints (representedby D) ttl
an Input State system may be cliffelent. Specifically, in an Input State systerr
a component will not constrain its own input. Input parameters, however, are
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represented within this sketch identically to other variables. A model of this
category C is a functor D : C - Set which preserves finite limits and countabÌe
coproducts.

6.4.4 The CCF Sketch Representing An Input State

We will use an abstract state categor¡ Cv to assist with iclentlfying a singÌe

Input state. This category will be constructed identically to the abstract state
category of a Basic State systern, ancl we later show how to augment this with
ìnput variables srtch that Definitiot-t 5.27 is satisfied.

Definition 5.29. The abstract state category for an Inytut State sEstem is the

categoryl Cv presented bg the CCF sketch (Gv,Dv,Ly,Cy) where

c Gy is the di.rected graph discussed in Clarifi,cati'on 1.13 and used in Defi-
ni,tion 1.16 to generate the abstract state category of the underlying Bas'ic

State system

o D 'is the fam,ilg of pai,rs of paths in Gv discussed in Clari'fi'cation 1.11, and
also used i,n Defini,tion /1.16

o Ly and, Cy are the families of cones and cocones in Gy, constructed ac-

cordi,ng to Construct 1.15, and also used i'n Defi'ni'tion 1.16

This CCF sketch is constructed identically to the CCF sketch deflning the
abstract state category for a Basic State system. Again, this implies that input
pararneters are implemented identically within this sketch to other valiables.
The abstract state category for the code of Section 5.4.2 is the lower category
shown in Figure 5.8.

A nodel of Cy is a functor R : Cy --+ Set preserviug finite iimits and

countable coproducts. However, such a functor for an Input State system does

rzoú r'epresent a state of this system. We discuss this in more detail below.

5.4.5 Modelling Input Parameters In CCF

Definitions 5.28 and 5.29 clo not reflect any of the additional characteristics with
which the Basic State system has been augmented to allow for input parameters.
Of the characteristics given in Definition 5.27 , lhe only relevant one at this stage
is the fifth - namely, the value of an input parametel should not determine the
current state of the component. Specifically, this means that the value of an
input parametel should be hidden, so that the only time it has a visible effect
upon the component is if input is processed. We can achieve this by defining
a subsystem consisting of all those data elements of the system which are noú

input parameters. An Input state will then be a state of this subsystem.

Definition 5.3O. The subsystem I consists of all those elements of an Input
State sgstem wh'ich are not i,nput parameters.
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The concept of defining subsystems in this way was introcluced in Section 5.3,
rvherein we discussecl interfaces and the action of hiding variables.

Following the notation introduced in Section 5.3, we will r'epresent tliis subsys-
tem 1 by a subcategory C{, of the abstract state category. Cr, known as the in-
put abstraction category, will be generated from the CCF sketch (GI ,D, , Lv , Cv)

Definition 6.3L. The input abstraction category CI, * tne categorg presenterL

by the CCF sketch (GIy,Dl,Lr,Cy), where

o GI, i,s the graph obtai,ned by remouing the edges representing input param-
eters of any cornponent from the graph Gv of Defini,ti,on 5.29.

o The famil'ies Dy, Lv and, Cy o.re those fami,Ii,es of the same names in
Def.nition 5.29.

This construction of the families Dv , Lv and Cv is consistent with the com-
position of the graph G{7, since input pararnetels (which are not representecl
in GI") can neither be declared within the data universe, nol constrained rela-
tive to the data universe (andDy,Lv andCy refer only to the data universe).
That is, the subsystem l observes the same data universe as the wider system.

Owing to the composition of the CCF sketch in definition 5.31, lt is clear that
the input abstraction category C{¡ will always be a subcategory of the abstract
state category (although not necessarily a full subcategory). We formalise this
by the following inclusion functor.

Definition 5.32. The input inclusion functol In': CIy - Cv 'is a uiew functor
(as in Def,ni,ti,on 5.19) whi,ch identi,f,es those data elements of the system which
are noT, input parameters of any cornponent.

That is, Ir¿ identifies the elements of the subsystem l of Definition 5.30.
Ir¿ thelefore acts as an interface, hicling those variables whose values should
not be used to distlnguish state. The input inclusion functor for the code of
Section 5.4.2 is shown in Figule 5.8,

We can use the input abstraction category to define a state of an Input State
system:

Definition 5.33. A state of an Input State system is a functor R¡r: Cy --
Set preseruing fi,ni,te limits and countable coproducts.

A state R1r, of an Input State system is therefore not dependent upon the
value of input parameters, as these ale not t'epresented within the input ab-

straction category C{7.

5.4.6 Consistency of Input System states

Not every state l?1n : CI, t Set of an Input State system will be a colsis-
tent state of this system. To establish conslstency of an Input state, we use
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Figure 5.S: C{, does not include input parameters, unlike Cy

the critera fol component-wise and interaction-wise consistency established in
Deflnitions 4.18 and 4.19. Component-wise consistency of an Input state is then
given by the following definition.

Definition 5.34, An Input state R¡n. is component-wise consistent 'if

RIn: Ro In

where In i,s the'input inclusi.on functor of Defi,nition 5.32, and' R i's a component-
wise cons'istent Basic state, accord'ing to the conditi,ons of Theorem 1.21.

Applying Definition 4.19 (interaction-wise consistency) to Input states re-
quires more care, however. This is because, unless a component is processing

input, the values of its input palameters are irrelevant to consistency. For exam-
ple, the input parameter z of f 1 in Section 6 .4.2 need not have the same value as

the output parameter x of f2, if f1 chooses not to process input. However, if f1
does choose to process input then interaction-wise consistency will require that
these have the same value, to ensure that the input processed by f1 is the same

as that providecl by f2. To satisfy these two alternative consistency conditions,
we first define an interaction consistency category for an Input State system.
This category Cy implements the consistency requirements of the underlying
Basic State system, and is therefore identical to the interaction consistency
category of the underlying Basic State system.

Definition 5.35. The interaction consistency category for an Input State sys'
tem is the category ey presented by the CCF sketch (Gv,Dv, Ly,Cy) where
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c Gy is the d'irected graph of Defi,nition 1.22, used in Defi,niti,on l.2l to
generate the i,nteraction consi,stency category of the underlgi,ng Basic State
system

o Dy i,s the fami,ly of pai,rs of pa,ths i,n Gy of Defi,ni,ti,on ./r.22, representi,ng
the arioms of the d,ata untuerse ønd also used i,n Definition l.2l

o Dy is the family of pai,rs of paths i,n Gy, detai,led i,n CLam,rtcaüon 1.23,
and also used i.n Defini.ti,on l.2l

c Ly and, Cy are the families of cones and cocones of Gv , detai.led i,n Defi,-

niti,on 1.22 and also used'in Definition l.2l
2y represents the constraints of the data universe, whlle Dy lepresents

the requirement that shalecl variables must have the same value when accessecl

frorn any component. This applies to input/output parameters as well, slnce
undel the Baslc State definition these are tleated no diffelently to orcllnar:1.

variables. For example, for the code of Section 5.4.2, the constraint rÍr :
r¡z would be representedinDy. Thus, as mentioned earÌier', the interaction
consistency category of Definition 5.35 fol an Input State systern is iclentical to
the interaction consistency category of Definition 4.24 for the underlying Basic

State system, were input paratneters tleated as oldinary variables.

However, input parameters are not ordinary valiables according to Defini-
tion5.27, ancl hence this equality between associated output ancl input param-
eters need not apply in every Input state. To folmaÌÌy represent the 'palt-time'
nature of this constraint, we define the the following two degrees of interaction-
wise consistency of an Input state. The first will be required when a component
chooses to process input, while the secoud (weaker) will be required when a

component is not processing input aud hence the value of its input paranieters
are irrelevant to interaction-wise consistency. In Section 5.4.7 we will define
precisely when each degree of interaction-wise consistency is required'

Definition 5.36. An Input state R6 is interaction-wise consistent i/

R¡n: Ro In

where In is the input inclusion functor of Definiti'on 5.32 and R is an'interacti'on-
wise cons'istent Basi,c state, as giuen by the conditions of Theorem 1.25.

This definition requires that associated input/output variables are equal,

even if they are not represented in C{7, by phrasing interaction-wise consistency
in telms of the underlying Basic State systen.

Definition 5,37. An Input state R¡r, i,s input interaction-wise consistent z/

there erists a functorY : Cv ---+ Set such that

RIn:Y o InI

where InI , Cu - ev i's a quotient functor as shown'in Fi'gure 5'9'
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Figure 5.9: Consistency of an Input state is an extension of the Basic state
consistency of Figure 4.4

This second definition does not enforce the equality of input/output vari-
ables, since these are not mentioned in C{r. Figure 5.9 shows the commuta-
tivity required for each type of consistency. We may usefully compare this to
F igure 4.4, which depicts consistency of the underlying Basic State system. As
before, a ualid Input state r?1r, is one which preserves finite limits and countable
coproducts.

5.4.7 The Category of Input System States

In order to examine the relationship between states of an Input State system,
we will construct the category Input States. Objects in this category will
be consistent states of an Input State system, while morphisms will represent
behaviours of the system. In order to satisfy the description of an Input State
system in Definition 5.27, morphisms will consist of tuples describing the states
observed throughout a behaviour, as well as the labels a upon each state tran-
sition, where these labels describe the input values of parameters.

Definition 5.38. The categorg Input States'is comprised, of

o objects which are those functors R¡n: CI, -- Set wh'ich preserue fini,te
Iimits and countable coprod,ucts and, satisfg Def,nitions 5.31 and, 5.37.

c morphisms which are tuples r: (RJn,la,R¡n)e,(a',R'72)) of objects in
Input States, sat'isfying Property 5.39 (detai,Ied below as the Input State
Ordering Propertg) a,nd where th'is tuple demonstrates consistencg cons'id-
erat'ions as giuen below 'in Clarifi,cati.on 5.10.

Two objects A1r, and Æ'1o in Input States will represent equal states if and
only if they are naturally isomorphic. In the following section, we show how this
definition provides us with morphisms which represent Input State behaviours,
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and discuss why the differing degrees of consistency throughout a morphism are
required.

Morphisms in the category of Input States

A morphism r : (.rRJ¡, [(o, RIr,)]l, (o',rB'11)) represents the Input states .BJrr.
observed, and the labels o¿ upon each state transition. Each state transition
Iabel a consists of a list of components which change state during a particular
transition, as well as the input parameter and value which is being processed
by each of these component. If a component changes state without processing
input (such as component f2 in Section 5.4.2), the input parameter and value
for this component are given the null value ð'.

As we have seen when discussing the categories States and TH States, not
every sequence ofstates represents a consistent behaviour. The sequences which
do are those in which the states obey some ordering. Property 4.28 was used
to enforce this in the category States; here we present an adaptation of this
property to Input State systems.

Property 5.39 (The Input State Ordering Property). A tuple
r -- (R¡n,l(o,Rn)ln,(a',R'Jn)) sat'isfi,es úåe Input State Ordering Property i/
the following cond,i,t'ions hold,:

o lBqnlt is a list of Input states forrned bg composit'ion of In with a list
[R]n of Basic states obeying ProperÍy 1.28 (the State Ord,ering Propertg
for Basic State systems)

o For each state transition label a¿, if the system is ,in the state R1n._, and,

each component processes the input listed,in a¡, the sgstem will be 'in the
state R¡o.

This property can be used to identify those tuples r which define a sequence
of states which are ordered correctly (that is, according to the finext function
which orders the fi-state datatype for any component fi).

However, there is another requirement on the states which a¡e observed dur-
ing r. Specificall¡ if a state transition is prompted by a component choosing to
process input, the values of the associated input/output parameters must syn-
chronise. This means the states of the components which receive and provide
this input must demonstrate interaction-wise consistency rather than just input
interaction-wise consistency. This stricter degree of consistency ensures that the
input received is equal to the input provided by the associated component.

Clarification 5.40. Morphisms in the category Input States of Definition 5.58
are tuples r : (R¡n,la, R¡n]t Rt Jn) satisfying Propertg 5.39 and where for each
label a¡ in r where di'¡nent'ions a component f j, the subsystem consist'ing of
f j and associated components d,emonstrates the interaction-uise consistency of
Defi,nit'i,on 5.36 i,n the state RInu ,
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That is, whenever a component processes input we identify the subsystem

consisting of this component and its associated components, as described in Def-
inition 5.26. We then use the techniques of Section 5.3 to obtain the category
of states of this subsystem. We will then require that whenever a component
is processing input, the subsystem consisting of this component and its associ-

ated components must be in a state which demonstrates interaction-wise consis-

tency. That is, various subsystems must display differing degrees of consistency

throughout a morphisrn r.

The identity morphism in Input States is a morphism i: (,R1r,[d] ,Atr,),
inclicating that no input has been processed by any component. Equality of
morphisms is equality of the tupies up to conflation of consecutive identical
elements lô, Ëfrr] in each list [4, AJrr]2. We remember that a labelling of ô meâns

that no input has been processed.

Valid Input State System Behaviours

We have alreacly seen in the States and TH States categories that some mor-
phisms r are not defined over a single system model D. This means that the
behaviour represented by r is not consistent, since the axioms relating one state
to another are not then satisfied. To identify those morphisms representing con-
sistent behaviours, we defined subcategories States(D) and TH States(D).
We follow the same reasoning here.

Definition 5.41. Input States(D) is the subcategory of Input States asso-

ciated uith the system model D. It i,s comprised of

o objects whi,ch are those Input states Ryn, Cy - Set for which

RIn:DoRoIn

for some uali,d Basic state i'dentifi'cati'on functor R: Cy - C (as i'n Defi'-

ni,ti.on 1.20), and where In is the i,nput'inclusi'on functor of Defi'nition 5.32

c morphisms which are those morph'isms r: (RIn,la,R¡n)t,R'7n) of In-
put States where euerg R¡n 'in this tuple i's an object within Input
States(D).

5.4.8 Analysing Input State systems

The category Input States provides a formal framework for analysing a system

which makes use of input parameters. This category can be used in the same

way as the categories States and TH States introduced earlier. Specifically, we

can iclentify inconsistencies in individual states or behaviours by examining the
objects and molphisms of Input States. Once a particular inconsistency has

been detected, we can use the taxonomy of inconsistencies created in Section 4.7
to compare methods of resolution.
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However, to ensure that analysis using CCF (particularly for the rnole com-
plex Input State systems) has vaiidity in a wider context, it is necessary to
compare CCF to existing analysis frameworks. One of these frameworks, which
we will exarnine in the rest of this chapter, is providecl by the Span(Graph)
categoly. Using this category enables us to identify co-existing behaviours
of interacting components, by making use of such constructs as pullbacks in
Graph. In the following section, we will show how the clynamic aspects of
CCF ancl structural aspects of the category of theories (Chapter 3) can be usecl

togethel to provicle an analog to the analysis which can be perfolmecl using
Span(Graph). This means that we can translate specifications between the
CCF and Span(Graph) frarneworks when performing system analysis.

5.5 Span(Graph) and CCF
Span(Graph) is the bicategory of spans of glaphs, introchtcecl in Section 2.4.1.
It can be usecl to analyse processes or componellts within a system. We represent
each process within a system by a glaph depicting its states and state tla,nsitions.
Pullbacks in Graph are used to compute holizontal composition of morphisrns
in Span(Graph) and can be used to identify behaviours of individual processes

which should co-exist. Further categorical constructions rlpon the bicategot'y
Span(Graph) a1low us to pelform other analysis tasks, such as finding rninirnal
behaviours.

Span(Graph) is a particulally useful tool for analysing those systems which
communicate via message passing, or input/output parameters. This is because

these systems characterise state transitions at a more detailed level thal the
majority of systems we have exatnined so far'. That is, each state transition
of a component is labelled, where the labels lept'esent input proviclecl b¡' ¿1

associated component. Span(Graph) recognises these clifferent labels upon a
tlansition as different labels upon the edges of the graph representing a l)r'ocess
or component.

As we have mentioned befole, we can make use of pullbacks in Graph (or

altelnatively, molphisms in Span(Graph)) to identify synchronlsed behaviouls
of associated components. For example, trvo components f 1 and f 2 might com-

municate via some variable ø. Nlost commonly, this will be an input palameter
for the component f 2, where this input is provicled by f 1. These components wilÌ
be represented by graphs G¡r and G¡z respectively. We can then replesent the
entire system by the graph G which is the pullback in Graph of G¡t and G¡2,
respecting this shared variable z. Owing to the cornposition of Span(Graph).
G can also be obtainecl by holizontal compositions of morphisms within this
categoly. This situation is shown in Figure 5.10. Paths in each graph repre-
sent behaviours of the component in question. Thus, we see that a paLL itr G
represents those behaviours of f1 attcl f2 which can coexist, given that tliey
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Figure 5.10: G, the pullback in Graph, represents the system in which f 1 and

f 2 comnunicate via r

communicate via r. That is, G consists of paths which make Figure 5.10 com-

mute (ancl in fact, specifically is the pullback in Graph). Section 2.4'1 discusses

this in more detail.

In the rest of this chapter, we discuss how we can use the dynamic aspects

of CCF and the structural aspects of the category of theories to also iden-

tify coexisting behaviours. Given two components f 1 and f.2 which interact
as clescribed above, we will generate a representational componenú describing
this interaction. This will be clone by using the techniques of Section 3.4.2, in
which representational compouents were first introduced. We will then trans-
late this replesentational component from the category of theories into the cate-
gories of CCF. This enabies us to identify the behaviours of the representational
cornponent, whereas within the category of theories we could only identify the
structure. Behaviours of the representational component will then correspond
to coexisting behaviouls of the original components (in this case, f1 and f2).
That is, a behaviour of the representational component describes a behaviour
of the consistent system.

We emphasise this by generating a graph from the category of states of each

component. The glaphs generated fi-om the category of states of f 1 and f 2 will
be G¡r ancl G¡z respectively. Vy'e then prove that the graph generated from
the category of states of the representational component will be G. Finally, we

show that the graph morphisms of Figure 5.10 can be obtained from the theory
morphisms used to generate the theory of the representational component. In
this way, we will perfoltn the same analysis in CCF as could be performed by
using Graph or Span(Graph). The resulting graphs and graph morphlsms can

then be used for furthel analysis in the more familiar Span(Graph) framework.

5.5.1- CCF and Representational Components

In Section 3.4.2 we first introduced the concept of a representat'ional component.
Thls was defined to be the component which represents a particular interaction
between other components. Definition 3.16 describes how we can construct
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the representationai cornponent, given knowleclge about the structures of the
interacting components f 1, ..., fn and theil communication. That is, by
using this definition we can structurally relate the representational component
to the original components within the category of theories. In this section we
will show how, given communicating components f 1, . . . , fn, we cân use CCF
to relate the behaviours of these to each other in terms of tÌre behaviours of the
representational component. Framing the relationships in terms of behaviours
in this way is essential for relating the analysis performed using CCF to that
performecl using Span(Graph).

Specifically, given the techniques of Section 3.4.2, we will use the category of
theolies to generate the representationa,l component of the f1 fn inter-
action. We rvill then moclel the representational cotlponent using CCF. Firially,
we will relate behaviours of all these components to each other, ancl identify
those behaviours which can co-exist in a consistent system.

In oldel to generate the representatioral component, we require information
about how f 1, . . . , fn communicate. That is, we need to know what infolma-
tion is shareci, or r,vhich variables are used for message passing. Variables whlch
are shared betweeu multiple components of f 1, ..., fn will be mappecl to
the same element of Rep. For example, if f 1 and f2 cornmttnicate via a shared
variable r or via a pair of ìnput/output valiabies f l.x and f 2.r, ther there will
be a single valiable in Rep representing ø. In Section 3.4.2, this iuformation
was provided by the designer and modelled using a virtual theor¡' Th,"y,,. ,,"s,,.
The use of this viltual theory allowed us to identify the theory ThR.p, ol the
representational component Rep by using colimit cliagrams in the category of
theories. In the rest of this section we will show how to represeut Rep in CCF,
and examine its behaviours in relationship to the behaviouls of components f 1,
. '., fn.

We begin by defining a category C which will represent the system consisting
ofthe interacting components f1, . . . , fn and the representational cotnponent
Rep. That is, C is the sgstem category for the system f1, fn, Rep. C is
also known as lhe comytlete rey.tresentational categorg of thls interaction.

Definition 5.42. The complete representative category C of the i,nteraction
between components 11, . . . , fn (where Rep is the representat'ionaL component

of this'interaction) is the category presented by the CCF sketch (G,D,L,C)
where

c G 'is a directed graph wherein the nodes represent the datatypes declared i,n

ang of the components 11, . . . , fn, and the edges represent the uari'ables,

functi,ons and constants declared in angl component f 7 , f n and Rep.

o D is a Jami,lg ol pairs oJ paths i'n G with cornrnon source and target, where

each pa'ir i,s obtai,ned from a constraint wi'thi'n any of the components f 7 ,

.. ., fn and Rep.
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o L and C are families of cones and cocones in G, represeruting product
dat atypes and con stru ctiu elg specif'ed datatypes respecti,u elE.

We note tinat D does not inclucle any constraints relating variables of Rep

to the variables of the original components f I , . .. , fn. Additionally, we note
that the variables, functiols and constants of a component fi are represented

distinctly fi'om the associated variables, functions and constants of Rep. How-
ever) we represent the datatypes of Rep as being the same as those datatypes of
the components f 1 , . . . , f n. That is, each datatype is represented once only.

It is obvious that in order to construct this sketch, rve require knowledge of
the structure and constraints which make up Rep. This information is obtained
by constructingTh¡¡"o in the category of theolies, as described in Section 3'4'2.
The complete representatlve categoly for the code specifyitlg switches in Sec-

tion 3.5.1 can be seen in Figure 5.11. We then construct the abstract state

category Cy, which represents the data visible in a single state of the system

f!, ..., fn, Rep. This abstract state category is obtained by using Defini-
tion 4,16 in conjunction with this system.

We have already stated that C does not represent any of the constlaints which
lelate Rep to the original components f1, fn. Because these constlaints
enforce shared variables, they are r-epresented in CCF by defining an interact'ion
consistencg category Cv. Cv is obtained by using Deflnition 4.24in conjunction
with the system f 1, ..., fn, Rep. The foÌlowing remark emphasises some

impoltant proper-ties of the resultant interaction consistency category.

Remark 5.43. Equaliti,es 'in the i,nteract'ion consistenql category Cy enforce

commun'ication between components f 7, . . . , fn, Rep. Thi's includes the ouer-
lap, orinterference between uariables of the orig'inal components f 1, ..., ln
ctnd uariables of Rep.

Fol the Switch Example code of Section 3.5.1, this means the equality

switch¡r : sw'itchfi: switchn p

is representecl in Cv.

Together, the compiete representative category C, the abstract state category
Cy ancl the interaction consisteucy categoly Cy can be used to construct the di-
aglaminFigure 4.4 1o'- thesystemfl, ..., fIr, Rep. GiventÌresecategories,
we carl apply the techniques of Chapter' 4 to construct States, the category
of states of the system f 1, ..., fr, Rep. Morphisms in States represent be-

iravioursof this system f 1, . .., fn, Rep, while morphisms in States(D) (for'

any system model D) represent cons'istent behaviours. That is, a morphism r
within sorre subcategory States(D) corresponds to behaviours of the compo-

nents f1 fn, Rep which can coexist if this system is to be consistent.
For more detail on these subcategories we refer the reader to Chapter 4.
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We can then use a view functor I¡¡"o* to define the subsystem of fL,
fn, Rep consisting solely of the cornponent Rep. The technique of using view
functors to identify subsysterns was introduced in Section 5.3, and requires us

to identify a subcategory Cl'o of the abstract state categoly. Cfl"e shoulcl
represent the variables, constants, functions and clatatypes visible to the repre-
sentationaÌ component Rep. Because the data universe for the representational
component is the same as for the components f 1, .. ., fn, Cl'p is clear'1y a
subcategory of Cy (aÌthough not necessarily a full subcategory). We folmaÌise
this by the inclusion functor below.

Definition 5.44. C#'e i,s the absftact state category of Rep, as d,escribed. in
Defi"ni.tion 5.18. The functor I¡¡", , Q"n - Cy iclenti,fi,es those data elements of
the system f 1, ..., fn, Rep which comprise the representational component
Rep.

This functor is shown in Figure 5.12. As described in Section 5.3, com-
position with 1¿"o allows us to describe the restriction of a system state or
behaviour to the subsystem Rep. That is, if States¿"o is the category of states
of the representational component Rep, then

Iþ"o : States + StatesRep

describes this restriction. In practice, because of the way in which Rep is con-
stlucted, every morphism in Statesn"p(D) will be obtainecl by appiying Iþ"o to
a rnorphism within States(D). That is, any consistent behaviour of the com-
ponent Rep must correspond to consistent and synchronised behaviours of the
cornponents f 1, .. ., fn, This is because an)¡ constralnt within a com¡ronent
fi ìs also present within Rep and acts upon the data eleuents of Rep associated
with the relevant data elements of f i. Section 3.4.2 explains this in more detail.

Although we indicate by the names of the categories (eg. States) that this
is a Basic State system, the conclusions of this chaptel apply to all types of
s)'stems.

5.6.2 Statespaces of Components

In the previous section, we showed how to relate communicating components
f1, . . . , fn to the representational component Rep of this interaction within
the framework provided by CCF. We then used the view fuuctor' Ip"o* of l)efi-
nition 5.44 to relate States6"o (the category of states and behaviours of Rep) to
States (the categoryofstates ofthe system fl, ..., fn, Rep). In this sec-

tion, we will show how to explicitly relate StatesRep to the categoly States¡¿ of
statesof f i, for any f i in f 1, ..., fn. Thiswillenableusto formallyiclentify
those behaviours of f 1, . . . , fn which synchronise, ol can coexist' Finally' we

translate these results into the category of graphs, to show how these l'esults

are analogous to those obtainecl using Span(Graph)'
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Figure 5.12: The functor 1¡,o identifles elements in Rep
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Figure 5.13: The theory Thn.p : Th x ... x Th¡¡. xaut,...,na^Th¡¡ x ... x'Ihn
is the colimit of theories Th1,...Thn a,nd Th,o,,...,o^

First we return to the techniques introduced in Section 3.4.2, which relate
the theories of components f 1, ..., fn. In Section 3.4.2 we introduced the
concept of a 'virtual' theory Thrar,...,*a^. This identifies the variables r¡ and
y¡", frorn two components f i and fj respectively of f 1, ..., frr, which are
intended to interfere in this interaction. If Thp", denotes the theory of the rep
resentational component Rep, and Th¡r,...,Th¡n denolrc the theories of compo
nents f 1, . . . fn, then Thn"p is the colimit in the category of theories of the
Th¡es and the virtual theories Th*or,...,ru* for any two components f i and f j
which demonstrate interference. This situation is shown in Figure 5.13, where
the theory morphisms ott,...ctn,õrt,...6"t" are used to express the relationship
between these theories. Figure 3.3 shows a concrete example of this type of
interaction.

To translate these theory morphisms into relationships between behaviours of
components, we will first define States¡zr for each f i in f 1, . . . fn. This de-
notes the category of states of component fi, when fi is considered in isolation
from the rest of the system. Following this, we define Statesr, the category of
states of a 'virtual' theory representing shared variables. We then show how to
translate the theory morphisms ottt...atntönt,...,ôr¡ into functors in CCF. We

use these functors to relate the categories States¡r, States, and States¿"o.
Finally, we translâte these categories and t'unctors into Graph and show that
they are precisely the same as those objects and morphisms used in Graph to
identify coexisting behaviours.
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The category States¡z

We will use the techniques of Chapter 4 to construct the category of states of
each component fi in f 1, ..., fn. That is, we examine the specification of
fi and from this, create the system category C¡t, the abstract state category

CÍr), anð. the interaction consistency category C{} of fi. The abstract state

category Cfr) of f i represents the data visible in a single state of the component
fi. According to the cliscussions in Section 5.3, this will be a subcategory of
the abstract state category Cy of the system f1, fn, Rep (although not
necessarily a full subcategory).

Remark 5.45. Cr;, the abstract state categor7 ol li, can be described as a
subcategorg of the abstract state category Cy of the sgstem f7, fn, Rep,

us'ing Defi,nition 5. 1 8.

These caüegories C¡r, C{}, and. ef; together form a diagram as depicted in
Figure 4.4, denoting a consistent state of fi. From this, Section 4.6 describes
how we would obtain the category of states of this system consisting solely of
fi.
Definition 5.46. The category States¡.i is the categorg of states of the compo-

nent f i, when thi.s is cons'idered as a complete sgstem in itself.

The category States"

In Section 3.5, we introduced the concept of a 'virtual' theory Thror,...,ro,,, rep-
resenting the inforrration shared between two components fi and fj in f1,
. . . , fn. This enabled us to use colimits to denote the representational compo-

nen|, Th¡¡"o of this interaction. We described in that section how Thro,, .,r0,-
consists of the data universe and declarations of a single variable ry¡, for each
pair of variables r¡, and y¡ from f i and f j respectivel¡ where these variables

are intended to interfere in this interaction. The virtual theory imposes no

constraints upon these variables ry¡.

We will now formulate a CCF sketch representing the theory Th"o,,..,rs,..
That is, this will be the CCF sketch representing a new 'virtual' component
which simply declares variables rAr, ...,ry^ ktÍ' does not constrain them in any
way:

facet virtual: : state-based
xy1, ..., xyn: int;

end virtua]

This component virtual does, however, include the data universe ofthe system
17,..., fn.
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From this CCF sketch, we use the techniques of Chapter 4 to generate the
system category Cr, abstract state category C|, and the interaction consis-
tency category Cþ of the system consisting solely of this component virtual.
Once again, we note that the abstract state category Cþ of virtual represents
the data visible in a single state of the component virtual-. This will be a sub-
category ofthe abstract state category Cy of the system f1, ... fn, Rep,
just as the category Cf is.

Remark 6,47, Ci/, the abstract state category of the uirtual component rep-
resented by Th*o,,...,r0,^, can be described as a subcategory oJ the abstract state
category Cv ol the sgstem f 1, fn, Rep, usi,ng Defini,tion 5.18.

\Me can then follow the techniques of Chapter 4 to generate the category
States" of states of the system consisting solely of virtual. We note that this
will be an infinite, connectecl category, since virtual lacks any constraints upon
the variables declared within it.

We now describe how the categories States", States¡l ancl Statesp"p (dis-
cussed in Section 5.5.1) can be related to each other. This requires translating
the theory mor-phisms which reÌate the theories Th¡¿,Th"sr, ,rs,. for all the
'virtual' theories representing interference between different pairs - andTh¡¡",
into functors between the abstract state categories C{f , Ci/ ancl. Cl'e.

Relating the statespaces of components

Figure 5.13 depicts the theory morphisms

a¿ : Th¡t - Thn p and ôr, : Thrr', ..,r11,,, - Th¡t

which we use to define Thp", by a colimit diagram in the category of theories.
In this section we transÌate these theory morphisms into functors between the
abstract state categoriesCf;"p, Clr, and, Cf of Definition 5.44 and Remarks 5.47
and 5.45.

Firstly, for each component f j. we cleate a functor I/¡z relating the abstract

state category Cfr) ofcomponent fi to the abstlact state category Cfr"e of the
representative component Rep. We create each functor V¿ by translating the
theory morphism

a,¿:Th¡,i-Thnrp

which models the information given by the designer about shared variables to
a functor

V¡r: Cri' ' Cl"o

The action olV¡,iis definecl in the following construct
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Figure 5.14: The solid lines indicate the CCF representation of Figure 5.13

Construct 5.48. For each component fi of f1, fn, the functorV¡i:
C; ---+ 4" ¿t d.efined. on objects and, morphisms as follows.

c V¡¿ talees an object in Crr) represent'ing a d,atatype type (uisibte to f i')
to the object in Cl"e representing the d,atatype in Rep detennined by the

acti,on of the theorg morphism a¿ : Th¡t, - Thn.p on type.

o V¡¿ talees a morph,ism i'n Crr) representi'ng a constant, functi,on or uariable

æ (uisi,bte to f i) to the morphism in C#'e represent'ing the constant, func-
tion or uariable i,n Rep detertnined by the acti'on of the theory morphism
a¿ : Th¡,i + Th¡¿., on f .

A similar construct defines the action of the functor Vr¿ : Cþ -, Cf , where

Th*ar, ,rs,, defines the interaction between f i and some f j. That is, the a,ction

of V,¡ is determined by the theory morphism 6ai : Thayr, .ta,n + Th¡e whích
identifies those variables of f i which interfere with the variables of some other
component f j duling this interaction.

Figure 5.14 depicts the interaction of these categories and functors. This is
the CCF equivalent of the relationships shown in Figure 5.13.

We can use these functors V¡.i and V"¿ to relal'e behaviours of Rep to be-

haviours of the components f 1 fn. This is achieved by using the tech-

niques of Section 5.3 to obtain functors
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U(StatesRep0))

U(V;)
Ufl;)

U(Sraröfl(D)) Grr G¡ U(States,(D))

u(vir) Ufl;)

G

G"

U(Stater (D))
x

Figure 5.15: The graphs resulting from the CCF analysis

V)¿ : States R"p + States¡¿ and
Vlo : States¡¿ ---+ States'

Informally, Zfi describes the restriction of a behaviour r of Rep to the behaviour
which f í displays during r. Similarly, Vfi describes the restriction of a behaviour
r of ft to the behaviour displayecl by the virtual theory during r. Because
Rep is more highly constrained than each f j- - which are in turn more highly
constrained than the virtual theory these functors are well-definecl. That is,

any consistent behaviour of Rep describes a consistent behaviour of fi, since

all constraints upon fi also appiy to Rep. In turn, consistent behaviours of fi
describe consistent behaviours of the virtual theory.

These functorc V¡t* and V|, therefore enable us to relate the behaviours of
the lepresentational component Rep directly to the behaviours ofthe interacting
components f 1, ..., fn. To show the similarities between these categories

and functors and the entities used in Span(Graph) to identify co-existing
behaviours, we make use of the forgetful functor

U :, Cat - Graph

We witl apply this functor to the categories States¿"o(D), States¡¿(D) arid
States,(D) (for every States"(D) representing interference between a pair of
components f i and fj), âs well as to the functors V)¿: States¿"o ---+ States¡z
and Vlo States¡z --+ States,. In this way we obtain graphs replesenting the
statespaces of the components fi fn, the component Rep ancl all the

virtual theories, as well as graph morphisms relating these statespace graphs.

We show these graphs and morphisms in Figure 5'15.
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The following theorern describes the precise relationship between these glaphs
ancl, by extension, between the consistent behaviours of Rep and components

Í!, . . . , fn. This lela,tionship is precisely that established by using Graph
or Span(Graph) when identifying co-existing behaviouls of f 7, .. . , fn.

Theorem 5.49. The graphG obtainedby applyi,ngU to euerg category States¡¡"r(D)
(i.e. foreuerysEstemmodelD)i,sthepullbackinGraphofthegraphsG¡t,...,G¡,
(obtained bg applyi,ng tJ to the subcategories States¡t(D), ..., States¡.(D))
and all the graphs G. (obtai,ned bE applgi'ng tl to all the categori,es States,(D)'
each of whi.ch represents the states of a uirtual theory defi,n'ing interJerence be-

tween some pair of components).

Proof. A path (e1,...en) in G represents a consistent behaviour of Rep and
therefore collesponds to a morphism r in some StatesRee(D). As discussed
in Section 5.5.1, any such morphisrr can be expressed as a composition of the
functol I¡¡¿p o1 Definition 5.44 with a morphism rn of States(D). That is,

nz re¡rresents a consistent behaviour ofthe system f1, ..., fn, Rep. This
means that n¿ describes morphisms fir f tt ...tm¡n in the categories States¡1 (D) ,

..., States¡,(D), rvhere these behaviours can coexist in a consistent system.

Given that the functors V¡t : Cîi -- Cl" describe the restriction of a behaviour
of Rep tothe behavioursof fI , ..., fnwhichit implies, wecanconcludethat

Vr¡,(r) : mtt

Furthermore,ll m¡t lepresents a consisteut behaviour of f i, then it must de-

scribe a consistent behaviour of the 'virtual' component defining the interfer-
ence between fi and some component fj. That is, Yio(m¡t) is a morphism
in States"(D). The fact that the behaviours ïTtrflt...)rnfn can coexist means

that they all clescribe the same behaviour of the virtual component. That is,

V,lo(-,) -Yio(*,,).
By applying [/ to the cornposition of these functols V]¿ and V]r, we see that
the path ("t,...",) in G is such that Figure 5.15 commutes. This is the case

for any such path in G. That is, G is the pullback of graphs G¡r,...,G¡r,wilh
respect to Gr. tr

In summaly, the specification of Rep is created by using colimits in the cate-
gorJ¡ of theolies, ancl its behavioul is replesented (via CCF) by using limits in
the category of graphs. The lesultant analysis of coexisting behaviours yields
the same results as that analysis performed using Span(Graph). That is, the
structure of Figules 5.15 anci 5.10 ale ldentical. As a result, any analysis ob-
tainecl from CCF (slrch as tha,t involving the taxonomy of inconsistencies of Sec-

tion 4.7) can be translated into the more farniliar framework of Span(Graph).
Equallv. existing results from system analysis performed using Span(Graph)
ancl other bicategories can be expressed in terms of CCF.
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5.5.3 CCF and Problem Solving

In this chapter we have examined diffelent types of systems, in order to show
how CCF can be used to solve problems beyond the classification of inconsisten-
cies. We first introduced the tansition History State definition, which is usecl

to represent those systems where the state of the system is clepenclent upon the
number of state tlansitions undergone. Behaviouls in a Transition Histoly s¡'s-

tem are characterisecl by those components which must change state together to
preserve consistency. An example of this is a Rubik's Cube, where each rotation
of the Cube affects a number of components.

We then discussed how this state clefinition could be used to solve or addless
problems of the same general type as Rubik's Cube ¡tuzzles. Specifically, a
Rubik's Cube puzzle provicles information about the behavioltr of a subsystem
(such as the colours of this subsystem). It then requires the user to determine the
sholtest, or fastest, system behaviour which corresponds to these obset'vations.

Other problems of this type invohæ fincling the most efficient way in which
a mechanical systern can perforn a particular task, bearing ln rnincl that iu
such systerns a state transition often corresponds to energy expenditure. We
identified the similarities between these t5'pes of problems, ancl the d¿tabase

view update problem. Finally, by making use of the Tlansition History State
definition and constructions withln CCF, we showed how solutions to these
problems are characterised. Tliis inclucled an explora,tion of the consistencl'
implications when a pre-cocartesian lifting exists fol certa,in observations ú upon
a subsystern. Since these liftings are used to aualyse the clatabase view update
ploblem, this approach means that we can relate any CCF analysis to database

analysis.

We then discussed a third type of system, the Input State systern. These

are systems in which communication is achieved by the use of message passing,

irnplemented as input/output parametels. These systems can be definecl by
augrnenting a plevious system type with input parametels. We created a reple-
sentation of Input State systems within CCF, thereby fonnalising the d.ranges

which must be made to a system to allow fol this new type of communication.
We then plesentecl an alternative analysis framework, Span(Graph), which
is particulally appropriate for analysing systems in which comrnunication is

achievecl by message passing. Finall¡ we showecl how the analysis tecìrniques

of CCF are anaÌogous to those of Span(Graph), particularly in the area of
identifying synchronisecl behaviouls. This means that any analysis unclertakeu

in CCF has validity in this other frarnewor-k.

When pr-esenting the Input State clefinition, we founcl it useful to introduce

"clegrees" of consistency, requiring some states to demonstrate interacti,on,<tti,se

consi,sterrcy, and others to demonstrate i,nput tnteracti,on-w'ise consistency only.

we will return to the concept of clegrees of consistency ir the next chapter,

wherein we discuss the final type of lnconsistenc¡' examined in this thesis' This
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ís sgstem failure'inconsistency, and is caused by external failure, rather than
specification error. This external failure results in a loss of information within
the system. Even though the state of the system can be restored, the restora-
tion may not be accurate, thus leading to potential inconsistencies. We will
show how, in certain cases, being able to restore some of the state information
correctly is sufficient. We characterise a sufficently acceptable restoration as

one which provides some pre-defined degree of consistency.
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Chapter 6

System Failure Considered
as fnconsistencyz A Case
Study
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6.1 System Failure and Its Impact
In previons chapters, we have confined our attention to inconsistencies which
arise as a resuit of errors in the system specification. Inconsistencies of this form
are fundamental and reproducible, and will occur in every implementation of this
specification. They can be detected and classified using the categolies of CCF,

and their analysis gives rise to the taxonomy of inconsistencies in Section 4'7.

However, there is another type of inconsistency which can affect the per-

formance of a system. These inconsistencies are caused by some unexpected
external error, rather than an incorrect specification. The most common cause

of an error of this type is system failure, such as physical damage or a power

Ìoss, which causes the internal state of the system to be lost. Although an at-
tempt to restole state can be macle after the damage is fixed, an inadequate
lestolation attempt may cause the system to display inconsistent behaviour.
A typical restoration process involves deducing what information was lost, and
restoring the closest approximation to this missing data. A question which then
naturally arises is how similar the original and restored states must be for the
restoration to be deemed adequate.

In some cases.it is sufficient to restore an equivalent state, especialiy when the
system is designed for user interaction. In these cases, restoring an equivalent
state means restoring a state which appears identical, to the user, to the state in
which system failui-e occurred. While 1t is possible for a restoration to restore
an inconsistent state, the examination of this would require a more detailed
specification than the ones CCF is intended to model. As a result, we will
assume that the restored state is always consistent, and concentrate instead
on the behavioural inconsistencies that may arise from an inadequate state
restoration.

6.1.1 System Failure and Blackbox Speciflcation

When specifying an interactive system, a designer typically divides system in-
formation into that which is visible to the user and that which is hidden. This
division is implemented by means of an interface, which hides certain informa-
tion about system state to a,n external observer. Implementation details' for
example, are often hidden. These systems are sometimes known as blackbox
systems, and their state is determined by both the visible and hidden variables.

An interface can be modelled by a view, or inclusion, functor as we introduced
in Definition 5.19. If two states are equivalent under an interface, then -from the perspective of an externai observer the differences between the
hidderi values in each ofthe states, and the clifferences between the future visible
behaviours from each state, are irrelevant. The construction and use of an

intelface to hide implementation details is well-established. However, such an
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interface also identlfies the data which can be restored corlectly after system
failure. Specifically, when system failure occurs, a user can restore the clata
that he has been able to observe. The data hidden under the interface has not
been observed, so this cannot necessalil¡' be lestored correctly. However, the
fact that the user cannot see this clata (while also meaning he cannot restore it
correctly) means that he will accept an incorrect restoration, provided the state
restored is equivalent (to him) to the state in which the failure occurled.

The idea that the data which is currertly visible can be restoreci, while hidden
data (which might include data recording previous states) is lost differs from tl.re

most common definition of recoverability. The usual approach, when analysing
system failure, is to assume that the variables which can be restored correctly
are those stoled in memory. The values which are lost ale the curreut values,
which are not yet processed or saved. However, the systems we will analyse
here are those which are externally observed. The observer may consist of other
systems, a human observer, or even externaÌ sensors which can be used to note
the physical olientation of objects. The observations made by such an observer'

can then be used to accurately restore the data that was visible at the tirne of
the system crash. By contrast, the data hidden uncler the interface cannot be
restored, since it was not observed by any other system.

Failure tolerance is the abilit¡'of a systern to recover completeiy and correctly
fi'om system failure. In Section 6.4.4we demonstrate how various weaker cleglees

of failure tolerance can still be useful. In general, complete failure tolerance is a
very stringent condition, which cannot be always satisfied. However, less strict
conditions are often sufficient to guarantee a minimal degree of cousistency when
considering essential or critical behaviours. \Me first intloduced the concept of
a clitical behaviour or subsystem in Section 4.7, when discussing the sevelity
of inconsistencies. We return to this concept here by allowing uìels to specify
that a palticular critical subsystem remain unaffectecl by systern failure. In tliis
case, we can define a less strict degree of failure transparency which gualantees
the subsystem recovers "well enough" from this failule.

6.L.2 Overview of CCF and System Failure

In this chapter-, we will discuss how CCF can be used to auall,ss the behaviours
lesulting from system failure. We also discttss how an incollect state lestola-
tion can cause particular types of behavioural inconsistency, and we plesent
some methocls of ameliorating or avoiding these inconsistencies. In Section 6.2

we extend the characterisation of Basic State systen-rs to inclucle an interface
which hides some valttes from an observer'. This will be moclelleci by using an

abstraction mechanism, or an inclusion functor as introcluced in Definition 5.19,

to replesent the interface.
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In Section 6.2.5 we then define the categoly of states of a system viewecl

unclel such an interface, bearing in mind that we now consider equality of states

as equivaleuce under the interface. We define two classes of morphism within
this category, one which models the usual system behaviours and one which
n.r.oclels the lestolation of visible values after system failure. In this way, the one

categoly can be used to analyse both the visible conslstent behaviours of the
Basic State system under an interface, and the behaviours which result from
incorlect restolation of state after system failule.

Section 6.3 discusses the general implications of failure in a system containing
subsystems which have been deemed essential. We require that these subsys-
tem continue to function normally even after ar incorrect lestoration of state
following system failure. Section 6.3.1 presents an example of such a system,

where the essential subsystem in question is the alert lotification component of
a security system. We also introduce some constraints on thìs example system,
and clescribe two fundamental behaviours which are common in security sys-

tems. One of these behaviours involves user input to change security settings,
and the othel cletails how the system should respond to an alelt.

Section 6.4 then dlscusses ways in whìch system failule can be analysecl using

CCF. This reqnires defining some new constructions on the category of states
developed in Section 6.2. Section 6.4.4 extends these constructions to provide a
formal clefinition of the diffelent degrees of failure tolerance using CCF. These
clegrees of failure tolerance refer to the permitted level of inconsistency displayed
by a critical subsystem in the presence of system failure. We make use of the
concepts introduced in Section 5.3, in that they express these deglees by con-
stlaining the behaviour of the underlying system in terms of the behaviour of
the essential subsystem. The higher the degree of failule tolerance of a subsys-
tem, the more we can cleduce about lts behaviours and the behaviours of the
underlying system in the event of system fallure.

Section 6.5 explores how user input to the security system is affected by sys-

tem failure. SpecificaÌly, we examine the implications for the user of requiring
a strlct degree of failule tolerance within the essential alert notification subsys-

tem. To clo this, we first show in Section 6,5.1 that enforcing fallure tolerance
fol this subsystem does not have unwanted effects, such as constraining the pos-
sible implementations of the system, or conflicting with any of the previously
specified system requilements. That is, we show that failure tolerance can be
irrplemented into systerns without the need fol rewriting entire specifications.
We also cliscuss a furthel effect of failure tolerance, being the way it can be used

to identify ambiguities in an inforn-ral specification.

Section 6.6 discusses how tl.re process of refining a system can affect the de-
glee of faiiure tolela,nce clisplayed by this systern. This is illustrated by the
same secr-rrity system example of Section 6.3.1. We show how lefining the two
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fundamental behaviours of Sectlon 6.3.1 can result in a violation of tire strictest
faiìule tolerance conditions. We contrast this with some of the weaker degrees
of failure tolerance introduced in Section 6.4.4, showing how these can satisfy
consistency requirements while still allowing fol refinement of a s¡'sfçm. Finally,
Section 6.7.3 discusses how the specification of particular behaviours in terms
of system failure relates to the frame problem.

6.2 The Failure Tolerance State Definition
In this section we extend the definition of a Basic State systern to inclucle air
interface. This interface is implementecl by using a view functor to identify the
variables visible under the interface. While the systems we examine will retaitr
the characteristics of the Basic State definition, there are some changes which
must be made to implement equality of states under an interface. In the plocess,

we will use the following definition of equivalence.

Definition 6.t. Tuo states sl and s2 of a sEstem øre equivalent under an
interface i,f sI and s2 appear ui,si,blg 'identical under this interface, and for any
trace orig'inat'ing at sl there is a uisibly identi,cal trace ori.ginating at s2.

It is also possible to apply an interface to systems displayirg other char-
acteristics, such as Input State systems or Transition Histor-y State systems.
The following cliscussion therefore acts as a ten-rplate for exltloring the issnes

associated with behavioural equivalence in any systern.

6.2.L Characteristics of the Failure Tolerance State Defi-
nitions

The chalacteristics of the Failure Tolerance State definition aÌ'e given below.

Definition 6.2. A Failure Tolelance system speci'ficali'on i's a Basic State sys-

tem which i,s partially hi,dden under an i'nterface and satisfies the followzng prop-

er-ti,es:

1. A state is di,st'inguished by the current ualues of uariables ui,si,ble u'nder

the interface and the ualues ui'sible in all accessi'ble future states of each

component.

2. Behaui,ours are di,stinguished by the ui,si,ble ualues obserued i'n each state.

A, Failure Tolerance state is a state of such a system, a;ncl a Failure Tolerance

behavioul is a behaviour of such a system. This is lnterrdecl to be an infornal
definition only, and we will formalise each point throughout this chapter.

Each Failure Tolerance systerr can be obtained by hicling part of a Basic State

system under an interface. This means each Basic state ,R of the underlying
Basic State system is associated with a Failure Tolerance state. This Failur-e
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Tolerance state will reltlesent ¡R and all visible traces of each component, where

these traces or-iginate at rR. Accordlng to Definition 6.1, this means two Basic

states will generate equal Fa,ilure Tolerance states if and only the Basic states

are equivalent under the interface. The connection between Basic State s)¡stems

and Failure Tolerance systems has the following consequence:

Remark 6,3. [Jnder a tri,u'ial i,nterface which hi'des nothing, a Basic State sys-

tem i,s 'ident'ical to a Failure Tolerance system.

6.2.2 The CCF sketch representing a Failure Tolerance
system

As we have cliscussed above, we obtain a Failure Tolerance systerr by hiding part
of a Basic State system uncìer an interface. Nlore precisely, we use an inclnsion,
ol view, functor as in Definition 5.19 to identify those system elements visibie
unclel the interface. This suggests that we should represent a Failure Tolerance

system in CCF by a system category C identical to that used to lepresent the
unclerlying Basic State system.

Definition 6.4. The Failure Tolerance system category C is the category pre-

sented by th,e CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) of the underlEi'ng Basic State system, as

giuen'in Definition 1.3.

The elements of this tuple are detailecl in Clarifications 4.4 and 4.5 and

Constructs 4.6 ancl 4.7, The Failure Tolerance system category is identical to
the system category of the underlying Basic State system.

6.2.3 The CCF sketch representing a Failure Tolerance
state

To obtain a categoricai representation ofa Failure Toierance state, we must rep-

lesent not only the current visible values of variables, but any possible future
visible values that ls, the possible visible behaviours originating at this state.

While we will eventually include the interface, modellecl as a view functor de-

scribed in Section 5.3, we first demonstrate how to represent current and future
values using CCF. This requiles generating an abstract state category for the
Failule Tolerance system which includes a representation of these future values.

In the following definltìon, we assume the system category C is presentecl by
the CCF sketch (G,D,L,C) as given in Definltion 6.4.

Definition 6.5. The abstract state category Cy for a Failure Tolerance system

is tlte category presented bE the CCF sketch (Gy,Dv,Lv,Cy) where

o Gy i,s a directed graph, wherein nod"es represent d.atatyT.rcs and eiLges rep-

resent uariables, functions and constants

o Dy 'is the family of pairs of paths in Gv constructed as detai,Ied i'n Clar-
ification 1.1/¡, and used in Def,nition f.9 to generate the abstract state

categorg of a Bas'ic State sEstem
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. Lv i,s the fami,ly of cones detai,led in Construct 1.15 and also used'in
Definition 1.9

o Cy is a family of cocones in Gv representing constructi,uelg-specifi,ed datatypes
wi,thi,n the Failure Tolerance sgstem

Nlost of these elements are similar to the elements of the CCF sketch used in
Definition 4.9 to generate the abstract state category of a Basic State systen.
The following clarifications discuss those elements whlch differ.

Clarification 6.6. The graph Gv of Defini,ti,on 6.5 i,s similar to th.e graph G
used 'in Definit'íon 6.1, with the encepti,on that the edge e: 1 -> f i-state whirch

in G represents tlte fn-init function (for each component fi,), rey.tresents i,n

Gv the fi-current functi,on. That 'is, Gv oT Defi,ni,ti,on 6.5 represents th,e

f i-current function for any component f i, but not the f i-init functi,on.

Structuraliy, Gy is identical to G. However, the labellings on edges is dif-
ferent, indicating that Gv will be usecl to identify the culrent and future values
of variables. G, by contrast, is used to identify all values of vatiabÌes.

Construct 6.7. The familg Cy of Defi,ni,ti,on 6.5 compri,ses the cocones of Con-
struct 1.15 used in Defi,ni.tion 1.9 to generate the abstract state category of a

Basi,c State sgstem, as well as the cocone defi,ned bE th,e edges represen,ting the

finent and f icument funct'ions, for ang component f i.

The family Cy represents those datatypes which ale defined constructively,
including the fi-state datatype for any component fi. This datatype was
not represented in the cocones clefinecl in Construct 4.7, which wele used to
generate the abstract state category of the underlying Basic State system. This
is because the lelevant functions (namel¡ finext) ale not represented within
the abstract state category of a Basic State system.

A model of the categoU Cv of Definition 6.5 is then a functor to Set, ltre-
selving finite limits ancl countable coproducts. Such a functor represents the
current values of all variables (that is, a Basic state rR), as well as one possible

trace for each component in the system, oi-iginating at a Basic state R. A family
of these functors can then be used to descril¡e all possible behaviours oliginating
at ,R, fol any component. While this is what is required for a Failure Tolerance
state, we must now consider how such behaviouls mlght appear given that a
Failure Tolerance system makes use of an interface hiding certain infolmation.

Using interfaces to hide information

In gener-al, an interface will hide certain clata elements, often tliose usecl for
implementation. In Section 5.3 we discussed the use of a view, or inclusion,
functor K to identify those data elenents of a system which comprise a palticu-
lar subsystem. To model au interface, thelefor-e, we will define a vie'¡' fuuctor ,4

to be used with the Failure Tolerance abstract state categoly of Definition 6.5.
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fl-state f2-state
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fl.x f2.x

0 l2next

flcunent
f2cunent

Figule 6.1: The category Cf represents current variables, as well as future ones

This functor wilt identify the data elements visible under the interface. The
clata elements identifiecl in this way form a subsystem which we will represent

by a category termed the abstract state equiualence category.

Definition 6.8. The abstract state equivalence categor1 C+ of a Failure Tol-

erance sgstem i,s d,efined" in terms of the inclusion functor A, Cl - Cv , where

Cy 'is the Failure Tolerance abstract state category of Def,niti,on 6.5 and A
identi,f,es those elements of the system whi'ch are uisi,ble under the interface.

Figure 6.1 shows the abstract state equivalence category for the Example
1 code of Section 4.3.1, assuming the designer has dictated that the variable
g of component f 1 is hidden under the interface. We may usefully compare
this with Figure 4.2, which lepresents the abstract state category for the same

system interpreted uncler the Basic State definition.

Definition 6.9. ,4 model of the abstract state equiualence category is a functor
RA : Cf + Set whi,ch preserues f,nite lim'its and countable coproducts. Thi's is

also referred to as a Failure Toierance trace.

A Failure Tolerance trace represents a visible trace or behaviour of each

component originating at a Basic state rR and viewed using the interface A.

According to Definition 6.2, a Failure Tolerance slole comprises the visible
values of some Basic state rR and ali possible visible traces originating at r? for
each component. Thus, a Failure Tolerance state will consist of a collection of
Failure Tolerance traces, all of which describe visible behaviours from the same

Basic state Ã. We now introduce a formal definition of a Failure Tolerance state,
which will allow us to consider whether two Basic states -R, R' are equivalent
under the interface. For this equivalence to be the case, the current values of
visible variables in both ,? and A/ must be identical, as well as the possible

vìsible traces from each of these states. We formalise this below.
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Equivalence of Basic states: defining a Failure Tolerance state

In a slight abuse of notation, we will denote a Baslc state -R viewed uncler the
interface by a functor Ro A. To formalise this, we need simply to define a view
functor A on the abstract state category of the underlying Basic State system,
as in Section 5.3. This view functor A identifies those system elements visibie
under the interface, which are preciseÌy those elements - with the excelttion
of fi-current and fi-next for any component fi. - iclentifiecl by the view
functor' ,4 of Definition 6.8.

There are two reasons why there rniglib be several clifferent vlsible traces
originating al R o A, where ,? is a Basic state, and A replesents the lnterface.
Firstly, there might be several diffelent possible vahtes of any valiable hidden
under the intelface, This means that two distinct Basic states -R and ,B' might
appear the same under the interface, yet the possible behaviouls frorr each of
these states might not be visibly identical. In this case, these two Basic states Ã
and ,R/ should generate clistinct Failure Tolerance states. Secondly, there might
be non-determinism present in the system. In this case, even if the intelface
hides no information at all, there may be multiple 'next' states of a Basic state
R.

In order to formally define a Failure Tolerance state and ensule that it cle-

scribes consistent visible behaviours origiratìng at some R o A, we first llust
deveìop notation for identifying the current values which are described by a

Failure Tolerance trace (ie. the current values visible uncler the interface). This
is achievecl by associating a Failure Tolerance trace RA with some r? o A, where

rR is a Basic state.

Definition 6.LO. Giuen a Failure Tolerance trace RA, fl¿e curletlt trace value

RAI ls the functor Ro A, wh,ere R'is a Basic state such that

o R o A(a) : Ro(") for ang object a representing a datatype uisi'ble un'der

the interface.

o Ro A(f): RAff) for ang morphi'sm f 
" 
ot - a2 represent'ing a functi'on

or constant ui,sible under the i,nterface.

. R"A(r¡i) - RA(f l.r" f icurrent), where r¡i and f i.r represent a uariable

r of component Ji ui,si,ble under the i,nterface.

That is, ,3Al represents the visible values of a Basic state in whìch the

behaviour clescribecl by the Failure Tolerance trace RA might originate. For a
given Fallure Tolerance tlace rRA, there night be several clifferent Basic states

,R for which Rol: R o,4, and these different Basic states might have clifferent

visible futules. Becattse of this potential confusion, in the following section rve

cìiscuss what it means for a Failure Toletalce state to be cousistenl,,

Definition 6.1L, A Fai,Iure Tolerance state is a family of Failure ToLerance

traces
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{RA:C{ ---+ Set}t

uhere for any RAi anrl RA¡ i,n this fam'ilg, RAol: RA¡l

Under this clefinltion, a Failule Toler-ance state is simply a collection of
Failure Tolerance traces which share a current trace value. We will sometimes

refer to the current trace ualue {R"),1 of a Failule Tolerance trace {AA}i.
This denotes the current trace value of all rBA e {Ro}r. However, as rve have

mentioned briefly above, uot every Failure Tolerance tlace in such a Failure
Tolerance state will necessarily describe a consistent behaviour originating at
the same Basic state rB. In the following section we discuss some consistency

conditions which will enforce this for Failure Tolerance states.

6,2,4 Consistency of Failure Tolerance States

A consistent Failure Tolerance state will consist of a family of Failure Tolerance
traces, where each represents a trace of each component, originating at some

common Basic state and viewed under the interface. These traces must obey
the consistency conditions we discuss below.

Component-wise Consistency

A cornponent-wise consistent Failure Tolerance tlace represeuts a trace fol each

component (as viewed under the interface) originating at some Basic state Ã,
where every state ln this trace obeys the system constraints. Since the sys-

tem constraints fol each component are enforced in the system category C, a
component-wise consistent Failule Tolerance trace RA : C{ - Set must factor
thlough C. To ensule that this factorisation is performed correctly, we define

the following Failure Tolerance state ident'if'cati'on functor.

Definition 6.L2. The FaiÌure Tolerance state identification functor i,s a functor
R: Cv + C, where Ctt is introduced in Defi,niti,on 6.5, and C in Defi'ni'tion 6.1.

The state identificati,on functor ¿s valid i'f the followi'ng properties hold.

. R maps any object (representi,ng a datatype) of Cy to the obiect of C
representi,ng this same datatype

. R maps ang morphism (representing a funct'ion, uariable, constant or

function appli,cation) i.n Cy to the morphism of C which represents the

same funct'ion, uariable, constant or functi'on appli'cation.

o For each component fi,

R(f icurcent) : f i,nertk o f i-ini.t

for some k > 0, representing the number of state transit'ions component

fi has undergone.
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A Failure Tolerance state identification functor fulfills the same function as

the state identification functor of Definition 4.20 cloes for a Basic State system.
However, the different composition of the Failure Tolerance abstlact state cat-
egory means that such a functol has some additional consequences in a Faìlure
Tolerance system.

Remark 6.13. ,4 aal'id Failure Tolerance state i,dent'ifi,cat'ion functor acts as

the identi,ty upon the morphism f ineæt for any component f i.

Stuttering occurs outside the normal sequence of state transitions. That
is, although an infinite number of stutters can occur at any point cluring a

behaviour, this is not reflected by using different state identification functols
A for each stutter. Instead, we simpiy clo not represent the stutters. This will
be important in Section 6.2.5, when we clescribe transitions which appeal to be
stutters under the intelface.

We can use the Failure Tolerance state identification functol to describe how
a Failure Tolerance trace RA factors through the systerl category C. This fac-
torisation is used in the following definition of Failure Tolerance componeut-wise
conslstency.

Definition 6.14. A component-wise consistent Failure Tolerance trace i,s a

functor Ro , 4 + Set for which there exists a ual'id, Failure Tolerance state
identif,cati,on functor R: Cy --+ C ancl system model D : C ---+ Set such that

RA:DoRoA

where A is the uiew functor of Defi,ni,ti,on 6.8 representi,ng the interface.

Owing to the action of ,R emphasised in Remalk 6.13, a compouent-wise
consistent Failure Tolerance trace desclibes a behaviour of fl (fol any com-
ponent f i) originating at some Basic state r?, in which each state within this
behaviour is component-wise consistent. The Basic state rB in question is known
as the associated Basic state of this Failure Tolerance tlace and iclentifiecl in the
following way:

Definition 6,L5. The associated Basic state R of a component-w'ise consistent
Failure Tolerance trace RA : D o Ro A is a Basic state R for whi'ch

R: (D " R" AI)l

where AI 'is a ui,ew functor representi,ng the triui'al i'nterface which hi'des no

uariables.

That is, we have temporarily circumventecl the presence of the intelface in
order to identify the associated Basic state rR of a Failure Tolelance trace RA,
making use of the curlent trace value introducecl in Definition 6.10'
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Interaction-wise Consistency

Intelaction-wise consistency was introduced in Definition 4.19, and ensures

that sharecl information has the same value when viewed from any compo-

nent. An interaction-wise consistent Failure Tolerance trace RA is one which
r.eplesents a system l¡ehavioul viewed under the interface and originating at
some interaction-wise consistent Basic state R. However, an interaction-wise
conslstent Failure Tolerance trace does not require that each Basic state in this
behaviour be interaction-wise consistent. This implies that an interaction-wise
Basic state R where there are no possible state transitions from -R leading to
i¡teraction-wise consistent Basic states can still be interpretecl as an intelaction-
wise consistent Failure Tolerance state. A consequence of this choice of clefinition
is that we can represent Basic states which lead to inconsistency within the for-

mal fi'amework proviclecl by CCF. Tiris will allow us to apply the taxonomy of
inconsistencies of Sectiou 4.T to systems which may also be affected by system

faiìure.

To enforce interaction-wise consistency, we will define the interaction-wise
consistency category of a Failure Tolerance system.

Definition 6.L6. The interaction consistency category Cy for a Failure Toler'
ance ,system i.s the categorA presented by the CCF sketch (Gy,Dv UDv, Lv,Cv),
uhere

o Gy 'is the di,rected graph of Clarif,cat'ion 6.6, used in Defi'n'ition 6.5 to
generate the abstract state categorE of this Failure Tolerance sgstem

o Dy 'is the fami,l11 of pairs of paths in Gy of Defi,niti'on 6.5, represent'ing

the arioms of the data uni'uerse.

. Dy is a fami,ly of pai,rs of paths in Gv representing constrai'nts which
enforce sh,ared information to haue a single utlue at ang time

o Ly and, Cy are the famili,es of cones and cocones 'in Gy used' i'n Defi'ni-
tion 6.5 to generate the abstract state category of this Failure Tolerance

system

Clarification 6.17. Dy is a set of paths in Gv uith comnlon source and target,

where each pair is of the form

fl.xo flcurrent: f2.ro f2cument

for a uariable r uis'ible to components f 1 and f2.

The intelaction-wise consistency category can thus be seen to represent the
constraints Dy of the data univetse, as well as those constraints Dy whích
are appliecl to sharecl information to eusule intelaction-wise consistency. If a
Failure Tolerance trace RA can be factoled through the interaction consistency
category of Definition 6.16, it will represent behaviouls from an interaction-wise
consistent Basic state fr.
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Definition 6.18. ,4 Failure Tolerance trace RA , Cî - Set'is \nteraction-wise
consistent when there erists a functor Y : Cy - Set such that

R.A:YoloA
where I : Cy - Cv is the quotient functor

Complete Consistency of a Failure Tolerance State

A consistent Failure Tolerance state {rBA}r will be a family of FaiÌure Tolelance
traces, where each describes a behaviour of any component originating at a
component-wise and interaction-wise consistent Basic state R, and viewed under
the interface. Moreover, the behaviour describecl by any member of this family

{-RA}¿ for a component f i consists of component-wise consistent states of fi.
We formalise this by the following definition.

Definition 6.L9. A cons'istent Failure Tolerance state {RA)¿ i,s one for which

for each RA e {RA}¿

o RA preserues finite li,mi,ts and countable coproducts

o RA is a component-wise consistent Fa'ilure Tolerance trace

. RA is an interaction-wise consistent Failure Tolerance trace

o Each rRA ¿s associa,ted (Def,ni,tion 6.15) withtl¿e same Basi'c sto'te R

Consistency of a Failule Tolerance state is equivalent to the requirement
that the diagram in Figure 6.2 commute for each Failure Tolerance trace within
the family {RA)u. Thus, a Failure Tolerance state represents a family of all
possible visible behaviours for each component, from some Basic state /Ì. By
extension, this is a representation of all possible visible behaviours of the system,
both consistent and inconsistent, from rl. Whether or not the systern behaviour
represented by a Failure Tolerance trace is consistent now depends only upon
the scheduling of individual component state-transitions - that is, upon the
interaction-wise consistency of future states.

6.2.5 The category of Failure Tolerance States

We now define the category of Failure Tolerance states, given an interface mocl-

elled by a view functor .4 as introducecl in Definition 6.8. This category rvill be

referred to as Failure Tolerance(A). Objects in this category will be consis-

tent Failure Tolerance states, while rnorphisms will represent behaviours of the
Failure Tolerance system.

Definition 6,2O. The category Failure Tolerance(A) 'is comprised of

o objects which are consistent Failure Tolerance states as presented i'n Defi-
n'it'ion 6.19
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Figure 6.2: This diagram, in which all categories are Failure Tolerance cate-
gories, commutes if the Failure Tolerance sequence -RA is consistent.

o morphisms which are of two classes:

1. Operational morphisms, which are tuples r : ({RA}¡,[A'l]u, {no'}*)
of current trace ualues of objects in Føilute Tolervnce(A), sat'is-

fying Proper-tg 6.25 (described below as the Failure Tolerance State
Ordering Property)

2. Hid,ilen morphisms, which are tuples r: ({RA}¡,1,{RA'}¡") wh"r"

{RA}¡I: {no'}rl
In this defrnition, operational rnorphisms represent consistent behaviours

of the system, as distinguished by the visible values observed throughout each
behaviour. Hidden morphisms represent the behaviour of a system when state is

restored afber system failure. A morphism may be both operational and hidden,
and we provide clarifications and discussions of both types of morphisms in the
rest of this section.

Objects in the Failure Tolerance Category

Defining equality of objects in Failure Tolerance(A) can be relatively com-
plex. Informall¡ two Failure Tolerance states should be deemed equal as objects
in Failure Tolerance(A) when they are associated wít}' equiualenú Basic states
R and -R'. However, for the sake of completeness, it should not be necessary
to analyse the underlying Basic State system to identify equal Failure Toler-
ance(A) objects. That is, the categorical representation of a Failure Tolerance
system should not rely on the presence of a categorical representation of the
underlying Basic State system. Instead, we require that equality of two Fail-
ure Tolerance states be equality of the Failure Tolerance traces of which they
are composed, modulo any stuttering. This leads to the following definition of
equality of Failure Tolerance states, which we then discuss in more detail.
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Definition 6.21. Two objects {RA}¿ and, {Ro'}o of Failure Tolero,nce(A)
are equal if for euerg Failure Tolerance sequence nA m {nA}¿ there 'is a Failure
Tolerance trace RA' ln {RA'},i such that

RA : RA,

up to the confl,ation of consecuti,ue id,entical uisi,ble states of any cornponent f i
'in the behauiour of f i, described by either Failure Tolerance seçluence.

This ensures that two Basic states A and A'which are equivalent under the
interface ,4, generate equal states in the Failure Tolerance(A) category. That
is, if Basic state A and -rB' are equivalent under A, then the possible behaviours
described for each component from either state must be visibly identical. This
means the Failure Tolerance traces which make up the Failure Tolerance states
associated with Basic states -R and -¡Bl must be identical. Definition 6.21 also
ensures that if two Basic states appear identical under the interface, yet result
in visibly different system behaviours, these Basic states are not associated with
the same object in the Failure Tolerance(A) category.

However, as we stated briefly earlier, any analysis we perform is to be stuttering-
insensitive. This characteristic has been reflected in the categories States, TH
States and Input States by the definitions of morphisms. In the category Fail-
ure Tolerance(A), however, we must consider the implications of stuttering
when defining equality of objects. A Failure Tolerance sequence is constructed
by assuming that no stutters are present - an abstraction which can be safely
made since stuttering is intended to be irrelevant. However, a Failure Toler-
ance sequence may describe a state transition of some component which is not
a stutter, yet appears to be one when viewed under the interface. These are
known as false stutters, and any analysis we perform should be insensitive to
these false stutters as well as 'genuine' stutters. Definition 6.21 ensures that
this is the case, by conflating visibly identical states in any behaviour.

Definition 6.22. A false stutter of a componerr,t f i is a state transition of f i
which is not a stutter, but appears to be so when an interface hides some of the
system data of ¡'i,.

Definition 6.21 provides criteria for two Failure Tolerance states to be equal,
given the 'meta-knowledge' that in all applications a Failure Tolerance trace
-RÁ defines a visible behaviour for each component. Howevet, a formal defini-
tion of equality in the category Failure Tolerance(A) should not rely on this
practical information about the use of Failure Tolerance traces. With this in
mind, we present the following detailed discussion of equality of objects in Fail-
ure Tolerance(A). This is simply a formalisation of the concepts presented in
Definition 6.21, and familiarity with the f'ollowing property (Property 6.23) and
definition (Definition 6.24) is not required in order to use the analysis techniques
of this chapter.
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A Formal Tbeatment of Equality

In order to establish a formal definition of equality of objects in Failure Toler-
ance(A), we intloduce the following property. This will hold for any category
of Failure Tolerance states.

Property 6.23 (The Hidden Transition Property). For any object {RA}i of
the iategorE Failure Tolerance(A), for alt Failure Tolerance sequences RA €

{R"\¡ and for any integer i, there erists sorne nãtural number n (whi,ch may
be 0) such that Jor each component f 1 and for aII morphisms f 1'æ, where f 1.æ

represents a uariable r in f1

RA (f t.r o f lnerti+, o f Icurr ent) : RA ff I.r o f Inerti o f lcurr ent)

forallr{n.
This property states that any Failure Tolerance ftace RA describes a be-

haviour for any component f 1 originating at the Basic state Ë associated with
,RA, where after i tlansitions into the behaviour there are n false stutters of f 1.

We note that Property 6.23 for all Failure Tolerance traces rRA including those

which describe no faise stutters at all, since n may be 0.

We then clefine a function n""fi(z), where nunff (i) uses Property 6.23to
obtain the length n of the sequence of false stutters for LI begi'nning at the i'-lh
state tlansition of f 1, as describecl by the Failure Tolerance sequence AA. This
function is defined as follows:

n""fi(i) : o r nunfi(z - r) + o
nu"fiØ):"otherwise.

Tirat is, n""fi(i) provides the length of the sequence of false stutters of f1
whicin begi,ns at the i-th transition of f 1 described by rRA. If the i-th transition
is itself in the middle of such a run then n""fi (z) is 0.

Since the Hidden Transition Property holds for all Failure Tolerance traces
,RA in every Failure Tolerance state {rRA}¿, we tnay use this to define precisely
when two objects in Failure Tolerance(A) are equal, modulo stuttering.

Definition 6.24. Two objects {RA}¿ and. {Ro')o of Failure Toterance(A)
will be equal when for anE functor RA e {RA}¿ there is a functor RA' e {RA'}t
(and uice uersa) such that

o RA and, RA' act id,entically upon an!) object in Q, o, any morphism 'in

Q repres"nting a function or constant.

o For all morph'isms f l.r in Cf representi,ng a uariable x of any component

f 1, then for anE 'integer k
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nA ff t.n o f lnen*+D*-o1n"ff t')) o f lcurrent) :
RA' (¡ t. r o f lnex*+Ð,|:o (Runfi' (i) ) o f lcum ent)

The last condition of Definition 6.24 is a formal means of defining equality up
to conflation of any consecutive iclentical states of any component, as defined by
a Failure Tolerance sequence. As has been the practice in plevious categories,
all functors are defined up to natural isomorphism only.

This definition is presented for the sake of completeness only, and to estab-
lish the categorical foundation of this particular aspect of CCF. In most cases,

Definition 6.21 is suffi.ciently precise.

Morphisms in the Failure Tolerance Category

Morphisms in the category Failure Tolerance(A) are divided into two classes.

The first class, the operational morphisms, are those morphisms which represent
consistent behaviours of the Failure Tolerance system. In accordance with Def-
inition 6.2, behaviours of a Failure Tolerance system are distinguished by the
visible values of variables throughout the behaviour. Thus, these operat'ional
morphisms are tuples

, : ({RA) ¡, [Ro l]n, {no' ) *)

defining the current trace values which are visible throughout each behaviour.
However, not all possible tuples will represent a consistent behaviour. In order'
for a tuple to represent a cousistent behaviour, the system constraints relating
one state to another must be satisfied. We appiy this criteria to a tuple r by
means of the following property.

Property 6.25 (The Failure Tolerance State Ordering Property) . A tuple r :
({Ro}¡,lVAl]l,{RA'}¡) sat'isf'es the Failure Tolerance State Ord,ering Proper-tg

i,f the following conditions hold:

o for all Fai,Iure Tolerance sequences RA, and Ro j*, where RA ¡l and RA ¡¡l
are consecutiue current trace ualues 'in r, and where

Ro¡:DoR¡ and
Ro'*': DoRi¡1

for some system model D and Fai'lure Tolerance state i'dentif,cation func-
tors R¡ anrl R¡¡7, the followi,ng equalit'ies hold for any component f d:

t. R¡¡1(f i,current) -- R¡(f in'erto f i'current) or

2. R¡¡1(f icurrent) : R¡ (f icurrent)

A tuple r satisfying this property is a tuple of Failure Tolerance sequences

where the current trace values o1 these sequences describe a consistent behaviour

of the system. This is precisely the property required of an operational mor-
phism.
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Clarification 6.26. ?ñ,e operational morphisms in Failure Tolerønce(A),
introd,uced, in Defini.tion 6.20, are tuples r : ({Ro)i,lfiol]0, {RA')¡), where

. {RA}¡ and, {RA'}n are objects in Failure Toterance(A)

. lfiAl], is a list of current trace ualues of objects i,n Failure Tolerance(A)

o r satisfi,es Proper-ty 6.25 (the Fai,lure Tolerance State Ordering Property)

Each operational morphism r then clescribes a consistent behaviour of the
Failure Tolerance(A) category. That is, unlike the categories States, In-
put States and TH States, we incorporate the definition of the subcategories

Failure Tolerance(A)(D) (consisting of those morphisms which are defined

over the system model D) into the the state ordering property (Property 6.25).

This is because in Failure Tolerance(A), future Basic states of each compo-

nent are part of the definition of a Failure Tolerance state. Thus, it makes no

sense to allow morphisms which ate not defined over a single D, as these will
not be representecl within any Failure Tolerance state. Equality of operational
morphisms is equality of the tuples, up to the conflation of consecutive identical
elements (current trace values) of each tuple, and composition is concatenation.

As we discussed in Section 6.1, we will use this category Failure Toler-
ance(A) to examine the effect of restoring the visible system state after a sys-

tem failure. To facilitate this we defined another class of morphisms in Failure
iolerance(A), where these morphisms represent the system behaviour which
corresponds to the restoration of visible system state.

Clarification 6.27. ?å.e hidden morphism in Failure Tolerance(A),'intro-
d.uced, in Definition 6.20, are tuples r : ({RA}¡,11,{nA'}¡") where

{Ro}¡ and {RA'}n are objects dn Failure Tolerance(A) such that

{R"}¡l: {ao'}rl

A hidclen morphism can be used to describe the visibly correct restoration of
a Basic state rB which generates the Failure Tolerance state {rRA}7. The visible
values are guaranteed to be restored correctly, a fact given by the equality

{R"},1- {no'}rl
but the hidden values may be restored incorrectly, leading to the situation where

{RA}n I {Ro'}*.

That is, where the Failure Tolerance sequences making W {RA}¿ differ from the

Failure Tolerance sequences making up {RA'}j.There is precisely one hidden

molphism for any two such objects {,RA}¿ and {ao'}¡ where {,?A}, | : {no'}ol.
The composition of two morphisms r : {Ro)o -- {no'}¡ anð, rt : {RA)', -
{AA}¿ is the identity rnorphism.
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Note that it is possible for a morphism to be both operational ar.rd hidden. For
example, the identity morphism belongs to both of these classes. To enhance
clarity, we will reserve the term restorati,on morph,'isms to clescribe the actions
specifically corresponding to restoring visible system state, r'ather than observ-
ing a consistent behaviour. Where we need a term for this class in general, they
shall be referred to as h'idden morphisms.

6.2.6 Applying the Failure Tolerance(A) category

The Failure Tolerance(A) categoly is obtained by defining an interface A to
be used with a Basic State system. Each Basic state of the r-rnclerlying system
is then associated with a Failure Tolerance state, which describes the culrent
visible variables, and visible behaviours originating from this Basic state. Two
equivalent Basic states will then genelate eqr,ral Failure Tolcrance states. Def-
inition 6.19 formally desclibes states as objects in the category Failure Tol-
erance(A), while Definitions 6.26 and 6.27 describe behaviours as tnor¡rhistns.
Using Failure Tolerance(A) allows us to analyse the observable behaviours
of a system during system failure, given that valiables hiclden under ,4 cannot
be guaranteed to be restored correctly. In the following section, we will show
how this can be usecl in a real-world application.

6.3 System Failure in Specifications Utilising an
Interface

In Section 6.1.1 we introduced the concept of an ir.rterface hicling certaln infor'-
rnation within the systern. The information visible undel such an interface cal'r

be restored accut'ately after system failure, as it has been indepenclently ob-
servecl by anothel external entity. When restoring state after a system failure,
a user is primarily concerned about restoring a state which appeals iclentical to
the one in which failure occulred. Such a restoratiou, however, may not ahvays
result in completely consistent behaviour.

In Section 6.3.1 we present an example of a systern in which an interface is
present. This is a security system which is specified at a lelatively abstract level,

and whicli wlil serve as a case study for some discr-issions of fallure tolelance.
Failure tolerance was introduced in Section 6.1.1, ancl refers to the abillty of
a system to recover from system failure. Iu many cases, it is too ambitious
to lequire an entire systetn to recover completely from such a failure. Instead,
a designer might identify essential subsystems, and specify that the clegree of
inconsistency these ciìspla¡' ir the presence of system failure be limitecl. In the
rest ofthis chapter, we discuss how the overall design ofthe system can allorv for
the identification of essential subsystems, and the requirement that they display
a minimum degree of consistency at all times.
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Figure 6.3: A security system, including both visible and hidden data'

To facilitate this discussion, we will use the category Failure Tolerance(A)
of Section 6.2.5 to provide a formal treatment of the security system case study.

Within this context, we then identify a subsystem which is deemed "essential"
to the correct operation of this seculity system. 'We can then use Failure
Tolerance(A) to express the relationship between behaviours of this essential

subsystem and behaviours of the wider system. Section 6.4 introduces some

mathematical constructions which we will use to limit the inconsistency of this
essential subsystem in the event of system failure. This is known as ensuring

conilitional failure tolerance of the subsystem. FinalIS in Sections 6.5 and 6.7 we

discuss two fundamental behaviours of the security system, and show how CCF
can be used to enforce conditional failure tolerance of the essential subsystem

with respect to these behaviours.

6.3.1 A Security System ExamPle

The example we will be using to illustrate conditional failure tolerance is the

specification of a security system. Many of the characteristics of this security
system are taken fïom the features offered by chubb [16] for monitoring high-

risk buildings, and part of the physical composition of the system is depicted in
Figure 6.3.

Security Sensors

This system will consist of several sensors or modules, eâch of which is repre-

sented by a component in the specification. The sensors monitol the building
in which the security system is installed, and make some of this information
visible to a user. For example, eâch door is represented by a sensor, for which
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the status may be open or closed. This status is always visible to the user of
the security system. In addition to the status, a sensor may provide additional
visible information to the user of the system. For example, a door sensor might
display a message if a code is needed to open the door. For cameras, the infor-
mation visible to the user of the security system corresponds to the status of
the camera (for example, whether it is operational or not, and what mode of
operation it is currently in), and the image shown at that moment.

A door communication module establishes communication between the doors,
handling any issues of coordination as well as basic shutdown and maintenance
procedures. This structure is repeated for the other observational sensors,
such as câmeras. For example, the camera communications module acts as
a sequencer, bypassing any input from unused camerâ units and automatically
switching monitors. In addition to these doo¡ and camera modules there may
be other components of a security system, such as a number of guard personnel
tracked by alarm locator units.

In addition to the information visible to the user, each sensor will typically
retain a record of events that have involved the component in question. For
example, a camera sensor typically preserves a record of those segments of video
where the recording was triggered by a motion sensor. A door sensor, on the
other hand, might preserve a record of the codes which have been used to
open this door in the current monitoring session. These records should not
be available to a user of the security system, instead being uploaded to an
external repository upon system shutdown. This reason for this restriction is
because a user of the security system who will usually not be a qualified
security technician should only see what is transpiring in the building at the
current time. Allowing him to see (and therefore potentially alter) the recorded
data results in additional complexity of the system, or even corruption of the
recordings.

The a-lert notification subsystem

In order for this system to function as more than a disparate collection of sep-
arate sensors, we need a central ale¡t notification component. The job of such
a component is two-fold. Firstly, it must coordinate any communication the
system has with the external environment. This includes sending an alarm to
the police, or requesting that an external monitoring service be alerted. Sec-
ondly, it must coordinate actions of one sensor with the other sensors which
make up the security system. Specifically, the alert notification component in-
terprets inf'ormation from one sensor and tells the others how they should react
to the situation. For example, a chânge in the status of the sensor representing
a security guard's callbutton may trigger a notification for outer doors to lock
down.
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In order to make the implementation of the security policies transparent to a
user, all the data which is part of the alert notification component is made visi-
ble. This means the user always knows the state of this notification component,
ancl is thelefore aware of the messages being transmitted within the security
system at any given time.

Security Policies: Stating Required Behaviours

The behaviour of the security system is constrained by a number of Security
Policies. Those Policies that we present here clemonstrate the type of require-
ments which are obtained very early on in the development cycle. By using
these, we will show that ensuring failure tolerance can be done throughout the
software lifecycle, even when the requirements and specifications are still incom-
plete. Additionally, using incomplete requirements will allow us to demonstrate
how refining the system can affect failure tolerance. Finally, we will also show

how ambiguities stemming from informal requirements documention may be
resolved.

In general, we require that the alert notification subsystem finish sending any
notification before it can send the next. This ensures consistency, in that we

know that all the actions taken in response to the first notification are com-
pÌeted before the next is sent. Finall¡ as a general principle, we require that
the recorded data cannot be erased by any notification. This ensures that a mal-
functioning system which sends incorrect notifications cannot erase a record of
exactly when the malfunction occurred. There are some simple Security Policies
we can write which encapsulate these characteristics:

Security Policies

1) Pre-condition: Any previous notifications must have been
conpleted and acknowledged,

Action: The alert notj-fication subsystem sends out a notification
Post-condition: The recorded data which existed before this

notification must still exist.

At the early stages of development which is where we assume this case

stucly iies - the specification for the alert notification component should be as

generic as possible. This facilitates code re-use and enables us to easily refine the
specification. To this end we define certain classes of notification. Each class

corresponds to a family of notiflcations which all display certain properties.
For example, one common way in which to categorise notifications is into the
following famiÌies:

1. Calls to an external soulce (eg. to the company which supplies the system,
or to the police).

2. Notifications broadcast to the entire system.
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3. Notifications sent to an indiviclual sensor

This categorisation is based upon the different actions lequir:ed for the alert
notification system to send messages of each class. For example, broaclcast
messages can be sent on1¡' unclel certain circumstances, which differ from the
cilcumstances undel which an external call rvoulcl be macle. We discuss this
further when explaining Seculity Policy 2. At this early stage of cleveloprnent,
we will consider the circumstances under which messages of each class would be

sent, r'ather than examining indiviclual messages.

The first class of messages rve exantìne are the broaclcast messages. These are
typically low-pliority rnaintenance messages, as in a high-risk situation the alert
notification will communicate lndividually with each sensor to ensure that the
correct outcome is achieved. When broadcasting rressages, however', the alelt
notification component w1ll communicate only with the sensor communication
rnodules, such as the door and camera communication modules of Figure 6.3.
By interpreting bloadcast messages as low-pliolity, we can create a hieralchy of
notification classes. This hieralchy allows the s¡'slsm to 1>rioritlze certain alelts,
or allow others to be sent only under certain highly-constrained circurnstances.
For example, in a liigh-alert state the system may reftrse to send any bloaclcast
messages. This ensures that there will never be a conflict between responcling
to a high-priority alert ancl sending a rotttine maintenance message.

This prioritization method requires the system to identify high-alert states.
The identification criteria will be different fot' each system, ancl will typically
be customized by the user'. The action taken in one of these high-alert states is
also depenclent upon the system and the preferences of the user'. In this security
system example, the reconrnended action in such a state is to sencl an extet'nal
call to the police, or the security monitoring company. The following Secr-rrity

Policy encapsulates this clecision for this system.

Security Policies

2) Pre-condition: An alarm of sufficient inportance i-s sent from a

sensor nodule to the alert noti.fication system.
Acti.on: The system enters a 'high-alert) state.
Action: The alert notification systen sends out an external

alarm ca11.
Post-condition: The systen renains in a 'high-alert' state until

the external call has been answered'

If the system is in a high-alert state then it may refuse to calry ottt atry ex¡tectecl

routine maintenance. The reason for this refusal shoulcl be communicatecl to the
user, rvho might otherwise suspect the system of malflurctioning. Tliis motiva'tes

the following additional post-conclitions fol this Seculity Policy.
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Post-condition: The fact that the system is in a hi-gh-alert state
is visible to the user'

Post-condition: Broadcast nessages will not be sent u¡rtil the
system returns to a nornal state.

In general, the user of the security system will be able to tell whether an alert is
being sent as a broadcast message or a series of messages to individual sensors.

This is because the opet'ation of the alert notiflcation subsystem is completely
transparent to any user, ancl the actions ofthis component required to send the
two types of alerts differ. This means that any violation of Security Policy 2

can be detectecl by a user.

Finall¡ a security system will usually include some safety policies which are

typically aclcled relatively late in the design cycle. The following policy enforces

a safety consideration, that when an emergency personnel member has opened

a door, he must sign out (verify his identity) before this door can be closed.

This security policy will be used only in Section 6.6, in which we show how
aclcling Security Policies can alter the failure tolerance of a system. That is, for
all analysis before Section 6.6, Security Policy 3 does not apply.

Security Poficies

3) Pre-condition: The code last used to open a door was an energency
personnel code.

Action: A request to cl-ose the door is sent without arr emergency
personnel closure code.

Response: The request is denied.
Post-condition: The door remains oPen.

Note that this does not gurantee that the door uiil be closed if a request is sent

and the code has been enterecì.

In the following two subsections rve present two fundamental behaviours of the
security system as they rnlght be described at an early stage of specification.
The first describes the actions that should be taken in response to a general

alert.

Behaviours of the Security System: Responding To An Alert

When specifying a security system, one of the most fundamental considerations
is what actions the system should take in response to an alelt. While the specific

a,ctions depend, naturally, upon the alert in question, at this early stage of the
design it is also wolth describing a general response. In the absence of such a
clescription, for exatnple, a module might non-deterministically choose whether
ol not to act on the alert. To avoid this ambiguity, we present the following
Security Policies:
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Security Poficies

4) Pre-condition: Module A ca¡ achieve outcome X.
Precondition: An event occurs causing the alert notification

systen to request outcone X from module A.
Action: An alert is sent to module A requesting outcome X.
Action: Module A takes actions that will result in X and sends

an acknor,rledgement and confirmation to the al-ert
notif ication subsysten.

Requirement: The actions taken to achieve X must be predictable

5) Pre-condition: Module A ca¡not achieve outcome X.
Precondítion: An event occurs causi.ng the alert notificatj-on

systen to request outcome X from nodul-e A.
Action: An alert is sent to ¡nodul-e A requesting outcone X.
Action: Modul-e A takes no action and sends an acknorrl-edgement

and denial to the alert notification subsystem.
Post-condition: No recorded data j.n the systen is aftered by this

communication

For exarnple, if the door communications moduie receives an alelt requesting
that a certain dool change status from shut to open, the door commttnications
module must first perform this action sending the request to the incliviclual
door sensor then acknowledge that this outcome was achieved. Security
Policy 4 ensures that a successful response to an alert wiÌl always 'include the
desired outcome, yet recognises that in some cases thele is no need for thÌs
response lo be restricúed to this outcome. The requirement that the actions
taken to achieve outcome X be 'predictable' is clelibelately vague at this level
of specification. It is intended to ensure a clesigner inplernents a ltarticular
algorithm for achieving each desired outcome rather than leaving the action
unspecified. However, it does not constrain him to implernent any particular
one of the possible algorithms.

It may also be the case that for whatever reasorÌ, the moclule in question
cannot achieve the outcome requested in the alert. In this case, Security Pol-
icy 5 dictates that no action may be taken, beyond acknowleclgement that the
notification was received. This will become an issue both in terms of the frarne
problem how should such a'non-action'be expressed and guaranteecl?

and in terms of refìnement of the system. In general, because the suggested
response to an alert can be phrased only in very general terms, it is one of the
system ploperties most likely to change with subsequent refinements, or suffer'

from interactions with the pre-conditions of nerv security policies.
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Behaviours of the Security System: Pre-set Security Levels

The second behaviour we present describes the way in which a user can interact
with a security system - namely, by selecting the desired level of security.

Different security levels enable particular families of sensors to be activated,
while others are only partially activatecì or disabled entirely. Providing some

pre-set security leveis means that it is easier for a user to change the most
common security settings.

At this stage of specification, we do not suggest an implementation for send-

irg the requests to change security settings out to the system' Depending upon
the customer's requirements, the change of security settings may be considered

a low-priority message and sent via broadcast, or alternatively may be consid-

erecl high-priority and sent individually to all affected sensors. These different
ways of dealing with user input are both valid implementations, and can be

consiclered as opposite ends of a prioritization spectrum, with the potential for
the customer to require an implementation which is anywhere along this spec-

trum. The final consideration when discussing pre-set security levels is that the
provision, explanation and presentation of these security settings must be user-

friendly [aS] and not rely on a knowledge of the system. That is, a user without
technical knowledge about this specification should be able to interact with this
seculity system. The problem with this informality, as we will demonstrate in
Section 6.5, is that it can leacl to inconsistencies between a user's expectations
and the constraints of detailed Security Policies.

Common pre-set levels of security as they might be presented to an end-user,
are:

1. No Security: AII cloors ale opened, metal detectors are off, cameras

are off and the security guard alarms are disabled. This can be achieved

sirnply by turning the system off.

2. Minimum Security: Inner doors are shut and require a code to enter,
cameras are off, the security guard alarms are disabled, outer doors are

open, and ali metal detectors are off.

3. Moderate Security: All inner doors are shr-rt and require a code to enter,

cameras are switched on, the motion detection part of the camera system

is enabled for the inner areas onl¡ and metal detectors are switched on.

4. Maximum Security: All doors are shut and require a code to enter, all
camer-as and motion sensors are switched on, metal dectectors are acti
vatecl, and the security guard alarm is activated in every room.
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6.4 CCF, System Failure and Degrees of Incon-
sistency

It is fundamental to the colrect operation of any system that its behaviour
is constrained by the systern s¡recification. In the security system example of
Section 6.3.1, this means that all behaviouls must be constrained by the Security
Policìes. In theory we also wish to ensure that a system fallure does not result
in a behaviour which violates the user's expectations in any way. However', as

we have mentioned before, complete failure tolerance like this is a very strict
condition and may be impossible to achieve. As a compronise between theory
and practice, we instead identify essential subsystems of the lvlder system. We
will require these essential subsystems to display at least a minimum clegree of
consistency at all times. In the process of expressir.rg this fornally, rve will make
use of techniques from Section 5.3 relating to subsystem behaviour.

We will be using the seculity system of Section 6.3.1 to illustrate failur-e toler-
ance of essential subsystems. Here, we identify the alelt notiflcation snbsystem
as an essential component of the security system. Instead of lequiring that the
entir:e system recover completely from system fallure, we will instead ensule
that a system failure cannot result in the alert notification subsystem sotrehow
comrnunicating'incorlectly' with the sensors.

As we have mentioned earlier, the notion of system failure is somewhat neb-
ulous and its effects hard to quantif¡r To recluce the ambiguity associated 'rvith

specifying how a system Ìecovers from failure, we use some of the formalisns of
CCF to model the recovery of a system. Specifically, we will make use of the
Failure Tolerance(A) category, introducecl in Section 6.2, ancl the rninimal
behaviours discussecl in Section 5.3. With the help of these categorical constrttc-
tions, we will show horv to formally define the deglees of failure tolerance of a
subsystem.

6.4.I Failure Tolerance in the Security System

The seculity system of Section 6.3.1 makes certain infot'tnation visible to an

observer', and therefore guarantees that it rvill be restorecl correctly aftel system
failure. The information which is noú rnade visible to an observer, such as the
recorded clata of each sensor', cannot be guar:anteed to be lestorecl correctly. By
contrast, the current status of any sensor (information lvhich is macle visible to
an obselver) can be restorecl accuratel¡' after power failure. Fol example, the
status of a cloor can be restolecl simply by using a physical detector to see if the
door is open or closecl. Likewise, a camera will retain the culrent image at tÌre
tirne the power went off within a built-in rnernory [16]

As we discussed earlier, all the infolmation within the alert notiflcation sub-

system wilì be made visible to the user, often by a visible clisplay sr-tmmarising
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the state of all messages in progress. One consequence of making this infor-
mation visible this is that any restoration after system failure wiil be accurate
upon the information within the alert notification system. However, because

the actions ofthe alert notification subsystem are governed in part by the wider
system, this visibility of information does not guarantee that the alert notifica-
tion subsystem will be completely failure tolerant. That is, if the restoration
is inaccurate upon the rest of the system, then this may lead to inconsistent
behaviour of the alert notifrcation component.

In order to discuss the behaviour of this security system in the presence of
system failure, we will moclel it as a Failure Tolerance system. The category of
states will be denoted Failure Tolerance(A). The view functor A identifies
the lnformation whlch is visible to a user of the security system, and which is

therefore able to be restored correctly. Because the alert notification component
does not include any hidden variables, it can be interpreted as a Basic State sys-

tem. The category of states of the alert notification subsystem will be denoted

Statesn¡¡¿' ancl generated by the techniques described in Chapter 4. Moreover,
since the alert notification component is a subsystem of the overall security
system, we can define a view functor K which identifies the system elements

which make up the alert notification subsystem. This type of view functor was

introduced in Section 5.3, and an example can be seen in Figure 5.5. The func-
tor K* , representing composition with K, relates states and behaviours of the
security system to the relevant states and behaviours of the alert notification
subsystem.

Definition 6.28. The category of states of the alert noti'fication subsystem,

i,nterpreted as a Bas'ic State system, is denoted Statesuvc. A functor

K* : Failure Tolerance(A) - StatestNc

relates states and behauiours of the underlyi,ng securitg system to states and

behauiours of the alert notif,cation subsystem.

We emphasise here that v/e use two different view functors when analysing
the security system with CCF. The first, A, represents the interface and identi
fies those variables which are visible to an observer - for example, the current
value of any sensor. The second, K, identifies the alert notiñcation subsystem.
Every variable identified by K is also identified by -4, but the converse is not
necessarily true. We also note that use of lf* requires that we treat the alert
notification subsystem as a Failure Tolerance system, in order to be categori-
cally well-defined. This is not a problem, as according to Remark 6.3 any Basic

State system can be interpreted as a Failure Tolerance system with a triviai
interfa,ce.

Since the alert notification subsystem is a Basic State system, when removed

from its envilonment the values in its next state are determined solely by the
values in its current state (modulo non-determinisrn). However, when placed
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in the environment of the wider system the behaviour of the alert notification
subsystem may be dependent upon the values of variables within the wider
system. This can include variables, or information, which is not visible to an
observer'. That ls, given two objects {,RA}¿ and {Ro'}o of the category Failure
Tolerance(A) of states of the security systern for which the culrent trace values
a,re the sa,me

{R"},1: {Ro'},1

then these states {AA}l anð, {RA'}.i will restrict to the same state ? of the
alelt notification subsystem. However, the families {l?A}¿ and {Ro')u may not
describe the same behaviours of the subsystenr. Additionally, thele may ol
coulse be other system sl al,es {.R4"}¿ lol which {Ro"},1restlicts to srrbsys[em
state 7, but for which

{Ro"}"1+ {RA},|

For ease of notation, we will henceforth refer to a Failule Tolerance state {fiA}l
simply as r?. Since we will never discuss the underlying Baslc states of the
security system, this should cause no confusion. Two Failure Tolerance states
will be referled to as u'isibly ident'ical if their current trace values ale the same,

ancl two Failure Tolerance morphisms as uisibly identi,cal if they describe the
same curlent tlace values.

Definition 6.29. Two morphi,sms r : ({RA}i[RAl]^{nA'}) ana

,z: (E.4\¡lRoll.{Ftf'}u) in Faiture Tolerance(A) are visibly identical z/

{R"}¡l: {n4},1
{no'}^l: {n!'}¡"1 and,

lïoll*: lRAll" as lists

Two objects in Failure Tolerance(A) are vrsll..Iy identical if theg haue the
same current trace ualues.

We will also lefel to the ui,s'ible behaui,our indicatecl by a Failule Tolera,nce

morphism ,: ({RA}ilïoll^{Ro'}^). By this,,,rye mear the sequence lRAl]-
of culrent tlace values represented by this morphism.

We introduce this notation to emphasise the importance of the uisible prop-
erties of a system state or behaviour, especially with lesltect to any essential

subsystems, As we will see later, failure tolerance is dependent upon the per-
spective of an observer. Thus, if we require the alert notification component to
demonstrate faiìule tolerance, it is sufficient for thele to be no visible difference

between its behaviours in the presence of, and in the absence of, system failure'

6.4.2 TYeating Failure Tolerance Categorically

When using the category Failure Tolerance(A) to analyse the effect of sys-

tetr failure, we are interested in the interaction of operational aud restoration
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morphisms. In palticular, we are interested in the situation where commu-

tativity exists between these molphisms. That is, suppose rn1 
" 

R1 + Iì2

and rn2 '. Rr' - R2' are restoratioìr morphisms, and 11 : -lì1 * ,R1' and

12 i R2 - Rz' areoperational morphisms. The commutatlvity rrL2or!: r2orn7)

as shown in Figure 6.4, allows us to deduce the adequacy of the restoration nzr.

Specifically, if a commutative cliagram such as that of Figure 6.4 can be ob-

tained for an operatiorral morphism 11 ancl al1 restoration tnorphisms rn1, this
implies that the abllity to observe the visible behaviour denoted by 11 is not

affectecl by system failure. This is a form of cond'íti.onal fai,lure tolerance, since it
implies that the potential for this behaviour to occur appears - to the rrser

unaffected by the failur.e. Inforrna,lly, we might say the system is conditionally
fallure tolera¡t on those behaviours rr for which any restoration morphism rn1

results in the commutative diagram of Figure 6'4'

\Me can use this informal clemonstlation of conclitional failure tolelance to
lnotivate the folmal definitions we present later of failure tolerance of essential

subsystems. when discussing these subsystems, we will require that observ-

ing the behaviour of a subsystem P and knowing its degree of failure tolerance

should allow us to deduce information about the behaviour of the system. This
pr.actice of deducing cl'raracteristics of the system from characteristics of a sub-

system was first introduced in Section 5.3. To apply it within this context, in
the following section we introcluce the category of consistent system behaviours
which restrict to a given subsystem behaviour ú.

6.4.3 The category t(t)
Plevious categolical work 149] on cleavages and split fiblations has introduced
the idea of a lifti,ng category, the categor¡. of system states which restrict to
a particular state of a chosen subsystem. We extend this idea to define the
category of system behaviours which lestrict to a particulal behavioul ¿ of a
subsystem P. In keeping with extant work 149], we will refer to this category as

t(t).

Definition 6.3O. For ang behauiour t of the subsystem P identi'f'ed bg a ui'ew

functor K , the category t(t) consi'sts of

o objects whi,ch are those oy.terational morphi,sms r I R - Rt of Failure
Tolerance(A) for which K. (r) : ¡

. rnorphi,sms fiz '. 11 + Tz where 11 : R1 - Rt' and 12 '. Rz ' R2' are

objects of t(t), and rn is a pai'r of mor-phisms

(n't,1 : R1 - R2,It72: R1t - Rz') in Failure Tolerance(A) such that

m2 o rl: f2 o fm7

and K* (m1) : K- (rn2) : id
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f
R2 2 -R'2

ml m211
Figure 6.4: This commutativity is required for morphisms (nt1,m2) in t(t)

Figure 6.4 shows a morphism in the category t(t), where this cliagram com-
mutes. Here, m1 and m2 are both restoration morphisms, although Defini
tion 6.30 allows these to be any morphisms which restrict to id on the subsystem
P.

The á(l) category enables us to identify those behaviours 11 which correspond
to a particular subsystem behaviour ú. In the following sectior-r, we ploduce
some mathematical constluctions upon t(ú) rvhich we will later apply to the
security system of Section 6.3.1. These constructions will enable us to iclentify
the properties t(ú) must possess to minimize the effect of system failure on the
behaviour ú.

6.4.4 Degrees of Failure Tolerance

In this section, we present some different degrees of failule tolet'ance within a
system. In each case, we refer to a Failule Tolerance system, where the categor'¡,
of states of this system is denotecl Failure Tolerance(A). \Àre also identify an
essential subsystem of this system, and interpret this subsystem as a Basic
State system. That is, all information about this subsystem is visible under the
interface represented by A. For a given behaviour ¿ of this essential subsystem,
we will use the category t(ú) to express clegrees of failure toierance of the systen
with respect to this behaviour ú. The different clegrees of failure tolerance permit
us to make different deductions about the system behaviours which must have
occurred if ú has been obselved in the presence of system failure.

Definition 6.31. ,4 Fai,lure Tolerance system demonstrates ConclitionaÌ Fallure
Tolerance uith respect to a behauiour t : T ---+ Tt of the essential subsystem i'f for
any operat'ional morphi,sm r : R - Rt where K- (r) : t, and for any restoration
morphismmt'. R - R2, there eri,sts an operational morphismr' '. R2 - R'z
which 'is ui.si,blg i,denti,cal to r.

Note that if r' is visibly identical to r, then r' nust itself lestrict to l,
since the subsystem is interpreted as a Basic State system. Conditional Failure
Tolerance is referred to as CFT, and is clepictecl in Figure 6.5. When couchecl

in terms of the t(ú) categor¡ CFT is the property that, fol any restoration
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morphism rn1 : R ---+ R2 of Failure Tolerance(A) and object r1 : R + Rt of
t(ú), there exists an object 12 : R2 - rRl2 such that there is some morphism

n7:r+12ht(t).

conclitional Failure Tolerance is useful because it guarantees that system

failure cannot alter the possible visible set of behaviours which restrict to l.
However', CFT is often too stringent a lequirement' Specifically, it requires that
g\ven any behaviout'r restricting to ú, any restoration rz1 (however inadequate)
after system failure guarantees that a consistent behavioul vislbly identical to r
can be observed. Because this is a very strict constraint on how system failure
can affect behaviouls in terms of ú, few systems will display Conclitional Failure
Tolerance. For those which do, auy smal1 alteratlon to the specification may

cause a violation of this proper-ty, as we show in Section 6.6.

In general, we prefer to examine failule tolerance properties which are some-

what weaker. These have the advantage of holding in a greater number of
systems. One method of weakening the constraints of CFT is to make use of
the conce¡rt of a minirnal behaviour', introduced in Section 5'3' The following
failule tolera,nce property requires these behaviours to exlst, even in the presence

of system failure.

Definition 6.32. A Failure Tolerance sAstern demonstrates Weakened Condi-
tional Failure Tolelance with respect to a behaui,our t : T - T' of the essential

subsgstem if for any operational morphi'sm r : R - R' where K. (r) : t and for
an!) restorat'¿on rnorph'¿srn mt'. R - R2, there eri,sts an operl,ti'onal morphism
r' : R2 - RL such that K* (r) : K* (r') : t and

r : 12 o rp¿p arld, rt : rL o l^¿n

for so'me ui,si,bly i,denti,cal morphisms ra¿n 1 R - R^ and rlun'. Rz - Rn.

Weakenecl CFT is also depicted in Figure 6.5. This degree of failure tolerance
is less strict than CFT, as it implies that the set of system behaviours restricting
to t can be affected by system failure. However, it does limit the effect that any
system failure can have. To see this, first suppose the system is in a state Ã
florn which it is ¡rossible to observe a behaviour r restricting to f . Furthermore,
sul)pose a system failure and subsequent state r-estoration puts the systen-r in
a visibly icientica,l state r\l. Weakened CFT states firstly that there exists a
behaviour r/ from R/ which restricts to ú and secondly that r and r' share some

common visible behaviour. In contrast, CFT would have required that r and
r/ be completely vlsibÌy identical. Thus, we see that undel Weakened CFT
the abllity to observe f cannot be affected by the presence of system faiÌure,
and the ways in which ú can be observed must share some common minimal
characteristics.

Weakenecl CFT can be consicleled as a Seneralisation of CFT. They both
guarantee that system failule cannot affect the ability to observe the behaviour
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f, but Weakened CFT places fewer restrictions on hout ú may be observed. We
can define degrees of Weakened CFT, dependent on the length or cornplexity
of the cornrron visible behaviour rq¿n ãnd rlo, shared by any r and r/ as in
Definition 6.32. This can be clone simply by noting that a 'longer' conlmorl
visible behavlour denotes a stricter degree of failure tolerance. That is, the
longer this common visible behaviour, the greater the visible similarity betrveel
r a;nd r' , and hence the lesser the effect of systerr failure. Furthermore, we call
relate this to CFT in the folÌowing way.

Suppose Weakened CFT holds in a system, and the mor:phisms r, r' ale the
morphisms of those rames in Definition 6.32. These morphisns r and r/ then
share a common minimal visible behaviour, which is realisecL as the morphisms
rp¿n ð,nd r'fio, respectively. Because rmin a:nd rlrn ale visibly lc1entica1, they
restrict to the same subsystem behaviour t,nin, à consequerlce of the fact that
the essential subsystern is interpreted as a Basic State system. Furthernore,
by the definition of composition in the categories Failure Tolerance(A) and
States4¡¡6r, the behaviour ú can be wlitten as the composition ú :tzot,n¿n lor
some morphisrn f2 in States¿¡¿c'. Because this holds tlue for every such pair r
and r/, we can choose the sirortest of these úr,¿,. (which will be observecl during
the comrnon visible behaviour' lor euery such pair r ancl r/) ancl denote it t¡ron".
CFT wili then hold with respect lot¡,on". That is, Weakenecl CFT implies CFT
holds for a more restricted subsystem beliaviour', This means that Weakened
CFT for some behavioul f implies that there is a behaviotJr tq¿n for which
t(trn¿r) demonstrates the necessary characteristics for CFT. The composition of
the category t(t*¿") provides us with a forrnal meatts of assessing the strictness
of this palticulal application of Weakened CFT.

Weakened CFT holds in more systems than CFT does, lrreciseÌy because it
represents a weaker property. Ilowever', Weakened CFT ancl CFT share the
same clrarvback that they ale relativel¡. haril to enfolce in a specification. This
is because both properties imply that the ability to obselve ú is dependent only
upon the visible values in a system state. This means that neither property is

suitable for analysing situations where the system behavioul de¡telrcls upon the
variables hidclen uncler an interface. The following failure tolerance property
acldresses this deficiency.

Definition 6.33. A Failure Tolerance sgstem d,emonstrates Minimal Behaviour
Conditional Failure Tolerance with respect to a behaui'our t '. T + Tt of th,e

essent'ial subsgstem i,f for any two operat'ional morphisms r : R - R' and r' :

Rz - R'z where K.(r) : K.(r') : t and wl¿ere there is some restorati,on

morph'ism m1 '. R + R2,

T : 12 o rp¿n and' r' : rL o t'^¿n

for some ui,sibLy i,dentical morphisms r,n¡n 1 R - Rr,, and tlrn : R2 + ll,r.
The propelty of Minimal Behaviour CFT holcls in any system ancl fol any

subsystem behaviour ú, since the common visible behaviour rmin may be the
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Figure 6.5: These represent CFT, Weakened CFT, and MBCFT respectively'

identity. In a system where this is the case, then we cannot deduce anything
about the failure tolerance of this system.

Nlinirnal Behaviour CFT is similar to Weakened CFT. The difference lies

in the stipulation of Weakenecl CFT that for any behaviour r restricting to ú,

aller a system failure ancl subsequent restoration of state, a behaviour r' which
restricts to ú and shares certain characteristics with r must exíst. Minimal
Behaviour CFT does not require that such a behaviour r/ restricting to ú exist
after system failure, merely stipulating that if it exists then it must share certain
characteristics with r.

Just as for Weakened CFT, we can define degrees of strictness of Minimal Be-

haviour CFT. These degrees are based upon the length of the minimal common
behaviour r*¿n for any r restricting to ú. Minimal Behaviour CFT (for some

behavioui- ú) implies that there exists a subsystem behaviour ta¿n súch that for
any two objects 11 : R ---+ R^ a;nd rz : Rz ---+ Rn ol t (t*¿n) , there is a morphism
between these objects. Specifically, this morphism of t(t*¿n) is obtained from a
pair of restoration morphìsms rmt i R ---+ Rz and mz'. R* - Rn. However, un-

like the category t(tt,on") which was generated from the property of Weakened

CFT, Minimal Behaviour CFT does not allow us to conclude anything about
which morphisms r wilÌ be objects within t(t*¿").
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In the foÌlowing trvo sections we show how these three failure tolelance plop-
elties can be used in an analysis of the seculity system of Section 6.3.1 . Specif-
ically, rve will show how they can be used to restrict the effect of systerl failule
upon the two funclamental behaviours of the security systen - accepting user
in1>ut to change the security level, and resporrding to an aÌelt. When we apply
these properties to the security system, the essential subsystem to which they
refer will be the alert notification subsystem. The morphisrn t : T - T' will be
a morphism of States¿¡¿c which represents a consistent behaviour of the alert
notification subsystem, rvhile the rnorphisms r and r' will be morphisms within
Failure Tolerance(A) representing behaviours of the wider security system.

6.5 Failure Tolerance and Security Settings
In thìs section, we examine how the security system of Section 6.3.1 can be n.racle

to clemonstrate failule tolerance with respect to accepting input fi'orn a user.
Specifically, we discuss the implications of lequiring the systen to clemonstrate
Conditional Failule ToÌerance (Definition 6.31) with respect to the user's re-
quests to alter the security level. The seculity levels themselves were clescribed
briefly in Section 6.3.1. Initially ai1 behaviouls, including lequests to change
the secr,rrity level, are constrained by Security Policies 1,2,4 ancl 5 only. Secu-
rity Policy 3 is added in the course of system lefinement, a topic we cliscuss in
Section 6.6.

In Section 6.5.1, we clescribe the conseqr.rences and aclvantages of enforcing
CFT within this system with lespect to accepting usel input. Following thls,
we show that it is possible to requile the security systern to derronstra,te CFT
without this violating any Security Policies or ullnecessarily constraining the
freeclom of the designer'. This is a necessary step, since in general it is celtainly
not gualanteed that a system can demonstrate CFT without requiring alter'-
ations to the specification. In addition, Section 6,5.1 discusses a less obvious
benefit to CFT. Specificall¡ we show that discussions of CFT in this context
highlight a disparity between a user's expectations and the forlr-ral s¡reciflca-
tions. This is a common occulance when a user is providecl only with infolmal
clescriptions of a system, such as those found in a user's manual. Ensuring CFT
within the system provides a logical means of ovelcoming this disparity.

6.5.1 Applying CFT when changing security levels

As previously mentionecl, we will let the category States¡¡¡c relllesent the
states ancl behaviours of the alert notification subsystem. Withln the category
States4¡¡6r, we will let the morphisrl ú represent the behavioul of the alert noti-
fication system which occurs when the security settings are successfully changed.

That is, I describes the behaviour of this subsystem corresponcling to sending

out a userts request and receiving a confir'mation of success fi'on all mocluies' We
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now cliscuss the consequences of ensuring that the security system demonstrates

CFT with lespect to thls behaviour ú.

If CFT holds with respect to f , this means that a system failure that occurs

between leceiving input from a user and communicating this request to the
sensors cannot cause the I'equest to be clenied if it would have originaily been

honourecl. That is, if the system is in a state rR in which it is capable of
lronouling a user's reqr-rest (ie. thele exists r : R ---+ A'where K-(r) : t),
system failure ancl subsequent restoÌation of state cannot place the system in
a state A2 wher-e it is incapable of honouling the request (ie. thele mllst be a

r' : R2 - Rz'whele K*(r/) - ¿) Furthermore, if CFT holds with respect to ¿

then after system failure the system cannot be restored to a state where the only
way of honouring thìs request is visibly different to the ways of honouring the

reqrlest in the absence of this failure (ie. r and r/ must be visibly identical). To
illustlate why this is irnportant, we consicler the expectations of a user supplied
with the clescriptions of security settings in Section 6.3.1. Such a r-lser would
expect the fesponse to his input to be preclictable and reproducible' That is, he

exltects to be able to recelve the same response from two visibly identical states

in which he requests the same security settings change.

Ensuring CFT: Possible Implementation Constraints

In this section we show that it is possible for the security system of Sec-

tion 6.3.1 to demonsttate CFT without causing a conflict with the Security
Policies. Firstly, rve will establish that enforcing CFT for usel- input does not
lestrict the ways il rvhich a clesigner can irnplement this system' This must be

ascertained for any system in whlch CFT is proposed. This is because CFT is
a relatively stlict s¡'stem property ancl is thelefore likely to canse confllct with
sonre proposecl implementations.

As established ea,rlier, the rnorphism t'. T + ?/ of StatesANC represents the
behaviour of the alert notification subsystem in which a request for a security
settings charge is sent out to the modules and confirmation of a successful

change receivecl back. Given this, we can describe ? as a state li which the alelt
notification subsystem can settd such a lnessage. In Section 6.3.1 we identified
two ltossible ways in which thls request could be sent: via low-priority broadcast,
or separately to each module at the normal priority. The speclfication does not

constr-ain either of tirese implementations to be incorrect. However, according
to Security Policy 2, the security system will not always be able to send out

broaclcast lequests. If the system is in a sufficiently high-alert state - although
1o met¡ic fol deterrrining this has been proviclecl at this stage of the specification

only high-priority rnessages will be sent. Ensuring that CFT holds with
resì)ect to ú should not thus lirnit the freedom of the designer- to implernent user

requests as beillg sert either by broadcast or as individual messages to each
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The first difference between these two irnplementations of the communication
of input lies in the fact that a broadcast message cannot be sent in euery state
,R of the security system. Thus, the first way in which CFT might restrict
the possible implementatiors is by making it possible to observe ú from celtain
states only namely, those in which a broadcast lnessage cannot be sent. The
seconcl difference between these two implementations is that, as cliscussecl in
Section 6.3.1, a broadcast message will appear visibly diflêr'ent from a series of
messages sent individually to sensors. Thus, the second way in which CFT might
restrict the possible implementations is b), r'equiring every system behaviour
r which restricts to ú to be visibly identical. In this case, only one of these
irnplementation methods will be able to be usecl. We now show that CtrT cloes

not enforce eithel of these lestlictions, and therefore does not constrain the
possible irnplernentations.

Addressing the first difference between these implernentations, the only con-
clusion we can draw about the difference between high-alert and normal states
(the latter being those in which bloadcast messages can be sent) is that there
rnust be some visible indication which of these states a system is in. This is

stated in Security Policy 2. Thus, if the property of CFT is not to constrain the
possible implementations, it should be posslble to observe I from vislbly differ-
ent states in a system demonstrating CFT. To show this, we simply note that
Definition 6.31 does noú r'equire that two states -R and Rz be visibly iclentical for
there to exist morphlsms r : R ---t R' and r' : R2 -+ R\ which restrict to ú. This
means that ensur-ing CFT does noú restrict the states in which user requests can
be honoured to such a degree that there is only one feaslble irnplementation of
these requests.

We now addless the second diffelence between these implemeutations
narnely, that a broadcast message appears visibly different to a series of tnes-

sages sent at normal priority. Accolding to Definitiorr 6.31, CFT leqltit'es visible
equa,lity of morphisms r and r/ restricting to f only when these morphisms at'e

observed from visibly identical states A and Rz. That is, CFT permits the ex-
istence of visibly different behaviours which correspor.rcl to a successful change
of settings, provided the behaviours oliginated at visibly clifferent states. Since
the states in which a broadcast message can be sent are visibly cliffelent to those

states ln which it cannot, CFT a,llows a broadcast message and a family of in-
diviclual alelts to both corresponcl to a successful change of seculity settings,
despite being visibly different.

We have therefore ascertained that CFT permits both types of irnplementa-
tion, anci cloes not cause conflict with the Seculity Policles clefining each type.

Remark 6.34. Ensuring Conditional Fai,Iure Tolerance for the securitg system

of Sectiort,6.3.1 when changi'ng security settings does not constrain the means

bE which a system can send tltese requests.
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In this example there were only two suggested system implementations of
the behaviour f . Because of this, it was relatively easy to show that CFT does

not constrain the possible implementations. However, as the system complexity
increases, it is inevitable that new implementations will be proposed. In each

case, this process must be repeated for each proposed ìmplementation method.

Ensuring CFT: User Expectations

The question of interactions beüween user requests, CFT and Seculity Policies

illustrates a potential problem with the explanation of security settings provicled

to the user in Section 6.3.1. This explanation (suitable for a user-manual) does

not provide an exhaustive listing of the circumstances in which each request

might not be honoured. This is because the refusal to honour a request might
be clue to the hidden (recorded) information, and it is inappropriate for a user to
be given access to this. As a result, a concise explanation of why a request was

lefused may not be available. Even if a request can be honoured in two different
though apparentl¡' identical - states, the way in which it is honoured may

also depend upon the hidden data. For example, if two cameras have previously
malfunctioned (shown in the lecorded data) the response to a request to shut
down all security may be visibly different to the response when this request is

received in a state where the system is fully functional.

As a result, the system response to a user request can seem unpredictable
and landom. In general, customer requirements for security systems like these

are that the system response to a user request is at least partiaÌly predictable

by this user. To satisfy this requirement, a designer must develop a property
which enforces this preclictability, even in the case of system failure. Within
this section, we will show that CFT provides this.

Specifically, we will require CFT to hold with respect to the behaviour ú of
the alelt notification subsystem. Again, ú here corresponds to the alert notifi-
cation subsystem sencling the request to change secr,trity settings and receiving
confirmation. By ensuring CFT holds with respect to ú, we ensure that aÌl states
in which a request must be refused will be visibly distinct from those states in
which the request might be honoured. This means a LÌser can predict the cir-
cumstances under which his request is certain to be denied. Additionally, CFT
ensures that if a request to change security settings is made - and honoured

- in two apparently identical states, then it is honoured in apparently identical
ways. More formally, CFT implies that the existence of a behaviour r which re-

stricts to f frorn any state depends onÌy upon the visible variables in that state'
That is, if A and fi' appear iclentical, and if there exists a behaviour r from ,R

corresponding to a successful settings change, then an identical behaviour from
,R/ exists.

This means that if a request to change the settings is guaranteed to be denied,
then this must be due to some reason visible to the user, rather than purely
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due to hiclden variables. Furthernore, in two apparently identical states, the
request is guaranteed to be satisfiecl (if at all) in apparently identical fashions.
This lets a user predict exactly how each family of sensors will be affectecl by
his request to change settings. Finally, by definition this property (CFT) hoÌds
even in the presence of system failure. Thus, the user is insulatecl frorn the
effects of this failule in terms of his interaction with the system.

6.6.2 Advantages of CFT for changing security settings
By ensuring that the security system of Section 6.3.1 displays CFT with respect
to user inpnt, we have provided this system with a ciegree of failure tolerance.
While this is not complete failure tolerance of the system, CFT ensures that the
response to the nser's input is not badly affected by an¡'system failule. Uslng
CFT ther-efole has the two-fold advantage of allowing a designer to specify that
the appalent behaviours after system failure should be similar to tLrose before,
while belng lax enough to allow a certain degree of lnaccuracy in the restoration.

As well as ploviding apparent fallure tolerance to a user, CFT can be of use

when two systems are communicating. Any ìnconsistent behaviour clue to
system failure - of one coulcl then affect the other. However, since CFT ensures
that the appearance of any inconsistencies with respect to a given commuuica-
tion ú are negligible, the security systern is guaranteed to appear consistent in
ter-ms of certain communication with the external system. Finall¡', we have ltsecl

CFT to provide a formal solution to a clisparity between the user's expectations
and the Security Policies. Such disparities are generally inclications that futÌrer
documentation or information must be proviclecl to an end-user. However', in
the case of complex systems such as these, it may not be appropriate to plovide
the usel with rnore information. Using CFT removes the a,rnbiguity abor-rt when
a user request should take precedence over a Seculity Policy.

6.6 Failure Tolerance and System Refinement

System refinement is the plocess of alterlng a speciflcation âs new reqttirements
or goals are obtainecl. Typically, system refinement consists of adcling con-
straints or extending a specification. Both of these activities can lesuit in a loss

of failure tolerance of the systern in question.

Firstly, aclding constt'alnts reciuces the possible behaviours which can be ob-

served fi'om any particular state. An lncorrect restoration of state following
system failure is then more likely to result in a vlsible diffelence between the
possible behaviours flom the original and restored states. This vislble difference

is causecl by the adclition of constraints relatlng vlsible information to hidden
infor-matiorr. For example, Seculity Policy 3 of Section 6.3.1 might be aclcled

driling a system refinement targetting the safety of this system. This Policy
relates the possible behaviours of a door to the recordecl information abont
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the cocles whicir have been used to open it. Since this recorded information is

not visible to the nser, this is an example of future visible behaviours (such as

whethel or not the door can close) being dependent upon hidden information.

Seconclly, system refinement mây also invoÌve adcling more detail about each

behaviour. As this level of detail increases, the likelihood that one of these "new"
behaviours will be dependent upon the hidclen infornation also increases. If this
system refinement affects behaviours which occur in response to user input, then
these affected behaviours may no longel be amenable to usìng CFT to provicle

a clegree of preclictability to the user. That is, the potential problem with
user exltectations which was caused by the inforrlal description of the security
settings may again neecl to be acldressed.

We will now dernonstrate some of the aclvantages of using Weakened CFT in
place of CFT with respect to user input. This weakening of the faiiure tolerance
critel:ia allows the system to evoh'e during refinement while still retaining a

certair degree of consisteucy in the preserce of system fallule. In Section 6'6.1

we provicle some examples of how a system demonstrating CFT with lespect
to a user's input (first discussed in Section 6.5) can violate this strict degree

of failule tolelance when ne'lv constraints are added to the system. We then
contlast this with a system demonstr-ating Weakened CFT with respect to the
user's input, showing that this propelty continues to holcl even aftel system

refinement.

6.6.1 Violation of CFT during system reflnement

As we have discussecl, lefining the systern rnay involve adding constraints which
limit the possible behaviours in any situation. In the security system of Sec-

tion 6.3.1, this can be seen by the addition of Securìty Policy 3. If a dool has

been opeled by the emelgency personnel, this Security Policy forbids it to be

closecl until the sign-out code has been entered. This means that if a user re-

quests a security settings change that woulcl entail closing this door, the request

will be denied. If the system demonstrates CFT with lespect to user input, then
accoldiug to the analysis providecl in Section 6.5.1, an indication that this dool
cannot shut must be visible to the user.

In practical terms, this means that the door sensor would have to display
information indicating that a sign-out cocle is required. That is, the sensor

woulcl have to make part of the recorded list of security codes visible to the
user. However, the door sensors are clesignecl to treat all recorded information
as hidden, sonething which is likely to be integral to the physical design of each

sensor. Aclcting Secr-rlity Policy 3 rnight therefore mean that the cloor sensors

must be recleslgnecl if the system is to continne to demonstrate CFT with respect

to changlng security settings. Alte'-natively, Security Pollcy 3 and CFT could
coexist within a system by ensuring that the only tirnes a system will honour
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a user)s lequest to change settings is when it is impossible for any conflict to
occur. In this case, this solution rneans that a user request to close a dool woulcl
only be honoured if the door was already closed.

These two solutions respectively ìimit the possible physical implementations
of the system by alteling the design of the cloor modules, and trivialize the
response to a user's request. Limiting the possible physical implementations
is not an icleal solution, since any such limitation should have been icientifled
prior to any system development. To include it at this later lefinement stage
would require the modules in question to be clesignecl dlffelentiy, causing a
possibly costly delay. Equally, tr-ivialising the response to usel input in tl'ris
way is certainly not the best solution either. It is therefore apparent that if
Security Policy 3 is going to be aclded in the course of lefinement, then r,r,e

should consider implementing a weaker form of failure tolelance with respect to
honouring a user's input.

We r'vill implement this weaker form of failure tolerance by replacing CFT with
Weakenecl CFT. As we have shown il Section 6.5.1, if the system clemonstrates
CFT then whether a security setting is changed can clepencl only r-rpon the
visible variables. Weakened CFT does not place the same llnlitations upon
behavioural clepenclenc¡ and therefole does not cause the same conflicts when
new security poÌicies (such as Security Policy 3) are adcled. The reclucecl level
of failure tolerance offeled by Weakened CFT is thus balancecl by the ability to
provide this failure tolerance even as the system evolves. To emphasise this, we
will show how \4¡eakened CFT - as opposecl to CFT can coexist with the
newly-aclded Security PoÌicy 3.

6.6.2 Weakened CFT: Refining the Security Settings

When refining the system to add Security Policy 3, we will also refine the ple-set
security levels in terms of the security they plovide. We then show how Weak-
ened CFT can be used to advantage in the new, refined system. Specifically, we

will interpret the application of Weakened CFT as a guarantee to provicle the
usel with ay.tproxi,matelg the sarne results, regaldless of system fallule.

We quantify the concept of a "close enough" result when changing security
settings by requiring the designer to clefine certain fundamental ploperties of
each security ievel. These propelties will be satisfiecl wheuever the system is in
the relevant seculity level. There may also be other, inesseutial, propelties of
each security level. However, the inability of a system to display tl:rese irresseu-

tial plopelties does not constitute a reason for a user's request to enber that
security level to be deniecl. For example, it may be a strict leqniremettt for
the Maximum Security setting that the cloors be lockecl, and an inessentiaÌ
requirement that the notion detectors be activated. Ifthe system canuot switch
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the motion detectors on, this is not sufficient reason for it to refuse a request to
enter Maximum Security level.

Clarification 6.35 (Refined Secr,rrity Settings). We propose a system refine'
ment that the securi,ty settings of Section 6.3.1 be cons'idered nou as minimum
leuels of securi,ty, not absolute leuels of securi'ty. The desi,gner must identifg
def,ni.ng characterist'ics of each securitE setting.

A successful change to the secr-rrity settings now means that at least the
minimum level of security for the lequested setting has been achievecl. Typically,
the essential or definlng characteristics of each setting relate to the level of
secur-ity offeled by the rrost important sensors; cameras' motion detectols, and

locking systerns [16] . The activation of peripheral security systems such as metal

detectors or heat-sensitive recording devices then corresponds to the desired, but
not essential, characteristics of each security setting.

To reflect this lefinement, we will make a corresponding change within the
for.n-ral framework we use to model failure tolerance properties of the system.

Previously, we required that the security system demonstrate CFT with respect

to a morphism ú of States¡¡¡c. This mot'phism f lepresented the behaviour of
the alert notification system when sending user input to the security modules

ancl r-eceiving a confirmation. This was a very general interpretatior.r of the mor-
phism ú, ancl has been appropriate up to this point since the system specification
itseÌf is relatively abstract. However, with system refinement, we must allow for
cletail to be added to the general behaviour l.

To this end, we now clefine a family of morphisms tNon",t¡¡4¿n,t¡¡4o¿,t¡¡,7qa

of States¿¡¿6r, instead of the general rnolphisrn f. Each of these morphisms
represents the behaviour of the alert notification subsystem when a lequest
to change to a particular security setting is sent out, and a confirmation of the
change is received back. For example, ¿¡4od represents the behaviour of the alert
notification subsystem when a user lequest to entel the Moderate Security
setting is sent, ancl a confirmation is received back from the sensors. We will
now reqrlire that the system demonstrate Weakened CFT with respect to each

of these morphisms, and discuss the implications of this.

Consequences of 'Weakened CFT and Security Settings

Ensuling \Meakened CFT for the behaviour t¡ao¿ (and the others of this family)
lneans that if the system is in a state rR where it is possible to change the
security setting to Moderate Security, then a system failure and subsequent

restoration carlnot place the system in a state rRl where it is impossible to
successfully make this change. That is, if two states rl and R2 ate visibly
identical, the presence of a behaviour r : R + rRl restlict\ngto t¡¡o¿ implies the
presence of a behaviour^ rt : R2 - Râ also restricting to t¡4o¿.
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In addition to this, Weakened CFT identifies a tninimal common visible be-
haviour', clenoted r*¿,r, for all behaviours which restlict to t¡4o¿ (or any other
member of the family tNon",...,tuor). r-¿, describes the actions by which
the essential characteristics of the requested Moderate Security setting are
achieved. Every morphism r restricting To t¡ao¿ must then contain a behaviour
visibiy identical tio r^¿n, meaning that lf r desclibes a successful security set-
tings change, then oú least lhe essential characteristics of this setting must have
been achievecl.

However, this does not mea,n that the behaviours r : R - I?' atid rl : R2 -
R! restricting to ¿ mrlst be visibly identical, as CFT rvoulcl leqr-rile, Rather',
r and r' must contain the morphisms rmin and rÇon respectively (meaning
they both make the essential changes), but may describe different inessentiai
characteristics of the Moderate Security settillg. That is, although the user
may notice a clifference in the behaviours corlesl)onding to glanting his settings
change request before and after a system faiiure, this difference cannot affect
any of the essential systems such as cameras or motion detectors. As a lesult,
this failure tolerance pr-operty can coexist along with Seculity Pollcy 3 proviclecl
that the closing of all doors is not deemed an "essential" charactelistic of any
security level. This ca,n easily be avoided, as the cloors likely tre harre been openecl

by emergency pelsonnel are genelally outel doors which ale not essential to the
securlty of the building in question.

'Weakened CFT and Designer Input

Requiring Weakened CFT insteacl of CFT allows the system to evolve without
violating failure tolerance. It also allows the clesigner some input into how rnuch
failure tolerance is required. We have seen this in the discnssion inmediately
following Definition 6.32, in whlch we note that the length of the rniuimal com-
mon behaviotrt r^¿n clefines the degree of failule tolelance wlth respect to the
behaviour ú. For a morphism r lestricting T'o tnrod, this rniuimal behaviour r,r¿,
corresponds to the behaviour which achieves only the essential characteristics
of the requested Moderate Security setting.

We can use these minimal behaviours, togethel with the incleasecl cletail
obtained by using the family of n.rorphisms f¡/one,...ty,ro, (instead of a single
morphism ú), to enforce cliffeling levels of failure tolerance for clifferent uset' re-
quests. That is, a designel can now specify that sotne user requests should be

less vuÌnerable to system failure than other-s. This is done by defining a tnore
comprehensive minimal common behaviour r^in for some requests than fol oth-
ers. For example, a designer may decicle that a request to place the system in a
Maximum Security setting should be less vulnerable than a request to place

the system in a Minimum Security setting. This can be reflected b)' iclerrti-

fying mole essential characteristlcs of a Maximum Security setting than of a
Minimum Security setting. In this way, the minimal comlllon behavior.tr.. r-¿,,
of a1l morphisms r restricting to f¡4o¡ is more comprehensive than the tlil'rimal
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beha,r'iour for those morphisms restricting to t¡4in, This means that any two
belraviours r and r' which result in a satisfactory settings change to Maximum
Security now have more in common than two behaviours which result in a, sat-

isfactory settings change to Minimum Security. That is, the effect of system

faihrre has been lessened with respect to the Maximum Security setting.

This clesigner input is appr.opriate as the system undergoes refinement such

as that clescribed hele. Duling any refinement the pt'e-set security levels will
become easler to distinguish from eacÌr other. As a consequence, a customer will
want to consider each level individuaìly in terms of its failure tolerance and the
guarantees it offers to a user. Allowing designer input means that this type of
customization becotnes possible.

6.7 Failure Tolerance and the Response to an
Alert

In Section 6.3.1we presentecl two fundamental behaviours of the security system:

sr-rccessfully responcling to user input, and responding to an alert. So far, we have

cliscussed how the first behaviour can be rnade failure tolerant. In this section

rve apply the same techniques to the second behaviour. The Security Policies

explicitly clescribing tire general response to an alert are Security Policies 4 and

5, although the other general Seculity Policies may affect an inclividual alert.

In general, thele may be several steps which a sensor or module must take
before it can conflrrt that a lequestecl outcome was achieved. For example,

suppose an aler.t ls sent to the cameras |equesting that they change theil mode of
operation from taking still images of each pet'son entering a door(an operational
urocle suggested in [16]), to videotaping. In order fol this outcome to be achieved

successfully the camera module would need to

o leceive this request

o change the stattts of all cameras to vicleotape

o acknowleclge this notification and confirm the outcome

No module should ever confirm an outcome if this was not actually achieved,

as stated by security Policy 5. Instead, if the outcome cannot be achieved, the

rnodule should take no action, aud sencl a denial back to the alert notiÊcation
subsystem. Furthermore, security Policy 4 requires that the actiorls taken to
achieve an outcome must be 'predictable' in some way. This is a reÌatively am-

biguous reqllirement at this level of abstraction, and may be interpreted in many

clifferent ways. Further system refinement would identify more comprehensively
what the custorner- Íteans by predictable ln this context. For example, the dif-
felent clegrees of failure tolerance introducecl in Definition 6.31,6.32 and 6.33 all
provide different clegr.ees of this predictability, with additional differing degrees
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of failure tolerance. We show firstly how ensuring CFT holds with les¡tect to
the response to an alert ensures that this reponse is preclictable.

6.7.I CFT and the Response to an Alert
In tlre foliowing cliscussion, we let the morphism t : T + ?/ in StatesANC rel)re-
sent the behaviour of the alert notification subsystem whereby it sencls an alert
and receives a confirmation of the requestecl outcome. Security Policy 4 r'equires
that any behavlour r '. R + ,?/ of the seculity system which encompasses,this
behaviour ú (ie. for which K-(r): ú) be'predictable'iu some way. A clesigner
may inltiall¡' decicle to plovicle this p¡opert¡' of predictabilit¡, by eusuring that
CFT holcls with respect to t thereby ensuring preclictabillty which holds even
in the event of system failure. Specificall¡ eusuring CFT holds with lespect to
ú plovides predictability because accolclirg to Definition 6.31, if two states ale
visibly identical then if it is possible to observe a behaviour lestricting to ú from
one, the user can predict that it will be possible to observe a visibly identical
behaviour restricting to ú from the other. That is, the system states frorn rvhich
ú may be observed are predictable, as are the possible ways in wirich ú rnay be
observed. By definition, CFT aÌso ensrlres that this property of preclictabillty
holds even in the evelt of system failure.

HoweveL, as we have already seen, CFT is a very strict failure tolerance
property. It implies that the possibility of observing f is dependent only npon
the visible values in a state. This was an appropriate assumption rvhen the
behaviour ú of StatesaryC correspondecl to transmitting user input, since any
actiol taken in response to a user's request should be highly precllctable to the
user', who can only access visible information. However, in this cliscussion ú

simply leplesents a general successful respoÌrse to an alert. The secur:ity system
will not genelally base the respollse to an alert solely upon the values of visible
information, as this would rendei- the recolcled clata useless. As a result, CFT
is not an appropriate choice to ensrlre either predictability of the response to
an alert, nor failure tolelance in the same situation. The unsultability of CFT
is only emphasised with the process of system refinement, a,s we show below.

6.7.2 System Reflnement and the Response to an Alert
System refinement generally results in the addition of more constraints ancl

Securlty Policies. As these ale acldecl, it becomes obvious that the a,ctions

taken fi'om two clifferent states to achieve a particular outcome will often be

visibty clifferent. For example, a request that the cameras change their mocle of
operation might be satisfied in different ways depending upon Lrow much clata

the cameras have recoldecl. If a Ìarge portion of the camera moclule's ÌrÌelnory
is aiready in use, then switching to videotaping mocle coulcl canse the lenraining
poltion of memory to be overrun. Standarcl practice in this case is fol the
cameras to upload any recorded data into a central repository to avoid melnor)¡

overrun. In this case, switching the opelation tnode of the cameras requires
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a lengthier or more complex behaviour than that required when the cameras

neecl not perform this uploading. This example suggests that the 'pledictable'
behaviour of Security Policy 4 should be a certain minimal visible behaviour
which must be performed in older to achieve the requestecl outcome.

Proposition 6.36, The preclictability required bg Securi,tg PolicE I uiII be

i'ntery,treted as the en'istence of a certain m'inimal ui'si'ble behau'iour, dependent

upon the requested otttcome, wh'ich must be performed i'f this outcome is to be

ach,'ieued.

If we use Proposition 6.36 to define what 'predictability' means in the con-

text of Security Policy 4, then these Security Policies 4 and 5 provide some

simple guideiìnes for a designer adding new Security Policies during refinement.
Specifically, if the proposed Security PoÌicy describes a new outcome for some

situation, then this proposed policy should also allow that if the outcome cannot
be achieved then the system does nothing (in accordance with Security Poìicy

5). On the other hand, if the outcome can be achieved, then the proposed policy
slrould allow that it will be achieved by performing at least a certain guaranteed,
predicta,ble behaviour' (Security Policy 4 and Proposition 6'36).

Formulating these n'rinimal behaviour requirements of new Security Policies
can be a very complex procedure, as can ensuring that nothing changes if the
outcome cannot be achieved. Furthermore, ensuring these conditions hold for
each Security Policy added in the course of system refinement means that every
possibÌe interaction of the new policies with the old must be analysed. As

a result, the new policies will inevitably be verbose and cletailed, lacking the
reacìability of the current Security Policies. Finally, we must ensure that both
Security Policy 4 (as interpretecl using Proposition 6.36) and Security Policy 5

holcl even in the event of system failure. To do this, we must formally identify the
belravior-u's or changes which must not occttr, as well as those minimal changes

whtch must occuL uncler celta,in circumstances.

We first consider horv to ensure that the requlred minimal behaviour can be

observed whenever a successful outcome is achieved. Following this, we wiÌl
consider the frarne problem as it applies to the unsuccessfuÌ outcomes'

Minimal Behaviour CFT: Responding to an Alert

We have already shown in Section 6.6.2 how minimal behaviours might be used

to ensure failure tolerance. Specificall¡ we used Weakened CFT to ensure the
existence of some common minimal behaviour when entering a given security
setting. Here we will use the same concept of a common minimal behaviour to
satisfy the requirement of Security Policy 4 that the responses to an alert be

predictable.
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For the purposes of this discussion, tl.re morphism t : T --+ ?/ of States¿¡¿ç
will represent the behaviour of the alert notification subsysterr when an alert
is sent and a successful confirmation of the requested outcome leceivecl. In
Section 6.7.1, we bliefly discussed how requiring the system demonstlate CFT
with respect to this morphism ú results in a vely constrainecl s)¡stem without
the potential fol refinement. Another possibility for simultaneously providing
failure tolelance and enforcing Proposition 6.36 is to lequire that the system
demonstrate Weakenecl CFT with respect to f. This woulcl ensure that the
minimal behavioul of Proposition 6.36 is obselved. Section 6.6.2 discusses sorre
of the implications of weakening CFT in this way, with refererrce to the other
fundamental behaviour: changing the security settings.

However, ensuling Weakenecl CFT holds instead of CFT is not a¡rplopliate
when col'rsidering the response to an alert. This is because Weakenecl CFT
ensures tliat if a successful response to an alert can be obselvecl from some

system state -R, then a successful response to this alelt can be observed from any
visibly identical system state rQz. This was useful ivhen ú replesented a successful
resporrse to a user's request, since as mentioned in Sectlon 6.7.1, the system
response to any such request should be predictable to the user. I{orver.er, as we
riertionecl wlth respect to CFT, in geleral the ability to responcl successfully
to an alert is depenclent upon more than the visible information. It is this san-re

issue which macle CFT unsuitable for ensuring predictability, just as it n-rakes

Weakened CFT inappropliate.

hrstead, rve will use tl're property of iVlinirnal Behaviour CFT, introclucecl
in Definition 6.33, to slmultaneously provide fa,ilure tolerance and enfolce the
predictability describecl in Proposition 6.36. Specifically, we will require that
the system clemonstrate Minimal Behaviour CFT with res¡rect to the behavlour
ú. Nlinimal Behaviour CFT irnplies that if a successful response to an a,lert is
possible before system failure, then after systeni failure ancl subsequent state
restolation, z/ a successful response to the alert is still possible, the two success-

l-ul responses will shale some conmon minimal visible behavioru'. Tlris rrealrs
that all successful responses to an alelt from visibly identical states dernonstrate
some conmon minimal behaviour, thus satisfying the 'pledlctability' conclltion
of Proposition 6.36. However, unlike Weakened CFT, Xdinimal Behavioru CFT
does not lequire a successful response to be possible after system failure sirnply
because such a response was possible prior to failule. That is, N¡Iinirral Be-
haviour CFT allorvs for the possibility of a successful res¡rouse to an alert belng
dependent upon hidden iufolmation, which may be restorecl incorrectly after
system failule.

By ensuring Nlinimal Behaviour CFT of the seculity systeur with respect to
a successful response to au alert, we are provicling a formal degree of failure
tolerance which satisfies Proposition 6.36 - which itself is intencled to relìne
Security Policy 4. This Propositlon lequiles a celtaill minimal i,isible behaviour'
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to l¡e clemonstratecl in a successful response from two visibly identical states.

\4inimal Behaviour cFT offers this predictability, and additionally ensures that
system failure cannot cause a violation of Proposition 6.36. We note that de-

spite being a weaker form of failure tolerance than Weakened CFT, lVlinimal

Behaviour CFT is still invaluable when it comes to ensuring that the alert no-

tification subsystem is not badly a'ffected by system failure. This is because,

while Minimal Behaviour CFT permits an incorrect restoration to result in a
different system behaviour (failing to successfully respond to an alert where it
woulcl previously have been successful), the fundamental mechanism of commu-
nicating via alerts is not compromised. That is, the functioning of the alert
notification subsystem is not affected by the system failure.

6.7.3 The Frame Problem: CFT and l]nsuccessful Re-
quests

The discussion above has centled around the ways in which Security Policy 4 is

applied when responding to an alert. However, Security Policy 5 is also relevant

when sencling an aiert, since it describes what should happen if the lequested
outcome cannot be achieved. Specifically, Security Policy 5 requires that the
s)'stem take no action - that is, another outcome should not be achieved in
Ìieu of that requested. The exception to this is the approximation described

in Section 6.6.2, where a "close enough" Ievel of security to that requested is

deemecl to be a satisfactory outcome, In general, however, a security system

will not permit these approximations, as they leave the system in a potentially
unknown state.

To formally examine the implications of Security Policy 5, we let the mor-
phism ú : T - Ttof Statesa¡¿c represent the behaviour ofthe alert notification
subsystem when a request is sent out to one or more modules and a clenial of
the requested outcome is received back. The requirernent of Security Policy 5

in this situation, that the modules in question take no action, is similar to the
issues involvecl when requiring that "nothing else changes" [11] which form the
basis of the frame problem. As has been explored in the literature, this is a
difficult property to state precisely and to enforce in a system. However, if we

refine Security Policy 5 to lequire that the system take no uisible act\on when a
requested outcome cannot be achieved, we can obtain a partial solution to the
frame problem in this system, as we discuss below.

Proposition 6.37. We propose a sgstem ref,nement that Securi'tg Policy 5

should requ'ire - i,f a system cannot achieue a requested outcome - then'it must

take no vlsible action beyond communi,cati,ng a denial to the alert notification
subsystem.

In order to adclress the frame problem, as illustrated by Proposition 6.37

refining Security Policy 5, we will require the security system to demonstrate
CFT rvith lespect to the behaviour ú. As a result, this partial solution to the
frame problem will hold even in the event of system failure.
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Requiling the system to demonstrate CFT with lespect to I ensures that if the
system is in a state where it can refuse a requested outcome, then in any visibly
identical state it can also lefuse this requested outcome. MoreoveL, the actiots
taken in the process of refusal must be visibly identical. We need thel only
specify a single refusal r fi'om each visibly distinct state, where r is a behaviour
in which no visible action occurs. Once this is done, CFT will ensure that any
r restricting to ú will consist of taking no other action besides communicating a
denial. This ensures that even in the presence of system failure, we may include
constraints in the specification to model the fi'ame ploblem without introclucing
any conflicts.

6.7.4 Failures During Behaviour

The final appllcation of failure tolerance we examine deternines how the system
is affected by muitiple system failures. While we can perform this analysis by
examining each fâilure in turn and requiring that CFT or its valiants hold
fol each associated behaviour, this is both time-consuming and error-prone.
Instead, we seek a single failure tolerance metlic which descrlbes how well a
system recovers fi'orn multipÌe failures, with res¡rect to a particulal behaviour il

of the alert notification subsvstem.

The following property describes this situation. Owing to the strictness of
the property, we do not apply it to the security system of Sectlon 6.3.1. This
is because it requires a relatively cletailed specification in orcler to juclge the
full effects of its application, and the informal Security Policies of the securit),
system cio not provide this level of detail.

Definition 6.38. ,4 sgstem proui,des tl¿e Nlinimal Behaviour Consistency Guar-
anlee for abehauiourt:T +Tt i,f there i,s some operat'ionalm,orplti,srnr': R+
Rt for wh'ich K. (r) : t, and for a,nu other morphism rt : Rz - PtL, where Il. and
Rz are uisi,bly identical and where K*(r') : t, tl¿ere erisls a unique operational
morphisrn a : R' - R!2 such that a o r i,s operati,onal and uisi,blg i,dentical to rt .

In this propelty, r' need not be operational, ancl thus rnay lepresent an
inconsistent behaviour. That is, r' rtay be a behaviour cluring which several
system failures occurred, and at least one incolrect state restoration hacl a
visible effect.

This propert)' states that any behaviour r/ resulting fi'om systern failule is

visibly identical to a consistent behavioul a o r duling which no failure occuls.
Nloreover, the visibl¡, identicai colìsistent behaviour results in the sane Failule
Tolelance state R/ as the inconsistent behaviour r'. This means that there can
be no further inconsistencies in the system stemming from auy failure which
occurred during r/. That is, not onl¡, ¡le"t it clescribe failule tolerance of the
system with respect to f, but it places a limit on the effects of any inconsistency
which does arise.
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The IVlinimal Behaviour Consistency Guarantee represents a stlicter degree

of failure toìerance than any of the definitions of Section 6.4.4. Beca¡tse of this,
it is harder to incorporate into a system and more likely to be violated during
s)'stem refinement. However, in a system where multipie failures are likely, the
inclusion of this guarantee is a means of describing to designers the level of
failure tolerance which is required.

6.8 CCF, System Failure and Failure Tolerance

In this chapter we have cliscussed how system failure can cause inconsistencies

within a system. System failure, such as â' power cut, results in the complete
or partial loss of ali information within a system. If this information is not
restorecl correctly, the system can be placed into an inconsistent state or ex-

hibit inconsistent behaviour. Some information is more vulnerable to system

failure than others. In general, this vulnerable information is that which has

not been obselved by any external system. This means that there is no way of
guaranteeing that a state restoration is accurate upon this data. On the other
hand, the effects of an inaccurate restoration can only be seen via the informa-
tion which is visible to an observer. This means that incorrectly restoring the
hidden information may have no negative effect.

In this chapter, we have used constructions upon the categories and functors
of CCF to analyse the effects of system failure. In Section 6.2 we defined a

Failure Tolerance systern to be a Basic State system in which some information
is hidden under an interface. This interface is modelled in CCF as a view functor
A (a concept fir'st introduced in Section 5.3) identifying the visible information.
The information thus identified will then be able to be restored correctly in the
event of system failure. We then created a category, Failure Tolerance(A), in
which we couid formalÌy describe equivalence of Basic states under this interface.
Objects in this categoly represent Basic states as visible under the interface,
while morphisms represent behaviours of the system. There are two types of
morphism in Failure Tolerance(A), and these correspond to the two types
of possible behaviour which such a system can display. Operational morphisms
correspond to consistent system behaviour, as might be observed in the absence

of system failure. Restoration morphisms are those which correspond to the
action of restoring visible system state after a system failure. A restoration
morpÌrism is a means of transitioning from any state E to another which appears

visibly identical. This target state may or may not be equivalent to rR under
the interface. That is, this restoration may or rnay not be accurate, given the
information visible to an observer.

In Section 6.3 we considered how this formal framework can be used in pr-ac-

tice. To provicle an application of the theory, we partially specified a security
systern, which we used as a case study throughout the discussion. Security Poli-
cies r¡,ere used to describe the clesiled behaviour of this system, which consisted
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of a central communications module and a number of sensors. We then formally
introduced the concept of degrees of failure tolerance, which reflect how well a
system recovers from system failure. Obviously, an ideal system should recovel
perfectly from any system failure, but in practical terms this is often hald to
ensure. Instead, we identify certain subsystems which are considerecl essen-
tial to the correct functioning of the system, and require these subsystems to
demonstrate a minimum level of consistency at all times. This echoes the iden-
tification of essential subsystems in the taxonomy of inconslstencies introcluced
in Section 4.7.

\Me then used the formal treatment of Failure Tolerance systems in CCF
to define three major degrees of failure tolerance. These, glven in Defini-
tions 6.31, 6.32 a,nd 6.33, were applied within our security system case study by
identifying the central communications subsystem as "essential". That is, we
used each of these failure tolerance properties to fornally minimise the effect
of system failure upon the messages sent within the security system. Finally,
we showed how to use these formal constructions to ensure two fundamental
behaviours of the security system demonstrated failure tolerance. Moreover, we

showed how strict failure tolerance can be violatecl during system refinement,
when new behaviours and constraints ale acldecl. We proposed solutions to this
which consisted of weakening the degree of failure tolerance in different ways.
As a result, we demonstrated how a system can undergo refinement while still
demonstrating various degrees of failure tolelance.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
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7.I Summary
This thesis has proposed a categor¡' theoretic fi'amewolk in rvhich inconsistency
management can be pelfolmed independently of the particular specification lan-
guage used. In the sections below, we summarise the contributions in terlns of
the structural relationships between components in a systen (Section 7.1.1),
the basic structure and properties of the Categorical Consistency Flamework
(Section 7.1.2), and some applications of CCF (Section 7.1.3).

In Section 7.2 we discuss how the work of this thesis could be extenclecl,

both fron a categorical and a system specification perspective. We plopose
fulther uses for CCF which, while stemming from inconsistency managment,
have applications in other aleas of system analysis. These inclucle addressing
conflicts which alise frorn usilg incompatible specification techniques, as welÌ as

a proposecl method for identifying components which perform the same function
ir different systems. Finally, in Section 7.3 we discuss sorne benefits of the work
ploposed within this tlresis.

7.L.L Institutions and the Category of Theories

In Chapter 3 we adclressed two fundamental requirements for a semantic basis of
any modular specification language. These leqnirernents refer to the conclitions
which determine whether two specifications are equal, as well as those conclitions
which deterrnine whether a behaviour satisfies a given specification. We then
showed that the category of theories can be used as a serrantic basis satisfying
both these requirements. This was illustrated by usilg the specification language
Rosetta to provide examples. In the process, we discttssed how ttsing a folnal
semantic basis plovides a means of analysing specifications which does not alter
as the language evoÌves. This means that the analysis techniques clo not have
to be levised with each revision ol update of the langr-rage, an advantage r'vhen

it comes to reducing the cost of system specification.

We also demonstrated how to use the category of theolies to formalise the
relationships existing betweeu components in any one system. This folmalisa-
tion enables us to detect inconsistencies which arise when components interact.
N4loleover, such a formalisation also allows trs lo predict whethel a given intelac-
tlon coulcl cause inconsistencÌes. As a result, potential problems can be cletected
early on in the design cycle.

7.1..2 The Categorical Consistency Fþamework (CCF)

In general, there are many acceptable responses to inconsistency withilr a sys-

tern, and the choice of a response to auy inclivlclual example rvill depend ullon
many factors. Detecting and resolving all the inconsistetrcies in a systern often
lequires multiple frameworks and a valiety of rnel,hocls within these fi'ameworks.

This has traditionally made consistency checking a long ancl complex process
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To alleviate tìris problem, in Chapter 4 we presented the Categorical Consis-

tency FYamework (CCF), within which the most common inconsistencies can be

detectecl, analysecl and resolvecl.

CCF consists of a numbel of categor:ies which together describe a dynamic
system and its states. The two most important are the sAstern category C, which
clescrìbes an entire dynarnic system inclucling the system constraints, ancl the

abstract state categorg Cy, which clescribes system elements as they al)pear in a
single state of the system . A model of the abstract state category is a frrnctor rR :

Cv - Set, mapping system elements - such as variables - to the values they
take in a patticular state of the system. Since the abstract state categoly does

not leprese¡t system constraints, a model ,R need not represent a consistent

state. This freedom is one of the primary aclvantages of CCF, meaning that
inconsistent states ancl systems ma)/ be forrnally r-epresented and analysed'

The system category ancl abstract state category for any system are related

by functols known as state identifi"cation functors, ¿R : C - Cv. The state
identification functors enforce the system constraints within a state ,R which
factoi-s through any Ã. This is because system constraints are represented as

equalities within the system category C, which is the target category of any

state identification functor A. That is, these state identification functors en-

sure a celtain clegree of consistency of any state. Another aspect of consistency

within a systen is that shared information must be interpretecl ideltically by
all components. For example, a sharecl variable can have only one value at
any point, no matter whicir components can access it. To enforce this type of
consistency within a system we clefined the interaction consi'stencg category Cv
within CCF. Generating this category requires onÌy details about the informa-
tion each con-iponent shares with others, rneanlng that these inconsistencies can

be cletected as soon as clesignels tlake this information available' A state -R :

Cv - Set will demonstrate this type of consistency if rR can factor through
the intelaction consistency category.

Of most interest, however, are the situations where a functor Ë fails to factor
thlough the systen-r category C or the interaction consistency category' When
this occtus, we can use the category theoretic foundation of CCF to cletermine

what alter-ations to the specification are necessary to allow rR to factor thr:ough

these categories. This categorical reasoning câ,n then be extrapolated to the
application in question, thereby cletelmining the alterations which must be made

to the system specification if states are to be consistent. The advantage of this
approa,ch is that detailecl knowledge of the syntax ol semantics of the language

in which tÌre application is specified is unnecessary. Insteacl, all the analysis

can take place within the existing framework of categoly theory. The crlter-ia

fol the two t¡,pes of consistency (hele termed component-wise consistency and

intelaction-wise consistency) are cornpletely distinct. This means it is posslble

for a state A to demonstrate only one of these types of consistency. Because
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CCF uses separate categories and functols to enforce each type of consistency,
lesolving an inconsistency of one type neans that an inconsistency of the othel
t¡.pe rvi1l not be introduced.

In Section 4.6 we formalised the analysis of inconsistencies by defining the cat-
egory of states of a system. Objects in this categoly were defined to be functors
R: Cy + Set replesenting consistent states, while molphisms were defined to
be behaviours, ol traces. We constrained all such norphisms r : (R, [fi]¿, rR') to
represent a sequence of consecutive sta,tes as determinecl by the state identifica-
tion functors. This ensured that the system corstlaints in C relating one state
to the next wele applied to this sequence. Thus, if a n.rorphism in this categor'¡,
does not represent a consistent behaviour, it can only be because these system
constraints have not been satisfied. By allowing morphisms in this category to
lepresent behaviours rvhich ale not consistent, rve can compare colsistent and
inconsistent behaviours using categorical rnethods insteacl of application-sl)ecific
analysis techniques.

Analysis of the category of states of systems allowed us to generate the taxon-
omy of inconsistencies of Section 4.7. Although such taxonomies of lnconsisten-
cies have been presentecl before, the category theoretic nature of this approach
allows us to formall¡' weigh the adverse effects of any particular inconsistency.
For examltle, u,e exarnined inconsistent behaviouls by analysing and conrparing
the morphisms which replesented these behaviours ancl the morphisns wl'rich
representecl consistent behaviours. In all cases, we suggestecl categorical meth-
ods of resolving the inconsistencies) once their effect had been determlned. For
example, to resolve component-wise consistency we showecl how to fir'st iclel-
tify the relevant constraints, and then remove those which will cause the least
clisluption to the system. We also discussed how using CCF enables a clesigner
to identify certain subsystems or behaviours which are cleemecl essential to the
correct operation of the system. Any inconsistency rnanagernent can then be
undertaken with the importance of these behaviours or stibsysterrs in mincl. In
this way, the one general fi'arlework can be tailored for individual systems. TÌris
avoicls the problems of an 'over-general' metric,

7.t.3 Applications of CCF

In Chapter' 5 we demonstrated how different types of systems calì be lepresentecì
in CCF. By using CCF to model a range of systetls, rve also demonstlated
the appÌicability of this frarnewolk to a variety of real-world problen-rs. For'

exarlple, when a designer is attempting to cleduce the effect of lemoving or
alterlng a component within a system, he cares more about the interconnection
of the corrponents than the actual values observed during any simulation. To
rnodel this scenalio, we constructecl categories within CCF which allowed us to
distinguish system behaviouls basecl upon the interconnection of components.
This clemonstlatecl how CCF can be tailorecl to aclch'ess the precise problern in
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which we are intelested. Another exampìe of how CCF can be used to model a
variety of systems is shown in Section 5.4, where we constructed categories to
represent systems which communicate using input/output parameters.

By using CCF to model a variety of systems, we are able to leiate one type of
system to another. For example, we showed how the alternative state definitions
we present in Sections 5.2 and 5.4 both extencl or modify the original Basic State
definition. Thìs provides a basis for comparing those systems which display
characteristics of several of the different types. In addition, explicitly relating
the cliffelent types of systems mearls that any analysis of one type of system

can be extrapolatecl to another. For exarnple, in Section 5.3 we used Transition
Flistory systems to shorv the importance of minimal underlying behavlours when
considering subsystems. These ale the shortest, or least disluptive, behaviours
of the entire system that allow a user to observe a particular behaviour within
a subsysteu. We showed how these minirnal behaviouls can be of use rvhen

solving a Rubik's Cube (which we specify using a Transition History system),
but we ca,n also make use of this work when examining systems of other types.

Finally, in Chapter' 6 we considered inconsistencies which are due to system

failure. Inconsistencies of this type arise when extelnal circumstances, such as

power failure, cause information to be lost. If this information is restored incor-
rectly afterwards then the system rnight behave inconsistently. We examined
this situation in the case of systems which make use of an interface. An ilter'-
face hides some infornation, making the rest visible to an external system, such

as a human observer. In the event of system failure and consequent loss of all
sJ/stern ilfolmation, the information which was visible under the interface can

be restorecl correctly. This is because the external obset-ver is assumed not to
be affectecl by the failure, ancl hence the observations made just prior to the
failure are still valicl. By contrast, the information hidden under the interface
is not gualanteed to be restored correctly, since it has not been recorded any-
where but in the affected system. However, in the case of a system which uses

an intelface, the user is only concernecl about the restolation of an equiualent

state undel the interface. In Section 6.2 we used a view functor to model an

interface, and thereby to construct those categories within CCF necessary for
the analysis of equivalent states. We then used the definitions ancl techniques

intloduced in Chapters 4 and 5 to ploduce a category ofstates in which equality
is equivalence under the interface.

In the final sections of Chapter' 6 we used this category of states to formally
alalyse the inconsistencies which can arise as a result of systern failure. This
rvas illustrated by a case stucly of a security system, a common example pre-

sented in the literature. \Me first icientified a subsystem of this security system

that we deemecl essential to its functioning, then returned to the concept of min-
imal undellying behaviouls to define degrees of consistency of this subsystem.

In genelal, the associated clisadvantage of cornplete failure tolerance within a
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system is the difficulty in adequately specifying this property. We showecl how
strict degrees of failure tolerance can fail to persist in a system which is uncler'-
going refinement, and suggested some weakel tolerance pr:operties that are more
genelally applicable. By addressing this topic using the folmal basis ol'CCF,
we were able to plesent these degrees of failure tolerance ln a coherent manlìer,
especially in terms of the relationships they beal to each other.

7.2 Further Work
The work presented in this thesis has been intended to catalog ancl discuss the
inconslstencies which arise at any stage throughout the specification of systerls.
However, there are also inconsistencies rvhich arise at other portions of the soft-
ware clesign lifec¡,çls. The proposed future work lies in tu,o broacl aleas lelatecl
to this. Filst, we anticipate the generation of a similal categorical or forrnal
framework to address those conflicts which can arise fron specifying s)¡stems in
different notations, or where multiple clesigners have different pr-iorities for the
goals of a system. Such a framework would neecl to be capable of translating
one notatìon into another, while allowing for differing levels of abstlaction. Sec-

ondly, the ploposed framework would have to contaln rules for r-e-prioritlsing
system goals where these conflict. It is anticipated that quasi-classlcal logic
will be used for this. This logic system will allow us to leason even in the
presence of inconsisteucies, a necessary step if we are to incor'ltorate conflicting
specifications.

Another area of interest leÌated to inconsistency ma,nagement is the consicler-
ation of issues which arise when a component is letnoveil or reltlaced by another'.
In this case, if the two components in question cleuonstrate bisimilarity, we sa)¡

that they are irterchangeable. HoweveL, in some cases we may be satislìecl with
cleglees of bisilnilarlty, just as we were satisfiecl u'ith clegrees of consistency il
the presence of systern failure. For exatn¡rle, two comltonents f 1 ancl f 2 which
dlffer only in that fl contains an nnconstlainecl variable r not includecl in f2
cannot be representecl by bisirnilar specifications. However, for system specifi-
cation purposes, these two components are similar enough to be interchangecl.
We propose using CCF to generate the categories of states of each component,
being denotecl States¡r and States¡2. We can then determine the reiationshi¡r
between these categolies by using aspects of categoricaì equivalence.

In general, ascertaining whether categorical equivalence exists between States¡r
and States¡z provides information about the non-cleterminism demonstratecl by
the specifications of f 1 ancl f 2. The simplest way to analyse categorical equiva-

lence fol systems is to use a'recluced'category States¿"¿. That is, if States¡r
ancl States¡2 are equivalent categories, then we are interested in the least com-
plex category Statesp"¿ such that States6"¿ is equivalent to States¡r and

States¡2. Hele, the least complex category States6"¿ is likely to be gener'-

ated from the category which represents only those variables which are comrnoll
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to both f1 and f2. The existence of Statesn"¿ then guarantees that, up to
equivalence, component f 1 and f.2 act identicaily. That is, the degree of non-

cleterminism offered by one component is the same as that offered by the other.

Shoulcl such a category Statesn"¿ exist, we can use it to examine the behaviou¡s
of botlr f 1 and f2, and thereby ignore the additional unconstrainedvaria.ble f Ln
in the example given above.

Establishing that two sirnilar components demonstrate the same degree of
non-determinism allows us to use them interchangeably in specifications' By
phrasing all interactions in terms ofthe categorical equivalence functors, oI even

the related adjoints, we can establish which components are interchangeable.
This means that the user need not define an appropriate interface in order to
discover if two components are bisimilar. Further work would formalise this
definition, as well as consider the notion of degrees of equivalence. This will
be translated into system specification terms, thus creating a list of common
reflnements which may be made to a component before the altered version is

deemecl no longer equivalent.

7.3 Benefits of this work
The major aclvantage of CCF is that it provides us with a single coherent frame-
work for formally identifying, categorising and analysing inconsistencies. We

have usecl the specification language Rosetta to demonstrate how CCF may be

used when developing a specifrcation language, both in terms of defining the se-

mantics, and in ensuring that these semantics offer sufficient functionality. The
aclvantage of the resulting formal semantics is that potential inconsistencies can

be detected early, thereby requiring fewer revisions of the specification. For
example, without a formal framework, interaction-wise consistency can only be

cietected lelatively late in the specification cycle. This is because all components

would have to be specifled to a level of detail at which it is feasible to combine

them. With CCF, however, we can use the interaction-wise consistency category
to identify any conflicts before the components are specified in detail. CCF also

allows the representation of inconsistent states and behaviours, in contrast to
many of the existing semantic bases for specification languages. The advantage

of this is that both colsistent and inconsistent systems rnay be specified and

compar-ed within this framework, meaning we can obtain a formal representation
of the causes and appearances of inconsistencies. This leads to the taxonomy of
inconsistencies and their potential solutions, which we proposed in Section 4.7.

Furthermor-e, the results obtaineci using CCF are compatible with those ob-

tained using other framewolks. For example' we câ,11 use CCF and the cate-

goly of theories to obtain the necessary graphs for analysing a system using

Span(Graph). The analysis we pelform using the frameworks presented in
this paper has a corresponding analysis performed using Span(Graph). Simi
larl¡., techniques developed to address the clatabase view update problem have
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been used in this work in conjunction with CCF to identify minimal system
behaviours. The use of existing frameworks or techniques in this way allows a
user accustomed to one particular area of research to apply existing work in the
new context of system specification.

CCF also allows designers to have input into the categorisation or resolution of
inconsistencies by permitting the identification of "essential" behaviours, states
and subsystems. An inconsistency in any of these can then be weightecl wlthin
the taxonomy of inconsistencies so as to be deemed more se¡ious than other
inconsistencies which do not affect the essential functions of the system. In a
similar manner, CCF also permits the definition of clegrees of consistency. Often

- especially in the case of system failure - it is difficult to ensure complete
consistency of a system. Providing a number of degrees of consistency within
CCF then allows a designer to analyse how badly a system is affected, as well
as identify possible methods of reducing the inconsistency within the essential
subsystems. As a result, CCF can be tailored for use in individual systems, in
addition to providing generalised solutions to more abstract system specìfication
problems.

Overall, CCF provides a coherent categorical framework for inconsistency
management. IMe have laid the groundwork in this thesis for further enhance-
ments, such as those suggested in Section7.2, We anticipate that the results
obtained from these enhancements, along with the analysis techniques presented
here, will result in more comprehensive specification languages and cleaner', Iess

costly specifications.
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Appendix A: An Introduction to Rosetta

The discussion we present within this thesìs was motivated by the neecl for a
semantic basis fol Rosetta. With this in mind, Rosetta syntax is used for all tlie
examples. It is intended tliat the conclusions of thìs thesis will aid the future
development of Rosetta, particularly in terms of developing mor-e funcl,ionality
fol the language.

This appendix contains a brief tutorial on Rosetta. Because the language
is still undel clevelopment, we will only desclibe the basic properties, rnost of
rvhich are also identifiable in other specification and requirements languages,
such as Clear 134], VHDL [2] and Z [94]. These properties include the ability to
partition specifications, the ability to constrain variables relative to state, ancl
the presence of a data universe [38] replesenting datatypes. Because we cliscuss
only these common properties, the conclusions from this wolk can be appliecl
to a general class of specification languages, of which Rosetta is a merrber.

The basic unit of specification in Rosetta is a facet, which serves as a single
descriptive entity. This is similar to a VHDL entity or an OBJ3 theory [37]. A
facet usuall¡, consists of a description of the behaviour of a single component, or'

moclule, within a system. HoweveL, depending on the level of abstraction, a facet
can also be used to express system requirements or the physical con-rposition of
a component. A modular system can then be seen to corrsist of a number of
components, each of which is described by one or more facets. These facets
consist of cleclarations of varlables, constants and functions. A typical facet rvilÌ
also include a list of constLaints, oL axiorns, which restrlct the value of these
variables, constants and functions.

Facets withln a system car comnunicate with each otliel in a nurnber of
\.vays. Two standarcl methods of conmunication are using shaled data, ancl
using message passing. These are implemented in Rosetta respectively by using
global variables and input/output palameters. Section 4.0.4 clefines some aclcli-
tional methods of comrnunication which have been proposecl by the clevelopers
of Rosetta. These are known as facet interact'ions anci a,re intendecl to lrror'1de
a reuseable means of specifying the combination of specifications.

The following system is taken fi'om the Rosetta Usage Guicle l1l ancl consists
of two typical Rosetta facets. The purpose of this system is to specify the
behavioul of an alarmclock. We cliscuss the syltax in cletail in Section 4.0.2.

4.0.1 An AlarmClock
domain timeTypes;
//l}:ris def j.nes the types we wil-l- use
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tine: ti-meType;
hour: hourTime;
minute: minuteTj-me;
hour = INT '/" 24i
minute = INT % 60;
time=hour, minute;

end timeTypes

facet clockBeh(setTime: input tineType; timeln:i.nput tineType;
alarmshow: j.nput bit; soundAlarn: output bit)
: : state-based, timeTYPes;

//inpt*s are all fron an external user excePt
,//al-arnShow, which i-s from facet alarnBeh.
/,/ soundAlarm is an output parareter to alarmBeh

priviate soundAlarn: bit; ,//used to tell the alar¡o to
sound

private clocktime: timeType; // tine of this clock
displayTime: disptineTypei // tine as displayed
begin
setclock: IF setTine = 1

THEN

clockTime) = timeln AND displayTine' = timeln;
tock: fF setTime = 0

THEN

clockTime' = increment-tine (clockTime) ) ;

showtime: IF alarnShor^r = 0

THEN

displayTi-ne' = clockTine)
ELSE

displayTime' = alarmTi¡re;
noise: IF alarnTine = clockTime

THEN

soundAlarm' = 1

ELSE

soundAlarm' = 0;
end cl-ockBeh

facet alarnBeh(setAlarm: input bit; timeln: input timeType;
alarmToggle: input bit; soundAlarn: input bit;
alarnshot¡: outPut bit)
: : state-based, tineTypes;

//inpr*s are all from an external user except
,//soundAlarrn, r,¡hich is fron facet clockBeh
,//alarroshow is an output parameter to clockBeh

pri-vate alarmshow: bit; // used to teII the clock to
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display the alarm tj.ne
public alarnTi.me: timeType; // tine the al-arn is set for
private alarm: alarnType; // tne noj-se the alarm should make
begin
setalar¡o: IF setAlarm = 1

THEN

alarnTi.me' = timeïn AND alarmShow' = 1;
ELSE

alarmTine' = alarrnTime AND alarnShow' = 0;
sound: fF soundAlarn = 1 AND alarmToggle = 1

THEN

alarrn = randon. alarm.noiseO ;

end alarmBeh

This system is composecl of three entities, clockBeh, alarmBeh and t ineTypes,
which together describe the action of an alarm clock. The facet timeTypes
provides clockBeh and afarmBeh with clatatypes, and is visible to them via
inheritance. Inheritance in Rosetta is known as facet ettens'ion, ancl is signallecl
by the line

facet clockBeh(...): : tineTypes

This is discussed further in Section 4.0.5, whicÌr includes an explanation of lvhy
timeTypes is referred to as a domain.

As the comments indicate, facet clockBeh accepts the inputs setTime and
tineln fi'om a user. These inclicate respectively that the user would like to set
the time on the alarrn clock, and what time she woulcl like to set it to. The
axiom entitled setclock then implements the setting of the tirne. We note here
the use of the standald 'tick' notation, to indicate the value of a valiable in the
next state. The axiom entitled tock indicates the passing oftime, corresponding
to ticks of the alarm clock. The axiom shor¡time ensures that the clock displays
the current time, unless the user has either entered a new alarm tirne. In this
case, the clock will display this new alarm time, which is visible via the public
(giobal) valiable alarmTine from the facet alarmBeh. The final axiom, noise,
uses the output palameter soundAl-arn to trigger the facet al-armBeh to act if
the current clock time matches the tirne the alarm is set for.

The second facet, alarnBeh, is usecl for constrainirlg the behavioul of the
alarm function. This facet accepts the inputs setAl-arn, tineln and alarnToggle
from a user. These indicate Ìespectively that the user rvishes to set the alarrl
time, the time for which it should be set, ancl whether or not the alarm should
be turned on. If the user does wish to set the alalm, the vâr'iable alarmTime
records the time for which it was set, and the output pala,meter showAlarm is

used to triggel the clockBeh facet to display this new alarm time briefly. The
axiom sound is utilised when the time the alarm is set for matches the current
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clock time, an event indicated by the value of the input parameter soundAlar¡o
from the facet clockBeh. If this is the case, and if the alarmToggle input from
the user is 1 (indicating that the alarm is turned on), the alarm makes a noise

as determined by the random.alarm.noiseO function. The definition of this
function is not shown.

There ale a number of communication methods illustrated in this system.

Firstly, the two facets clockBeh and alarmBeh communicate with each other
by means of input/output variables. These specifically include the variables
alarmshow ancl soundAlarm, where an output variable from one facet is received

as input to another. In addition to this, the global variable alarmTime enables

communication between the two facets. Finally, the inhelitance mechanism

allows both facets to access the datatypes defined in the tineTypes facet.

A.O.2 Facet Syntax

As we have mentioned earlier, facets consist of a number of declarations (vari-

ables, consta,nts, functions) along with axioms which constrain the value of these

declared elements. Variables and constants can be ofany declared datatype, the
more common of which are listed below.

o Elemental types such as int,character, bit, real etc. 11]

While some of these are subsets of each other, they are treâ'ted in Rosetta
as unique datatypes.

o Sets and sequences of elemental types

o Constructed types (such as tree)

. state, which we discuss further in Section 4.0.3

We refer the reader to [1] for a fuller description of Rosetta datatypes.

Axioms take the form t1 : tz, for terms ú1 and tz. A term is either

o A constant, variable or function

¡ A variable in a particular state (such as x@sO, x at the initial state)

o A function apptied to terms. These functions may be defined by the user,

or may be pre-defined.

Functions can also include conditionals, such as 'if ' and 'while' expressions. This
enables us to describe properties which hold clependent upon the values of other
vatiables. This also includes the 'tick' notation to refer to the next state. We

will cliscuss the function of state in more detail later.
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To demonstrate how these elements intelact, we present the following example
facet. While less interesting than the alarm clock example of Section 4.0.1, the
simplicity of this example means that it can be more easily usecl to illustrate
the syntax of Rosetta, and the issues of interest.

Example 1, Rosetta Facets

facet fl :: state-based f.acet f2 : : state-based
public x: j-nt; begin
private y: int; L0: x' = x+1;
begin end f2

T0:x@s0 = 0, x@next(sO) = 0;
T1:x' ' = x+1;
T2:y@s0 = 0, y' = y+1;

end f1

These exarnple facets deciale some variables, ,r and y, of type int, or integer.
Additionally, these facets contain axiolns constraining theil va,riables. These
axioms are denoted by ?0,TI,72 in the case of f 1, and trO in the case of f2.
The standarcl 'tick' notation l'efers to the value of the valiable r-eferenced in the
next state of the facet. Any facet rnay stutter any nurnber of times, a concept
we cliscuss in more detail in the following section. Because Rosetta is designecl
as a stuttering-insensitive language, when leferencing the next state by neans
of the 'tick' notation, we always refer to the next state which is not obtainable
by an iclertity state transition. The initiai state of each facet Ìs represented by
the symbol s0, which in conjunction with the tick notation clefinlng tÌre rrext
state, constrains values of the variables relative to state-changes of the facets.

Tlre effect of the axioms T0,TI,T2 of fI is to constrain the vai-iable ø to
ircrement at evely second state transition of f 1 (moclulo stutters). In adclition,
these axioms constrain the variable g to increment at every state change of
f 1. By means of the public mechanism described further in Section 4.0.4, the
variable r is visible to facet /2 as well. f 2 thel constrains r by means of axiorn
trO, requiring r to lncrement at every state cìrange of f 2.

If Exarnple 1 is to represent a consistent system, the behaviours of both f 1

arnd f2 must be able to co-exist. That is, rve must fincl a way of scheduling the
state-changes which permlts evely axiom to be satisfiecl. In this simlrle case,
the obvious solution is for facet fl to change state twice as often in any given
period of sirnulation time as facel f2 cloes. Chapter 5 cliscusses these scheduling
arrangements in more detail. In the following section, we exarnine the structural
aspects of this specification in rnore detail.
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4.0.3 State and Rosetta

One of the distinguishing characteristics of a Rosetta specification is that each

facet has its own state. The axioms in a facet then constrain its variables relative
to its own state. This ûteans that facets rnay change state independently of each

other. A seconcl characteristic of these specification is that any facet may stutter
at any point. Stuttering is defined as a state change which is not discernable, or

an identity state transition. That is, a stutter is a state transition in which the

tar.get and source states are identical 191]. These types of state change occur
independently of the 'tick' notation, making any Rosetta axioms stuttering-
insensitive. This meatts that a Rosetta system may stutter at any point, and

this will not be detected; nor will it ever result in inconsistency.

4.0.4 Sharing Information Between Components

In Example 1 there are several declarations which are common to both f 1 and

f2. Fi¡stly, both facets reference state, in that all variables are constrained
r.elative to the state of each facet. However, each facet possesses its own state,
rather than sharing a common state. That is' if facet f 1 changes state, this
does not automatically imply that facet f2 has done likewise' Additionally,
both facets reference elements of the integer abstract datatype, including the
constant 0 and function .|. Because the facets are communicating via shared

access to a variable (r) of type integer, we may therefore surmise that the
declaration of the integers is common to both. We do not include an axiom to
the effect f 1 . x = f 2 . x, but this is implicit in the Rosetta syntax (such an axiom
may be neecled in other languages). The common declaration of the integers is
available to both facets via inheritance, or facet e.rtension. We discuss this in
more detail below.

4.0.5 Facet Extension
Facet extension is Rosetta's means of providing inheritance. In its most basic

form facet extension corresponds to the act ofadding elements to a facet, thereby
genelating a larger or more complex facet. These added elements may be data,
such as extra variables or functions, or may be axioms constraining both new

ancl old data. Because facet extension includes all the code of the original facet

in the new one, it provides a means of both re-using code and of defining a

sharecì d,ata uniuerse 1381, which we discuss below, within a system. All facet

extension in Rosetta is transitive.

For any modular system, the data universe consists of declarations and datatypes
which are common to multiple components in the system. The data universe

therefore provides a common vocabuÌary which the component specifications
use to communicate with each other. Of course, the exact composition of the
data universe is dependent upon the individual system. However, in general the

clata universe will consist of the datatypes, constants and functions which are
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used in more than one component. For example) in most systems the abstract
datatype defining the integers (including the constant 0 and functions * and -)
will form part of the data universe, In Rosetta, some other elements of the data
universe in many systems are the character datatype, the naturals datatype,
and the axioms of fir'st-order logic. Facets in a system can then coltstrain their
own variables relative to the elements of the data univelse. This can be seen in
axiom 70 of Example 1 of Section 4.0.2. Here, the private variabÌe y is con-
strained relative to the constant 0 and function *. This enables two facets to
communicate, as a valiable from one facet is now guaranteed to be interpretecl
appropriately (r'elative to the shared data universe) by another facet.

However, there is a diffelence between sharing a clefinitlon of a datatype,
and re-using a definition. In the fir'st case, there shoulcl be only one cop¡r ef trhs

definition withín the system, else the cornponents cannot use it to communicate,
However, if we just want to re-use code for reasons of efficiency, then the le-
used code should not be shaled. This corresponds to the clifference, for example,
between Java class valiables and instance variables. Fol exarnple, if rve wish to
provide two components clock 1 and clock 2 with their own alarm clocks, it
makes sense to have them both use the alarmclock cocle from Section 4.0.1.
However, this does not then imply that when a usel sets the time on clock 1's
alarmclock, that facet cl-ock 2 should also set its clock for this time. That is,
the two alarm clocks shoulcl functlon independently, rather than simply being
palL oI a shared clala univelse.

To emphasise the clifference between cocle leuse ancl cocle shaling, Rosetta
defines two distinct types of facet extension. The first type corresponcls to
the traditional object-oriented uotlon of inheritance. Using this, facets inherit
declarations and constraints fi'orn a 'parent', resulting in a class of facets all
sharlng common characteristics. Each facet defines its own copy of any elements
inlieritecl in this way. The second type of facet extension corresponcls to the
generation of a data universe. Here, two facets extending a 'palent' vierv the
declarations and constraints in the palent as global elements. As a lesult,
there is only one copy of any declaration frorn the parent, but this one col)y
is accessible to all 'child' facets. Rosetta provides a nreans of syntactically
distinguishing between the two t¡'pes of facet extensiotr. Thìs is done by creating
a separate class of facets known as doma'ins.

4.0.6 Domains and Facets

As we have discussed earlier, thele should be only one copy of the clata univelse
wlthin a system. If this wele not the case, then each facet could interpret its copy
of the data univelse diffelently, and there rvoulcl be no comnron vocabulaly for'

communication. Since the data univelse is defined by facet extension, Rosetta
provicles a syntactical means of ldentifying which cleclarations are to be part of
this 'global' clata universe. This is done by placing all such declala,tions within
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Figure 4.1: The Rosetta Domain Hierarchy

special facets known as dornl,i,ns. If two facets f 1 and f2 extend a particular
domain dl, then they w111 both share one copy of any declarations in d1. As

an exâmple of why this is neecled, sttppose f 1 contains a private variable y,

while f 2 contains a private variable z' n ft constrâins y=0 while f 2 constrains
z=0, then knowing that the integels are part of the data universe allows us to
conclude that at âny given time, y=2. Declarations in domains can thus be seen

to be similar to Java class variables.

R.osetta domains may also extend each other. This gives rise to the Rosetta
Doniain Hierarchy, shown in Figure 4.1. At the top, the logic domain includes
axioms of first-orcler logic, as well as the definition of the integers and the
booleans. Nearly all Rosetta facets will extend the logic domain. This figure
also shows domains extending other domains, such as the trace-based domain
extending the signal-based domain. This particular extension takes place

wlthln the clata universe. Facets tnay also exteud domains, although anything
defined within a facet (as opposed to a domain) is no longer considerecl part of
the clata universe. FinaÌly, facets may extend facets, again resulting in an ex-

tension which does not provide any aclditional information to the data universe'
However, the most common types of extension are a clomain extending a domain
(so aclcling elements to, or refining, the data universe), or a facet extencling a

domain.

There are some further constraints upon how facets may treat elernents of the
data universe. Because these elements are globally visible, any constraint placed

npon them has an effect throughout the system. This can have far-reaching
effects if a designer incÌudes an erroneous axiom. For example, suppose colnpo-
nents f 1 and f2, which both require a definition of the integers) at'e specified by
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two cliffelent clesigners. Furthermore, suppose that this is accomplishecl by the
integers being defined withir a shared data universe. If one clesignel acciclentally
includes an axiom 0=1 in component f1, thls wilÌ also affect the other compo-
nent. Thus, the component f2 will not work as its designer intends. Because
of this, Rosetta enforces the restriction that facets may not constrain elernents
of the clata universe. That is, a Rosetta facet can never fulther constrain any
data or:iginating in a Rosetta domain.

Rosetta also provides an extension mechanism by rvhich cocle carì simply be
reused. One example of rvhere this would be necessary is if we want to pr-o-

vide two cornponents rvith their own copies of the alarmclock in Section 4.0.1.
Rosetta signals this by havlng the two components in question extend an alarm-
clock facet, as opposed to an alarmclock domai,n. In this way, declarations from
a parent class are inherited, but each facet retains its own copy of these clec-

larations. A facet may then constlain its own co¡ry of a declaration without
this affecting any other facet's copy. This t¡'pe of facet extension can be seen

most commonly in the ì)Ìesence of facets which extencl the state-based facet.
Within this state-based facet, Rosetta clefines a type named state together
with

o A constant init + state

o A function next: state + state

o A valiable current of type state

This defines an abstract datatype (a clatatype ancl associatecl functions) which
leplesents the number of state-changes (moclulo str"rttering) rvhich have been un-
clergone by the component in question. Any facet which extencls this state-based
facet will contain a copy of these definitions. This means that each of these
facets contains its own state datatype. We note that, for historical reasons,
when writing Rosetta facets we use the shorthand 'tick' notatlon to represent
the next function.

4.0.7 Sharing Information Between Facets

In this appendix, we Ìrave intr-oclucecl a number of ways Rosetta facets can shar-e

informatlon. Firstly, they may do so b¡' using global valiables, as implementecl
using the public mechanism. This can be seen in Section 4.0,2, where the
variable ø is ciefined il facet f 1 ancl visible in f2. Another lreans of shaling
information is by the use of input ancl output variables. This was shown in
the specification of an alarm clock, in Section 4.0.1. In colnmon with nost
specification languages, Rosetta contains a lestriction that a facet ma)/ ttot alteÌ
the value of any of its input valiables. This is discussed fulther in Chapter'5,
wherein we provicle an analysis of how consistency may be achievecl amongst
components which communicate using input/output paratnetels.
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Finally, it is possible to ensure a degree of information sharing by means of

facet interacúions. These consist of predetermined methods of combining facets

together to produce new facets.

4.0.8 Types of Facet Interaction
Facet interactions are generic methods for generating new facets, or describing
the relationship which exists between components in a system. Rosetta pr:ovides

four n-rain types of facet interaction, although individual designers may declare

their own. These basic four types are as follows.

¡ Facet sum
This produces a new facet containing all the elements (data and con-

straints) of the two or more summands, and no additional equations or
data. The most complex aspect of this is ascertaining the effects of infor-
mation sharing between the summands.

¡ Facet implication
Facet implication refers to the situation where one facet is said to imply
another. This means that any constraint which one facet places on data
is also contained within the facet which is implied. This has a converse
effect on the models of these facets, which we discuss in Section 3.3.

o Facet inclusion
Facet inclusion is one of those aspects of Rosetta still under clevelopment.
SemanticaÌly, one facet may inclucle another if the consistency of the sec-

ond is reflected as a boolean value within the including facet. This then
helps us define a Rosetta framework for testing consistency of Rosetta
components.

o Extension
Facet extension refers to the addition of both axioms and data elements
(unlike facet implication). Facet extension is the primary means of pro-
ducing new facets within Rosetta.
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Appendix B: l\otation
This list includes some of the common notation usecl throughout this work,
along with a guicle to the section where it is first introduced.

Th¡t The theory representing the specification of component f 1 (Chapter 3)

CCF: The Categolical Consistency Fratnework, usecl for analysing systems'

(Chapter'4)
C: The sgstem category, generated from an EA sketch and representing a system

and its constraints (Sectlon 4.3)
Cy: The abstract state categorE, generated from an EA sketch and replesenting
the system data visible in a single state (Section 4.4)
Basic State system: A system where states are distinguishecl by the current
values and behaviours by the traces of the system (Section 4.2) R: A functor
R: Cy + Set, r'epresenting a state of the system (Section 4.4.3)

Cy: Tlre interaction consistencg category, representing the constraints which
apply to an interaction-wise consistent state (Section 4.5.2)

1): A system model D : C + Set, which provides a trace of the system (Sec-

tion 4.3.5)
1: The quotient functor relating two categories, wheLe one is a quotient of the
other (eg. Theorem 4.25)
,R: Tlre state identification functot R:Cv - C, used to ensure a state .R factors
through the system category C (Section 4.5.1)

States: The category of states of a Basic State system (Section 4.6)

C(Free): A category structuralÌy similar to the system categoly C, but repre-

senting only those system constraints which affect euery sLate (Section 4.7.2)

Cl': The si,ngular consistencE categorg, similal to the system categor-y but rep-

r:esenting only those system constraints which apply after k state transitions
(Section 4.7.2)
RF,""t The singular identification functor Rpr"" : Cv - C(Free), used to
define the nutrber of tlansitions undergone by each component, and to ensul'e

that the state rR factors through the relevant singular consistency category (Sec-

tion 4.7.2)
Singular States: The categoly of singular consistent states of a Basic State
system (Section 4.7.3)
Transition Histoly sJ'stem: A system in which the number of transitions under-
gone cân distinguish state, and behaviours are distinguishecl by those compo-

nents which change state together (Section 5.2)
TH States: The category of states of a Transition History system (Section 5.2.6)

Cfl: The abstract state category of a subsystem P, usually identified by an in-
clusion frrncLol K : CÇ ' Cy (Seclion 5.3.1)
C{r: The input abstract'ion category for an Input State system, serving a sirnilar
purpose to the abstract state category Cv but not including input variables for
âny cornpolrent (Definition 5.3t)
In: The i,nput i,nclus'ion functor In : C'y - Cv which identifies all system
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elements which are not inpul variables of any component (Section 5.4.5)
Ã1rr: A functor R¡n : CIy -* Set, representing a state of an Input State system
(Section 5.4.5)
Input States: The category of states of an Input State system (Section 5.4.7)
G ¡,i: The graph representing the states and state transitions of the component
fi (Section 5.5)

Cfr): The abstract state category of a component fi within the wicler system
(Section 5.5.2)
Ip.p: A. functor Ip"r: Cfr"p - Cv, identifying those system elements which
are part of a component Rep (Section 5.5.1)
Failure Tolerance system: A system in which an interface is defined, and equai-
ity of states becomes equivalence under this interface (Section 6.2)
Cf : The abstract state equiualence calegory of a Failure Tolerance system, rep-
resenting all those system elements visible under the interface ,4 (Section 6.2.3)
A: A functor A: C{ - Cv representing the interface assumed to be part of a
Failure ToÌerance system
RA: A functor RA : Cf; --+ Set representing a visibie trace within a Failure
Toierance system, known as a Failure Tolerance trace (Defrnitions 6.9)
.RA 

| 
: The visible values of the state in which a Failure Tolerance trace originates

(Section 6.2.3)
Failure Tolerance(A): The category of Failure Tolerance states of a system
which uses an interface .4 (Section 6.2.5)
States¡ryc: The category of states of the alert notification component, given
the case study of Section 6.3.1
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